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FOREWORD 

Karst is the complex consequence of the simple fact that some rocks tend to dissolve in 

natural waters. Mankind has long been fascinated by it for many reasons, e.g. Its under

ground and surface beauties, the facts that we drink water from karst aquifers and pump oil 

from the karstified carbonate reservoirs etc. 

Karst, as we know and observe, is a result of ongoing dynamic processes, which last 

from the creation of karstifiable rocks to their cessation. Therefore, understanding karst 

means understanding the stages and processes of its evolution. 

Karstology is a dissected science. It is modern to call it multidisciplinary. The heteroge

neity is an advantage ifwe make use of it. /f not, it can be an obstacle. 

Jn karstology both can be found. On the one hand there is a strong community (''fami

ly") which co-operates, socialises and meets regularly in the frame of karst conferences and 

on the other hand there are many important karst related papers of researchers from 'far 

away" sciences who are not aware of this community. 

The main goal of this book and the accompanying symposium was to bring together old 

and new people in the scene, to meet and to present and discuss many aspects of karst 

evolution. 

To realise this we have invited several scientists who have contributed a lot during the 

last decades and to make a review of their work and the work of their colleagues. This makes 

up half of the book and covers many aspects such as the speleogenesis and morphogenesis in 

karst regions, karst hydrological systems from the evolutionary viewpoint, initial and final 

stages of karstification, response of l{fe to the specific karst environments and dating of proc

esses in karst. 

The book would be incomplete without the papers which follow and present the actual 

research on all the topics listed above. 

This book is not a bible. I am aware that some important aspects of karst evolution are 

missing and that we have missed some errors and typos. Nevertheless, I still think it is an 

important work thanks to all the contributing authors. 

Franci Gabrovsek 
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Abstract 

DISSOLUTION AND POROSITY 

DEVELOPMENT IN CARBONATES 

V. PAUL WRIGHT 

Dissolution, porosity development and related diagenetic processes in carbonates take place across a 
ll'ider range of diagenetic sellings than had previously been appreciated. Dissolution in marine 1l'a

ters, triggered by undersa/uralion caused by microbial decay processes, is now 1hought responsible for 

both massil'e aragonite loss during l'ery sha!!m,• burial. Simi/arfr aragonile dissolulion, metas/ab/e 

mineral slabilizalion and cemenlalion are also 1101r knoll'n lo be capable of faking place al shallo1r to 

inlermediale depths in marine pore waters. T!te importance olburial disso/u1io11 is becoming belier 

appreciated, even for the creation of a range of kars/-/ike .features. Our underslanding !he eJfec/s 1J/' 
d(fferenl burial-relaled processes 011 porosily-permeabilit_r relalionships is also improving. Wil/1 car

bona/e rocks (limes/ones and do!omi1es) holding about 45% <!l 1he 11·or!d's hydrocarbons, lei alone 

!heir signi.flcance as aqu(lers, an understanding of porosity dere/opmenl is bolh economicalfr and 

scienli/icalfr desirable. Porosity s_rs1e111s in carbonales are l'er_r complex, a consequence of the com

plex archilectures of carbonale grains, complex textural variations re.fleeting !he i111eraclio11 of depo

sitional, biological and diagenetic processes, and !he co111plex shapes and dislributions o_f'secondary 

pores. The resul! is that !here is often a poor correla1io11 be/1\'een porosity and permeability in carbon
ate reserl'oirs. This is a 111ajor drawback .for predicling reserl'Oir properlies in !he subsurface because 

1rhereas porosi/_r can be deril'ed fro111 the subsurface using H-e!! logs, it is 111ore dil]lrn!t to assess 
permeabilily. It is quile common to find permeability differences of IH"O orders <!l magnilude, or 

occasionally even three, wilhin a single shor/ core interval. (Lucia, /999) This resul!s in 111a11y car
bonate reservoirs being regarded as "homogeneously heterogeneous" and bulk values .for per111eabil
it_r being assigned. T!te aim of !his paper is to review !he controls 011 porosi/_1' development, and to 
emphasize holl' !he diagene/ic polenlial cJ/' limes/ones for porosity de1•e/op111e111 is slrongfr e111'iron

men1al/y and time (straligraphic age) controlled. In addition !he /i11/e apprecia!ed role o_f l'er_r earlr 

burial disso/u1io11 11'ill be discussed as will also !he role <J{ deeper burial disso/u1io11. The issue of' 

do/0111ilisa1io11 will not be reviewed bul !he reader is referred lo Warren (2000).fiJr a recent synlhesis. 

DIAGENETIC POTENTIAL FOR POROSITY FORMATION 

Porosity and permeability in carbonate sediments are controlled by the texture (matrix 
or grain-supported), granulometric properties (such as grain size and sorting), the min

eralogical composition ( diagenetic potential) and by other effects such as fracturing and 

non-fabric selective dissolution. The composition of a carbonate sediment influences its 

subsequent diagenesis and porosity development. A modern day carbonate sand will 

consist ofaragonite, high Mg calcite (HMC) (>4 mole%Mg) and low Mg calcite (LMC) 

( <4 mole% <Mg). Aragonite and HMC are metastable in meteoric and in some marine 
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V. P. WRIGHT 

pore waters. As a result HMC is replaced by the more stable form LMC, without signif

icant change in porosity, but aragonite is typically dissolved and the resulting pore may 

remain open or become filled by sediment, cement or even hydrocarbons. Less fre

quently aragonite is replaced by LMC via a delicate process called calcitisation which 

does not produce porosity (Tucker and Wright, 1990). The dissolution of aragonite re

leases carbonate for cementation, and the solubility contrast between aragonite and LMC 

means that aragonite can be dissolving in a pore that is simultaneously becoming oc

cluded by LMC cement. 

Non-Tropical Sub-Tropical to Tropical 

Less than 17C. average temp. 17 - 20C. 

I 
More than 20 - 24C. 

Calcitic forms Aragonitic forms become dominant 

Bryozoans Larger benthic forams Corals 

Echinoderms 

Red algae 

Green algae 

Molluscs 

Primary porosity prone 

Secondary porosity prone 

Fig.I. Sea surface temperatures, major sha/1011· ll'ater carbonate producers and porosity potential. 

Carbonate sediments contain two main components: biogenic and abiogenic car

bonates The former, essentially the skeletal remains of calcareous animals and algae are 

the dominant component. The proportions of organisms producing aragonite or calcite 

(HMC and LMC) vary as a result of ecological factors both with depth and temperature 

(Fig. I). Aragonite, for example, is favoured as the precipitate by organisms inhabiting 

warmer waters (Morse and MacKenzie, I 990). Carbonate sediments deposited in cool

er waters typically contain less aragonite (but see below), and are thus less affected by 

dissolution and create less secondary porosity. An example is seen in the Tertiary lime

stones of southern Australia (James and Bone 1989) (Fig. 2). Cool water carbonates 

from the cool water Gambier Limestone were predominantly calcitic with bryozoans 

and echinoderm bioclasts. Mouldic porosity potential was low but intergranular and 

intragranular porosity are preserved, largely because there was little dissolution of arag

onite to supply calcium carbonate for cementation. In the case of the Naracoorte Lime-
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DISSOLUTION AND POROSITY DEVELOPMENT IN CARBONATES 

stone, deposited in warmer waters, the greater content of aragonite resulted in mouldic 

porosity and increased cementation. 

Minor 
Calcite 
Cement 

Friable 

Epitaxial 
Cement 

_,-,/ 

Typical 
Gambier 

Limestone 

lsopachous 
Calcite "
Cement 

� 

Hard 

Aragonite 
Fossil 
Melds 

Naracoorte 
Limestone 

Fig. 2. Co111rasting diagenesis and porosity types from two Tertiary limestones from southem Australia 

(modified from James & Bone, 1989). The originallr calcite dominated Gambier Limestone had Iii/le 

aragonite that could have produced secondary, mouldic porosity or carbonate/or ce111entation. The Nara

coorte Limestone had aragonitic grains and hence produced mouldic porosity and more extensive ce111en

tation. 

A compositional difference also exists in terms of depth, but indirectly. Deeper 

water carbonates, where sediment is mainly from planktic fallout of carbonate skeletal 

remains, are mainly LMC because the two main producers ofplanktic carbonate are the 

coccolithophorid algae and planktic foraminifera; both groups produce stable LMC. 

Not only have there been spatial controls but the composition of biogenic particles 

has also changed through time (Fig. 3). For example, Palaeozoic shallow water carbon

ates, even those deposited in tropical waters, were composed mainly of LMC and HMC, 

composed of brachiopods, bryozoans, crinoids and tabulate and rugose corals. By con

trast a Cretaceous shallow water limestone would have been dominated by green algae, 

scleractinian corals and molluscs, which were predominantly aragonitic. 

The composition of abiogenic particles has also changed through geologic time, as 

has that of other carbonate materials such as precipitated muds and cements (Fig.4 ). 

These shifts in the nature of the abiogenic precipitates are regarded as reflecting chang

es in seawater chemistry through time (Sandberg, 1983; Hardie, 1996). The concensus 

view is that these changes in the mineralogy of the precipitates was caused by variations 

in the Mg/Ca and calcium ion concentrations, driven by changes in the rates of sea f loor 

spreading (Hardie, 1996). Other workers have proposed tectonically induced changes in 

the partial pressure of carbon dioxide as the cause (MacKenzie and Piggott, 1981; see 

critique in Stanley and Hardie 1998). There may have been feed-back effects of these 

changes affecting biogenic carbonate contributors such as reefal organisms (Stanley and 

Hardie, 1998). 

These changes resulted in the abiogenic precipitates, either forming grains such as 
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ooids, or muds or cements, being either aragonitic or calcitic (mainly HMC) (Fig. 4 ). A 

modern day carbonate sediment from a tropical shoreline, as discussed above, is a mix

ture of the three main forms of calcium carbonate. Studies of such carbonates through 

Quaternary successions shows that progressive stabilisation takes place during subaerial 

exposure (Fig. 5), resulting in the loss ofHMC (converted to LMC), followed by the loss 

of aragonite. The latter effect produces porosity. However, a lower to mid Palaeozoic 

limestone ( or indeed a cool water one from any geological interval) would start with a 

different composition and undergo a very different stabilisation pathway (Fig. 5). Thus 

many Palaeozoic limestones had a diagenetic pathway more similar to modern cool 

water types (Dodd and Nelson, 1998). 

Secondary porosity in these situations is largely produced through dissolution of 

aragonite grains (bioclasts and ooids). However, secondary porosity can also be pro

duced during the stabilisation of the fine-grained (muddy) matrices. Moore (2001, p.272) 

has proposed that during intervals when the global ocean chemistry favoured calcite 

precipitation ( calcite seas), chemically precipitated calcite micrite ( effectively clay-sized 

carbonate crystals) would, on burial, resist chemical compaction (as in the case of pelag

ic limestone; see below). Moore (2001) suggests that aragonitic muds, being more sus

ceptible to diagenesis quickly stabilize into an interlocking calcite mosaic, typically >4 

microns in size, with low porosities and permeabilities. This is the case in some Palaeo

zoic and Neogene former aragonite-dominated muds (Munnecke et al., 1997), but Me

lim et al. (2001b) have shown that microporosity can form in former aragonitic muds 

from the subsurface of the Great Bahama Bank .. Many former calcitic (former HMC) 

ooids,do stabilise to produce microporosity This is a distinctive form of porosity, also 

known as chalky porosity, which is associated with shallow water limestones in which 

Meteoric 
stabilisation 
curve 

Aragonite 
dissolution
& mouldic 
porosity 

ARAGONITE 

LMC 

Recent tropical 
carbonate sediment 

HMC 

LMC 

ARAGONITE 

Lr - Md Palaeozoic & cool 
water carbonate sediment 

HMC 

Fig. 5. Diageneric pa/hll"a_rsfor srabi/isation of merasrab/e componenrs for lypical modem rropical carbon

ale sand (lefi) and /airer 10 mid Palaeozoic lropical or lypical cool wafer carbonale sand (righr). 
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V. t-'. WRIGHT 

1tercrystalline porosity, including solution enhanced porosity, dominates. Typical po

osities are in the range 15-30%, with permeabilities of> I md, and with euhedral micro

hombic crystals 4 microns in size (Moshier, 1989). 

These issues over compositional controls are not merely of academic interest but 

npact upon our understanding of hydrocarbon reservoir properties. An example of this, 

rhich also serves to illustrate how local effects on seawater chemistry can also influence 

arbonate precipitation, is provided by the work of Heydari and Moore ( 1994). In this 

xample, from the important Upper Jurassic Smackover Formation oolitic reservoirs of 

he southern USA, reservoir quality is spatially varied. In restricted settings the local hy

,ersaline seawater produced aragonitic ooids (Fig. 6), that later produced mouldic poros

:y. However, in less restricted areas, bathed in normal Jurassic tropical seawater, calcitic 

oids formed; these did not produce mouldic porosity. However, during later depositonal 

pisodes when conditions were less restricted all the ooids formed as calcite. Understand-

1g the spatial controls on precipitation provides a potential predictive tool. 

Calcitic ooids 
precipitated from 
normal Jurassic 

seawater 

Calcite' 
sea 

Later meteoric diagenesis 

lntergranular porosity 
preserved 

Hypersaline 
seawater 

Aragonitic ooids 
elevated Mg/Ca 

waters 

Dissolution, oomouldic 
porosity; release of 

CaC03 causes 
cementation down 'dip' 

1g. 6. Distribution of ca/citic and aragonitic ooids during part of the deposition uf the Upper Jurassic 

'mackover Limestone of Mississippi. Aragonitic ooids formed around the shores of hypersa/ine lagoons, 

•hereas ca/citic ones precipitated from seawater. Based on Heydari and Moore, 1994. 

DISSOLUTION IN SEA WATER 

)issolution of carbonate in deeper waters has long been appreciated. This dissolution is 

consequence of elevated partial pressures of CO
2
, and temperature decreases with 

,creasing water depth (Tucker and Wright, 1990) causing undersaturation for firstly 

ragonite, and at greater depths, for calcite. Aragonite ceases to accumulate at the ACD 

aragonite compensation depth). Aragonite has been regarded as relatively stable in 

hallow, tropical waters, and during shallow burial in such settings. There is a growing 

wareness that the preservation of aragonite during early, shallow burial is a much more 
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complex issue that had been previously thought. Walter and Burton ( 1990) and Waite 

et al. ( l 99 3) have demonstrated that dissolution, especially of aragonite, by acidity cause 

by microbially mediated reactions associated with the decay of organic matter, cause 

significant dissolution in even the shallow tropical platform interiors of the Florida Ba 

- Bahamas region. 

Carbonate sedimentologists have been slow to respond to these studies, which sui 

gest that as much as 50% of the carbonate entering the sediment column can be lost b 

early (effectively syn-depositional) dissolution. Aragonite dissolution may produce pc 

rosity but this does not seem to be readily preserved because the sediment is unconsol 

dated and any secondary pores either collapse, or are destroyed by bioturbation. Ne 

only are these dissolution effects likely to reduce the accumulation rates, but will reduc 

the amount of aragonite available for later porosity formation. 

Striking support for the importance of very early, shallow burial aragonite dissolt 

tion comes from the work of Cherns and Wright (2000), from Silurian shallow carbor 

ate successions from Sweden. In this example the authors compared rare, silicified !age 

statten preserving what were life assemblages of molluscs, to the depleted faunas foun 

in more typical, non-silicified horizons. The typical faunas were composed of classic, 

Aragonitic 
epifauna 

Sea floor_________ _ 
TAPHONOMICALLY 

ACTIVE 
ZONE 

Burrowed� -
oxic 

Anoxic-

Shallow 
burrower 

Aragoni tic 
infauna 

Deep 
burrower 

sulphate reduction 

Variable 
preservation 
or insitu deep 

burrowers 

Calcitic 
epifauna 

I 

A 

Aragoni le 

Low Mg 
Calcite 

Aragonile dissolution 
but porosity not preserved 
in unlithified sediment 

High Mg 
Calcite 

A = Composition of original benlhic biota. 

B = Composition alter early shallow aragonite dissolulion 

Fig. 7. Effects of earl;; very shallow burial aragonite dissolution on the faunas of early Jurassic ojfsho, 

ramp deposits, South Wales. Aragonitic epifaunal and infaunal molluscs were dissolved, leaving only CG 

citic or biminerallic forms and deep burrowing biva!l'es, that lived largely beneath the taphonomical 

active dissolution zone. The ternary diagram shows how the mineral composition of the sediments 

shifted by this early dissolution towards a composition more typical of cool water limestones. The Jorn 

that could generate secondary porosity during later diagenesis have been removed during very shal/o 

burial, reducing the reservoir potential of these sediments. 
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;iJurian former HMC and LMC fossils, such as brachiopods and bryozoans. The silici

'ied assemblage is dominated by former aragonitic bivalves and gastropods. Wright et al. 

:in press) extended the work to a Lower Jurassic succession in South Wales, which 

;howed typical assemblages dominated by calcitic molluscs in non-silicified horizons 

mt, where very early silicification had occurred, the assemblage was instead dominated 

,y former aragonitic forms (Fig. 7). The model presented for both cases is that early, 

nicrobially mediated dissolution led to the selective removal of the aragonitic forms. 

[he result of this early removal was that the sediments had lost all their aragonite before 

;ignificant burial, greatly reducing their potential to produce secondary porosity (Fig. 

7). No moulds were left in the unconsolidated sediments. These depleted sediments 

Nere in fact behaving as if they were cool water sediments, but this was purely an artifact 

,f very early selective dissolution. Brachert and Dullo (2000) have also identified early 

iissolution as a process skewing the nature of fossil assemblages in Neogene periplat

orm carbonates from the north east Australian shelf. 

In both the Silurian and Lower Jurassic examples the release of carbonate by disso

ution of aragonite was interpreted as the source for extensive early diagenetic lime

;tones in the same successions. It is likely that many other diagenetic limestones ("lime

;tone-marl" rhythms) owe their origins to similar processes. These dissolution processes 

ire important where organic matter can accumulate to levels where microbial activity 

:auses extensive dissolution. Such settings are typically low energy with mud deposition. 

f cementation, triggered by locally elevated carbonate contents in pore waters as a re

;ult of aragonite dissolution is common, we should look for evidence in fine-grained 

:arbonates. Indirect evidence for pervasive cementation in such carbonates may come 

·rom the work of Budd (2001 ). In studies of porosity and permeability changes with 

iepth in Palaeogene limestones of Florida, Budd (2001) noted that the fine-grained lime

;tones showed far less porosity loss with depth than was predicted. Matrix-rich lime

;tones should undergo 50% compaction at depths of 150-200m (Goldhammer, 1997), 

ret in the case of the Florida carbonates the reduced levels of compaction and porosity 

oss must reflect pervasive early cementation. 

POROSITY EVOLUTION IN SHALLOW WATER LIMESTONES 

With the exception of highly localised loss of porosity by marine cementation to pro

foce hardgrounds, beach rocks and in reefs, relatively little porosity loss takes place 

foring early burial (but see Beach, 1993). However, by virtue of the fact that most 

imestone deposition takes place in very shallow waters (Tucker and Wright, 1990), these 

abile sediments are prone to the effects of undersaturated meteoric-derived groundwa

:ers as a consequence of even small scale sea-level falls. This has been especially the case 

foring periods when fluctuations in continental ice sheets triggered high frequency and 

1igh amplitude sea-level oscillations during the "ice-house" intervals of the mid Carbon

iferous to early Permian and late Pleistocene (Read and Horbury, 1993). Studies of 
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carbonate sediments that have undergone early subaerial exposure typically display botl 

cementation and stabilization of the metastable components (Tucker and Wright, 1990: 

This led some workers to invoke meteoric diagenesis as the prime mechanism for lithif 

cation and porosity occlusion for all limestones. Several studies have shown that carbor 

ates stabilized under meteoric diagenetic conditions show as little as I 5-20% porosit 

loss (Halley and Schmoker, 1983; Schmoker and Hester, 1986). Halley and Evans ( 1983: 

in a study of the Pleistocene Miami Oolite, showed that as the originally 100% aragoniti 

oolitic sands were progressively reduced to 30% aragonite, the average porosity remaine1 

the same at around 45% (Fig. 8). However, there was a change in the type and range o 

porosity values (Fig. 8), whereby primary porosity was reduced by cementation but sec 

ondary porosity, including vuggy porosity, increased. 

To reduce porosity further, to the levels typically seen in non-reservoir carbonate! 

either compaction (mechanical and chemical) and/or cementation must take place. Thi 

is not to state that meteoric diagenesis cannot bring about more significant porosity los1 

Multiple phases of meteoric diagenesis, whereby some other unit or units, perhaps ui 

dip, are acting as donors for carbonate, can achieve more extensive porosity loss. Subst 

quent loss during burial diagenesis has been documented for shallow water limestone 

(Halley and Schmoker, 1983; Scholle and Halley, 1985) (Fig. 9A). Such data sets sui 

ported the view that shallow burial processes, such as cementation related to near-su1 

face meteoric processes, had little effect on the overall porosity evolution. The wid 
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Fig. 8. Porosily changes during s/abilizalion of oolilic sedimenls in Florida and the Bahamas (from Halh 

and Emns, 1983). A modern oolitic sand has a porosily of 45% and is 100% aragonite. During partil 

s/abilization the average porosity remains fairly constant but the range increases, reflecting the develo, 

ment of l'llgg_r porosity. 
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range of porosity values at any given depth (Fig. 9A) indicates that depth is not the only 

:ontrol on porosity loss. 

Recently Budd (2001, 2002) has evaluated these trends using Palaeogene carbon

ites from Florida, and has focussed on changes in permeability (k) with depth (Fig. 9B 

& C), from core data taken to a depth of nearly 500m. In the succession studied cemen

tation was minor and loss in k was primarily due to mechanical and chemical compac

tion. There is little change in k with depth in the matrix-rich wackestones (Fig. 9B), 

potentially suggesting early cementation may have been a factor (see above). There is a 

focrease in k with depth for grain-rich limestones (Fig. 9C), but with a wide range of 

v-alues indicating the influence of depositional and textural effects. Furthermore, this 

fopth-k decrease is greater than might be expected from known depth-porosity changes 

rnd is interpreted as due to the effects of compaction on pore throats and to increasing 

tortuosity of the pores network (Budd, 2002). The dolomites in the cores showed no 

fopth-k relationship over the depth range studied. 

Budd (2002) evaluated how cementation and compaction (mechanical and chemi

:al comopaction or pressure solution) actually affected k decrease in the grainstones. 

The pore networks and k respond differently to these processes (Fig. JOA). Pressure 
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solution was more effective in decreasing k than cementation, and mechanical compac 

tion was least effective. Cementation was progressive (Fig.JOA), reducing porosity bt: 

not preferentially affecting pore throats. However, pores changed from open voids t 

polyhedral pores to a mix of ployhedral and sheet-like pores between the cement crystal 

as the pores occluded. 

However, plots for the units dominated by compaction are quite different (Fig. JOA 

Mechanical compaction (repacking and ductile deformation), while reducing porosit) 

had less effect on k .. Budd ( 2002) argued that the pore system was not being radicall 

changed in the range 5000-SOOmd (Fig. JOA), but that loss in k was due to an increase i 

the length of the pore throats and tortuosity of flow pathways. Below 335m pressur 

solution became more important, although not producing stylolites, at the grain-to-grai 

level, causing pore throats to become blocked, resulting in an increase in the loss in 

relative to porosity loss (Fig. JOA). 

These conclusions were supported by capillary pressure analysis (Fig. JOB), whic 

shows the progressive decrease during cementation in pore volumes accessed by larg 

pore throats and in the abundance of pore volumes accessed by small pore throat: 

During compaction k decrease is associated with little change in the injection curve 
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Fig. /0. A -Total remaining interparticle porosity against permeability for Eocene limestones from soul. 

central Florida, showing that permeability decline caused by cementa/ion was progressive, but that loss , 

permeability by compaction less progressive and declined more sharply when pressure solution began. 1 

capillary pressure tests for cement dominated limestones showing that the increase in cementa/ion causi 

a change in pore volumes accessed by different pore throats. C - shows the tests for compaction dominati 

samples where the decrease in permeability caused, initially, only small decreases in the abundance , 

pore volumes accessed by larger pore throats. Modified from Budd, 2002. 
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(Fig. IOC), implying only relatively small decreases in the abundance of pore volumes 

1ccessed by the larger pores. It is only below 500md that a shift is seen towards pore 

volumes being accessed by smaller pores. 

Heydari (2000), using the well documented Upper Jurassic Smackover oolitic lime

stones of the subsurface of the southern USA ( see above), assessed compaction effects in 

material with 0% intergranular porosity. The oolitic limestones lack any pre-burial cements, 

md this allowed the roles of mechanical compaction and pressure solution to be assessed. 

It was noted (Heydari, 2000) that all the key processes (mechanical compaction, pressure 

mlution and burial cementation) had similar effects on porosity change, with pressure 

mlution slightly more effective than mechanical compaction, and cementation being the 

least effective. In this example the carbonate relaeased by pressure solution is approximate

ly equivalent to the amount of cementation, implying a somewhat closed system. 

In conclusion, allowing for the marked range of porosity values with depth (Fig. 

9A), the general rule is that porosity is destroyed during burial by cementation and 

:ompaction, but that once pressure solution begins k decreases dramatically. 

DISSOLUTION AND POROSITY DEVELOPMENT IN CARBONATES 

FORMED IN DEEPER SETTINGS 

From the above we see that aragonite dissolution can be an important process in shal

low water settings where the decay of organic matter provides the acidity. However, this 

process does not result in porosity formation, but does skew the fossil record and reduc

es the diagenetic potential for later porosity development. Shallow water carbonates are 

also prone to dissolution by the penetration of undersaturated meteoric waters during 

sea-level lowstands, but what about porosity development and dissolution in other set

tings? The general assumption has been that metastable carbonate sediments deposited 

below the effects of meteoric water penetration, but above the ACD are relatively stable 

in seawater. Such a diagenetic setting would have been even more widespread during the 

"Greenhouse" intervals in the past when high amplitude sea-level oscillations were rare 

(Read and Horbury, 1993). Recently, Melim et al. (2001a) have recorded aragonite dis

solution, stabilization and cementation from metastable, deeper platform margin to low

er slope limestones of Mio-Pliocene age (but above the ACD) from the Great Bahama 

Bank. Melim et al. (2001 b) have discussed porosity development during such marine, 

shallow burial diagenesis, including the importance of mouldic pores and of pore type-k 

relationships. Brachert and Dullo (2000) have also recorded stabilization and aragonite 

dissolution taking place in periplatform carbonates to burial depths of 600m, in marine 

waters. Thus our previously held ideas on shallow marine burial processes require a 

major re-evaluation. 

The diagenesis and porosity evolution of pelagic and shelf chalks is well document

ed. These are Cretaceous and younger fine-grained carbonates largely composed of the 

remains of LMC plankton (see above). Initial porosities in such oozes can reach 70%, 
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reduced to 40% by 300m burial depth. Some chalks have 50% porosity at depths of 2.5 

3km, where porosities should be in the range 10-15%. Some North Sea Cretaceous chalk 

have very high porosities of over 40% at burial depths of over 3km. Permeabilities ari 

however low, 0.2-2md, with pore throats of 0.l -0.8um. (Oakman and Partington, 1998) 

The aragonitic grains were removed buring early burial and their remains can be see1 

"fossilised" as moulds in hardgrounds. The remaining material, dominantly LMC wa 

relatively unreactive during later burial, but at depths of l-2km pressure solution begin 

to reduce porosities. The development of over-pressure or the emplacement of hydroca1 

bons has acted in many cases to reduce the effects of diagenesis. Oakman and Parting 

ton ( 1998) provide a review. 

POROSITY FORMATION DURING DEEPER BURIAL 

As shown in Figure 9A, burial is associated with porosity loss, excluding the effects o 

burial dolomitization. However, porosity formation also takes place as a result of ca1 

bonate dissolution in the deeper subsurface (Mazzullo and Harris, 1992 ). Fluids in th, 

deeper subsurface are highly varied in composition (Moore, 2001 ), and processes in 

voked to cause dissolution relate to the thermal degradation of hydrocarbons and th, 

thermochemical reduction of sulphates. Corrosion processes related to the mixing o 

different fliuds is also a possibility (Morse et al., 1997). 

Such solution effects are typically fine scale, more extensive dissolution and eve1 

cavity collapse and brecciation can occur ( Morrow et al., 1986; Sass-Gustkiewicz et al 

1982). Whether this type of dissolution should be referred to as burial karstificatio1 

(Dravis and Muir, 1993) is unclear. 

Burial dissolution as a term is used here to describe porosity formation in mesogt 

netic settings, below the zone of penetration of undersaturated meteoric waters (incluc 

ing those related to uplift), typically after the onset of compaction and pressure solutior 

It is widely believed that the main processes is the thermal degradation of organi 

matter to produce hydrocarbons, releasing CO
2
, H

2
S, methane and organic acids. In th 

presence of sulphate ions the methane further breaks down to produce solvents. Thes 

porosity forming processes can occur ahead of migrating hydrocarbons, thus potentiall 

creating sites for their storage. Although the emplacement of hydrocarbons leads ususa 

ly to the cessation of diagenesis, further degradation of the hydrocarbons in the rese 

voir, at more elevated temperatures in excess of 150 C, leads to further production c 

CO
2
, H

2
S, methane and pyrobitumen. These former two products may further contrit 

ute to porosity development in the overlying gas cap, whereas the pyrobitumen acts t 

decrease porosity (Moore, 2001 ). 

An additional process which can produce porosity is thermochemical sulphate n 

duction (TSR) (Machel, 2001 ), which takes place in the temperature range of 100-140 ( 

(more rarely in the range 160- I 80 C) (Fig. 11 ). Biogenic sulphate reduction takes plac 

at lower temperatures, <80 C. TSR takes place relatively rapidly, geologically speakin 
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Fig. 11. Acidity produced by oil and gas generation and sulphate reduction. Modified from Machel. 2001. 

and is associated with hydrocarbons, to produce sulphide and bicarbonate (which can 

contribute to cementation) and CO
2
. The process is not regarded as a significant poros

ity producer, except at a local level. The porosity is created by the actual removal (in 

solution) of the sulphate, and is also triggered by associated metal sulphide precipita

tion, and by CO
2 

and H
2
S activity (Machel 2001 ). 

Porosity generated by the acitivity of hydrogen sulphide released by whatever proc

ess in the deeper subsurface, can be created by two mechanisms (Hill 1995). Oxidation 

can take place to produce sulphuric acid, which reacts with the limestone to produce 

gypsum, which is then later dissolved. Alternatively the mixing of fluids with different 

H
2
S contents can generate mixing corrosion. The latter process may be more important 

in deeper burial settings, whereas the former has been termed "sulphuric acid oil field 

karst" by Hill ( 1995). 

Criteria for the recognition of deeper burial dissolution have been reviewed by 

Mazzullo and Harris ( 1992). Secondary porosity closely related to kaolinite cements, 

normally rare in limestones, may indicate the former activity of organic-rich pore fluids 

(Maliva et al., 1999). Hill ( 1995) has reviewed criteria for the identification of H
2
S

related dissolution. One common feature of burial dissolution is a form of porosity inver

sion whereby deeper water nodular limestones have zones of increased porosity devel

oped along pressure solution seams. These seams, defined by mm-scale irregular zones 

of insoluble residues, created by the pressure solution, are normally associated with 

areas of reduced porosity due to cementation of the carbonate released by pressure 

solution. These zones can create baffles or barriers to flow but the seams themselves 

become the sites for later dissolution or even dolomitization, which can also enhance 

porosity and permeability. 
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POROSITY PREDICTION 

Attractive as a predictive tool the simple burial-porosity curves may appear (Fig. 9A: 

the variability prevents their actual use. The diagenesis and porosity development fo 

any carbonate will ultimately depend on regional (basin-scale) factors such as depos 

tional style, early diagenesis, burial history etc. The combination of these will be more o 

less unique to that basin. 

Schmoker ( I 984) evaluated porosity loss against thermal maturity (Lopatin's timi 

temperature index of thermal maturity or TTI), for a range of data sets for carbonat 

successions (Fig. 12). He noted that there was a decrease in carbonate porosity with a 

increase in thermal maturation, reflecting burial diagenesis. Porosity and TTI were rela 

ed by a power function where :-

porosity = a(TTl)b (b averages -0.372). 
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Fig. 12. Porosity versus Lopatin s time-temperature index of thermal maturity (TTl)for various carbona. 

successions. Modified from Schmoker, /984. 

The multiplying coefficient a incorporates the net effect of all the depositional an 

diagenetic parameters on porosity. The exponent b is an independent factor and Schmok� 

( 1984) suggested it reflected the rate-limiting process of diffusive flow. The TTI is dept 

dependent and so porosity can be related to burial history and potentially calculated t 

track porosities at different time intervals .. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In the past dissolution of carbonates was largely seen as a process taking place during 

the penetration of meteoric ground waters, particularly affecting metastable carbonates 

and causing stabilization and lithification. Marine waters, at depths above the ACD 

were not regarded as capable of causing significant dissolution of stabilization. Recent 

studies have questioned this view and very early, very shallow burial dissolution in shal

low marine waters is known to cause significant loss of aragonite, and skewing of the 

fossil record. Furthermore, dissolution in slightly deeper water sediments, but above the 

ACD, and at intermediate burial depths also takes place to create porosity; stabilization 

and cementation also take place in marine burial fluids. Porosity is progressively lost 

during burial, and the effects of compaction and cementation on porosity and permea

bility are now becoming better understood. Burial does not always cause porosity loss 

and burial dissolution is now being increasingly recognised as an important process in 

the deeper subsurface, even in the generation of "burial karst". 
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FROM PRE-KARST TO CESSATION: 

THE COMPLICATING EFFECTS OF DIFFERING 

LITHOLOGY AND GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE ON 

KARST EVOLUTION 

DEREK FORD 

Abstract 

Karst is created by groundwater circulating through caves and thus is profoundly affected by varia 

tions in bedrock lithology and structure. The Classical Karst is not a suitable model type area be 

cause its structures are too complex. Four more simple models are presented to frame pre-karst 

karstification and karst cessation concepts of development in dif.fering geologic structures, and ii/us 

trated with examples from Canada. Limestone purit;; texture, dolomitization, frequencr of penetra 

ble bedding planes, and presence of sulphate or salt interbeds are particular(r important lithologi, 

controls. Geologic structure is important at all scales.from local jointing to plate tectonic deformatio, 

and translocation. In some geologic settings it is an easy matter to define a set of ''pre-karst" cond1 

lions but in others it seems irrelevant if not impossible: the same is true of cessation of karstijlcation 

Keywords. Karst; pre-karst; limestone; dolomite; do/ostone; carbonate purity; rock texture; penetrabl, 

bedding planes; jointing; jiJldJault and complex structures. 

INTRODUCTION: PROCESS, LITHOLOGY AND STRUCTURE 

The purpose of this symposium is to evaluate models of karstic evolution, from pre 

sumed initial conditions of no karst phenomena present - "pre-karst" - to the cessatim 

of the karst process and of enlargement of the forms (surface or underground) create< 

by it. It is well to remember here the dictum of the eminent American geomorphologist 

W.M.Davis, that the landforms we study are "the product of structure, process and stage" 

He presented this argument in his essay on the Geographical Cycle of Erosion that wa 

published in 1899. He will have written it somewhat earlier, however, because in tha 

year he was travelling in Europe, in particular in Dalmatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina wit! 

the leading Austrian geomorphologist of the day, Albrecht Penck (Davis 1901 ). The tw, 

and their students were concerned to investigate the karst, recently brought to interna 

tional prominence by Jovan Cvijic ( I 8 9 3 ). They had a pre-karst model to test - that kars 

landforms develop from prior fluvial landscapes - but did not entirely convince therr 

selves of its validity. And I sometimes wonder whether Davis, as he traversed from th1 

great limestone terrains onto dolostones and back again, wondered whether he shout, 

not telegraph his publisher to revise his dictum to become "the product of litholog) 

structure, process and stage"! 
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Today Davis' concepts of landform evolutionary stages of youth, maturity and old 

age have fallen out of favour (see e.g. Ford 1998) but the remainder of his dictum still 

rings true. Karst is differentiated from the other geomorphic systems by the predomi

nant importance of bedrock dissolution processes. The principal consequence of this 

rock solubility is that waters are directed underground through caves rather than run

ning off in surface channels that carve river valleys. The further, and inescapable, conse

quence of that relationship is that lithological and structural conditions within the rock 

exert a much more profound effect upon the evolution of the hydrodynamic systems, 

caves and landforms than is found in the fluvial, glacial or other geomorphic systems A 

first irony of karst morphological research thus is that the student is concerned with a 

much more limited range of the Earth's rock types than other geomorphologists study 

(with the exception of the specialist in volcanic landforms) but will have to make a 

greater effort to understand their influence. Lithologic and diagenetic features are pro

foundly important in the evolution of karstic porosity, as Professor Wright shows in this 

symposium. 

A second irony, I submit, is that The Classical Karst where we are meeting, which 

with its neighbouring regions is the home of Western karst studies, is a very poor type 

area for the study of karst evolution! This is because its geological structure is much too 

complicated for general evolutionary modelling purposes. Plate tectonic compression 

with deformation and differential uplift has created staircase sequences of topographi

cally closed basins rising from the Adriatic coast. Many basins host poljes that, because 

of their magnitude, dominate the karst morphology and hydrology. Nowhere else in the 

world is there such a pattern of large, complexly linked, poljes. Recently, the tectonic 

complexity has been emphasised by the suggestion that around Postojna the older cave 

systems themselves have been torn apart by strike-slip faulting (Sustersic 2000). 

For comparison, a set of evolutionary model situations utilising much more simple 

geologic structures is shown in Figure I. The pre-karst condition will here be defined as 

that existing before underground dissolutional channels have "broken through" to the 

springs, i.e. before there is efficient groundwater flow that is notably faster than that in 

non-karst aquifers - Professor Dreybrodt elaborates on this point in his contribution to 

this symposium. In Figure IA the karst formation rests on and is covered by insoluble 

and impermeable rocks. There are pre-karst conditions beneath the cover. Karst is initi

ated where it is stripped back (Strip I). The karst hydrologic system and its landforms 

cease to exist where they, in turn, are stripped from the impermeable substratum (Strip 

2). This ideally simple model can be applied (in part at least) in the karst ofN.W York

shire, England, or the Burren of Eire. 

Figure 1 B is a simplification of the structural situation in regions such as the Mam

moth Cave area of Kentucky or the gypsum maze cave country of Ukraine. There are 

impermeable cover rocks remaining between the sinkpoints and the springs. There is 

thus no true pre-karst surviving because there is karsticgroundwater flow beneath the 

cover. The flow is to river valleys but it cannot be said that the karst is derived from the 

fluvial pattern in the sense that Davis and Penck understood it. Nor is there any true 
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cessation in the model as I have drawn it; karstic flow will continue to propagate dowr 

dip and out of the diagram. In Figure IC the structure becomes a little more complica1 

ed. Pre-karst conditions cannot be reconstructed with confidence because the cover stn 

ta are gone - or perhaps never existed. The impermeable substratum encloses the karsl 

rising above it on the flanks and supplying insoluble detritus that introduces the comp! 

cations of aggradation and burial to karst evolution. Development is episodic and cessi 

tion may be long delayed in such situations; however, it is possible to envisage a tim 

when all karst rock is gone. Figure ID models stripe karst, common structural situation 

where the concept of "pre-karst" appears meaningless. The nature of "cessation" is als, 

problematic. Karstic groundwater flow will probably be to the strike, to springs rising i 

valleys crossing the outcrop. At any given time we might arbitrarily designate a "kan 

base level" of dissolution somewhere below which lithostatic pressure restricts mm 

flow. This will be below the elevation of the valleys, will roughly keep pace with the latte 

if they are being entrenched, or extend progressively below them where entrench men 
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ceases. There is the possibility that groundwater may flow down dip, however, passing 

through a syncline into another stripe. 

The attempt in Figure 1 to explore more simple geologic model foundations for 

karst evolution than can exist in the Classical Karst underlines the complexity that struc

tural settings will contribute to the evolutionary problem. Add to this the fact that the 

number of different carbonate rock facies in the world is greater than that of all other 

sedimentary facies combined and it will be appreciated that structure and lithology are 

always of great importance in karst studies. The remainder of this paper will illustrate 

these arguments with examples from the wide range of karstic settings found in Canada. 

KARST LITHOLOGIC AND STRUCTURAL STYLES IN CANADA 

Karst rocks are widely distributed around the central Precambrian Shield in Canada 

(Figure 2). In outcrop there are - 500 000 km2 of limestone and marble, 600 000 km2 of 

dolostone and 80 000 km2 of evaporite rocks. Along the southern and western fringes of 
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Fig. 2. The outcrop of karst rocks and subcrop of the Prairie Salt in Canada. Numbered sires are principal 

areas of karst swdy, some being discussed in the text. 
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the Shield ("B" regions, Fig 2) these rocks occur as thin, little disturbed sedimenta1 
veneers of Paleozoic age, dominated by shallow marine, lagoonal and reefal facies, ar 
passing beneath younger sandstones, shales and clays downdip. To the east ("C") ar 
north deposits are thicker, more varied, generally folded and faulted by Appalachi, 
(Hercynian) or Innuitian tectonism. The Western Cordillera ("D") contain thick s 
quences of shallow marine, reefal and lagoonal facies, some marbles, and deeper marir 
rocks on the west coast. These mountain ranges were built by thrust faulting, pluton 
emplacements and strike-slip translocations. They are generally young ( Cretaceous-Tc 
tiary in age) with some uplift and deformation continuing today. Canadian karst ot 
crops thus offer a very wide range of Iithologies and structures for study, although the 
are no very young, diagenetically immature, strata. 

Modern eco-climatic conditions on the karsts range from coastal rainforest to hi� 
alpine and polar deserts. Most of Canada experienced repeated glaciations during tl 
Quaternary, and permafrost becomes continuous in the north: these controls have lim 
ed karst development when compared to e.g. the Classical Karst, but nevertheless it 
widespread, as indicated by the numbered field study sites (B3, DI 1, etc) in Figure 2. 

FEATURES OF THE LITHOLOGY 

Mineral purity is a fundamental consideration. There is general agreement th 
karst is diminished where calcite or dolomite fall below 90% weight/volume in lim 
stones or dolostones. This is true in Canada as elsewhere. For example, at the local sea 
in the Niagaran dolostones of Ontario (B3, Fig 2) a lower, clay-rich formation has dev1 
oped postglacial epikarst in zones extending only 10 -20 m back of escarpments (i.e. tl 
zones of highest hydraulic gradient): an upper, pure and Ca-rich, dolomite formatic 
has zones extending more than 1000 m (Enyedy 1995). At the greater regional seal 
extensive limestone outcrops throughout northern British Columbia (North of 04, F 
2) also appear to lack karst because of abundant clay-rich facies. 

Mention of the Niagaran rocks raises the general question of the role of dolomite 
karst? Globally, primary dolomite is small in amount. Secondary dolomitisation (co 
version of the CaCO

3 
of limestone to CaMg(CO

3
)) usually increases matrix porosi 

but always reduces aqueous solubility considerably because the reaction kinetics are 
higher order. As a consequence many karst researchers have come to look upon dole 
tones as semi-karstic at best, functioning as aquitards underground and impoverishing 
prohibiting dissolutional landform development at the surface. This is an emphasis 
Cvijic' writings ( 1893, 1918) and was noted by Davis ( 1901 ), for example. 

Canada offers a good test case because it has all kinds of dolomite, occuring 
mere patches in limestones, as interbeds, or as entire separate formations ( dolostonei 
It is found in all structural provinces, and outcrops over a greater aggregate area th, 
does limestone. Further, recent glaciations have repeatedly scoured away much of tl 
epikarst, setting the "evolution of karst" clock back towards pre-karst conditions ea1 
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time. This presents many opportunities to compare early ( postglacial age) karst develop

ment on limestone and dolostone around the country. 

To generalise, the dolostones do not form good karst in our mountain regions. This 

is because these are high energy environments, where the steep gradients permit fluvial, 

mechanical and frost processes to compete very effectively at the surface, reducing de

velopment of groundwater intakes such as sinkholes. However, on the circum-Shield 

platform rocks (B regions of Fig 2), the relief is of low escarpments backed by long, 

gentle dip slopes. These are low energy environments for surface processes. Fluvial proc

esses and frost do not compete as effectively there. Holokarst pavement develops on 

escarpment promontories, merging into fiuviokarst on the dip slopes ( e.g. Cowell and 

Ford 1980). There is little difference between its extent on limestone and dolostone, 

although it tends to be deeper on the former. The aggregate area of dolostone pavement 

in Canada far exceeds the area of the celebrated limestone pavements of the British 

Isles. 

It is well established that grain size and homogeneity have profound effects on surfi

cial karren and similar bedrock sculpture underground ( e.g Fornos and Gines 1996, 

Slabe 1995 ). For example, rillenkarren tend to be limited to the finer-grained limestones 

in Canada as they are elsewhere, and the enigmatic trittkarren (Bogli 1961) appear to be 

restricted to porcellaneous beds. Rinnen and rundkarren, pits and pans dissect the clint 

blocks between dissolutional grikes (kluftkarren) on most types of limestone but, strik

ingly, there are only small pits or shallow pans on the dolostone clints - the lower 

solubility is clearly a constraint at this scale of development. 

It is significant to note that these textural controls are less important in coastal 

phytokarst, where biogenic processes may become significant. The Great Northern Pe

ninsula of Newfoundland (Fig 2, region C I; Malis 1997) provides something of a global 

limiting case because the shoreline is young, stabilizing after glacial isostatic rebound 

only a few thousand years ago, and the waters are cold, sea ice being locked to the shore 

for four months or longer each winter. Nevertheless, there is abundant phytokarst pit

ting on all limestones, even extremely heterogeneous fore-reef breccias. The forms are 

essentially the same as those of Galway Bay, Eire, (Williams 1970) but smaller due to the 

shorter formative period. There is no phytokarst on the dolomite salt water coast, how

ever, only mechanical abrasion damage. Dense shoreline pitting is found on Niagaran 

dolostones in the freshwaters of Lake Huron and Georgian Bay (Fig 2, B3) but it is 

thought to be abiotic in origin and development (Vajoczki and Ford 2000). It appears 

that aquatic fauna and flora dislike dolomite! 

In karst geomorphology the thickness of a limestone, etc. bed is defined as the 

separation between successive bedding ( or parting) planes that water can penetrate un

der the prevailing conditions. It is widely held that thick to massive bedding (parting 

planes 30 - 100 cm or more apart) is best suited for karst (e.g Ford and Williams 1989). 

The circum-Shield platforms are again good places to investigate this contention be

cause they have negligible fold or thrust deformation to complicate the picture. Anticos

ti Island in the Gulf of St Lawrence (Fig 2, BI) is 150 km in length, 20-50 km in width. 
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It is composed of regularly bedded, Ja 

shallow platform carbonate formations 

totalling than 1400 m in thickness and 

rising to 350 m asl, a potentially great 

holokarst. However, a majority of for

mations are thin to medium bedded 

and can support only shallow epikarst 

that becomes shattered by frost and 

root wedging, and drains only to sur-

face streams. The few thick-bedded 

units are holokarstic, and able to swal-

low streams f lowing onto them from 

the thin units (Roberge and Ford 

1983). The importance of bedding 

planes in thick to massive rocks is also 

a basic feature of the Four-State Mod-

Jb 

Fig. 3. Examples of lithologic and strucll/ral contrasts in the undeformed circum-Shield carbonate kai 

lands of Canada. a) A Silurian dolostone bioherm on the shore of Georgian Bay, On/aria, !hat has be 

gulled by dedolomilization and ivave action to create a cave. h) A thick-bedded platform limestone 

Silurian age on the south shore of Anticosti Island, Quebec, emphasising the master joint and second1 

joint pat/em created by stress from an underlying continental suture of Proterozoic age. The master Jo 

set extends the full lenglh and breadth of the island ( 150 x 50 km), and through 1400 111 of carbon, 

strata. 
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el of cave pattern genesis: Canada's longest cave, Castleguard, is an outstanding exam

ple (Ford et al. 2000). 

Finally, reefs, bioherms, dunes and other mound deposits in which bedding planes 

are absent or only partial may create their own distinctive variants in karst landform and 

drainage pattern. They are abundant in the circum-Shield rocks of Canada. At Attawap

iskat (Figure 2, 84) limestone reef knolls are resistant and rise above muskeg (peat bogs) 

that cover the surrounding, thin and weak, inter-reef beds: acid wetland drainage flows 

into the knolls, creating curvilinear sinkholes around them that look like moats around 

castles (Cowell 1983). Reefs are usually strong and upstanding on the platform dolos

tone surfaces of Ontario (83) and Manitoba (84) also; however, some are weakened by 

the process of dedolomitization and become preferentially excavated as caves instead, as 

shown in Figure 3A. 

FEATURES OF GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE 

Joint fractures, normal to the bedding planes or nearly so, are the basic structural 

elements present in all carbonate formations and most gypsum and anhydrite. On the 

stripped but little-deformed circum-Shield platforms their role in karst development tends 

to be limited to the epikarst zone where erosional unloading has sprung them open: at 

greater depths bedding planes are the principal routes for karst initiation and develop

ment (Klimchouk and Ford 2000). There are always exceptions, however. The Ordovi

cian and Silurian limestones of Anticosti Island are deposited close to the Grenville 

Front, a Proterozoic plate tectonic suture. Movements on the Front have created one 

master strike joint set throughout all formations on the Island (Figure 38), which dom

inates the development of the karst at the surface and underground. 

Larger structures become more important controls of karst in the regions of strong 

deformation and mountain building, C and D. They are often inhibitors. For example, in 

the Rocky Mountains of Canada the eastern or 'Front" ranges are formed by resistant 

Paleozoic carbonate formations repeatedly thrust over weaker Mesozoic elastic rocks, 

creating series of cuestas that are now dissected by alpine glacial action. Where a thrust 

plate was thin - a single, upper Paleozoic carbonate formation or group in the overthrust 

- a single cuesta with steep scarp and backslopes was created that did not favour karsti

fication because surface gradients were too high, inducing rapid fluvial runoff or intense 

glacial dissection. Thicker plates contained multiple carbonate formations separated by 

weaker contact units, forming multiple scarps with elevated vales on the backslopes that 

could intercept the runoff and promote underground drainage (Ford 1993). The effects 

are enhanced where major valleys are cut across these structures, setting up the condi

tions for strike-oriented underground drainage on regional scales. 

In the western or 'Main" ranges of the Rockies and in the Franklin and Mackenzie 

Mountains north of them (Figure 2, D6-7, D8-9), structures become larger, more com

plex and varied, including fault blocks and uplifted plateaus, domal and inverted fold 
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topography. They support a wide range of karst settings, similar to those reported in tl 

Alps and other young mountain chains by Maire ( 1990). Canadian karst developme 

tends to be more limited because of the greater intensity of glaciation, however, and tl 

structural patterns never approach the complexity of those occuring in the Classic 

Karst. 

Stripe karst structural settings predominate in the mountains further west in Briti: 

Columbia and YukonTerritory because carbonate strata are comparatively rare and tl 

deformation is intense. For example, Mount Tupper System (Fig 2, DS} is a cave in a tt 

metre marble stripe (bed) in micaschists that passes through a mountain and discharg 

its waters at express train speed in a spring just above the principal trans-Canada railw, 

(Ford 1967). It is a karst that will achieve cessation when the mountain is eroded do� 

to the rail line! In Vancouver Island and the Queen Charlotte Islands (Fig 2, D 11, DI 

the karst rocks are thick and pure micritic limestones that dip steeply and outcrop 

benches on the flanks of stronger volcanic rocks rising above them. The setting is one 

very high energy, with the limestones swallowing the abundant Pacific rainforest rune 

pouring on to them from the volcanics (Ford 1993). This region has the greatest densi 

of river caves and stream sinkhole formation in Canada as a consequence. It is diffiCL 

to imagine any pre-karst conditions once the modern geologic structure was establishe 

The limestones sit above a subduction zone and dip far below sea level: it is equal 

difficult to imagine the cessation of karstification until the Pacific Plate has been co 

sumed. 

Geologic structures with complexity comparable to those of the Classical Kar: 

but of different style, occur in the Atlantic coast Hercynian region. In the south (Fig 

C3-5) the karst rocks are chiefly gypsum and anhydrite, which are so much weaker ar 

more soluble than carbonates that lithologic and structural controls are subordinate 

the local circumstances of glacial erosion and deposition (Ford 1997). In western Ne 

foundland (Fig 2, C2) however, "thin-skinned" plate tectonism emplaced granitic roe 

over highly deformed limestones, dolostones and elastic metasedimentary rocks th 

are exposed in windows. Rivers from the granites carved valleys through the carbonatt 

creating relief up to 300 m and high hydraulic gradients along their flanks. Patches 

cockpit karst with affinities to the modern cockpit country in Jamaica, Puerto Rico 

Belize and to flysch margin karst in Slovenia were able to develop, their grain and den 

ty determined by a combination of steep strata! dips and major fracturing. Repeat1 

glaciations then remoulded the surface landforms and disrupted the aquifers (Karol 

and Ford 1983). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The evolution of karst at the surface and underground is a complex phenomenon. , 

one extreme it can be initiated within hours of primary deposition of the rock if there 

dissolution on a sabkha or a carbonate dune. Towards the other extreme (and mo 
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commonly) it begins only after long burial and attainment of diagenetic maturity. The 

modern phase of karstification in a region may extend far back into the Tertiary or 

earlier and be preceded by paleokarst episodes. Lithology can exert profound effects on 

the style, extent and rate of karstification: limestone purity, texture, dolomitization, fre

quency of penetrable bedding planes, and presence of sulphate or salt interbeds are 

particularly important. Geologic structure is important at all scales from local jointing 

to plate tectonic deformations and translocations. In some geologic settings it is an easy 

matter to define a set of "pre-karst" conditions but in others it seems irrelevant if not 

impossible: the same is true of cessation of karstification. 
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SPELEOGENESIS IN CARBONATE ROCKS 

ARTHUR N. PALMER 

Abstract 

This paper outlines the current views on cave origin in carbonate rocks, combining ideas from 

variety of sources. A typical dissolution cave develops in several stages that grade smoothly from o 

to the next: ( 1) initial openings are slowly enlarged by water that is nearly at solutional equilibrh 

with the local bedrock. (2) As the early routes enlarge, those with the greatest amount of flow gr, 

fastest. (3) These favoured routes even/I/ally become wide enough that groundwater is able to retG 

most of its solutional aggressiveness throughout the entire distance to the spring outlets. This brel 

through time usually requires times on the order of 104 to 105 years and ends the inception phase 

speleogenesis. ( 4) Discharge along these selected routes increases rapidly, allowing them to en/a, 

into cave passages rather uniformly over their entire length. Maximum enlargement rates are rougl 

0.001-0.1 cm/yr, depending on the local water chemistry and lithology. (5) The cave acquires au 

tine/ passage pallern that depends on the nature of groundwater recharge, the geologic selling, a 

the erosional history of the region. Branclnvork pal/ems dominate in most carbonate aquifers. Mt 

caves are produced by any of the following: steep hydraulic gradients ( e.g. during floods), short ff< 

paths, uniform recharge to many openings, and mixing of waters that contrast in chemistry. ( 

Enlargement rate usually decreases as passages become air-filled, owing to loss of aggressiveness 

carbon dioxide escapes through openings to the surface. (7) The cave typically evolves by diversion 

water to new and lower routes as the fluvia/ base level drops. (8) The cave is eventually destroyed 

roof collapse and by intersection of passages by rnrface erosion. At any given time, differe/11 parts 

the same cave may be experiencing different stages in this sequence. 

Keywords: Speleogenesis, Karst, Carbonates 

INTRODUCTION 

Caves are present in all rather pure carbonate rocks that are in geologic settings a1 

climates that allow abundant groundwater recharge. For this reason, it is clear that ea 

origin requires no special chemical mechanism beyond the circulation of meteoric grour 

water. Dissolution caves can form by other processes, but this is the common speleoi 

netic mode in most carbonate aquifers and is the main topic of this paper. Most of t 

concepts presented here are not new, but, where possible, alternate viewpoints are giv 

in the hope of encouraging further discussion. 
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CAVE INCEPTION 

Speleogenesis requires one basic thing: Groundwater must dissolve the bedrock rapidly 

enough to produce caves before the rock is removed by surface erosion. This requires the 

through-flow of large amounts of solutionally aggressive water along stable flow paths. 

THE EARLIEST STAGES 

At great depth beneath the surface there is very little groundwater flow because 

openings in the rock are narrow and few, and hydraulic gradients are feeble. But as uplift 

and erosion expose these rocks near the surface, increasing amounts of groundwater 

pass through them. Along any given flow path, the solutional enlargement rate is con

trolled by a simple mass balance. The mass removed from the walls of the growing con

duits is equal to that which is carried away in solution. The increase in volume thus 

depends on how much water passes through the conduit, and how rapidly the water 

dissolves the rock. In other words, the two major controls are discharge and chemical 

kinetics. 

Early in the development of a carbonate aquifer, all groundwater becomes nearly 

saturated with dissolved calcite and/or dolomite before it emerges at the surface. The 

total amount of rock removed along any flow path is nearly independent of chemical 

kinetics, because the water has enough time to equilibrate with the rock, regardless of 

dissolution rates. The saturation concentration depends on the minerals present, CO
2 

concentration, type of system ( open vs. closed), temperature, and interactions with oth

er dissolved components. All these show considerable variation, both spatially and tem

porally, but it is unlikely that there will be major differences between neighboring flow 

paths within a given aquifer. In contrast, there are great variations in discharge from one 

flow path to another - and this is the main control over which of the early paths are able 

to grow into caves. 

Most dissolution takes place at the upstream ends of the flow paths, where aggres

sive water first enters the carbonate rock. ("Upstream" and "downstream" in the follow

ing discussion refer to the up-gradient and down-gradient ends of the system, even where 

the flow is only laminar seepage.) With time and distance, there is an increase in satura

tion ratio of the dissolved minerals (actual concentration divided by saturation concen

tration, C/Cs ). At first the dissolution rate decreases in a roughly linear manner. But as 

the saturation ratio rises above approximately 60-90% (the exact value depends on tem

perature and CO
2 
content), the dissolution rate decreases much more rapidly. The result 

is that the final approach toward saturation is very slow (see Berner & Morse, 1974; 

Plummer & Wigley, 1976; Plummer et al., 1978; Dreybrodt, 1990; Palmer, 1991 ). 

Dissolution is so rapid in the upstream sections that if the remainder of the dissolu

tion followed the same trend, the water would lose virtually all its aggressiveness after 

only a short distance of flow. Dissolution would be so slow in the rest of the aquifer that 
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cave development would be almost impossible (Palmer, 1984 ). Except in the most ide 

situations (wide, short fractures with steep hydraulic gradients, e.g. along escarpmenti 

enlargement of the initial openings to cave size would require many millions of yea1 

during which the carbonate rock is likely to be entirely removed by erosion. 

Interestingly, it would be unlikely for caves to form with either the rapid dissoluti< 

at low saturation ratios or the slow dissolution at high saturation ratios. Early slow diss 

lution along the entire flow path is essential for preparing the way for the rapid dissol 

tion that follows. But the slow dissolution alone cannot enlarge the routes rapidly enoui 

to form caves within a geologically feasible time. Rapid dissolution at low saturati< 

ratios is necessary to achieve this. But, as shown above, the rapid dissolution by its1 

cannot form caves in most situations. 

GEOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CAVE INCEPTION 

The initial width of fissures (e.g. fractures and partings) is perhaps the most unc1 

tain of all field conditions that influence cave inception. By the time a cave is lar 

enough for humans to enter, the evidence has long disappeared. Initial fissure width ii 

slippery concept, because the widths increase with time even without being dissolve 

simply by release of stress as the overlying rocks are eroded away. Field evidence SL 

gests that a minimum initial fissure width of about 0.0 I mm is required for cave develc 

ment (Bocker, 1969). However, this value depends on hydraulic gradient, flow distanc 

water chemistry, and length of time available, and so the threshold for initial fissu 

width is not a fixed value, but instead depends on the local setting. 

To clarify how wide the initial fissures in limestone might be, it is helpful to gath 

data from relatively insoluble rocks that are approximately as brittle as limestone. lnt1 

sive igneous rocks such as granite should give a close approximation. Water wells 

these rocks have fairly small yields, especially at depths of more than 50 m below t 

surface (Freeze & Cherry, 1979, p. 158). But even with conservative estimates fort 

draulic gradient and fissure frequency, the observed well yields require fissures that a 

roughly 0.1-0.5 mm wide. Surely only a few of the many fissures are this large, but th 

are important ones, which in soluble rock would grow into caves. 

Inception horizons were originally defined by Lowe ( 1992) as beds or strata! int 

faces that provide a chemical environment that favours cave development. The presen 

of pyrite along a geologic contact was cited as a typical example, whereby oxidation 

the sulphide to sulphuric acid might give a substantial boost to cave development. 0 

difficulty with this particular example is the deficiency of oxygen in most deep grour 

water. Structural and hydraulic factors are also crucial in determining which initial op( 

ings are able to develop into caves. 

The presence of interbedded sulphates within carbonate rocks provides a suitat 

environment for cave inception. Dissolution of the sulphates can boost porosity, althou 

this process forces calcite to precipitate by the common-ion effect. Because of differe1 
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es in molar volume, the precipitated calcite usually does not occupy all the porosity 
generated by dissolution of gypsum or anhydrite. This process is even more potent when 
limestone, dolomite, and gypsum interact within the same system. As calcite is forced to 
precipitate, the solubility of gypsum rises to almost 1.5 times more than that of gypsum 
alone, and the solubility of dolomite rises to several times its normal value. Because 
dolomite dissolves so slowly, the process is drawn out over long distances and times, 
potentially resulting in long, continuous paths of increased porosity that may pave the 
way for later cave development. The geochemical process has been validated by field 
measurements ( e.g. Bischoff et al., 1994 ), but its impact on cave development is still 
unclear. 

BREAKTHROUGH 

Eventually the entire length of an incipient cave becomes large enough to allow water to 
pass all the way through while still retaining most of its aggressiveness. At this time there 
is a fairly sudden transition ("breakthrough") to rapid dissolution throughout the entire 
flow path. From then on, the entire route enlarges rapidly at a roughly uniform rate of 
about 0.001-0.01 cm/yr, depending on the water chemistry. This rate varies with the 
amount of turbulence, but only at low saturation ratios (Plummer & Wigley, 1976; White, 
I 984 ). At the high saturation ratios of most karst water the effect is minor. In mature 
caves, abrasion by coarse sediment load can increase local rates of cave development 
(Smith & Newson, 1974). These factors are insignificant compared to the truly great 
differences in growth rate that distinguish true cave passages with low saturation ratios 
from narrow flow paths whose water is nearly saturated with dissolved carbonates. 

Figure I shows the mean enlargement rate in an ideal fissure as a function of dis
charge and flow length. The steep parts of the curves represent the slow dissolution rates 
governed by the mass balance, and the horizontal segments at the top represent the 
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Fig. 1. Mean enlargement rate of a fissure 
in limestone, as a function of discharge (Q) 
and flow length (L). Q = discharge per 
metre of fissure height (long dimension of 

10-s ..___..._ _ __. __ ..._ _ __,_ __ ..._ _ _. 
10-2 10-1 1 _0 10 102 103 1 4 fissure cross section). Assumptions include 

O closed conditions, T = 10° C, initial Pea, = 
Discharge (Q), cm3/sec 0.01 arm. (See Palmer, 1991.) 
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rapid dissolution controlled mainly by kinetics (Palmer, 1991 ). Because the enlargeme 
rates are not uniform throughout the fissure, the rates shown in Figure I cannot I 
translated directly into the time required for an incipient cave to reach breakthrough.� 
do this, finite-difference modelling is necessary. The results are shown in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. Approximate breakthrough times 
.for cai•e inception along.fissures in lime
stone. The main part o.f the graph shows 
closed conditions at T = I()' C and initial 
Pea, = 1%. Variation o.f breakthrough 
time with initial .fissure width, tempera
ture, and initial Pco, are shown. The com
bined variable i/L represents the hydrau
lic gradient ( '1h/L) divided by .flow dis
tance (L). Modified.from Palmer ( 1991). 
See also Dreybrodt ( 1996 ). 

10-7 10·6 10·5 10·4 10·3 

i/L (gradient/ length), cm· 1 
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The time required for chemical breakthrough can be considered the "gestation tim 
through which an incipient cave must pass in order to allow it to grow into a true cave. 
is difficult to specify exactly when this time begins. In some ways, it involves the enti 
age of the carbonate aquifer, if one includes all the effects of early diagenesis, burial, ar 
uplift in order to reach its present state (Klimchouk and Ford, 2000). But before ea 
growth can truly begin, there must be a substantial hydraulic gradient. Thus it is custo1 
ary to start the clock when the carbonate rock is first exposed above base level, at tl 
time when both recharge zones and discharge zones are well defined. Computer mode 
can track the growth of idealized fissures of specified initial width, length, hydraul 
gradient, and chemical attributes. These show that the breakthrough time is appro: 
mately proportional to w3 (ii L)"14 P', where w = initial fissure width, i = mean hydraul 
gradient, L = flow distance, and P = initial P coi (Palmer, 1988, 1991 ). Dreybrodt ( 199 
provided an analytical derivation arriving at nearly the same functional relationshii 
Laminar discharge through the fissure is proportional to w3 i, which is essentially tl 
inverse of two of the most important variables that determine breakthrough time. Th 
the paths that develop most rapidly into caves are those with high discharge and she 
flow distance. High P co

2 
is also favourable, as long as CO

2 
is not lost by degassing. 

Temperature plays a complex role in determining how long it takes for breakthroui 
to occur. Higher temperatures speed the chemical reactions, but in long flow syster 
this can increase the breakthrough time by depleting most of the water's solutional c 
pacity in the upstream parts, leaving less for the downstream parts. High temperatu 
increases the flow velocity by reducing the viscosity of the water, but it also decreas 
the amount of limestone or dolomite that can be dissolved. The net result is an increa 
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in breakthrough time with rising temperature. However, another complication is that in 
warmer climates the C0

2 
production in the soil is greater, which shortens breakthrough 

times. 
As shown in Figure 2, breakthrough time decreases as much as 5 times if the C0

2 

consumed by carbonate dissolution is quickly replaced, for example when the water is in 
close contact with a C0

2 
source such as soil. This is rare. In general, the early phase of 

growth takes place in an approximately closed system, where C0
2 
is used up as dissolu

tion proceeds. In caves with open atmospheres, C0
2 

is likely to be lost by air exchange 
with the surface, which more than offsets the apparent advantage of the open system. 

Figure 2 shows that initial fissures 0.01-0.1 cm wide would require no more than a 
few thousand or tens of thousands of years to reach the maximum enlargement rates, 
from the time aggressive groundwater first begins to flow through the limestone. For 
example, in a fissure I kilometre long, with an initial width of 0.02 cm, hydraulic gradi

ent of 0.02 (20 m/km), P co2 
of 0.05 atm, temperature of !0° C, and closed to further 

uptake of C0
2

, the maximum rate of enlargement is reached in about 30,000 years. 
These conditions are typical, perhaps even conservative. Lab work and computer model
ling by Dreybrodt ( 1990, 1996) suggest even shorter breakthrough times that are proba
bly more valid. Acids can also be generated within passages by oxidation of organic 
compounds in the water or iron sulphide in the bedrock, diminishing the breakthrough 
times. Water chemistry and flow vary with the seasons, but their effects average out over 
the years. 

TIME REQUIRED FORA CAVE TO REACH TRAVERSABLE SIZE 

Beyond the breakthrough time, growth rate of a cave depends chiefly on the nature of its 
water input. In dense, rather pure limestone, the rate of wall retreat (S) can be estimated 
with the equation 

S = I 1.7 k (I - C/Cs)" cm/yr 

where C/Cs is the saturation ratio, k is a reaction coefficient, and 11 is the reaction 
order (see Palmer, 1991 for units and further details). Values fork and II vary with P co2, 

and k also varies with temperature. For quick applications, some representative averages 
can be given. At C/Cs < -o.7, k and 11 are approximately 0.015 and 1.7 respectively. At C/ 
Cs> -o. 7, k and 11 are roughly 0.24 and 4 respectively. Because ( 1-C/Cs) is less than I, 
the larger exponent gives a smaller value of S. 

For example, water that collects on insoluble rock and then flows as a sinking stream 
directly into a limestone cave usually has a P col of about 0.001-0.005 atm. This value is 
higher than that of the outside atmosphere (0.00036 atm) because even though the stream 
is open to the atmosphere, it acquires C0

2 
from seepage that enters the stream through 

the soil. At ponors, most sinking streams have saturation ratios of about 0.1-0.5. Under 
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these conditions, limestone surfaces in the cave will dissolve as fast as 0.15 cm/yr. Idea 

ly, a water-filled cave can increase its diameter up to 2-3 m in 1000 years. (The diametf 

increases at twice the rate of wall retreat, S.) Measurements with dial micrometers, ri 

peated over several years, have verified these rates in caves fed by sinking streams (Higl 

1970; Coward, 1975). 

In contrast, many caves are fed by water that infiltrates through soil and reaches th 

caves only after having traveled for a considerable distance along the soil-limestone co, 

tact and through narrow fissures in the epikarst. This water has a high Pc02 (about 0.0 

0.05 atm) but has a high saturation value, usually about 0.75-0.95 by the time it reache 

the caves. The diameter of a water-filled passage grows no more than about 20 cm pe 

1000 years under those conditions. 

ORGANIZATION OF CONDUITS 

It has been shown that caves in a typical karst aquifer are able to form only along flo' 

paths that increase their discharge with time. This can be achieved in either of two way: 

• By increasing the flow efficiency in a system with a fixed head difference. An exan 

pie is leakage of water from a stream or other body of water that drains to a !owe 

outlet. As the initial fissures widen, the discharge rises dramatically. The upstrear 

head begins to decrease only when the conduit becomes large enough to transmit th 

entire stream flow. By that time breakthrough has already taken place. 
• By increasing the catchment area that feeds an incipient cave passage. At first, watc 

drains into the growing caves as widely dispersed seepage. Dolines form by subsi< 

ence into the rapidly growing voids at the soil/bedrock interface. As dolines increas 

their catchment area, their mean-annual discharge increases to the caves that the 

feed. Discharge to the caves increases in an irregular manner, much less rapidly tha 

in routes fed by leaking stream beds, and hydraulic gradients decrease with time, eve 

during the earliest periods of growth. 

The difference between these two systems is important. Because the routes fed t 

surface streams can increase their flow much more rapidly, they are usually the fir: 

parts of a cave to form. Passages fed by depressions of limited catchment area requi, 

longer times to form, and they usually join the earlier passages as tributaries of a bran cl 

work system. The first passages to form in a cave are usually short and direct, exce1 

where short paths are prohibited by the geologic setting. With time, these early passage 

serve as low-head targets for passages having more remote recharge sources (Ford 

Ewers, 1978; Ford et al., 2000). 

Less time is required for a cave to grow in small steps (i.e. where new, relative 

short upstream passages link to earlier downstream ones) than for a single long passa� 

to form. This is partly due to the non-linear relation between breakthrough time an 

flow distance. Although the growth of any single passage propagates in the downstrea1 
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direction, the overall system grows in the upstream direction, away from the springs, by 

addition of new passages (Ewers, 1982; Ford et al., 2000). 
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Fig. 3. Evolution of a typical branch
work cave by successive piracy of sink
ing streams and development of re
charge sources through dolines. Seg
ment B-A forms first because of the 
short path length and steep gradient. 
Segme/11 C-B links up later, aided by 
steepening of the gradient as segment 
B-A develops. (C-B does not necessar
ily join B-A al point B.) The passage 
from doline Dis last to form because 
of its limited catchment area. See 
Ford and Ewers ( 1978) and Ford et 
al. (2000) for descriptions of hard
ware models that illustrate this con
cept. 

A typical sequence is shown in Figure 3. Assume, for simplicity, that passage seg

ments B-A and C-B have identical lengths and gradients. The breakthrough time for a 

single passage from C to A would be (Le-A I Ls.
) 14 longer than the breakthrough time for 

either of the two segments - i.e. about 2.6 times longer. This is 30% longer than it would 

take for segments B-A and C-B to reach breakthrough separately, one after the other. 

Just as importantly, the gradient ofC-B would normally be less than that of B-A until the 

head dropped in B-A (Ford et al, 2000). The tributary from doline (D) has a smaller 

catchment area and is slower to reach cave dimensions. 

Since the flow of water through carbonate aquifers is controlled partly by the histo· 

ry of river entrenchment, the vertical arrangement of cave passages also reflects this 

control. The traditional view is that the largest passages are formed when base level is 

relatively static (Sweeting, 1950; Davies, 1960). At such times, rivers develop flood

plains, and springs are held at fairly constant elevations for lengthy periods of time. 

Meanwhile the passages that feed the springs are able to grow large. In contrast, passag

es that form during rapid river entrenchment are usually small. The major passages form 

different levels, which in most cases decrease in age downward. Fluvial aggradation may 

cause some or all neighboring cave passages to fill with sediment over the vertical range 

of base-level rise. 
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This conceptual model has been well validated in Mammoth Cave, Kentucky (Palme 

I 989; Granger et al., 2001 ). However, in many caves there are several complications th: 

disrupt this simple interpretation. Vadose passages may be perched on insoluble stra1 

and grow to large size above base level. Most phreatic passages contain vertical loor 

that descend far below the local base level. Some phreatic caves follow favourable stra1 

graphic units such as zones of former sulphates. Even the ideal cave levels controlled t 

pauses in fluvial entrenchment are not perfectly "level". For this reason, many peop 

prefer to call them storeys or tiers, and either of these terms is preferred in general appl 

cations. However, the term cave level is still appropriate where there is a clear relation t 

fluvial base level. But the critical elevation is not the average elevation of a phreat 

passage, but instead where there is a clear transition from vadose to phreatic morphol, 

gy (for example, a transition from canyon to tube). This transition is not clear in sorr 

passages. 

Fig. 4. Vertical layout of a typical cave, 

sholl'ing decreasing amplitude of phreat

ic loops ll'ith depth. This trend has been 

interpreted by Ford ( 1971) and Ford and 

Ewers ( 1978) to be the result of increas

ing fissure frequency with time. Succes

sive positions of the water table are 

shown as gray lines. Some researchers 

consider these lines to represent the up

per extent of epiphreatic flow (see text). 

Figure 4 is an idealized profile through a multi-storeyed cave, as described by Fo1 

(1971 ). Three main stages of cave development are shown, with decreasing loop amp 

tudes from the highest storey to the lowest. This is not a characteristic of all multi-st, 

reyed caves, but it is a conceptual ideal. Ford ( I 971) ascribed the decrease in amplituc 

to increasing fissure frequency in the host rock with time. Fissures are sparse at firs 

and passages are constrained to only a few deeply descending loops. As erosional u 

loading and cave development persist, fissures become more numerous until eventual 

the passages are able to form more or less along the water table, with minimal phreat 

looping. In some caves the greater amplitude of loops in upper passages is instead cause 

by floodwaters, which superpose ungraded, looping bypass routes around low-flow route 

that have more uniform gradients (Palmer, 1972). In the same vein, on the basis c 

studies in the Alps, Audra ( 1994) and Hauselmann et al. (2001) ascribe an epiphreat 

origin to looping passages. 

The earliest passages in a cave system (usually fed by sinking streams) may ni 

show a clear distinction between vadose and phreatic development, because their di 

charge fluctuates a great deal, and because the initial potentiometric surface is relative 

high. As a result, most of these passages are subjected to a variety of flow conditions 
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phreatic at first, and then vadose and epiphreatic at later times. Still, many of them show 

a fairly sharp transition from vadose canyons (with continuous downward trends) to 

phreatic tubes (with low gradients and usually irregular looping profiles). This transition 

is more sharply defined in secondary passages fed by karst depressions of limited catch

ment area, because the flow is more uniform with time and the water sources are usually 

well above the potentiometric surface. 

Because of their gravitational flow, many vadose passages have a strong down-dip 

component, especially those in well-bedded rocks. Phreatic passages show no consistent 

relation to the dip, except where that is the only path to potential outlets, or where 

prominent fractures also extend in that direction. In well-bedded rocks, the intersection 

between the dipping beds and low-gradient water table encourage many phreatic passag

es to develop nearly along the strike of the beds. These relationships tend to be obscure 

where the geologic structure is complex. 

ORIGIN OF BRANCHING SYSTEMS 

Branching cave patterns are by far the most common for several reasons: 
• As passages enlarge, the local hydraulic head within them decreases. Groundwater 

flows from surrounding smaller openings, where the potentiometric surface is high

er, toward the low heads of the early conduits. 
• Yadose passages have no inherent tendency to converge, because they are hydrauli

cally independent. However, the structures that they follow often intersect, forcing 

independent streams to join as tributaries. Examples include intersecting fractures, 

and synclinal structures in bedding-plane partings. 
• Water from broad recharge areas converges toward outlets of limited extent, general

ly stream valleys, which causes a natural tendency for conduits to converge simply by 

competition for space. After two streams have converged, there is little opportunity 

for them to diverge farther downstream. The exception is in the vicinity of the spring 

outlet, where local distributary systems may develop because of collapse, backflood

ing, and widening of fissures by erosional stress release. 

MAZE DEVELOPMENT 

Besides branchworks, most other caves are mazes in which all the passages form 

more or less simultaneously. A maze cave can form only if the growth rate is similar 

along many alternate flow paths. This can happen if all passages evolve simultaneously 

at the maximum rate shown in Figure I. If the ratio of discharge to flow distance ( QI L) 

is large in many alternate flow routes, they will enlarge at roughly the same rate ( Palmer, 

1991 ). Specifically, this condition is achieved if QI rl > 0.00 I ( cgs units), where r = mean 

conduit radius. In fissures, this condition is reached if QI bl > 0.001, where b = long 
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dimension of the fissure cross section, perpendicular to the narrow dimension w. Speci 

ic settings where this condition is met include: 

A. High-discharge or high-gradient flow during floods. Water is forced into all fissun 

in adjacent carbonate rocks under steep gradients, causing them to enlarge at a 

proximately the maximum possible rate (Palmer, 2001 ). This process is most acti, 

in the vicinity of constrictions in the main stream passages, which result from cc 

lapse, sediment chokes, or poorly soluble strata. 

B. Short flow paths from where the water first enters the soluble rock. Because of tr 

short flow distances, all fissures except for the narrowest enlarge simultaneously , 

similar rates. The epikarst is an example. Network mazes are also formed by rechar� 

through a permeable but insoluble material such as quartz sandstone (Palmer, 197: 

2000). 

C. Uniform recharge to all fissures, regardless of their width. This can be achieved t 

seepage through porous, insoluble materials, as in B above. 

D. Sustained high gradients, for example beneath dams. 

E. Mixing zones, where the groundwater aggressiveness is locally boosted by mixing c 

waters of contrasting C0
2 
content or salinity, or by oxidation of sulphide-rich wate 

Over short flow distances, many alternate routes are enlarged. Mixing of waters c 

varied C0
2 

content can decrease breakthrough times, but large differences in CC 

concentration are necessary (Gabrovsek, 2000). 

The differences in maze types depend partly on geologic structure. NellVork maz1 

consist of intersecting fissures, with a pattern resembling city streets. They require mar 

curvilinear rectilinear anastomotic network spongework ramlform 
branchwork branchwork maze maze maze pattern 
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intersecting fractures (joints or faults), which are typical of massive or thick-bedded 

rock. Most are formed by processes B, C, or E above. Anastomotic mazes have a braided 

pattern of intersecting tubes, usually arranged two-dimensionally along a single parting 

or fault. They are nearly all formed by process A above. Spongework mazes form where 

primary (matrix) porosity is dominant. In pattern they resemble the intersecting holes 

in a sponge. Most of them form by process E, and less commonly by process A. A two

dimensional variety can form along bedding-plane partings. Ramiform mazes consist of 

rooms with offshoots extending outward from them at various elevations. They usually 

include areas of network or spongework maze development and are formed mainly by 

process E. Many network and anastomotic mazes, and a few spongework mazes, are 

merely superimposed on a basic branchwork pattern and represent only part of the en

tire cave development. 

Figure 5 provides a summary of typical cave patterns, showing their relation to 

source of aggressive water and to dominant structural characteristics. 

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE FROM COMPUTER MODELS 

Finite-difference computer models support and clarify some of these relationships. 

Conspicuously absent from the list of ways to form maze caves is slow groundwater flow 

through artesian aquifers. This origin seems logical, and many maze caves are indeed 

located in aquifers that are partly artesian. However, artesian conditions by themselves 

do not produce maze caves. Modelling by Palmer ( 1991) showed that different-sized 

branches of a loop are least likely to enlarge at the same rate in slow-moving water near 

saturation. Dreybrodt & Siemers (2000) supported this idea by showing that as break

through time increases, passages tend to become unitary and exhibit less complexity. 

Modelling by Clemens et al. (1997) verified the development of network mazes by uni

form seepage through an insoluble caprock, as described in B above. The insoluble cap 

encourages maze development because it is permeable, rather than a confining unit. 

CONDUIT GROWTH AND MODIFICATION 

At the breakthrough time, when an incipient cave reaches its maximum growth rate, 

several other changes take place more or less simultaneously (White, 1977). The cave 

water changes from laminar to turbulent, which increases the solution rate slightly (see 

earlier discussion). The flow also becomes competent enough to transport detrital sedi

ment. For example, it is able to carry away the soil that subsides into caves through karst 

depressions, allowing the depressions to grow more rapidly. The sediment load can also 

help to enlarge caves by mechanical abrasion, but, in places, sediment accumulates in 

thick beds that retard dissolution and erosion. Where sediment accumulates, upward 

dissolution by paragenesis is a possible consequence, especially in caves enlarged by 
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periodic floodwaters. However, water within the sediment is often undersaturated an 

can still dissolve the underlying rock (Vaughan et al., 1998 ). 

When a cave is able to transmit the entire flow from its recharge area, the avera1 

flow can increase no further. Instead the head within the passage decreases as the cro: 

section continues to enlarge. Much of the upstream part of the cave becomes vados 

and streams may entrench canyons in the passage floors. 

As caves acquire entrances that allow air exchange with the surface, many fre 

surface cave streams lose part of their aggressiveness. Inflowing water is fairly rich i 

soil-derived CO
2
, and may acquire even more by oxidation of organic materials as 

flows through the caves (Bray, 1972). Loss of CO
2 

through entrances and other ope 

ings can drive the stream water to supersaturation with dissolved calcite or dolomite, 1 

that many vadose cave streams are aggressive only during high flow. Some vadose strea1 

channels even acquire a thin coating of calcite in sections of supercritical flow durir 

dry seasons. These deposits are usually removed during the following wet season, bi 

with only a small net amount of solutional entrenchment each year. Measurements i 

caves of New York State show that the overall entrenchment rate of active stream ea 

yons of this type can be as slow as 10-20 mm per thousand years (Palmer, 1996), despi· 

the continuous flow of water. During six months of continuous monitoring in the large 

stream in Mammoth Cave, Meiman & Groves ( 1997) found that 70% of the passa1 

enlargement took place during the highest 7% of flow. 

Dating of cave sediments by 26AI/ 10Be isotope ratios in quartz-rich cave sediment 

a powerful tool for interpreting rates of cave development. Usually this sediment is d 

posited by the most recent active stream flow and gives a minimum age for the passag 

At Mammoth Cave, 26 Al/ wBe dating suggests that the development of each passage lev 

required at least l0 5 years (Granger et al., 2001 ). This value is compatible with the ran1 

of probable times required for breakthrough ( Figure 2) and for later enlargement to tt 

present diameters of about 5-IO m in the major passages. 

Head ward erosion of resistant beds by cave streams can require a surprisingly lor 

time. For example, sediment on ledges above an entrenched canyon in Mammoth Ca1 

were dated at 1.13 million years, validated by samples at similar elevations elsewhere 

the cave ( Granger et al., 200 I). The passage is floored by a metre-thick sequence of sha 

and cherty limestone, which has been breached by a deep canyon that post-dates tt 

sediment. Headward entrenchment has progressed only 360 m along the passage, ar 

only about half of that has occurred upstream from the sampling site. The entrenchir 

stream is still active today and is quite capable of transporting gravel. The rate of hea 

ward entrenchment appears to be less than half a metre per thousand years. 

But under favourable conditions, diversion of passages from one level to anoth1 

can take place rather rapidly. Post-glacial diversion of water in New York State caves h, 

formed traversable passages up to a metre in diameter and 200 m long since the la 

glacial retreat about 13,000 years ago (Mylroie, 1977). In many vadose canyons throug 

out the world, examples can be seen where loops or cutoffs have developed along pror 

inent bedding-plane partings exposed in the canyon floor (Figure 6). As a result, tl 
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floor of the upper level coincides with the ceiling of the lower level. The new passage 

must develop before the parting is bypassed by deepening of the original canyon. This 

implies that the breakthrough time for the diversion route is virtually nil, allowing the 

new narrow path to enlarge competitively with the old well-established one. Most such 

diversions are short. 

8 Fig. 6. Stream diversion in an entrenching vadose canyon. The 

lower loop illustrates nearly zero breakthrough time along the 

guiding bedding-plane parting, as shown by the minimal en

trenchment of segment A below the parting. This is a common 

occurrence, especial�r in well-bedded carbonates, but it is not a 

general rule. 

As the land surface becomes dissected by erosion, patterns of groundwater recharge 

change. The few large initial water sources may be divided into many smaller ones. Va

dose water must travel increasingly greater distances to reach the water table, and exten

sive complexes of vadose canyons and shafts can form. The resulting pattern of active 

cave streams is much denser than that of the original surface drainage. Growing dolines 

eventually form a continuous karst surface. Eventually the only surface streams that 

retain their flow are the main entrenched rivers and the ephemeral upstream ends of 

sinking streams. 

THE FINAL STAGE 

As the land erodes, the surface intersects underlying cave passages, segmenting 

them and eventually destroying them entirely. Evidence for the cave may persist for a 

while as a canyon-like feature or a rubbly zone of collapsed blocks. This final episode in 

the life of a cave passage usually occupies tens of thousands or even hundreds of thou

sands of years. However, newer passages continue to develop where the soluble rock 

extends to lower elevations. In dipping carbonate rocks, new areas of rock are uncovered 

by erosion at about the same rate as they are eroded away in the up-dip areas. This 

process ends when the entire soluble rock in the cave region is eroded away. 
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EVOLUTION OF KARST IN EVAPORATES 

ALEXANDER KLIMCHOUK 

Abstract 

Karst that develops in evaporites has many features in common with carbonate karst but it also ha 

significant peculiarities imposed by specific features of evaporite geology and of dissolution chemistr 

and kinetics. Evaporites widely support different types of intrastratal karst but exposed types of kan 

( open and denuded) are less common than in carbonate rocks. Dissolution of gJ'pswn and salt i 

commonly assumed to be diffusion controlled, i.e. the dissolution rates follow a linear.first-order /ai1 

Dissolution rates in gypsum are generally much higher than that of calcite and no switch to a higl 

order kinetics occurs until solution is saturated ( or it occurs very close to saturation, as some rece1; 

studies suggest). This causes important consequences in spe!eogenesis and evolution of karst in eva1 

orites. The early conduit development is extremely sensitive to variations of boundary conditions sue. 

as fissure aperture widths and hydraulic gradient, so that the range of variations, within which spelec 

genetic initiation of conduits occurs either almost immediately or unfeasibly long, is very narrow. Th 

two opposed consequences are that evaporite karst either readily commences in deep-seated intra: 

trata/ settings or evaporite deposits survive through geologically long times of burial having exper 

enced almost no karst({ication. Evolution of geomorphic and hydrogeologic sellings is therefore ver 

important in the development of evaporite karst. Moreover, changes due to human activity may it 

duce and dramatically intensify evaporite karst. Initiation of tight long lateral flow paths throug, 

evaporites is virtually impossible. In deep-seated (con.fined) seltings conduit development can occu 

in gypsum where: I) there is transverse circulation across the gypsum between the underlying an, 

overlying aquifers in a multi-storey artesian system or, 2) there is lateral contact circulation along th 

bollom of the gypsum unit, with natural convection replacement of saturated water with aggressiv 

water. Depending on structural and hydrogeologic conditions either maze caves or discrete condui1 

can form in deep-seated sellings. In case of transverse speleogenesis, there is a specific hydrogeologi 

mechanism that suppresses spe/eogenetic competition in a .fissure network and favours to deve/01 

men/ of maze pal/ems in gypsum. Deep-seated karstification of salt probably never occurs inside th 

rock bu1 contact karstification along sides of along the boltom can be significant, commonly drive, 

by natural convection. In open gypsum karsts conduit development is extremely competitive and , 

occurs only where .fissures are wide enough, or hydraulic gradients are steep enough, to suppo1 

undersaturatedflow though.fissures. Linear or crudely branching caves form, rapidly adjusting to th 

contemporary geomorphic selling and available recharge. Vertical pipes or pits form in the vados 

zone where gapping tectonic .fissures exist. No deep phreatic zone develops in open gypsum karsts. I 
denuded (former intrastratal) karsts the presence of inherited solution porosity and wide .fissure 

allowsjimher conduit development to widely occur in both vadose and phreatic zones. The direct fie/ 

measurements of dissolution rates in gypsum show dramatic variations between different enviro1 

ments (flow components in an aquifer system), many of which are also characterised by high rat 
variations with respect to time. Overall karst denudation rates determined from mass balance diffi 

much between types of karst according to characteristic hydrogeologic conditions and inheritance i 
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karstiflcation. The highest karstiflcation intensity is commonly found in subjacent karsts, which also 

presents most severe subsidence hazard, and the lowest intensity is in deeply drained entrenched 

karst. Exposed sellings do not necessarily imply high overall denudation. 

Keywords: karst evollllion, evaporite karst, gypsum karst and speleogenesis, artesian speleogenesis, 

karst denudation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Interaction between groundwater flow and dissolution processes provides mechanisms 

that drive the development of karst. Karst develops where solutional enlargement of 

fissures, bedding planes or interconnected pores creates highly permeable conduits in 

rocks. Hence, the mechanisms of karst development are essentially speleogenetic. The 

nature of these mechanisms lies in mutual enhancement of flow rate and solutional 

conduit enlargement. Hydrogeologic and speleogenetic aspects are therefore invariably 

important in karst evolution, whereas geomorphologic aspects evolve in certain types of 

karst where the karst development manifests itself to the surface. 

The overall evolution of karst is expressed through successive change of karst types, 

determined by the general geological/hydrogeological evolution, from deposition through 

burial to reemergence and subsequent denudation and exposure (Klimchouk & Ford 

2000). Repeated burial may interrupt the cycle, with paleokarst formed in result, and 

subsequent uplifts may rejuvenate the development of karst. 

Karst that develops in evaporites has many features in common with carbonate 

karst but it also has significant peculiarities imposed by specific features of evaporite 

geology and of dissolution chemistry and kinetics. 

EVAPORITE KARST 

Evaporite deposits form in seas, lagoons and internal-drainage lakes where more water 

leave the basin by evaporation than enters the basin as rainfall, surface and subsurface 

flow. Evaporite rocks are inorganic in origin and form by chemical precipitation in con

centrating water solution. Common evaporite rocks include gypsum, anhydrite and hal

ite, although other rarer salts can be of local karst significance. Carbonates such as 

calcite and dolomite can also be of evaporitic origin, although the term "evaporite karst" 

is normally employed to denote karst in the above mentioned more soluble salts, most 

commonly in gypsum and salt. 

As evaporites are much more soluble than carbonates, they are less common in 

outcrops. This is one of the reasons why evaporite karst had been considered of limited 

significance and received relatively little appreciation in the past in the mainstream of 

karstology. However, it has been increasingly realised during recent decades that karst 

processes in evaporites such as gypsum and salt operate extensively when they occur 
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below various types of cover beds within the upper few hundreds meters of sedimentar 

sequences, the settings widely distributed over continents. 

Gypsum karst is the most important in terms of its global distribution and practic, 

significance and it has received an adequate appreciation in the international karst lite 

ature during the recent decade (see the "Gypsum Karst of the World", Klimchouk et a 

1996 and Proceedings of a Symposium on "Evaporite Karst: Processes, Landforms, Ei 

amples, and Impacts", published as a special issue of Carbonates & Evaporites 12, 199T 

Gypsum karst will be given a particular attention in this paper in the context of kan 

evolution. 

GEOLOGICAL OCCURRENCE OF EVAPORITE ROCK 

Evaporite rocks underlie about 25 % of continental surface (Ford & Williams 1989 

although this fraction is greater in some large regions: 35-40 % for the territory of th 

contiguous United States (Johnson 1997) and for the former Soviet Union. In the latte 

region sulphate rocks alone underlie about 5 million km2 (Gorbunova 1977). Major er 

ochs of evaporite deposition occurred in the late Cambrian, the Permian, the Jurassic 

and the Miocene. Lesser but still significant episodes took place in the Silurian, th 

Devonian, the Triassic and the Eocene. Ancient platform and basin-wide evaporite o 

combined evaporite/carbonate/siliciclastic sequences often reach thicknesses exceedin 

1000 m and extend laterally across huge areas. Evaporite accumulation in the Quate 

nary was of incompatibly lesser scale. Penecontemporaneous evaporites are most ofte 

found in the arid and semiarid zones, in the circumtropical desert areas that lie betwee 

15 and 45° north and south of equator. Modern evaporite accumulation locally occur 

outside the major desert belts, in the strictly continental environment, in high mountai 

deserts, in the rain shadows of high mountain ranges and in polar and circumpola 

regions. 

A variety of depositional settings, in which evaporites can form ranges from dee 

water to subaerial and lacustrine, so the mode of occurrence of evaporites and associ: 

tion of lithofacies are quite diverse. The picture is further complicated by the fact th, 

evaporites are most susceptible to recrystallization, dissolution and replacement amon 

common rocks. Gypsum deposited at the shallow subsurface is converted to anhydrit 

with burial, and back to gypsum as the sulphate re-enters the meteoric realm and i 

washed in cooler and fresher fluids. In contrast to the common belief, the volume expa, 

sion during hydration of anhydrite does not always occur, however the topic is ver 

controversial and poorly understood. 

Sulphates and halides widely occur as rare to frequent interbeds in sequences co, 

taining carbonates and siliciclastic sediments but also as massive beds. Individual bed 

of gypsum with thicknesses 10-40 m are rather common although sequences of ther 

may be as thick as 200-300 m. Massive salt units may reach more than 1000 m in thicl 

ness. When massive deposits of salt are buried by denser strata, it flows upward an 
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approaches the surface as diapirs or dikes. Diapirs may rise from original salt bodies 

occurring beneath several thousands meters of cover strata, disrupting and deforming 

them. 

Capability of gypsum of flow due to plasticity, and its negative effect upon ground

water circulation and speleogenesis in gypsum, was commonly overstated in the past. It 

seems that fluidity of gypsum may be substantial only where the rock mass is thick and 

fairly uniform. In contrast, numerous observations in gypsum caves, particularly in those 

occurring in intrastratal settings, prove that open fissures and cavities in gypsum beds 

can survive through lengthy periods of geologic time. Where gypsum beds are sand

wiched between hard rocks such as limestones, dolomites or sandstones, or where inter

calated beds of other lithologies occur within a thick gypsum sequence, reinforcement 

effect of the adjacent or intercalated beds prevents the plastic flow of gypsum and seal

ing of discontinuities. 

EVAPORITE FORMATIONS OCCUR IN 

VARIOUS MODERN TECTONIC SETTINGS 

In cratonic regions sulphate rocks lie horizontally or at gentle angles ( 1-5°) and ex

tend over large areas ranging up to several tens of thousands of km2
. Intrastratal gypsum 

karst is by far the most dominant type in this setting. A block-fault structure is common 

but the vertical displacement between blocks is small. Gypsum beds are commonly well 

fissured, with fissure networks rather uniformly distributed in area, but in the vertical 

section fissures are often confined to certain, often multiple, horizons. Cratonic regions 

are characterized by a stable tectonic regime and rather slow groundwater circulation. 

Karst development in deep-seated settings may occur over prolonged time spans but it is 

Fig. I. Geomorphic fealllres of different types of gypsum karst. I: Extremely dense honeycomb-like surface 

karstification in the open ( denuded?) karst at 2900 111 in the Bajsuntau range, Central Asia, Uzbekistan. 

2: Open karst in Sicily, Italy. Surface and underground karst fealllres are scarce and highly localized, not 

counting for solution microforms. 3: Scarce!}' frac111red gypsum surface with solution microforms, open 

karst in Sicily, Italy. 4: Open karst of Sorbas, South Spain: Solution doline associated with a 1•ertical shaft. 

Note a scarce!) ' fractured surface of the gypsum massif 5: A patch of denuded gypsum within the en

trenched karst zone in the Western Ukraine: dolines for111ed after vertical solution pipes and outlet cupolas 

of an artesian care. 6: Deeply drained entrenched karst in the Western Ukraine, the outcrop near the 

entrance to the Krysta Ina Cave 24 km long. 7: Subjacent karst in the Western Ukraine, the Kryvsky gypsum 

quarry. A sump at the center is a focus of the drawdawn cone caused by groundwater withdrmm/ at the 

rates of 700-800 nr'/hour. Before quarrying, the water table had been positioned some 2 m below the 
gypsum top. The drop of the water table has opened the 92 km long maze ofZo/oushka Cave. 8: A collapse 

doline in an interflure massif in the entrenched karst ::one of the Western Ukraine, the entrance to the 

Ozerna Ca1•e, 117 km long ma::e. 9: Entrenched karst in the pre-Ural region, Russia. Gypsu111 outcrops by 

the lren River near the 5.6 km long Kungurskaya Ice Cave. JO: The surface of an interflure massif in the 
entrenched karst of the pre-Ural, dotted with collapse dolines. 

Photo: 1 - by La Ven ta Association; photos 2-7 - by A.K/imchouk; photos 9-10 - by V.Andrejchuk. 
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intensified when uplifts bring sulphate beds into relatively shallow subsurface. Caves are 

numerous and varying in origin and morphology from extensive artesian mazes to linear 

stream tubes. Deep-seated cavities are frequently encountered by mines and boreholes. 
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In Joredeeps the strata are usually gently folded or occur monoclinally with dips of 

up to l0-20°. Beds are often broken by faults and displaced, so that their lateral continu

ity is disrupted. Areas of outcrop and near-surface occurrence of gypsum are linear, 

elongated along the strike of the foredeep or local fold structures. Sulphates tend to 

plunge down-dip to considerable depths below non-karstifiable sequences toward the 

adjacent folded system. The karst that develops is limited in area but it is often quite 

intense. In deep-seated confined aquifers circulation and karstification are intensified 

where upward discharge is focused along tectonic faults that disrupt regional flow and 

the continuity of major aquifers. Large and deep collapse features are common in this 

structural setting. 

In orogenic regions, stratiform sulphate formations are folded to varying extent, with 

beds commonly becoming vertical or even overturned. Areas where gypsum is at shal

low occurrence or outcrop to the surface are rather small. Because of very thick sulphate 

sequences are not common and the overall strength of gypsum is lower than that of 

carbonates, and because of rapid dissolution on exposed gypsum surfaces, large gypsum 

massifs, comparable to carbonate massifs in extension, vertical magnitude and the thick

ness of vadose zone, cannot form in mountains. Patches of gypsum can be variably 

fractured, depending on local tectonic and geomorphic position and history. Some gyp

sum outcrops exhibit extremely high intensity of surface karstification, expressed as 

honeycomb or badland landscapes ( e.g. in the North Caucasus and Central Asia, Fig 

IA), whereas others are relatively massive and display scarce point-recharge forms such 

as dolines and blind valleys ( e.g. in the Apennines, Sicily and south of Spain). Recrystal

lization and other processes that occur on exposed gypsum masses often seal fissures. 

Caves are usually numerous but rather small. They appear to form in adjustment with 

the contemporaneous geomorphic system and tend to be linear, directly connecting re

charge and discharge points. Data about deep-seated karst in orogenic settings are scarce. 

EQUILIBRIUM CHEMISTRY AND DISSOLUTION KINETICS 

Chemical equilibrium and reaction kinetics for evaporite dissolution differ from that of 

calcite, imposing some important consequences for speleogenesis and evolution of karst. 

Under normal conditions, the solubility of gypsum is roughly four orders of magni

tude greater that the solubility of calcite, although when calcite dissolves in the presence 

of C0
1 
this difference decreases to 10-30 times. The solubility of salt is 140 times greater 

than the solubility of gypsum. There are several chemical and physical factors, especially 

important in deep-seated settings, which can considerably enhance or renew gypsum 

solubility: 
• Presence of other salts in groundwaters, which enhances the ionic strength of the 

solution (Shternina 1949) 
• Anaerobic reduction of sulphates in the presence of organic matter (Kaveev 1963; 

Klimchouk 1994; Kolodij 1991, Palmer 1995, Turyshev 1965) 
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• Dedolomitization of intercalated dolomite layers (Bischoff et al. I 994; Palmer I 99 

Raines & Dewers 1997; Stankevich 1970) 
• Pressure applied to the rock (Manikhin 1966; Pechorkin 1986) 

From the perspective of speleogenesis and karst evolution, the main difference 

dissolution processes between carbonates and evaporates lies in kinetics. The process 

dissolution in carbonate rocks is controlled mainly by the reaction at the rock surfac 

Experimental studies of dissolution rates for limestones (for summary see Palmer 19' 

and Dreybrodt & Eisenlohr 2000) suggest that relatively high rates drop rapidly when 

solution reaches about 70-90 % of saturation because kinetic reaction changes its ord 

in this region. In contrast, dissolution of the common evaporates such as gypsum a1 

salt is controlled mainly by diffusion across a boundary layer. Dissolution rates are ge 

erally much higher than that of calcite. It is well established that the dissolution re[ 

tions of gypsum and salt follow the first-order rate law and no switch to a high-ord 

kinetics occurs until solution is nearly saturated. Although recently a switch to the hig 

order kinetics at the region of very high saturation (>95 % ) was reported from expe 

ments with samples of natural gypsum (Jeschke et al. 2001 ), the difference in dissoluti< 

kinetics between calcite and gypsum remains very substantial. 

The ultimate importance of dissolution kinetics for speleogenesis in carbonates h 

been well appreciated (White 1977; Palmer 1981, 1984, 1991), and this laid a basis f 

the modern in-depth understanding of speleogenetic mechanisms. This understandi1 

emerged during last few decades from mathematical modelling that coupled flow a, 

dissolution processes, either for single conduits (Dreybrodt 1990, 1992, 1996; Groves 

Howard 1994a; Palmer 1988, 1991, 1998) or for conduit network (Groves & Howa1 

1994b; Howard & Groves 1995; Gabrovsek 2000; Gabrovsek & Dreybrodt 2000). Cle1 

ens et al. ( 1996) simulated conduit development in a karst aquifer using a model th 

couples diffuse flow in the fissure system to conduit flow in a pipe network. These stu 

ies established important regularities and mechanisms of early evolution of conduits a, 

their patterns by revealing how enlargement rates in conduits relate to their apertu 

widths, discharge, flow distance and water chemistry. In case of gypsum, it was shm 

on the conceptual level that the specificity of the dissolution kinetics imposes sor 

limitations and peculiar features on the early evolution of conduits (Klimchouk 199( 

2000c). These peculiarities appear to be an extreme and hence more obvious illust1 

tion of the general regularities of speleogenesis inferred from conceptual and numeric 

modelling of early conduit growth in limestones. The study of speleogenesis in gypsum 

therefore a useful playground for testing validity and limitations of general speleogene 

concepts. Recently, the conceptual models of speleogenesis in gypsum have been large 

justified by mathematical modelling (Birk 2002). 
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THE PROBLEM OF RAPID DISSOLUTION KINETICS IN THE EARLY 

CONDUIT EVOLUTION 

High dissolution rates and linear kinetics impose one of the major limitations on 

speleogenesis in gypsum, and even more so in salt. The problem was recognised for 

limestones too, and a solution was found in a kinetic switch from rapid (linear) dissolu

tion to slow (non-linear) dissolution: 

"The origin of a limestone cave hangs by a delicate thread. For ii to reach travers

able size in a feasible time, dissolution must be rapid; yet too high a rate is detri

mental to its early development. In a narrow crack, rapid dissolution would cause 

near-saturation after only a few centimeters of f low, and enlargement downstream 

would be negligible. Only slow, uniform dissolution can initiate long passages. 

This paradox is reconciled by the abrupt slowing of dissolution while the water is 

still far from saturation. This transition ... is expressed by the increase in reaction 

order (n)." (Palmer 1991, 8). 

It is this transition that makes it possible speleogenetic initiation and early develop

ment of narrow flow paths in limestones. In the light of the above, the initiation of flow 

paths in gypsum within reasonable geological times seems to be virtually impossible in 

many settings common for limestone caves. Unlike calcite, in case of gypsum dissolution 

no change of kinetic order occurs with an increase in concentration ( or it occurs at the 

region too close to saturation to have pronounced speleogenetic significance). Hence 

slow but uniform enlargement throughout long flow paths in gypsum cannot occur to 

initiate them. This limitation is even more obvious in salt. 

It is evident from the above consideration that caves in gypsum could form only 

where gradients are high enough, or initial widths of openings are large enough, and/or 

where flow distances are short enough to enable establishment of the breakthrough con

ditions (when solution remains undersaturated all the way through an initial flow path) 

within a feasible time. 

Another peculiar feature of speleogenesis in evaporites is that, because of the diffu

sion control of dissolution rates, they are highly dependent on hydrodynamic condi

tions. Unlike in limestone, dissolution rates in gypsum and salt are proportional to flow 

velocity. Before the breakthrough event, disparity of dissolution rates between alterna

tive flow paths in gypsum seems to be greater than in limestone. After breakthrough, 

enlargement rates increase much more dramatically in gypsum that in limestone, where 

the solutional growth rate is limited by the level of 100-1000 µm/a due to restrictions 

imposed by the reaction-controlled kinetics. These differences determine that speleogenet

ic competition between alternative flow paths is much stronger in gypsum that in lime

stone, and that a "runaway" development of the favourable paths is even more pronounced. 

Maze caves, which origin and hydrologic function presented a specific interpretive 

problem with regard to speleogenesis in limestones (Palmer 1975), should be even more 

problematic in gypsum due to the above reasons. This statement is contrary to the pop

ular view that gypsum is more favourable for maze caves to form. This view is erroneous, 
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being based simply on a celebrity of the great gypsum mazes of the Western Ukraine. 

both lithologies, specific hydrogeological mechanisms are operative in some settings 

suppress speleogenetic competition and allow for the development of maze patterns. 

UNCONFINED VERSUS CONFINED SETTINGS, LATERAL VERSU 

TRANSVERSE SPELEOGENESIS 

Confined (artesian) settings had been long viewed as unfavourable for speleogene: 

because commonly implied lateral flow through a soluble unit can hardly support a 

considerable conduit development along inherently long flow paths. This is even mo 

the problem in gypsum because of dissolution is controlled by diffusion and occurs 

high rates. A new impetus to the artesian speleogenetic theory has been given by recc 

nition of the importance of cross-formational hydraulic communication between aq1 

fers in multi-storey artesian systems (Klimchouk 1997a; 2000a). Soluble units may i1 

tially serve as separating beds between "normal" aquifers but they change their hydro! 

ologic role to karstic aquifers in the course of speleogenetic evolution. Most of rechar 

to soluble beds comes from adjacent aquifers rather than from marginal recharge are, 

A concept of transverse spe/eogenesis has been suggested (Klimchouk 2000a) 

describe conduit development in multi-storey artesian systems, particularly in a solut 

bed sandwiched between aquifers, and to contrast this case to the development th 

occurs along the long dimension of fissures which are lateral relative to bedding, t 

common case in unconfined settings (in the phreatic zone or at the water table). 

Transverse speleogenesis denotes conduit development driven by the vertical t 

draulic gradient across a layered sequence so that flow is directed transversely relative 

bedding and the long dimensions of intrastratal fissures (Fig. 2). In this concept, 

primary importance are low Q/L ratios in flow paths (sensu Palmer, 1984; 1991) and t 

fact that laterally extensive resultant cave systems do not necessarily imply long condu 

sensu flow paths. 

The speleogenetic importance of the distinction between phreatic unconfined a1 

confined settings has not been fully recognized in karst science until recently. With 

unconfined phreatic conditions, the resistance of the path itself, particularly of its n; 

rawest part, governs discharge through a developing flow path. Discharge increases wi 

the growth of the conduit before and, more dramatically, after breakthrough until t 

amount of available recharge begins to limit the flow (Palmer 1984; 1991). Because 

the positive feedback loop, enlargement rates increase accordingly. In confined con, 

tions as described above the evolution of transverse conduits is different after bre, 
through (Klimchouk, 2000a). The rapid conduit growth quickly diminishes the hydn 

lie head gradient between the aquifers. As the hydraulic resistance of the conduit t 

comes smaller than that of the aquifers, discharge through the conduit is controlled 

the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifers and by the boundary conditions, but no long 
by the diameter of the conduit. Unless and until the boundary conditions change, t 
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flow rate and the enlargement rate in the conduit remain constant at some level. The 
positive feedback loop is no longer the determinant of conduit development. Moreover, 
alternative transverse proto-conduits do not languish their growth, as is would happen in 
unconfined settings after the breakthrough in the winner conduit. Because the vertical 
hydraulic head gradient between the aquifers is still maintained, although diminished, at 
some lateral distance apart from the successful conduit, alternative conduits continue to 
grow and eventually reach the breakthrough, either to the downgradient aquifer or later
ally to the conduit that had been "broken through" earlier. This is a hydrogeologic mech-
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Fig. 2. Diagrams illustrating the concept of artesian transverse speleogenesis, fissure arrangement and 
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in mu!Iiple levels, the case of the Western Ukraine; Cjlow pallern and morphogenetic features in a mature 
transverse system in the Western Ukraine. Numbers indicate: I = feeding conduits, 2 = master passages. 3 

= outlet cupolas (from Klimchouk, 2000b). 
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anism that suppresses the speleogenetic competition in a network and favours to dev 

opment of maze patterns in confined settings (Klimchouk 2000a). Validity of the abo 

interpretation of transverse speleogenesis has been recently proven for gypsum by 11 

merical modelling (Birk 2002). The latter work provided important contribution to ft 

ther understanding of transverse speleogenesis in gypsum. 

The resultant effect of differences between confined and unconfined speleogenei 

is well illustrated by comparison of morphometric parameters that characterise ea 

porosity. Analysis of samples of typical caves formed in the respective settings sho, 

that average passage network density ( the ratio of the cave length to the area of the ea 

field, km/km2) for unconfined settings is 16.6 km/km2 while this parameter for confini 

settings is 177.6 km/km 2. Average areal coverage ( a fraction of the area of the cave fie 

occupied by passages in a plan view) for unconfined speleogenesis is 6. 16 % while it 

32.8 % for confined speleogenesis. Cave porosity (a fraction of the volume of a ea 

block, occupied by mapped cavities) for unconfined speleogenesis is 0.54 % but it is: 

order of magnitude greater for confined speleogenesis ( 5.4 % ). In fact, these differenc 

are even more pronounced for gypsum. The sample that illustrates unconfined spele 

genesis consists of solely limestone caves whereas gypsum caves of this type tend to 

much less dendritic. The sample that illustrates confined speleogenesis consists of bo 

limestone and gypsum caves. 

SPELEOGENETIC INITIATION OF CONDUITS IN GYPSUM IN TH 

CONTEXT OF GENERAL GEOLOGICAL EVOLUTION 

Fast linear dissolution kinetics in evaporites causes much higher sensitivity of the ea1 

conduit development to variations of hydrogeologic and structural factors, as compar, 

to speleogenesis in limestones. In the numerical modelling performed by Birk (200'. 

the sensitivity analysis of the breakthrough time in response to change of various para1 

eters has shown that the most influential hydraulic parameter is the initial conduit dia1 

eter and (although to a lesser degree) the hydraulic gradient. Among chemical pararr 

ters, the mass transfer coefficient is shown to impose quite powerful control, where 

the undersaturation of inflow with respect to gypsum being of lesser importance. 

The results of numerical modelling show that breakthrough conditions are attain, 

either almost instantaneously or virtually never in a geologically reasonable timesca 

For instance, under chosen set up of the model simulating artesian transverse speleoger 

sis in gypsum (Birk, 2002), the breakthrough occurs almost instantaneously if the init 

conduit diameter is increased from 0.4 to 0.5 mm (by 20 %) but if the diameter is reduc 

to 0.34 mm (i.e. by 15 %) no breakthrough is observed within one million years. Doubli 

the factor of leakage through the confining layer, that increases the hydraulic gradie 

across the gypsum, reduces the breakthrough times by several orders of magnitude. 

As compared to carbonate karst, in evaporites the range of variations in the me 

influential boundary conditions, within which the breakthrough time changes from "v 
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tually never" to "almost immediately", is quite narrow. This has at least two opposed 

consequences for karst evolution: 

I) Paradoxically, but it is the fast dissolution kinetics that favours preservation of 

evaporites in some settings in the course the geological evolution. Many evaporite de

posits survive through geologically long time of burial having experienced almost no 

karstification. This happen if changing boundary conditions remain outside of the above

mentioned narrow range that allow reasonably fast breakthrough. However, karstifica

tion will ultimately evolve with exposure, when at least some fissures become wide open 

due to unloading and stress release, although the specific of dissolution kinetics will 

cause highly selective development. 

2) Changes in the boundary conditions that occur in the coarse of geomorphic and 

hydrogeologic evolution of confined systems may encompass the "critical" range. In this 

case conduit porosity in evaporites readily evolve under deep-seated settings. The evolu

tionary changes of settings are therefore particularly important for artesian speleogene

sis in evaporites (Klimchouk, 2000a). Furthermore, the results of the numerical model

ling of an artesian transverse speleogenesis suggest that gradual changes in the bounda

ry conditions favour to the initiation of alternative conduits, i.e. to more pervasive karsti

fication (Birk, 2002). Another important conclusion is that the degree of karstification 

is generally higher if breakthrough times are larger. 

The most important, from the perspective of artesian speleogenesis, changes that 

affect the early conduit development, are 1) incision of rivers into the confining layer, 

resulting in the increase of the hydraulic gradient between aquifers in the multi-storey 

artesian system due to decrease of both the river head and thickness of the confining 

layer, and 2) increase of fissure aperture widths and the formation of new fissures in 

response to neotectonic movements and unloading. Both kinds of changes commonly 

occur during uplift and denudation, so it is quite likely that they induce breakthrough 

events in the deep-seated gypsum at some stage en route to the surface. 

Human activity such as groundwater abstraction, dam construction and opencast 

mining that reduces thickness of the confining layer or completely breaches confine

ment, also results in the increase of hydraulic gradients, the changes that may bring the 

boundary conditions into the "critical" range and induce rapid breakthrough and conse

quent runaway development of conduits. Environmental problems due to human-induced 

karstification in evaporite karsts are commonly even more severe and "unexpected" than 

in limestone karst regions (Klimchouk & Andrejchuk 1996b). 

GENETIC TYPES OF CAVES IN GYPSUM 

In confined settings conduit development can occur at least in two hydrogeologic situations: 

1) where there is transverse circulation through the gypsum unit between the underlying and 

overlying aquifers in a multi-story artesian system; or 2) where the gypsum is underlain by a 

major aquifer and there is lateral contact circulation along the bottom of the gypsum unit. 
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The former situation generates maze caves where uniformly distributed latera 
extensive fissure networks exist in the gypsum. For maze patterns to evolve, it is impc 
tant that there are systematic heterogeneities in the vertical conductivity across the g) 
sum, e.g. the effects of poor vertical connectivity between the superimposed multi-le, 
networks (see Fig. 2A) or of the low conductivity of the upper aquifer (Birk 20( 
Klimchouk 2000a). Figure 3A depicts schematically this case. In contrast, discrete cc 
du its will form where structural conditions favour that some preferable flow paths efft 
tively capture transverse flow between the aquifers. The extreme case is where the oth, 
wise low-fissured gypsum is disrupted only by prominent tectonic fractures (Fig.3B). 

Fig. 3. Initiation and development 

of conduits and cavities under 

artesian conditions (from Klim

chouk, 2000a}: A = transverse 

speleogenesis along uniformly dis

tributed common fissures, B = 

transverse speleogenesis along a 

single prominentflssure across an 

otherwise low-fissured bed, C = 

lateral contact speleogenesis in 

the case of a massfre impermea

ble bed driven by natural convec

tion. 
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In the second situation (Fig.JC) cavities may form where the gypsum is under!, 
by a major aquifer and there is lateral contact circulation along the bottom of the gi 
sum unit. Fissures or other irregularities at the lower contact of gypsum may induce ea 
development even if no transverse flow across the unit is allowed at all due to lar 
thickness of massive gypsum or presence of the impervious underlying bed. Initial t 
Iargement at the bottom then continues via natural convection mechanism, with repla1 
ment of saturated water by buoyant currents of less dense water and removal of solt 
load through the underlying aquifer (Kempe 1996). 

In the saturated zone of unconfined aquifers speleogenetic initiation of initial tif 
flow paths in gypsum is very slow and it may not occur within reasonable geologic 
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time. Conduit development occurs only where fissures are wide enough, or hydraulic 

gradients are steep enough, to support undersaturated flow though fissures. Because of 

peculiarities of the dissolution kinetics, speleogenesis in gypsum in unconfined condi

tions is extremely competitive. Linear or crudely branching caves form, rapidly adjust

ing to the contemporary geomorphic setting and available recharge (Fig.4 ). In the un

saturated vadose zone, cave development concentrates along vertical percolation paths 

and free stream courses. As vadose percolation and free-flowing waters in gypsum quick

ly reach near-saturation, most of the dissolution occurs where water first enters the gyp

sum, or is focused along streambeds during high-flow events. No deep phreatic karstifi

cation develops in unconfined gypsum aquifers. 

When high conductivity has developed in gypsum (or inherited) and water table 

establishes, rapid enlargement of existing conduits occurs at the water table, particularly 

if periodic backflooding takes place from the adjacent river. In more stable conditions, 

such as in the interiors of massifs, extensive horizontal notching may develop at the level 

of the water table, promoted by chemical stratification in the water. 
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In highly soluble aquifers such as gypsum and salts, gravitational separation of, 

ter due to density differences and natural convection circulation play an important n 

in speleogenesis (Frumkin 2000; Kempe 1972; Klimchouk 1997b). Dissolution due 

natural convection is important in cave initiation and development under confined cc 

ditions where recharge to gypsum by low-density fresh water occurs from below. 1 

mechanism of the initiation and development of cavities along the lower contact of g 

sum has been mentioned above. In addition, in the transverse speleogenesis sche1 

directed (un-looped) buoyant currents operate in mature conduit system because le 

dense water tends to occupy the uppermost available space (Fig.28). This accounts 

the formation of keyhole sections and ceiling half-tubes under artesian conditions. l 

der shallow phreatic conditions, characteristic tip-down triangular cross sections de, 

op, with flat ceilings ("Laugdecke" in German), combined with inclined facets. Th 

formation is attributed to natural convection (Kempe, 1972). 

Mechanisms and preferential styles of speleogenesis change in coarse of karst e 

lution. This is illustrated by Table I, which attempts to relate genetic types of gyps1 

caves to the stages of the evolution of karst. The general evolution trend in the ka 

development is considered in the section below. 

Table 1: Genetic classification of caves in gypsum, with relation to karst types and speleogenetic sett in 

TYPE OF SPELEOGENETIC SETTINGS CHARACTERISTIC 

KARST Hydro-geological Initial Flow pattern through gypsum OF SOLUTION 

conditions permeability and type of recharge CAVES 

principal (before speleo-

comp/eme111ary genesis) 

Fairly Ascending transverse flow I. Rectilinear 2-D or 

homogeneous across gypsum unit sandwiched 3-D (multi-storey) 

generally low between aquiferous beds, with mazes 

Intrastratal confined Very hetero- possible lateral component; 

deep-seated (artesian) geneous, dispersed basal recharge 

generally low to Ascending transverse flow; 2. Discrete voids, 

negligible, localized basal recharge commonly large and 

locally high Lateral flow in the underlyingaq- isometric 
uifer, natural convection 

"cells"in gypsum " 

Ascending flow with possible Continuing develop-

considerable lateral compo- ment of types I and 

nent; localized or dispersed 
Intrastratal confined, basal recharge 
subjacent phreatic, Heterogeneous: Descending flow with 3. "Through caves": 

water table, low to high considerable lateral compo- linear or crudely 
vadose nent; localized recharge from dendritic in plan, 

coverbeds and via superficial horizontal, inclined, 

sink points; possible backflood- or step-like in profi11 

ing from nearby rivers Lateral enlargement 

Intrastratal of inherited artesian 

entrenched cavesat the water tat 
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TYPE OF SPELEOGENETIC SETTINGS CHARACTERISTICS 

KARST Hydro-geological Initial Flow pattern through gypsum OF SOLUTION 

conditions permeability and type of recharge CAVES 

principal (before speleo-

complementary genesis) 

Descending flow with possible Continuing or newly 

Intrastratal phreatic, Heterogeneous: considerable lateral compo- started development of 

entrenched water table, low to high nent; localized recharge from type 3 caves 

vadose coverbeds and via superficial 4. Vertical pipes 

sink points; possible backflood- developing downwards 

ing from nearby rivers from the top of the 

gypsum 

Lateral enlargement of 

inherited artesian caves 

at the water table 

Descending flow with possible Continuing or newly 

Exposed phreatic, Heterogeneous: considerable lateral compo- started development of 

denuded water generally high nent; localized recharge via type 3 caves 

tablevadose superficial sink points; possible Vertical pits at sink 

backflooding from nearby points 

rivers Lateral enlargement of 

all cavities at the water 

table 

Descending flow with possible Development of type 3 

Exposed phreatic Heterogeneous: considerable lateral compo- caves 

open water generally low nent; localized recharge via Vertical pits at sink 

tablevadose superficial sink points; possible points 

backflooding from nearby Lateral enlargement of 

rivers all cavities at the water 

table 

EVOLUTION OF EVAPORITE KARST IN TERMS OF KARST TYPES 

Types of karst are viewed as sustainable stages of karst evolution, marked by characteris

tic settings and styles of karst development (Klimchouk I 996b; Klimchouk & Ford 2000). 

The most important conditions which determine settings are: hydrostratigraphic arrange

ment, an overall circulation pattern, recharge modes and recharge/discharge configura

tion, structural prerequisites for groundwater flow and speleogenesis, groundwater chem

istry and degree of inheritance from earlier conditions. Combinations of these condi

tions and respective intrinsic mechanisms of karst development appear to change con

siderably and regularly between types of karst. 

Fig. 5 outlines the entire sequence of karst settings (stages) that a given formation 

could experience during its history. In actuality no individual karst is known that dis

plays all of its possible sequence but many have experienced several of the stages. The 
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Fig. 5. Ernlurionary types CJ( karst (from Kli111clto11k & Ford 2000 ). 

karst may be completely destroyed, along with its host formation, within the same sta 
that its development commenced: this is more common for karst in sulphates than 
carbonates and is the fate of most salt. In contrast, carbonate karst can survive throu 
several cycles of burial-exposure, being repeatedly fossilised and rejuvenated. 

S.rngenetic karst in evaporites is limited in extension. Syngenetic karst in ancit 
evaporites. probably common in continental settings, is sometimes recognized amo 
paleokarst features. Modern syngenetic karst is limited to salt lakes where it develops 
the bottom evaporite deposits of various compositions. It is quite prominent in ma 
salt lakes in the pre-Caspian lowland and the Altay region in Russia, in Central As 
China (the Qinghai-Xizang plateau, Tibet), Middle East and the United States. In ad 
lion to various sculpturing forms on freshly exposed surfaces, created by rainfalls a 
inflowing surface streams, the most typical karst features are "windows", "cauldror 
and holes in the bottom salt masses created by currents of groundwaters rising fr< 
aquifers that occur below lakes. 

Intrastrata/ karsr is considered to develop within rocks already buried by youni 
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strata, where karstification is later than deposition of the cover rocks ( Quinlan 197 8 ). It 

is by far the predominant karst type in evaporite rocks. Karstification may be initiated at 

any of the stages of intrastratal development, particularly at some stage en route back to 

the surface. Where evaporites are encased in poorly permeable clays or shales in a strat

ified sequence, intrastratal karst may not develop at all and any considerable karstifica

tion will not commence until the soluble unit is exposed to the surface. The entire se

quence of intrastratal karst types includes deep-seated karst, subjacent karst and en

trenched karst. The respective settings differ by the degree of separation of soluble units 

from the surface and by structural and hydrogeological conditions for karstification. 

Deep-seated intrastratal karst is not evident at the surface and the soluble rock is 

not exposed. As a consequence of standard denudation and uplift on the continents, the 

deep-seated rocks are shifted with time into progressively shallower positions. At some 

stage en route to the surface, erosional incision into the cover rocks locally breaches the 

hydrogeological confinement and the aquifer is brought into direct hydraulic connec

tion with the surface ( subjacent karst ). Further incision causes inversion of the circula

tion system, drastic changes in recharge-discharge configuration and establishment of 

the vadose zone and water table conditions within the karstic strata (entrenched karst). 

At this point the soluble unit is still capped by insoluble rocks over most of the area, the 

situation that protects gypsum karst from rapid destruction and favour to preserve relict 

artesian features. Progressive denudation may eventually expose the rock entirely ( de

nuded karst). 

Hydraulic and hydrochemical conditions are shown to be quite potent for the devel

opment of deep-seated evaporite karst in many situations, particularly where gypsum 

beds are sandwiched between insoluble but pervious formations and where vertical cross

formational hydraulic communication is favoured (Klimchouk 1997a; 2000a). Trans

verse hydraulic communication, usually ascending, establishes between the two surround

ing aquifers across the gypsum unit, giving rise to maze cave patterns provided proper 

structural prerequisites exist. Outstanding examples are the giant gypsum maze caves in 

the Western Ukraine, presently relict where entrenched, which include 5 longest gyp

sum caves in the world totalling in about 500 km of passages (Klimchouk, 2000b). In the 

deep-seated karst zone of this region (zone IV in Fig.6A) extensive cave systems still 

develop under confined settings through the transverse circulation mechanism, as evi

denced by hydrochemical studies and numerous data from exploratory drilling. This 

mechanism is unlikely to occur in salt because salt beds of small to moderate thickness

es are not common and because in this rock intrastratal joints readily seal under lithos

tatic pressure. 

Another mechanism of deep-seated karstification, described in the previous sec

tion, involves solution attack from the underlying aquifer to the bottom of the evaporite 

unit and natural convection circulation cells. It may create vast isolated cavities in both 

gypsum and salt even without forced flow through a soluble unit. Documented examples 

in gypsum include numerous giant Schlotten-type caves in the Zechstein (the Upper 

Permian) gypsum in Germany (Kempe 1996, see Fig.7D). Cavities of this type in both 
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gypsum and salt are responsible for initiation of vertical breakdown structures call1 

"breccia pipes", which are abundant in many deep-seated evaporite karsts as illustrat1 

by studies from the United States, Canada, China and Russia. They have diameters rar 

ing from few tens to over 100 m (sometimes even measuring in kilometers) and pro� 

gate by upward stopping from the depth as great as 1200 m. When several closely spac1 

breccia pipes reach the surface, they may give rise to large (measuring from sever 

hundreds meters to tens of kilometers) often elongated depressions termed solutic 

subsidence troughs or solution-induced depositional basins (Quinlan et al. 1986). TI 

later term applies if the rate of sedimentation is approximately equal to the rate of su 

sidence and depressions do not have strong topographic expression. Such features a 

reported in Canada, the southwestern United States, Russia (in the Ural and Siberi 

and in other regions. 

Deep-seated dissolution of salt units may occur from a side if they laterally con ta 

with thick aquifers of active groundwater circulation. The process continuing throui 

lengthy geological times causes the dissolution front to recede along the margins of gre 

intrastratal salt deposits, leaving some of the largest solution-induced basins such 

those in the Prairie Provinces of Canada and Montana (the Devonian salt) or in tl 

south of the Siberian platform of Russia (the Cambrian to Devonian sulphates and sal 

Prolonged dissolution of evaporite beds may lead to a total destruction of host evapori 

beds yet within the deep-seated stage, and to the formation of aerially extensive brecci, 

ed horizons and disconformities, the common ultimate result of intrastratal evapori 

karst (Klimchouk & Andrejchuk 1996a; Friedman 1997). Disruption and brecciation 

the carbonate beds due to intrastratal dissolution of underlying sulphates or salt is , 

important factor of the deep-seated carbonate karstification in the complex interbedd1 

sequences. Another important factor is the chemical interaction between carbonat 

and sulphates, which can greatly increase the solubility of dolomite, gypsum, and ant 

drite (Palmer 1995). 

Reemergence of evaporite units to the relatively shallow subsurface due to uplil 

and erosion and respective thinning of the overburden cause an increase of hydraul 

gradients and local breaching of the hydrogeological confinement by incision into cov 

rocks and locally into the evaporites. This signifies the stage of subjacent karst, mark, 

by drastic changes of various conditions including structural (lithostatic unloading ai 

increase of fissure widths and frequency), hydrodynamic (activation of upward dischar 

and overall groundwater circulation) and geomorphologic (formation of karstic featur 

at the surface). Dissolution rates in evaporates increase dramatically owing to eith 

increased flow through previously initiated (sensu breakthrough conditions) conduits 

because breakthrough conditions have been reached rapidly due to the increase of gra, 

ents and opening of fissures. Restrictions on discharge, imposed by hydraulic resistan 

of the upper aquifer and the confining bed progressively diminish during the stage 

intrastratal karst. Where vadose zone and water-table conditions locally establish, disi 

lution is localized either at underground streambeds or at the water table. The latt 

localization leads to horizontal notching, a typical feature in many gypsum caves. Ge 
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morphic expression of karst includes collapse and subsidence do lines (which form ex

tensively at this stage due to intense widening of caves, decrease of hydraulic heads and 

removal of buoyant support), dry valleys and a range of karst hydrology phenomena 

such as rising springs, sinking streams and ponors, etc. In highly karstified places coales

cence of collapse and subsidence dolines gives rise to large karst depressions. 

Subjacent karst in evaporites is well expressed if considerable karstification is in

herited from the preceding deep-seated stage. Examples include the gypsum karsts of 

the margins of the Zechstein basin in Europe (north-eastern England and northern and 

eastern Germany), the south-western part of the Western Ukrainian gypsum karst, the 

Pre-Ural karst areas and the Pinega region of Russia, the gypsum karst areas in the 

margins of the Permian Basin ( eastern New Mexico, north-central Texas and western 

Oklahoma) and the predominantly salt karst of northeast Arizona in the United States. 

Because subjacent karst settings are transitional in terms of karst evolution, respective 

karst areas are commonly adjacent to the areas of deep-seated or entrenched karst, or to 

both. They frequently present distinct engineering problems, pronounced subsidence 

hazard in particular. 

Further erosional incision leads to the situation where major valleys largely or en

tirely drain sub-horizontal gypsum beds that remain capped with protective insoluble 

beds. This is entrenched karst, common with gypsum but rarely occurring with salt as 

most of medium to thin salt beds in the stratified sequences get dissolved during the 

previous stages. Entrenched gypsum karst may have relict artesian caves well preserved 

and accessible (as in the Western Ukraine, the Paris basin in France and the pre-Ural 

region in Russia) and support the formation of contemporary caves, mainly single-con

duit or crudely branching caves that develop from swallow holes on the interfluves to

wards outlets in the valleys slopes (as in the western Oklahoma in the US and the Pinega 

and Kuloj regions in Russia). A characteristic feature of many entrenched gypsum karsts 

are vertical solution pipes ("chimneys" or "comins") that develop from the overlying bed, 

commonly limestone or dolomite, across the gypsum in places of focused percolation. 

Their density may be as great as 300 per km2
. Upward sloping of vertical pipes through the 

overburden is the main mechanism of collapse and subsidence formation in entrenched 

karst. Large dolines with swallow holes (ponors) form on interfluves where collapse fea

tures can capture focused surface flow; dry valleys are also common. Underground streams 

fed by ponors are commonly superimposed on relict maze networks. A range of forms 

associated with unloading processes and gravity open fissures may extensively develop 

within strips of denuded gypsum along river escarpments. They commonly include karst 

trenches and densely packed funnel-like dolines associated with vertical pipes. 

Denuded and open karst types (soluble rocks are exposed to the surface) are charac

terised by similarly exposed geomorphic settings but differ in their previous karstifica

tion history. Whereas denuded karst is former intrastratal karst, which may have consid

erable karstification inherited from deep-seated and intrastratal stages, open karst repre

sents the "pure line" of exposed development, that is karst evolved solely when the solu

ble rock has been exposed to the surface, with limited or no inheritance. 
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Denuded gypsum karst is commonly found as small patches or strips within , 

adjacent to entrenched karst areas, where protective rocks are entirely removed, or 

small to moderately sized isolated massifs in folded regions. However, in cratonic 1 

gions denuded gypsum karst may have substantial spread where regionally importa 

thick sequences of sulphate rocks are brought to the denudation surface. Many surfa1 

karst landforms evolve due to unroofing of caves that had formed on preceding stages 

intrastratal development, so that a style of surface karst landscapes depends on the tyJ 

of the preceding speleogenesis. Large dolines and cirques form where isolated lari 

caves had been the predominant style of speleogenesis, e.g. in the South Harz regio 

Germany. Other areas may display a very high intensity of surface karstification becau 

of unroofing of artesian caves or densely packed vertical solution pipes (patches of d 

nuded gypsum in the Western Ukraine, Pinega and pre-Ural regions of Russia). TI 

extensive Gypsum Plain in the west Texas and New Mexico, USA probably also falls in 

denuded karst category. Contemporary cave development favours linear or crudely de 

dritic caves to form that commonly convey sank streams. Where exposed sulphate s 

quence has considerable thickness and a major aquifer at the base, focused upward d 

charge through the gypsum gives rise to large cavities, collapse features, upwelling sprin 

and karst lakes. 

Open karsts are found mainly in arid and semi-arid environments and where eva 

orite units are quite thick. It differs from denuded karst in that no substantial karstific 

tion had occurred until exposure, the common case if evaporite unit had been encast 

into impervious sediments. Examples of the open gypsum karst include many areas 

Spain, the Central Apennines and Sicily in Italy, the Diebel Nador and Oranais areas 

the eastern and western Algeria, the Ar Rabitat/Bir area in the northwest Libya, tl 

central and northern Somalia and some mountain areas in the Alps (France and Sw 

zerland), North Caucasus (Russia) and in Central Asia (Uzbekistan and Tajikistar 

Many other smaller areas are associated with gypsum caprocks of salt diapirs. 

Speleogenesis in open gypsum karst depends on the existence of fissures wide enoui 

for breakthrough to occur quickly. Strongly competitive development in unconfined si 

tings, imposed by the specificity of gypsum dissolution, is evidenced by the fact th 

linear or crudely branching caves overwhelmingly predominate in open gypsum kars1 

Passages quickly develop to accommodate the highest possible discharge, and wat 

table or vadose conditions are established. Surface karst features display a wide range 

solutional sculpturing forms. Solution dolines are normally scarce, associated with hig 

ly transmissive conduits, i.e. caves. Where the vadose zone is thick, vertical pitches for 

in gypsum caves, e.g. in the Central Apennines and Sicily in Italy, Sorbas and Vallada 

Spain and the Gypsum Plain in the US. As a rule, no epikarst is formed in open gypsu 

karst. Instead, a kind of sealing crust develops on exposed gypsum in arid climates d1 

to recrystallization in the uppermost layers. 

Open karsts in salt are small, most commonly associated with rising diapiric stn 

tures. Where extrusion of salt is rapid, diapirs may support dramatic landscapes of loc 

relief up to 900 m with large salt cliffs, deep circus, crevasses and canyons and vario 
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karst features. Outstanding examples are the Khodja-Mumyn and Khodja-Sartis salt domes 

in the Pamir mountains of Tajikistan and salt domes in the Zagros mountains of Iran. In 

the Tajikistan sites surface karst features are particularly abundant and include numer

ous dolines, deep collapses and shafts, various karren forms, pinnacles and giant salt 

"mushrooms" capped with gypsum residual boulders. Caves are also numerous, formed 

by captured ephemeral streams. They commonly begin with vertical shafts and continue 

as single sub-horizontal passages, leading to outlets at base level. The largest known 

assemblage of salt caves is found in Mount Sedom near the Dead Sea, Israel, where over 

one hundred caves with >20 km of passages have been surveyed, including the largest 

known salt cave Malham Cave explored for 5. 7 km (Frumkin, 2000). Other considera

ble caves in salt are known from Spain, Romania, Hungary, Russia, Algeria and Chile. 

Mantled karst is that covered by significant thicknesses of unconsolidated sediments 

that accumulate as the karst develops. Most common are soils formed from the insolu

ble residuum of impure limestones and dolostones (locally derived or "autochthonous" 

deposits). Mantled karst should be distinguished from buried karst, which is a complete 

infilling and burial by later materials such as transgressive marine sediments, reducing 

or (usually) terminating the karstification. 

Gypsum karst that has been mantled by glacial till, now partly exposed along the 

rims of river cliffs, is described for Manitoba, Ontario and the Maritime Provinces of 

Canada (Ford, I 997) and for Pinega and the North Dvina regions of Russia. Character

istic landforms include densely packed small suffosion dolines, vertical solution pipes, 

pinnacles, shlotten and karst trenches. Similar topographies are known above river cliffs 

in some entrenched gypsum karsts (pre-Ural, Russia). Where gypsum is deeply mantled, 

as in other parts of the above-mentioned regions, karst features are represented mainly 

by collapse dolines and by small caves where the gypsum is locally entrenched by post

glacial rivers. Areas within the fluvial plains in the Erbo Basin in Saragoza region, Spain, 

exemplify the alluviated subtype of mantled gypsum karst. 

REGIONAL EXAMPLES OF GYPSUM KARST EVOLUTION: INHER

ITANCE AND ZONALITY 

In many regions the depth of occurrence of soluble units, the extent of denudational 

uncovering and depth of erosional entrenchment change regularly in some directions as 

result of differentiated vertical neotectonic movements and regional geological struc

ture. Such regions commonly display a range of karst types that evolved with time from 

one to another as the successive stages of karst development. Respective zones change 

to each other more or less gradually in the direction of regional deep; they are common

ly elongated according to the strike of major tectonic structures. Examples of evaporite 

karsts where successive types of karst are present together are very instructive for an 

understanding of karst evolution because different stages can be observed simultaneous

ly within the same formation and aquifer. The three examples given below, the gypsum 
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karsts of the Western Ukraine, pre-Ural (Russia) and South Harz (Germany), diffi 

much in general geologic settings and history but they all illustrate well the role of inhe 

itance in evolution of gypsum karst. 

Gypsum karst of the Western Ukraine develops on the outskirt of the East-Europ 

an Platform along the boundary with the Carpathian Foredeep. Evolution of the pla 

form margin since the late Miocene, when the gypsum strata had been deposited an 

buried, resulted in differentiation of the platform edge into the four zones (Fig. 6A). I 

the first zone the gypsum strata has been completely removed by denudation. The zorn 

II, III and IV represent the distinct types of intrastratal gypsum karst: entrenched, subj 

cent and deep-seated. Patches of denuded karst locally intersperse within the zone I 

Evolution of karst was guided by differential neotectonic movements on the edge of tt 

platform and entrenchment of the major valley of the Dniester river during the Ja· 

Pliocene and Pleistocene. 

Across the entire region, confined hydrogeological settings with constrained di 

charge and sluggish flow prevailed during most of the Pliocene, when slow speleogenet 

initiation occurred. By the late Pliocene to early Pleistocene the early, shallow and wic 

fluvial plain of the pre-Dniester had formed. This initial erosional entrenchment into tt 

confining clays increased leakage across them, and activated the transverse groundwat1 

flow within the artesian system. The "great cave belt" of the Podols'ky region lies entir 

ly within the limits of this ancient pre-Dniester Valley. 

Since the end of the early Pleistocene and through Pleistocene, continued uplifts 

the part of the region resulted in incision of the Dniester and its northern sub-parall 

tributaries into the confining sequence and the Miocene aquifer system. Also, the nort 

ern tributaries of the Dniester incised rapidly, dividing the area north of the Dniest, 

into elongated sub-parallel interfluve massifs. This led to a substantial acceleration 1 

groundwater circulation within the Miocene artesian system, breaching of its artesia 

confinement and evolvement of the subjacent karst zone. With further deepening of tl 

valleys during the late Pleistocene, conditions of entrenched karst established alor 

Dniester and to the north of it, and artesian caves became entirely fossilized. 

In the area to the south-south west of the Dniester Valley, overall uplift rates durir 

most of the Pleistocene were much slower, and there was a relative subsidence of sorr 

tectonic blocks adjacent to the foredeep. This imposed slow rates of speleogenetic dev( 

opment, which activated only during the late Pleistocene in some of the more upliftc 

blocks entrenched by the Prut Valley (Zoloushka and Bukovinka caves). The zone , 

subjacent karst has formed and encompassed the whole Prut-Dniester interfluve, whe 

karst hydrologic features are diverse and contemporary linear caves are developing no1 

The zone of deep-seated karst has further shrunken toward the foredeep. In the nort 

western part of the gypsum belt this zone is wider. Deep-seated speleogenetic processe 

induced by incision of valleys into the confining sequence, had been active there in tl 

middle Pleistocene but later uplift has slowed down and even turned into subsidenc 

Speleogenesis has been reactivated recently in response to Holocene uplifts and increa 

ing anthropogenic impacts such as opencast quarrying and groundwater abstractio 
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Intense maze-like karstification of the gypsum strata in this zone is evidenced by bore

hole hydrogeological data. 

On the eastern margin of the huge Eastern-European platform, in Russia, the re

markable pre-Ural region of gypsum karst is located, stretching north to south along the 

Ural foredeep. The sulphate thickness of the early Permian age with dolomite interbeds 

is widespread at the platform margin, being underlain by the thick carbonates of the 

Artynsky formation. Gypsum karst in the Pre-Ural region has undergone complex multi

cycle development since Mesozoic, when continental conditions established. During 

this period repeated cycles of uplift and subsidence have occurred, resulted in the pres

ence of several generations of paleokarst features, including thick horizons of karst bre

ccia in the upper part of gypsiferous sequence (Andrejchuk 1996). Contemporaneous 

karstification in gypsum occurs in deep-seated, subjacent, entrenched and denuded set

tings, within respective zones that change one to another from west to east according to 

the depth of the occurrence of sulphates and erosional entrenchment (Fig.6C). 

The large structural swell of the Ufimsky Plateau represents the area where sul

phates were entirely removed and only karst breccia horizons left, the ultimate result of 

the intrastratal gypsum karst. On the western slope of the Ufimsky swell various mem

bers of the gently sloping sulphate sequence of the total thickness of 100-150 m outcrop 

or lie close to the surface within the 20-40 km wide belt. Areas of deep-seated, subjacent, 

entrenched and mantled karst change to each other; the mantle being represented main

ly by karst breccia. Development of karst is very intense, with underground and surface 

features being remarkably diversified owing to dense fissuring, varying (according to the 

depth and proximity of erosional valleys) hydrogeological conditions and high degree of 

inheritance from the earlier karst stages. Moreover, upward discharge from the underly

ing aquifer of the Artynsky carbonate rocks to the lowermost unit of the gypsiferous 

strata occurs along the strike of the swell flank, adding to the diversity of hydrological 

settings and karst features. The narrow gypsum area on the eastern slope of the Ufimsky 

Plateau, which stretches north to south along the foredeep, represents subjacent karst 

type, which turns into deep-seated karst further to east. Karstification is extremely in

tense due to massive upward discharge through the gypsum from the underlying carbon

ates. 

In Germany, thick evaporite deposits of Zechstein (the Upper Permian) extend 

across much of the country at considerable depths. These deposits contain salt (up to 

600 m) and several sulphate units of considerable thicknesses separated and underlain 

by carbonate beds. Sulphates are found close to the surface in several locations but it is 

the area south of the Harz and Kyffhauser where gypsum karst is best studied and is 

represented by several types (Kempe 1996). 

In deep-seated settings transverse circulation across the gypsum beds was not able 

to initiate conduits because of considerable thickness of sulphates and scarce and closed 

fissuring. Instead, caves developed at the base of the lowermost gypsum bed, where 

aggressive water from the basal aquifer attacked gypsum from below. Caves developed 

via natural convection mechanism, with return and outflow of saturated water through 
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the underlying aquifer. Depending on local structural pre-requisites, either maze-Iii 

ramifying patterns of large passages and rooms form, or giant isolated rooms up to 60 

high. More that 100 such caves were intercepted by mines over the centuries in tl 

Mansfeld and Sangerhausen areas in depths ranging from 70 to 400 m. 

Upon the uplift of the South Harz Mountains as a reaction to the Alpine oroger 

the Zechstein has outcropped at the fringes. Settings of subjacent, entrenched and d 

nuded karst have evolved along the marginal outcrops, depending on local tectonic ar 

geomorphic situation (Fig. 7). Inheritance of deep-seated karstification has played � 

important role in the subsequent development. Giant artesian cavities gave rise to laq 

and deep collapse sinkholes (locally termed Erdfalle ), some of them later evolved ini 

karst cirques. Some of the inherited caves were considerably modified by dissolution 

the water table or by sank streams. Because of inherited karstification, considerab 

losses of concentrated surface flow occur when rivers reach the Zechstein barrier, wil 

this water reappearing as large springs some kilometres away from their points of sin 

ing. Unloading along steep gypsum escarpments has opened fissures and allowed co 

temporary linear caves to form, as well as karst trenches at the surface. 

DISSOLUTION OF GYPSUM FROM FIELD OBSERVATIONS AND 

INTENSITY OF KARSTIFICATION IN TYPES OF KARST 

Based on lab experiments and numerical modelling studies, typical dissolution rates , 

gypsum under breakthrough conditions are commonly assumed to be of the order , 

10.000 µm/a (Jeschke, Vosbeck & Dreybrodt 2000; James 1992; Dreybrodt, Romanov 

Gabrovsek 2001 ), while rates for limestone fall within 100 - 1,000 µm/a (Buhmann 

Dreybrodt 1985; Palmer 1991 ). However, dissolution is unevenly distributed within 

karst system. Because of gypsum dissolution rates are sensitive to many factors, whic 

are greatly variable in space and time, actual rates vary within wide ranges. Regime fie 

measurements are useful to appreciate variability of dissolution rates under natural co 

ditions, to obtain and compare typical rates for most common situations of solvent-r0< 

interaction, different flow components and hydrogeological conditions. Reasonable ge 

eralization of rates in gypsum is possible owing to extensive field measurements mac 

during recent decades in Italy, Spain and the Western Ukraine (Klimchouk et al. 199 

Klimchouk & Aksem, in press). Dissolution rates in field conditions are obtained I 

measuring gypsum tablet weight loss (TWL) and by micro-erosion measurements • 

lowering surface (MEM). More than 3,000 measurements by MEM have been made 

Italy in 17 locations during 1993-1995, 22 MEM stations and 13 TWL stations have bet 

operated in Spain during 1991-1994 and 644 measurements have been made by the T\\i 

method in 53 stations in the Western Ukraine during 1984-1992. 

Individual measurements are site-specific and are integrating the actual rates i 

certain (varied) periods of measurement, so that a caution is needed in attempting tl 

extrapolation of results in space and time (Ford & Williams 1989). The field resul 
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show dramatic variations of dissolution rates between different environments (flow com

ponents in an aquifer system), many of which are also characterised by high rate varia

tions with respect to time. Typical rates reported below (Table 2) are based on generali

zation of average values from many locations representative for certain environments 

(situations). 

Table 2: 7j,pical gypsum dissolution rates from direct measurements (TWL and MEM) in various nalllra/ 

environments 

Relative overall Typical 

Situations of gypsum dissolution circulation intensity dissolution rates, 

(flow velocity) µm/yr 

I. Direct exposure to precipitation variable, l00 - 1,000 

generally moderate 

2a. Surface streams high to very high 10,000 - 500,000 

2b. Cave streams variable, moderate to high 1,000 - 200,000 

3. Localized vertical percolation (trickles and drips in 

solution pipes) variable, moderate to high l00 - 10,000 

4a. Saturated zone of an unconfined aquifer in 

gypsum, bulk water body sluggish 100 - 1,000 

4b. Saturated zone of an unconf med aquifer in gypsum, 

the upper layer of water moderate 1,000 - 10,000 

Sa. Confined aquifer in gypsum, sluggish circulation sluggish l00 - 1,000 

5b. Confined aquifer in gypsum, active circulation moderate 1,000 - 10,000 

5c. Confined aquifer, the water entering the gypsum 

from the lower aquifer and buoyant currents within 

the bulk water body, rising from the feeding channels moderate 1,000- 20,000 

Dissolution rates on surfaces directly exposed to precipitation show strong depend

ence on the amount of precipitation. They can be generalized as being within the range 

of 100 - 1,000 µm/a. For this situation, the Italian dataset allows a comparison between 

the MEM-based rates for gypsum and limestone, with gypsum dissolution being 30 to 70 

times faster. This broadly agrees with theoretical considerations. 

The rates in localized surface streams (rivers), derived from the literature (Pecher

kin 1969; James 1992) and from our measurements in some spring flows in the Western 

Ukraine, fall within a range of 10,000 - 500,000 µm/a. Such high and variable rates 

reflect close dependence of gypsum dissolution on hydrodynamic conditions. 

Dissolution rates in the unsaturated vadose zone, generated by free-running streams 

in caves and by focused vertical percolation (trickles and drips creating characteristic 

vertical dissolution pipes), are hard to measure and generalise due to great variations in 

flow regime and chemistry. The rates in streams fall within a range of 1,000 - 200,000 

µm/a, in percolation trickles - within 100 - 10,000 µm/a. 

Dissolution in the saturated zone of unconfined gypsum aquifers is uneven due to 

the distinct density ( chemical) stratification of water. Measurements in flow pools, which 

represent the aquifer in maze caves of the Western Ukraine, suggest that dissolution 
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rates in the more aggressive and dynamic uppermost (up to depth of 10 cm) layer ( 

water are typically within a range of 1,000 - 10,000 µm/a, roughly an order of magnituc 

greater than the rates in the bulk water below (typically 100 - 1,000 µm/a). Great1 

dissolution rates in the uppermost layer of the saturated zone are responsible for inteni 

widening of passages (horizontal notching) at the water table and for mushroom-m 

shape of the rocks projecting from the water in pools, common morphological effects i 

gypsum caves. 

Dissolution rates in confined settings have been studied in the Western Ukrain 

where in the zone IV an upward transverse circulation pattern in the layered artesia 

system is responsible for the formation of maze caves in the gypsum layer that separat1 

two original aquifers. Aggressive water comes into the gypsum from the underlying sand 

carbonate aquifer. Such settings are typical for many deep-seated gypsum karsts. Tt 

degree of karstification in the study region corresponds to the post-breakthrough cone 

tions, to the late artesian stage of speleogenesis, with maze conduit systems already we 

developed. Transverse circulation across the gypsum is generally rather sluggish, althoug 

in the areas of deep opencast mining it is considerably intensified owing to local breac 

ing of artesian confinement and massive groundwater abstraction. 

In both cases dissolution rates are unevenly distributed within the gypsum be, 

depending upon spatial position in the cave/fissure system relative to the overall upwa1 

circulation pattern and internal currents structure in the conduit system. Currents c 

rectly rising from feeding channels in the conduit system may keep rather high dissol 

tion capacity even in the middle part of the gypsum, while the bulk water in fissures ar 

"stagnant" conduits is much less aggressive. Dissolution rates in the "middle" of tt 

gypsum strata are typically within 100 - 1,000 µm/a under natural (sluggish) conditio1 

but they rise about an order of magnitude ( 1000 - 10,000 µm/a) under active circulatio 

Dissolution is more intense (up to 20,000 µm/a) in the water that enters the gypsu 

from the lower aquifer and in buoyant currents that rise from the feeding channels wit 

in the bulk aquifer body. 

Dissolution rates considered above should not be confused with the solutional de 

udation, which is determined from solute load data derived from chemographs and h 

drographs, related to a basin area. It is commonly expressed as the amount of roe 

dissolved per unit area of a basin (proportion of a basin underlain by soluble rocks) p, 

unit time (m3/km2/a), or as an equivalent thickness of rock removed per unit time aero 

a horizontal surface (mm/Ka). Numerical values in these units are the same, as well, 

values in µm/a used above for dissolution rates from direct measurements. 

There are many problems involved in methodology of field measurements of diss 

lution and their interpretation, for thorough reviews refer to Ford & Williams ( 198 1 

and White (2000). Published denudation rates for limestones are abundant; most , 

them are obtained from exposed karsts and fall within the range of I - 100 mm/K 

Denudation rates from gypsum karsts are scarce; some available values are given 

Table 3. It is evident from the table that denudation rates from gypsum karsts are broa 

ly an order of magnitude greater that from limestone karsts. 
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Table 3: Selected solutional denudation rates in gypsum karst areas 

Location, source of Type of karst Denudation rate, 
information mm/Ka 
Limestone karsts in different Predominantly open and denuded I - IOO, 
locations, from summary reviews most typically 

10 - 80 
Pinega, North Russia Subjacent and entrenched, locally denuded 220 
(Tanasijchuk; cited after Ford 
& Williams, 1989) 
Kuloj, North Russia Subjacent and entrenched, locally denuded 260 - 280 
(Korotkov, 1974) 
Perm region, pre-Ural, Russia, Deep-seated, subjacent and entrenched, locally denuded 150 - 200 
various areas (Gorbunova, 1979; 
Gorbunova et al, 1992) 
Western Ukraine, the Dniester Deep-seated, subjacent and entrenched 41 
river basin that encompasses 
most of the gypsum karst 
Western Ukraine, the Entrenched karst, deeply drained 13 
Optimistychna Cave block 
(Dubljansky et al, 1981) 
Western Ukraine, the Jazovsky Deep-seated, confined conditions locally breached 1,800 
area (Blotsky, 1982) by opencast quarrying, circulation greatly intensified 
Zorbas, South Spain Open 260 
(Pulido-Bosch, 1986) 

North Caucasus, Russia, Open 144 - 853 
three different areas 
(Ostapenko, 2001) 
French Alps (Nikod, 1976) Open 1,000 

Solutional denudation is a composite measure of dissolution processes, which are 

unevenly distributed within a 3-D karst system. Quantitative partition of the denudation 

by hydro logic zones and components of a karst system is difficult due to problems inher

ent in separation of mass balance data and determination of respective areas. The une

venness of dissolution is well illustrated by the measured rates summarized in Table 2 

but their use for quantitative partition is again problematic because it is difficult to esti

mate the respective areas of rock surface. Nevertheless, based on a general concept 

about relative importance of certain environments in different types of karst and on the 

respective generalized dissolution rates, it is possible to fairly speculate about intensity 

of karstification on different stages of gypsum karst evolution. 

Dissolution in the deep-seated ( confined) conditions of sluggish transverse circulation 

(situation Sa in the Table 2) is rather slow by "gypsum" standards even after breakthrough 

but it is substantial if compared with typical rates for limestones. Besides hydrologic mass 

balance, the intensity of karstification depends on density of fissuring and type of conduit 

pattern evolved during the early speleogenesis. The latter two conditions determine the effec

tive surface of dissolution in the aquifer. The overall intensity is probably rather low in this 

setting but it can be greater where structural requisites favour evolvement of maze patterns. 
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In shallower confined settings, in mature deep-seated or subjacent karsts (situatio 

5b in the Table 2), karstification enhances according to increasing flow and dissolutio 

surface area. Again, other conditions being equal, overall solutional denudation is grea 

er in the regions with pervasive speleogenesis (e.g. the Western Ukraine or pre-Urah 

than in the regions where speleogenesis is more localized in space ( e.g. the South Harz 

The greatest intensity of karstification is where massive aggressive discharge occu1 

through sulphate rocks from regional aquifers, e.g. in the slopes of the Ufimsky swell i 

the pre-Ural. This is "modelled" and illustrated by the Jazovsky area in the Wester 

Ukraine, where massive discharge from the artesian system occurs due to opencast mi1 

ing and where solution denudation rates are extremely high (1,800 mm/Ka). 

In the vadose zone of subjacent and entrenched karst, dissolution rates can be 11 

cally very high (situation 3 in the Table 2) but the overall karstification intensity is con 

monly low because dissolution is highly localized. The least intensity of karstification 

in the deeply drained entrenched karst which has an insoluble caprocks and no satura 

ed zone within gypsum. This is the case through the most of the entrenched karst zor 

in the Western Ukraine, where denudation rate ( 13 mm/Ka) is the lowest among thm 

presented in Table 3. However, where an overlying aquifer leaks extensively into tt 

densely fissured gypsum bed, creating closely packed vertical dissolution pipes ( e.g. i 

some areas of the Pinega, Kuloj and pre-Ural regions in Russia), karstification can t 

quite intense in the vadose zone. 

Where the saturated zone and water table is present within gypsum (in subjacen 

entrenched or denuded karsts), karstification can be very intense, depending (besides< 

the amount of available aggressive recharge) on inherited cave porosity. Again, the i1 

tensity is greater in the regions where fissure and cave porosity is generally high, i.e. i 

the Pinega, Kuloj and pre-Ural regions where the combined denudation rates for mixe 

karst types are within 150 - 280 mm/Ka. 

Three values for the Western Ukraine in Table 3 are illustrative of distinctions in tt 

solutional denudation between different types of intrastratal karst. The value of 41 mm/K 
is a composite rate obtained for the Dniester basin, which encompasses the zones of dee 

seated, subjacent and entrenched karst (see Fig. 6A and discussion in the previous se 

tion). A contribution of the entrenched karst zone, with its low karstification intensit 

balances much higher denudation rates which can be assumed for the subjacent and dee 

seated karst zones. Although the value of 1,800 mm/Ka for the deep-seated Jazovsky an 

can be considered rather as an exception than a norm for undisturbed conditions, hig 

denudation rates within 150 - 300 mm/Ka are probably characteristic for these zonei 

Exposure of gypsum karst to the surface ( denuded and open karst types) does rn 

necessarily implies a highest intensity of karstification even if amount of precipitation 

considerable. Firstly, dissolution rates on exposed gypsum surfaces are not too high t 

"gypsum" standards (situation 1 in the Table 2). Secondly, in areas where previous an 

contemporaneous internal karstification is highly localized, the surface area exposed 1 

the intense dissolution remain modest, and so the overall karstification intensity is mo 

est. Studies in exposed carbonate karst suggest that 65 to 85 % of the dissolution tak1 
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place at the rockhead surface which is particularly large in the epikarst. In contrast, 

gypsum does not favour formation of epikarst, which would increase dramatically the 

effective dissolution surface and hence karstification intensity in exposed settings. In

stead, a kind of a sealing crust commonly develops on exposed gypsum surfaces due to 

recrystallization processes in the uppermost layers. So, it is not surprising the existence 

of prominent exposed gypsum massifs in mature landscapes of regions with rather high 

precipitation (e.g. in Central Apennines and the South Harz) and all the more in more 

arid climates ( e.g. in Sicily and the South Spain). However, open karsts where fracturing 

has been dramatically enhanced with exposure (such as in the three regions listed in the 

Table 3) may experience high karstification intensity even in arid climate ( Sorbas ). Oth

er two examples represent gypsum karsts in the mountain folded regions where, in addi

tion to the high degree of fracturing, annual rainfall is substantial (900 - I, 700 mm). 

Provided in similar settings, high denudation rates can be even more readily expected for 

denuded (former intrastratal) karsts, which inherited closely spaced cave porosity from 

previous stages. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The particularities of evaporite karst and of its evolution are determined by some specif

ic features of evaporite geology but even more by dissolution chemistry and kinetics. 

Evaporites widely support different types of intrastratal karst; exposed types of karst 

( open and denuded) are less common than in carbonate rocks. 

The development of conduit porosity in evaporites is extremely sensitive to variations 

of hydrogeologic and structural conditions. Evolution of geomorphic and hydrogeologic 

settings is therefore very important in the development of evaporite karst. Moreover, changes 

due to human activity may induce and dramatically intensify evaporite karst. 

Evaporite karst readily commences in deep-seated settings, although in some cir

cumstances evaporites may remain virtually untouched by karstification until exposure 

and denudation. Style and intensity of the evaporite karst development in shallow and 

exposed settings, as well as environmental hazards that this karst may present, depend 

greatly on previous karstification history, i.e. on inheritance. Inheritance, and hence the 

aspects of evolution, are probably much more important for the contemporary karst 

development in evaporites than in any other karst-supporting lithologies. 
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PALEOKARST: CESSATION AND REBIRTH? 

R. ARMSTRONG & L. OSBORNE 

Abstract 

The transformation of active karst into paleokarst by burial, isolation or cessation of process is 11, 

necessarily permanent. Paleokarsl structures and landforms can be and are exhumed or reactivate, 

sometimes on numerous occasions. There is not a great deal of similarity be/!Veen the localities 1vhe, 

exhumation and reactivation of paleokarst has been reported. Exhumation and reactivation ho1vev, 

have not been reported in many karsts that are similar to those where they have been reporte, 

Exhumation and reactivation appears lo be favoured in four situations: - the margins of sedimen/ai 

basins overlying grand unconformities, the axes of anticlines, narroiv steep�v-dipping impounded kars 

and ivhere paleokarst fill contains unstable minerals. Six processes are principally responsible fi 

exhumation and reactivation: - per-ascensum speleogenesis, eustatic sea level changes, paragenes1 

high density speleogenesis, glaciation, and large-scale meteoric spe!eogenesis. On some occasio1 

karst landforms, particularly caves or segments of caves, may survive intact and unfilled for geolo! 

cally signiflcant periods of time. These may be complete!)• isolated from the surface environment, 1 

become reactivated by entrance.formation due to breakdown, surface !oivering or headward erosio 

The intersection and reactivation of ancient open cavities and of exhumed cavities by "modern" cav, 

may be much more common than is currently recognised. ff caves have histories as long and i 

complex as the karsts in which they are developed then many "modern" caves will be composi 

features composed of interconnected "modern", relict and exhumed cavities excavated at differe, 

times by different processes. Unravelling these histories is the new challenge facing cave science. 

will require caves to be studied in a much more detailed, thorough and systematic manner and w, 

also require the application of neiv technologies in surveying, analysis and dating. 

Keywords: Pa!eokarst,Exhumation, Reactivation 

INTRODUCTION 

When does the karst process cease? Does burial under a sedimentary basin or burial an 

filling with lava put an end to karst forever, or are these just interludes in a long cycle < 

karst cessation and later rebirth? 

There have been an increasing number of reports since the 1960s of karsts in whic 

not only have there been numerous phases ofkarstification, but also where ancient kar 

landforms have been exhumed and re-activated. In these cases paleokarst is clearly n< 

the cessation of karst, but only the cessation of one particular phase of karst develo 

ment. 
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The following discussion concentrates on the reactivation/exhumation of cavern

ous paleokarsts related to grand unconformities and on relict karst landforms. Relict 

karst landforms are considered here to be features that have been preserved by isolation 

from, or cessation of, the processes that formed them. Less emphasis will be given to the 

more common type of paleokarst; preserved epikarst horizons within carbonate sequences 

(intrastrata/ paleokarst). 

Exhumation is used to describe the process by which filling and covering sediments 

are removed from a paleokarst feature, particularly a cave or doline, and reactivation is 

used to indicate that karst processes have re-commenced in a feature from which they 

have been absent for a considerable period of time. While reactivation will generally 

follow exhumation, it is likely that many paleokarst features (E.g. ancient open cavities 

and fissures) have never been filled and so can be reactivated without being exhumed. 

Young caves may also intersect and expose parts of ancient open caves. While parts 

of the ancient cavity system will be completely obliterated by more recent speleogenesis, 

some exposed forms will be exposed intact, without later modification. The term young 

cave is used to describe any cave that can be entered at the present time. It is important 

to recognise from the outset that some of these caves may have Palaeozoic origins. 

While multiple or polycyclic karstification is common, much paleokarst, particular

ly intrastratal paleokarst, is never again re-karstified. Some will be subducted, some will 

never reach the surface and some will be transformed in ways that prevent re-activation. 

Perhaps the exhumation/reactivation of paleokarst is favoured by particular geotectonic 

circumstances. 

WHERE DOES EXHUMED/REACTIVATED PALEOKARST OCCUR? 

It is not uncommon in the Highlands of southeastern Australia, where my research is 

based, to find paleokarst deposits and cave forms intersected by, or incorporated into, 

young caves. However the literature suggests that while multiple karstification is quite 

common, it is uncommon for young caves to intersect or incorporate paleokarst struc

tures (Osborne, 2000). Cave/paleokarst intersection is reported from a few other local

ities including:-
• The Transdanubian Ranges of Hungary (Korpas, 1998, Korpas et al, 1999; Bolner

Takacs, 1999) (A in Fig. l ),The Bihor Mountains, Romania (Ghergari et. al, 1997; 

Silvestru & Ghergari, 1994) (B in Fig.!). 
• The gypsum maze caves of western Ukraine (Klimchouk & Andrejchouk, in Press) 

(C in Fig. I). 
• The Black Hills of South Dakota, USA (Bakalowicz et. al, 1987, Palmer & Palmer, 

1995, 2000) (A in Fig. 2). 
• The Cayman Islands (Jones, 1992; Jones & Hunter, 1994) (B in Fig. 2). 

A first step in understanding how paleokarst caves become exhumed, intersected or 

reactivated might be to consider the geological and geomorphic setting of these locali-
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ties. The striking thing about the Highlands of south eastern Australia and the five oth 

localities listed above is that they have in very little in common: -" 
• A Palaeozoic fold belt on a passive continental margin. (SE Australia) 
• Two Mesozoic European karsts (Hungary & Romania) 
• An artesian gypsum karst. (Ukraine) 
• A Late Palaeozoic carbonate platform sequence. (USA) 
• A tropical carbonate island (Cayman Islands), except that each has undergone son 

degree of tilting or deformation. 

However each is more like other areas where there are no reports of "young" cav 

being in any way related to ancient ones, E.g.: -
• The Appalachian karsts of the USA. 
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• The Dachstein Limestone karsts of Austria and Slovenia. 
• The gypsum karst of Germany (Kempe, I 996) 
• Thousands of tropical carbonate islands. 

The discussion that follows draws both on the literature and the author's work in 

southeastern Australia to illustrate situations favouring interactions between paleokarst 

and "young" caves. Since many examples will be drawn from southeastern Australia, it 

will assist to provide a brief summary of its tectonic and geomorphic setting. 

THE HIGHLANDS OF SOUTHEASTERN AUSTRALIA 

The Highlands ofsoutheastern Australia (Fig. 3) are developed on deformed Palaeozoic 

rocks of the Tasman Fold Belt and on relatively undeforrned Latest Palaeozoic to Meso-
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zoic cratonic sedimentary basins which unconformably overly the Palaeozoic sequenc 

Cavernous karsts are developed in limestones ranging in age from Ordovician to ea1 

Permian and also in Proterozoic dolostones in Tasmania. There are no gypsum stra 

within the Palaeozoic or Mesozoic sequences. 

The region became cratonised in the Carboniferous and was subjected to signi 

cant glaciation during the Late Carboniferous to Early Permian. The present landscai 

with a narrow coastal plain, an continent-long erosional escarpment (the Great Escai 

ment) and low Highlands consisting of incised plateau surfaces, has its origins in the C 

taceous with uplift associated with the opening of the Tasman Sea. Since Australia did n 

separate from Antarctica until the Eocene, the present landforms, including caves, ha 

Gondwana origins. The idea that caves of the southern continents may have related his1 

ries is by no means new and can be found in the work of Lester King (King, 1959). 

Paleokarst has been recognised at unconformities within the folded Palaeozoic 

quence, where cratonic basins unconformably overly Palaeozoic limestones, and whe 

Tertiary basalts and sediments overlie Palaeozoic limestones. 

With the exception of relatively large areas of outcrop in Tasmania, most of PalaE 

zoic carbonate rocks in southeastern Australia form elongate north-south trending i1 

pounded karsts (karst barre), often with steeply dipping strata. Many of the most c, 

ernous karsts are located directly adjacent to unconformable boundaries between t 

limestone and overlying siliciclastic or volcaniclastic sediments. 

SITUATIONS FAVORING EXHUMATION/REACTIVATION 

While the six localities discussed in the introduction may have quite different tector 

settings, there are specific local and regional situations that are favourable to paleoka1 

cavities being exhumed and/or reactivated. 

I. THE MARGINS OF SEDIMENTARY BASINS UNCONFORMABLY 

OVERLYING SOLUBLE ROCKS 

Major unconformities represent significant breaks in the stratigraphic record. T 

unconformity surface is a buried landscape resulting from an extended period of suba 

ial exposure. Soluble rocks exposed in these ancient landscapes will develop a suite 

surface and underground karst landforms. These landforms will be filled and buri 

when sedimentation re-commences and the ancient landscape is covered by sedimen 

ry basins. If later in their geological history these sedimentary basins are uplifted ai 

eroded, buried karsts at the basin margins are likely to be re-exposed and subjected 

further karstification and possible exhumation/reactivation (Fig. 4 ). 

This situation occurs both in southeastern Australia and in the northwestern US 

In southeastern Australia the Sydney Basin (Permo-Carboniferous to Triassic) and t 
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Fig. 4.Paleokarst and unconformities. A: 

Unconformity surface. B: Doline in 1111con

formity surface filled with sandstone. C: 

"Young" doline and cave invading ancient 

system. D: Ancient cupola, partly ex

humed, intersected at base by "modern" 

cave. £: Ancient hall from cupola, inter

sected by valley incision, now forming cave 

entrance. 

Tasmania Basin (Carboniferous to Permian) both unconformably overlie Early Palaeo

zoic limestones. The unconformity at the base of the Sydney Basin represents a land 

surface with a local relief reaching 1 500 m and period of exposure of up to 35 million 

years. Young caves intersect paleokarst at Bungonia and Jenolan on the southwestern 

margin of the Sydney Basin and at Ida Bay on the margin of the Tasmania Basin (Fig. 3). 

2. THE AXES OF ANTICLINES 

Where a buried carbonate sequence has been subjected to regional folding with 

widely-spaced fold axes, the overlying beds will tend to be preserved along the axes of 

synclines, often forming ranges of hills, and eroded along the axes of anticlines (Fig.5 ). 

Consequently the underlying carbonates will tend to be exposed, and paleokarst reacti-

LimcslOnc 

Inset A rah:okarst Fill 
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Fig. 5.Paleokarst and Anticlines. Uncon

formity is between limestone and overly
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modern cave at crest of anticline. 
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Fig. 6. Vertical pa/eokarst s!taji of proba

ble Late Drrn11ia11 age.Ji/led 1.-it!t 111ega

brcccia, i111ers<'Cti11g thinly bedded !i111e

s1011e bedrock. Cat!trdra/ Care, MN!ing

/011 Cares, N.S. W, Australia. 

vated, close to the axes of anticlines. In broad folds close to the anticlinal axis, the oric 

tation of paleokarst structures will be less disturbed than on the limbs. Here vertic 

paleokarst structures, such as shafts, will approximately retain their original vertic 

orientation, aiding their reactivation and recognition. 

Examples from southeastern Australia include Wellington Caves (Figs 3 & 6) a1 

Wombeyan Caves (Osborne, 1993a). 

J.NARROW STEEPLY-DIPPING IMPOUNDED KARSTS 

Subsequent phases of cave development are likely to behave differently in steep 

dipping limestone and horizontally-bedded limestone (Osborne, 1999a). When horizc 

tally-bedded karsts are subjected to further periods of karstification and speleogene: 

there is ample opportunity for new caves to form on the same inception horizon, ad. 

cent to the older caves but without intersecting them ( see Figure 15 in Osborne, 1999, 

Where bedding in thin bodies of limestone becomes steeply inclined following fo 

ing, narrow, elongate impounded karsts are produced. In these karsts, laterally adjace 

paths may not be available for subsequent phases of speleogenesis. If multiple phases 

karstification occur after folding, new caves will most likely form along the same bt 

ding planes as any older paleokarst cavities, possibly at different vertical levels with 

the bedding planes ( Fig. 8 ). The paleokarst may act as an aquifer and be wholly 

partially exhumed, or may act as an aquiclude, forcing new caves to form either above 

below it. Consequently it is more likely that new caves will intersect ancient ones 
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� Limestone D Sam.Jstone C:3) Ore Body 

Fig. 7. Cave development by exhumation of ore deposit after Osborne ( 1996), viewed in cross-section. A: 

Ore body is emplaced in steeply-dipping limestone, which is unconformably overlain by sandstone cap 

rock. B: Cave development is deflected by ore body which acts as aquic/ude in phreatic conditions. Passage 

develops under ore body. C: Lowering of water table brings deposil inlo the vadose zone. Stripping back of 

overlying cap rock increases exposure of unstable minerals to oxygenated vadose seepage waler. Deposit 

begins to weather and fallen maleria/ is removed by modem s1ream. D: Out-of scale chamber expands as 

cap rock is fur1her stripped back. Ore body remnanls forming subs1rate for gypsum and aragonite spele

olhems. 

Fig. 8 fl1lersection of filled 

cave in steeply dipping lime

s/one as a result of parage11-

esis after Osborne ( 1999a). 

A & B: Filled ancienl pas

sages, B is exposed by val

ley incision. C: Young 

phreatic passage developed 

on same inception hori:::011 

as A works upward due to 

parage11esis and intersects 

A. D: Modern p/irealic pas

sage de,•e/oped 011 same in-

ception horizon as B. 

narrow bodies of steeply-dipping limestone than in extensive masses of horizontally

bedded limestone. 
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4. WHERE PALEOKARST FILL CONTAINS UNSTABLE MINERALS 

Ancient caves are more likely to be exhumed/reactivated if they are filled with n 

terials that become unstable when exposed to vadose conditions. Osborne ( 1996) not 

the close proximity of some cavernous karsts to ore deposits and described how p2 

okarst fills containing pyrite were weathering in vadose conditions and being rapi< 

removed from the caves. 

This process will over time result in the complete exhumation of ancient cavit 

(Fig. 7). One significant feature of these exhumed caves will be their lack of integrati 

with the surrounding modern hydrology. If there are streams in these caves they : 

likely to be out of scale with the cavities through which they flow. 

PROCESSES THAT MAY PROMOTE EXHUMATION/REACTIVATIO 

I. PER-ASCENSUM SPELEOGENESIS 

Ford ( 1995) considered that caves formed by per ascensum processes were me 

likely to intersect paleokarst than those formed by per descensum processes ( desce, 

ing meteoric water). This is because paleokarst may offer high permeability outfl1 

routes that rising fluids may preferentially follow. Bolner-Takacs (1999) described 

outstanding example of the intersection of paleokarst by later per ascensum speleoge1 

sis in Beremend Crystal Cave, Hungary. Similarly the gypsum caves of the weste 

Ukraine, formed by artesian processes, frequently intersect paleokarst bodies (Kli 

chouk & Andrejchouk, in Press). 

2. EUSTATIC SEA LEVEL CHANGES 

The filling and later exhumation of paleokarst features in the Cayman Islands 1 

scribed by Jones ( 1992) and Jones & Hunter ( 1994) are a consequence of eustatic � 

level changes. Caves formed during periods of low sea level, were filled during hi 

stands and then intersected and partially exhumed when the sea level fell. 

A similar process could occur in areas where sea level changes occur due to be 

eustatic and volcanic/tectonic processes. Anne Felton is researching raised reef flats 

the north shore of Oahu, Hawaii, where young karst features intersect paleokarst, wh 

Grimes (2001) has described possible paleokarst deposits exposed in caves on Chri 

mas Island. 

While the formation of paleokarst along the Adriatic coast by Recent marine inc 
sion is well known and documented (Zotl, 1989), there are no reports of caves whi 
were filled during earlier higher level sea stands being exhumed and reactivated. 
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Both oceanic island and littoral karsts need to be investigated for signs of reactiva

tion/exhumation of paleokarst features that were filled during past high stands and have 

since been exhumed or reactivated. 

3.PARAG ENESIS 

Paragenesis can be an important process for exhuming and reactivating ancient 

caves. This is particularly the case where more recent caves have developed in the lime

stone mass below the level occupied by filled caves. Osborne ( 1999a) illustrated the 

operation of this process in steeply dipping limestones (Fig.8 ). In this case paragenetic 

excavation, with dissolution acting upwards above a rising elastic fill, causes a cave formed 

at a lower level in the limestone to intersect an older feature, located higher in the lime

stone mass. In the narrow impounded karsts of southeastern Australia there is good evi

dence for multiple phases of paragenesis, resulting in filling, exhumation and overprinting. 

Paragenesis is an important process, as it can not only result in young caves inter

secting ancient ones, it can also occur repeatedly and by itself produce a complex of 

overprinted passages. 

4. HIGH DENSITY SPELEOGENESIS 

Ford ( 1995) noted that per ascensum caves were more likely to intersect paleokarst 

than per descensum caves. One possible explanation might be that it is the morphologi

cal characteristics of per ascensum caves, rather than their mode of formation, that is 

responsible for them intersecting paleokarst. 

Klimchouk ( 1996) used the cave index (passage length km/ area of cave field km2 ) 

to distinguish between artesian maze caves (with cave indices of> l00) and normal stream 

caves (with cave indices of <30). Some other caves which intersect paleokarst such as 

the caves of the Black Hills South Dakota and the Hall and Narrows caves of southeast

ern Australia (Osborne, 2001a) also have high cave indices. 

However, some caves that intersect, or are guided by, paleokarst do not have high 

cave indices. These include Satorkopuszta Cave in Hungary, the text book example of a 

point-source hydrothermal cave (Ford & Williams, I 989) and Grill Cave at Bungonia 

Caves, N.S.W. Australia, a downward-narrowing funnel-shaped cave (Osborne, 2001b). 

In the case of Grill Cave, paleokarst is intersected in the lowermost, narrow section of 

the cave, as well as in upper, more expansive sections. In such cases the mode of forma

tion does appear to be crucial. 

Irrespective of their mode of formation, however, caves with maze or ramifying 

morphologies will intersect more of any given limestone mass than a stream cave, con

siderably increasing the likelihood that they will intersect paleokarst or any other feature 

preserved in the bedrock. 
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5. GLACIATION 

Ford and Williams ( 1989, pp 482-490) described a number of processes associa 

with glaciation that can result in exhumation and reactivation. Dissection of karst la 

scapes by glacial valleys can both intersect and preserve (by isolation) phreatic caves 

as high-level relicts in valley sides or close to summits. While infilling with sediment n 

inhibit later karst processes, coarse elastic fills may act as post-glacial aquifers, result 

in karst features being exhumed. Karsts with glacial pavements may be converted i 

confined aquifers when covered by till. Meltwater may be focussed into particular pone 

causing rejuvenation of underground drainage, while raising of the local water tat 

adjacent to glaciers may flood cavities formerly in the vadose zone. Ford and Willia 

( 1989) also described instances where deep injection of meltwaters into karst aquift 

interstratal karst and paleokarst during crustal isostatic depression or rebound ( chic 

the latter) has resulted in rejuvenation of buried karsts as old as the Devonian. 

6. LARGE-SCALE METEORIC SPELEOGENESIS 

Most stream caves intersect a relatively small volume of limestone, and as previc 

ly discussed are less likely to intersect and reactivate paleokarst than caves with m 

complex structures. Very large stream caves, or stream cave systems consisting of act 

and abandoned stream channels at different levels (E.g. the caves of the Demanov 

Valley, Slovakia) will intersect a greater volume of limestone than will smaller stre 

caves and so have an increased chance of intersecting ancient karst structures. 

If the earlier caves had a network or ramifying nature, or contained large voids 

the earlier karstification was deep seated, artesian, thermal or otherwise per-ascen.rn 

then the chance of a large/complex young stream cave intersecting an ancient cave str 

ture (filled or open) should increase. 

PRESERVATION WITHOUT FILLING 

Ancient caves may be preserved without being partially or completely filled with cla: 

sediments or precipitates. Some of these will be blind cavities, which have been disc 

erect by excavation or drilling. Others will have gained natural entrances as a result 

cliff retreat, surface lowering or other processes that are unrelated to the excavatior 

the cave. 

While it is possible to argue that these relict caves are not truly paleokarst, or t 

slow deposition of speleothem represents an ongoing vadose process, the caves w 

principally formed by processes that are no longer active, and fall within a broad def 

tion of paleokarst. 
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PRESERVATION BY CESSATION OF PROCESS AND ISOLATION 

For karst cavities to be preserved in an unfilled, or largely unfilled, condition over a 

significant period of time: -

• the processes which excavated them must have ceased 

and 

• they must remain isolated from active surface processes. 

The (relict) great gypsum caves of the western Ukraine (Klimchouk, 1996, 2000) 

and many of the caves of the Buda Hills, Hungary (Dublyansky, 2000) are good exam

ples of preservation by cessation and isolation. In both cases the speleogenetic process 

has ceased, i.e. the artesian aquifer has drained and thermal waters no longer circulate. 

Overlying aquicludes, sealed entrances or lack of entrances isolate them from surface 

processes. 

When caves have no natural entrance, as with most in the Buda Hills, their isolation 

from at least young surface karst processes is clear. These caves must have had exits 

( outflow points for thermal waters) when they were active. As a consequence of their 

size, morphology, position in the landscape or becoming sealed the exits have not acted 

as entrances, allowing meteoric water or sediment to enter. 

Isolation by blocked entrances is another matter. As generations of cavers will 

attest, digs (sometimes) intersect open caves. Cave sedimentologists have also recog

nised (E.g. Frank, 1975) that cave entrances will open and close over time. 

While deltas and cones of entrance facies sediments (fluvial, talus and aeolian) are 

the most common forms of cave entrance blockage, caves may also become sealed by 

speleothem, volcaniclastics and lava flows. The effectiveness of such blockages may 

also mean that open cavities may survive even when a whole karst is buried under sedi

ments. 

The important issue is: - are caves that have been isolated by entrance blockages 

sufficiently unrelated, old and/or isolated from young karst processes to be considered 

relict and/or paleokarst? This may be a difficult question to answer, but it is an impor

tant question to ask and investigate. Caves discovered by digging have the potential to be 

much older and more significant than may be initially apparent. 

REACTIVATION BYVADOSE INVASION 

Caves formed by deep phreatic or per ascensum processes may lie dormant in the 

landscape due to failure of their fluid supply. Much younger vadose shafts or stream 

passages may intersect these ancient cavities, leading to their reactivation. It is likely 

that this has occurred at Bungonia Caves, N.S.W, Australia (Osborne, 1993b) and in 

Derbyshire, England (Ford, 2000). 

I have described invading vadose streams in south eastern Australia ( Osborne, 1999b, 

2001a). These streams are easily misinterpreted as being responsible for excavating the 
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cavities through which they now flow. Sometimes they are distinctly underfit or 1 

passage morphology below the present water level is different in size and morpholog) 

that above. Often a detailed study of cave pattern, wall morphology and speleogen: 

required to distinguish between a stream which excavated a cave and one which has be 

captured into a pre-existing system of cavities. 

REACTIVATION BY ENTRANCE FORMATION 

Some caves will never have had an entrance opening to the Earth's surface, wt 

others will have lost their entrance due to blockage. The opening of an entrance \ 

allow some limited interaction with the surface and thus a degree of reactivation Surf. 

lowering, cliff retreat, incision and head ward erosion can all form new entrances in ea· 

which previously lacked any surface connection (Osborne, 2001 a). 

From a human point of the view the importance of these entrances is that tt 

allow us to enter the cave. Because these entrances are natural, unlike when we drill 

accidentally excavate into a cave, there is a great temptation to incorporate them i1 

our attempts to understand the origin of the cave. Far too often a non-genetic (interce 

ed) entrance, particularly one produced by cliff retreat, incision or headward erosior 

misinterpreted as a hole through which water flowed into or out of the rock mass. 

_____.,.. Internal facics Dcposi1c<l 

Enlrancc f-ucics Dc1xJsi1c(i 

/I// // /;//I I I I I I// 
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If we are to recognise ancient caves that have been preserved by isolation and reac

tivated by subsequent natural entrance formation then detailed attention must be given 

to the morphology of the entrances and of the deposits in them. In some cases a distinct 

facies change will occur between internal and surface-derived sediments, marking the 

opening of the entrance (Fig. 9) (Osborne, 1978). 

EXHUMATION/REACTIVATION WITH NO OBVIOUS CAUSE 

A number of environments and processes are likely to be favourable or responsible for 

young caves intersecting, exhuming or reactivating ancient caves. However in many cas

es where young caves intersect, exhume or reactivate ancient caves it is by no means 

clear which characteristic of the environment has been favourable to this occurrence, or 

what process excavated the new cave. 

While there are indications that the "Hall and Narrows" caves of Osborne (2001a), 

many of which intersect paleokarst, may have formed by per ascensum processes, this is 

by no means certain. Using intersection of paleokarst as an indicator of per ascensum 

processes may well turn out to be a circular and fallacious argument. 

In some southeastern Australian cases, E.g. Timor Cave, an isolated "phreatic" room, 

situated high in the landscape, which intersects both flowstone and lava-filled paleokarst 

(Osborne, 1986), the process by which the young cave was excavated, and its relation

ship with the surrounding landscape, remains unclear. This will be the case with many 

localities until there is greater understanding and agreement as to which speleogens, 

patterns of cave development and cave deposits are truly indicative of particular modes 

of speleogenesis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The extensive literature reporting multiple sequences of karstification makes it no long

er possible to imagine that burial, marine transgression or isolation will necessarily re

sult in the permanent cessation of karst processes in any mass of soluble rock. 

The important questions are now about: -
• the extent to which ancient and young karst features interact 
• the nature of these interactions 
• the extent to which ancient karst features are exhumed 
• the processes which result in exhumation 
• how to recognise exhumed features 
• the extent to which ancient karst features survive as unaltered relicts 
• the conditions which lead to survival 
• how to recognise relict features 

(particularly when they are incorporated in young systems) 
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Reports of young caves intersecting ancient caves filled with lithified sediment 

main relatively uncommon, and therefore probably relate to specific and less-comm 

speleogenetic processes. These features are often quite striking and criteria exist for th 

recognition (Osborne, 2000). 

Exhumed and relict karst features are not often reported as components of ym 

caves. If more than a few caves have histories as long and as complex as the karsts 

which they are developed then many young caves will be composite features compoi 

of interconnected young, relict and exhumed cavities excavated at different times 

different processes. 

Over the years I have recognised exhumed dolines at Yarrangobilly Caves (Osbor 

1996) and exhumed caves at Jenolan Caves (Osborne, 1993c, 1999b ). This was possi 

only because remnants of the former fills remained adhering to the doline and cave wi 

and because in some caves exhumation can be observed continuing today. If almost 

or all, of the fill had been removed this would have been almost impossible 

Recognition of relict cave forms that have never been filled is even more diffic1 

Out of scale and out of character voids (E.g. convection cupolas forming the ceilings 

stream passages) should arouse suspicion. 

A more thorough study and understanding of caves is now required including: -
• Detailed metre by metre examination by skilled observers. 
• Mineral surveys; including trace element, fluid inclusion and stable isotope stud 

to determine paragenetic and speleogenetic environments. 
• Very detailed geomorphic (speleomorphic) mapping and imaging. 
• Particular emphasis will need to be given to ceiling and wall morphologies, and ere 

sections. (reflectorless laser instruments, stereo imaging and graphical databases\ 

assist) 
• Absolute dating of cave materials over a greater time range than commonly currer 

applied. (E.g. K-Ar clay dating, U-Pb carbonate dating) 
• More research to identify and understand young active speleogenetic environmer 

This will require field studies in active speleogenetic environments ( often by dive 

but also by hydrologists and hydrogeologists) along with physical, mathematical a 

computer modelling. 
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BASIC PROCESSES AND MECHANISMS 

GOVERNING THE EVOLUTION OF KARST 

WOLFGANG DREYBRODT & FRANC! GABROVSEK 

Abstract 

Models of kars!iflcalion based on !he physics ojfluid flo1v in fracll/res of soluble rock, and !he pi 
ical chemistry of dissolution of limestone by CO, containing 1Vater have been presented during 
last IIVO decades. This paper gives a revielV of !he basic principles of such models, !heir mos/ imJ 
lanl resulrs, and furure perspectives. 
The basic element of evolving karst systems is a single isolated fracture, where a constant hydra1 
head drives calcite aggressive water from the input to the output. Non linear dissolution kinetics 11 

order n = 4 induces a positive feedback by IVhich dissolutional IVidening at the exit enhances j 
rates thus increasing IVidening and so on until flolV rates increase dramatically in a breakrhro1 
event. After this the hydraulic head breaks do1V11 and IVidening of the fracture proceeds fast but e 
along ifs en/ire lenglh under condirions of cons/an/ recharge. The significance of modelling suc 
single fracrure resulrs from rhe fact thar an equation for rhe breakthrough rime specifies the para, 
lers determining the processes of early karstification. In a next step the boundary conditions 
isolatedfraclures are varied by including different lithologies of the rock, expressed by different di. 
lution kinetics. This can enhance or retard karstiflcation. Subterranean sources of CO, can alsc 
simulated by changing the equilibrium concentration of the solution at the point where ·co1 is in) 
ed. This leads to accelerated karstification. Ar the co11fluence of solutions.from /wo isolaled wbes 1 
a rhird one, mixing corrosion can release.free carbon dioxide. Its effect to solulional IVidening in s, 
a system of three conduits is discussed. 
Alrhough these simple models give i11teresting insights info karst processes more realislic models 
required. Combining single fracll,res info 11Vo-dime11sional net1Vorks models of karst in its dimensi 
of lenglh and breadrh u11der cons/ant head conditions are presented. In firs/ steps the Ford-E1v 
high-dip and lo1V-dip models are simulated. Their results agree to 1vha1 011e expects from field ob 
vat ions. Including varying li!hologies produces a variety of 11e1V.features. Finally IVe sholV that mi.\ 
corrosion has a slrong impacl 011 cave evolulion. By !his e.ffec/ micro climatic conditions in !he ea 
ment area of the cave exert signiflcanl influence. A common feature i11 !he evolution of such t 
dimensional models is the compelilion of various possible pa!hways lo achieve breakthrough f, 
Varying conditions in lithologies, carbon dioxide injeclion or changing hydrological boundary co, 
lions change the chances for !he competing conduits. 
Karst systems developing at steep cliffs in !he dimensions of lenglh and deplh are characterizea 
unconfined aquifers 1vi1h constant recharge to the water table. Modelling of such systems shows I 
dissolution of limestone occurs close to the 1Vater table. The IVidening of the fractures there cm 
/o1Vering of the 1Vater /able until it becomes stable when base level is reached, and a water table c 
grows head1vards info the aquifer. When prominent deep fractures IVith large aperture widths 
present deep phreatic loops originate below the IValer !able. A river or a lake on a karsl pla!, 
imposes cons/an/ head condilions at !his localion in addition to !he constant recharge.from mete, 
precipitation. In this case a breakrhrough cave system evolves along the 1Vater table kept stable by 
constant head input. But simulraneously deep phreatic loops arise belolV it. 
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In conclusion we find that all cave theories such as those of Swinnerton ( /932), Rhoades and Sina
cori ( 1941), and the Four-state-mode/ of Ford are reconciled. They are not contradictory but they 
result from the same physics and chemistry under different boundary conditions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Modelling of the evolution of karst aquifers requires reduction of extremely complex 

systems to highly idealised simple principles. Fig. I shows such an idealised concept of a 

karst system. It represents a limestone terrain with a cliff and a plateau. The limestone is 

dissected into blocks separated by narrow fissures and fractures. Some of those are prom

inent ( 1,2) exhibiting large aperture widths and connect water inputs at the plateau to 

base level at the river flowing along the foot of the cliff. They may be located along a 

major bedding plane parting or a master joint. Water also infiltrates from the plateau as 

evenly distributed seepage from meteoric precipitation and/or from a lake or stream 

located at the plateau. Due to such water supplies a water table is build up, where contin

uous dissolutional widening of fractures is activated by water containing CO
2 

from the 

atmosphere or from CO
2 

in the vegetated soil covering the plateau. 

Q 

h· T 
T 

h'" 

..,.., 

Fig. I. The basic elements of a karst aquifer dis
cussed i11 this work. I: A single fracl/lre 1111der 
constant head conditions. 2: 2D fracture network 
under constant head conditions. 3: Vertical sec
tion of an unco11fl11ed aquifer ll'ith a co11sta11t 
recharge and co11sta11t head conditio11s applied 
to it. As shown, a dense 11etwork of fine fractures 
and a coarse network ofpro111i11e11tfrac111res are 
superimposed to simulate the multiple porosity 
character ofkarst aquifers. The thick dashed line 
WT represe11ts the position of the irater table. 
Tlte hydraulic heads at tlte inputs and outputs 
are denoted as h;n' h*;

0 
and h

0
,.-

Modelling the evolution of such a system in space and time needs several basic 

ingredients: 

I. How does water flow under such conditions through the aquifer? To answer this 

question we must know the most simple, basic concepts of laminar and turbulent 

flow through single fractures or conduits. 

2. Dissolutional widening depends on the dissolution rates which give the amount of 

limestone removed from a given area in a known time. These rates usually measured 

in mol cm2s· 1 can be easily converted to retreat of the wall in cm/year by a factor 

1.17 • I 0
9 (Dreybrodt, 1988 ). They depend on many parameters. First of all on the 

chemical composition of the Hp-co2 -CaC03 solution. But also on the type of flow 

and on the widths of the conduits, as we will show later. 

3. Dissolutional widening changes the hydrological properties of the aquifer and alters 
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the flow rates. Therefore flow and dissolutional widening must be coupled, to obt, 

the evolution in time. These basic ingredients should be combined as a first step 

the most simple way by just considering one single conduit. Once the evolution 

this basic element of the aquifer is known, combination of many single fractures ir 

a complicated network becomes reasonable. Such networks are not just the sum 

their ingredients. They exhibit more complex properties and these give insights in 

the overwhelming varieties of karst evolution. 

We will lead from simple principles to more complex models, and we will try 

present the most important processes active in karstification. 

2. BASIC INGREDIENTS 

2.1 FLOW IN FRACTURES 

Fig. 2 illustrates an idealised fracture with plane parallel walls separated by an apertL 

width a
0

• The width of the fracture is b
0 

and its length is L. At the left hand side 

hydraulic head h injects water into the fracture which leaves at the exit at hydraulic he 

zero. 

Fig. 2. Uniform fracture with aperture width a<f 

IVidth b
0 

and length L. Calcite aggressive water 

is driven through it by the time-independent hy

draulic head h. The goal is to calculate holV do 

the aperture 1vidths andflo1v rates evolve in time 

due to dissolutional widening. 

For laminar flow, when each particle in the fluid follows a stable pathway, whi 
never crosses the pathway of any other fluid particle, the flow rate Q[ cm3s· 1] and t 

hydraulic head h[ cm] are related by 

Q=h/R o: 

a relation very similar to Ohm's law in electricity, which relates electric current I 

voltage V by a resistance R. The resistance R for hydrodynamic flow is well known frc 

the equation of Hagen-Poiseuille (Beek and Muttzall, 197 5) and is given by 

R = 
l21J. L 

pg a�b
0 

·M 
(2 

77 is the kinematic viscosity of water, pits density, and g earth acceleration constant. 
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is a geometrical factor in the order of I and depends on the ratio a/brr For wide frac
tures a

0
»b

0
, M=l. For circular conduits one has a

0 
= b

0 
and M = 0.3. 

After dissolution has changed the profile of a fracture such that the aperture width 
changes with distance from the entrance. R is then given by a summation over short 
tubes of length Lix, where a(x) does not change in a significant way. This can be ex
pressed by an integral as 

,_ 
121] f 

dx 
R = 

pg a3 (x) b(x) · M (x) 
0 

(3) 

When flow rates exceed a threshold of discharge Q flow becomes turbulent. In this case 
the motion of each water particle shows large fluctuations from its average flow path 
and also eddies will occur. As we will see later this has a significant impact on dissolu
tion rates. The threshold when flow becomes turbulent is given by the Reynold's number 
Re = av PIT/, where v is the flow velocity in the conduit. 

For smooth fractures and tubes flow becomes turbulent for Re > 2000. Then the 
relation between head and flow rate is no longer linear and the Darcy-Weissbach equa
tion has to be applied (Dreybrodt, 1988). It reads 

Q =yl
�

ld . 
ff · 1� 1 

(4) 

where A is the cross-sectional area and dis the hydraulic diameter of the conduit.Jis a 
friction factor given by 

I I r 2.511) I - - = - 2 log � - + ----
{j 

10 3_71J p)2gd'h/L (5) 

r is the roughness of the wall. It is important to note that change to turbulent flow, 
especially in non-uniform tubes and in nets of tubes alters the distribution of heads and 
this puts the evolution of karst to a new stage. 

2.2 DISSOLUTION OF LIMESTONE 

Under conditions of karst where the pH of the solution is about 7 limestone dis
solves by the reaction (Plummer et al. 1978) 

H O + CaCO -. Ca2 
+ CO 2- + H 0 

! 3 t--- J l 
(I) 

If no carbon dioxide is present in the solution saturation is at about 10·4 mmol/cml _ If 
CO2 is present the following slow reaction, enhances the solubility of calcite 

(II) 
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This process delivers a proton which removes the carbonate detached from the mine1 
by the reaction 

(III) 

By this way the ion activity product (co;-) ( Ca2+ ) is kept below the solubility consta 
Kc of calcite. Reactions I to III can be summarized by 

(IV) 

Thus stoichiometrically for each CaCO
3 

released from the rock one molecule 
CO 2 is consumed by conversion to HCO; . Fig. 3 shows the equilibrium concentrati< 
of Ca++ with respect to calcite for a solution in equilibrium with a given partial pressu 
Pea

, 
. Under such open conditions, where each CO

2 
consumed is replaced by one 0 

entering from the surrounding atmosphere into the solution the equilibrium concent1 
tion is given by 

1
� [mmo/] c"" =10.75(1-0.139T) {,/Pea, --3 

C/11 

(6) 

4 --------------------0.07 

--;::, 
0 
u 
�1 

T=1o·c 

0.06 

0.04 

0.02 

c
0,(closed) c q(open) 

0 L----==::::::.--L--..!.....:.::..__----'-:..__-�tc__�:..___J 0.00 
0 2 3 4 5 

[Ca
2+

] [�tmol/cm
3

] 

Fig. 3. Chemical pathways of sol11tio11s in the open and closed system. The thick line represellts the C( 

Ca'' eq11ilibri11m. Dashed lilles represellt the pathway o_/solutiolls ill the opell alld closed system. For ec 
Ca'" released 011e molecule of CO, is lleeded. For the opell system it is replaced from the CO, - atm 
phere alld Pco, stays co11sta11t. Jn ti1e case of the closed system Olle CO, molecule is consumed from , 
solution. At the illtersectiolls betweell the pathways and the eq11ilibri11111 cun•e, the correspo11dillg eq11ili/ 
11111 collce11tratio11s ca11 be read. The thill solid lilles poillt to these calci11111 eq11ilibri11m concelltratio11. 
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T is the temperature in °C and Pea, is in atm. This relation is valid for Pm, > 3 -10-4 

atm. Mostly dissolution in early karstification proceeds under conditions closed to a 
surrounding atmosphere and CO

2 
is not replaced. In this case the Co

2
-concentration in 

the solution drops by the relation 

(7) 

The straight line in Fig. 3 presents this chemical evolution towards equilibrium. 
Eqn. 6 is depicted by the lower curve in Fig. 3. The intersection between these two 
curves represents the equilibrium concentration, when the initial solution was free of Ca 
und in equilibrium with an initial P�o, . 

Dissolution of limestone in undersaturated water is controlled by three mechanisms: 
I. The detachment rate at the surface of the mineral. For karst waters Plummer et al. 

( 1978) experimentally found the following rate 

(8) 

k
3 

is a constant dependent on temperature, and k
1 

depends also on the CO
2
-concen

tration in the solution. The first term k
3 

represents dissolution, the second one is the 
back reaction, which depends on the activities of (Ca2·), and ( HCO; ),at the sur
face of the mineral. 

2. The ions released must be transported away from this surface into the bulk of the 
solution, otherwise if they would accumulate there, dissolution would stop. This trans
port is affected by molecular diffusion. As a consequence concentration gradients 
build up and the concentrations at the surface are different from those in the bulk. 

3. Each co; detached from the mineral requires one molecule of CO
2 
to be reacted to 

Hco;. 
Mass conservation requires that the flux of Ca2• from the surface must be equal to 

flux of Ca2• transported into the bulk and equal to flux of CO
2 

towards the mineral 
surface. The surface dissolution rates are high, but Co

2
-conversion or mass transport 

may be rate limiting. 
CO,-conversion is a slow process. For pH between 6 and 8 it takes times up to one 

minute until CO
2 

has come to equilibrium with HCO;. If water of volume V dissolves 
limestone from a surface area A mass conservation requires 

(9) 

If the ratio V/A becomes small, due to the slow change of [CO
2

], which does not depend 
on V or A the rates will be limited by CO2-conversion. Note that for water flowing in a 
fracture with aperture width 28 the ratio V/A = '5. 

On the other hand if the aperture widths 28 becomes large the diffusional resist
ance can also limit rates. Fig. 4 shows dissolution rates for laminar flow in an aperture 
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T=10
°

C 
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2
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5,10 

2 

1 

0.5 
0.2 

0.5 1.0 

■!I!·■ 

28 

■!!·■ 

1.5 2.0 2.5 

Fig. 4. Dissolution rates from the theoretical mo, 
for a free drift run under the conditions of a syst, 
closed to CO,. The numbers on the curves den, 
the values o/8, i.e, half the distance between I 

parallel calcite surfaces in J(J-' cm. For 8 = 5 • I 
cm and 8 = I- 10-2 cm the curves are identical. 7 

uppermost curve gives the rates for fully turbuli 
motion and 8 = I cm. The insert in the upper rii 
depicts the geometry of the fracture. 

Ca
++ 

concentration (10.3mol/l) 

under closed system conditions. The numbers on the curve give the value of 8 in 10·3 c1 
The rates are shown as a function of Ca, how they develop in free drift, when the sol 
tion approaches equilibrium. For small 8 = V/A , e.g. J0·4 cm the rates are very low. n 

is the region where C0
2 

conversion is rate limiting. When 8 increases they first increa 
linearly with 8 provided the Ca-concentration is kept constant. With increasing 8 t 
rates approach a limit, where they become almost independent of 8 in the region 
5-10·3 cm to 10- 1 cm. This is of high relevance since this region covers the dimension 
initial fracture aperture widths in the early evolution of karst. 

All the curves in Fig.4 can be reasonably well approximated by 

F [mol cm·2 s·'] = a (c - c) 
eq 

The kinetic constant a [ems·'] is in the order of J0·5 ems·' and is listed elsewhere (s 
Dreybrodt 1988, Buhmann and Dreybrodt 1985). If 8> 1cm mass transport becom 
rate limiting and the rates are given by 

F = ---a-_-_ -0-
1 + 3 -""'-

D 
(11) 

where a_ is the kinetic constant at the limit and Dis the constant of diffusion for G 
hm 

(=e](j5 cm2s·1). With a,. ""3.10·5 ems·' the rates are reduced by a factor of2 for 8"" 0.3 c1 
,rn 

In the early state ofkarstification flow is laminar, and as we will see later, after she 
distances of flow away from the entrance the solution comes very close to equilibriu1 
Close to equilibrium as has been shown experimentally (Svensson and Dreybrodt 195 
Eisenlohr et al, 1997, Dreybrodt and Eisenlohr, 2000) natural calcite carbonates exhil 
inhibition of dissolution rates due to impurities in the limestone ( e.g. phosphate or s 
cates ). Then the dissolution rates drop by orders of magnitude to a non-linear rate law. 
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The dissolution rates for limestone are therefore given by 

F = k ( I - c/c ) for c � c k = ac 
I I eq s' eq 

F = k ( I - c/c )n for c > c 
n n eq s 

( 12) 

(13) 

n varies between 3 and 6 and c between 0. 7c and 0.9c . It should be noted here that 
s � � 

gypsum rocks follow a similar rate law (Jeschke et al, 2001) and that gypsum karst there-
fore can be modelled the same way as karst in limestone. In the following we use as 
representative numbers, k

1 
= 4· 10" 11 ma/ cm·2 s· 1

, n = 4 ,  c = 0.9c , and k = 4· 10·8 ma/ CJn
2 s· 1 

s eq 11 

for limestone. It must be stressed here that the values of k
1 

= ac are constant only for 
cq 

aperture widths from about 5 • 10"3 cm to I mm. According to Eqn.11 they drop for 8 > 10· 1 

cm, as long flow stays laminar. The rate constants kn are properties of the mineral's 
surface, solely. Due to inhibition the non linear surface rates close to equilibrium are so 
low that they become rate limiting. Fig. 5 represents Eqns. 12 and 13 . The vertical line 
separates the region of linear kinetics (n= I) from that of the non linear kinetics (n = 4 ). 
The dotted line extends the rates of linear kinetics into the non linear region. This visu
alises the steep drop of inhibited non linear rates in comparison to the linear kinetics. 

5,0x10 '' 

::--- 40x10-" 

·en 

'E J0x10" 

(.) 

E 2.ox,a•:• 

('O 1 01.10 '1 

0.2 04 0 6 

c/c
eq 

08 1.0 
Fig. 5. Dependence of dissolution rates on satura

tion ratio c/c,q" 

When the flow becomes turbulent the bulk of the solution is mixed by the eddies, 
such that concentration gradients are levelled out. The completely mixed bulk is separat
ed from the surface of the limestone by a diffusion boundary layer (DBL) of thickness 
£. Mass transport from the mineral's surface into the bulk and vice versa is affected by 
molecular diffusion through this layer. The thickness of DBL depends on the hydrody
namic conditions of flow and is given by 

E = a/Sh (14) 

Sh is the dimensionless Sherwood number given by (lncropera and Dewitt,1996), 
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(f/8) (Re -lO00)Sc 
Sh = - - - - - - - -

! + 12.7 ✓J/8 (Sc213 -1) (15) 

Re is Reynolds number, f is the friction factor and Sc is the Schmidt number Sc = 
(pD). For water Sc== 1000. The resistance to mass transport through the boundary lay 
is determined also by conversion of COt When the diffusion length of CO

3

2
• -ions (i.e. tl 

distance a CO/-ion travels from the mineral's surface until it is converted to HC0
3
• (A 

0.02 cm) is small compared to E then diffusion is rate limiting and the effective ra 
constant k drops with increasing E. If E 2 A than C0

2 
conversion becomes rate limiti1 

because it is affected mainly in the boundary layer. Therefore k becomes constant. D 
tailed numbers are given by Liu and Dreybrodt ( 1997). 

The thickness of the boundary layer Eqn. 14 in our calculations was in the order 
several tenth of a mm. Therefore values of k

1 
= 4· 10- 11 mol/cm2s were used. 

3. EARLY KARSTIFICATION OF CONFINED AQUIFERS 

3.1 ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONDUITS AT CONSTANT HEAD 

As the first basic building block to understand early karst processes, we go back 
Fig. 2, which represents some fractures, e.g. a bedding parting. Fig. 6 represents a pa 
of this fracture between x and x + & , where x is the distance from the entrance. 

x x+dx 

Fig. 6. Mass conservation in the p, 

of the fracture between x and x+, 

The widening rate can be calculated by use of Eqns. 12 and 13 everywhere in tl 
fracture if the concentration c(x) along the fracture is known. This can be found 
follows. The amount of calcium dissolved from the walls per time unit must be equal 
the difference of the amount of calcium entering at x to that leaving at x + dx, also relate 
to one time unit. From this we obtain the mass balance equation 

F(c(x))P(x)dx = v(x) · A(x)dc = Qdc (16) 

where A(x) is the cross-sectional area at x, P(x) the corresponding perimeter and v tl 
velocity. Due to the continuity of flow the constant flow rate Q through the fracture 
given by v(x) · A(x)dc = Qdc. 

Eqn.16 can be solved if one uses the dissolution rates given in Eqns.12 and 13. (Ore 
brodt 1996; Dreybrodt and Gabrovsek 2000; Gabrovsek 2000). The solutions are 
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Qc,.(1-c, I c,j-" 

Pk,,(n-1) 

(17) 

c;11 is the calcium concentration at the input, P is the perimeter, and x, is the position 
where the linear kinetics switches to the non-linear one. Fig. 7 illustrates these solutions. 
It shows the dissolution rates along a fracture of 1 km length for standard values given in 
table I.The solid line shows the dissolution rates for linear kinetics valid up to equilibri
um. Note the steep decay in dissolution rates by ten orders of magnitude in the first 5 m 
of the fracture. Due to such steep exponential decay the rates have dropped to 
1 o-3o mol / cm2 s after the solution has penetrated for !Orn, this corresponds to dissolu
tional widening of 10' 19 cm/year. Only surface denudation could result then. 

10-11 
10·12 

1 o·" 

if) 1 o-" 
NE 10•15 u -n=1 
'is 10-16 n=3 
E. 10·17 

- - - . n=4 
LL 10-18 - - - n=8 

10-19 ..... n=11 
10•2101 102 

" -

--�-:-�-;:;.:,..., 

.......... .,.,,.._,. ... 

103 

x[cm] 
10' 105 

Fig. 7. Dissolution rates along the uniform 
''standard""jrac/llre for various orders n of the 
rate equation as denoted in the figure. 

The dotted lines show the dissolution rates for various n after the rate law has switched 
to non linearity. Here the rates drop much slower in a hyperbolic way and sufficient 
dissolution is still active at the exit to widen the fracture with a = 0.02cm to 0.04cm in 
about 100000 y, a geologically realistic time. 

The evolution of the fracture widths can now be approached in the following way. In 
reality a funnel like profile is created because the rates at the input are higher than those at 
the exit. To a first approach we assume, however, that the rates at the exit are active all 
along the entire fracture thus maintaining a profile of parallel planes. For this we can use 
the analytical solutions of Eqn.16. Widening in the fracture is even and given by 

da 
dt = 2y· F(L,t) (18) 

with 
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( ]
" 

{ }
-11/(11-I) 

c. L-a3 

F(L,t)=k,,· 1--' · � +I 
c," A-,,_,=o a (t) ( 19 

For most relevant cases, when the inflowing solution has a calcium concentratic 
below x, the summand 1 in the bracket can be safely neglected and Eqn. 18 can l 
integrated after inserting Eqn. I 9.The result is 

with 

10 

1-n 

T 
_ I n-1 a

0 B--·--·---
2y 211+! F(L,0) 

Inserting the equation for F(L,0) we obtain the relation: 

2n+I n 

1 n-1 
( 

1 
]
-;;-=;-

(2477L2(n-l))
"-1 J__ T =-·-· - --- (k )11-I 8 2y 2n+I a

0 
pghc,q " 

(20 

(21 

(22 

The evolution a(t) is illustrated by Fig. 8. Initially a slow increase is observed. 81 

0.2 0.4 0.6 
t!T• 

0.8 1.0 

Fig. 8. Evolution of fracture aper/ure widths 

the exit as given by Eqn.20. The dolled vertic 

line represen/s !he pole of the ji111c1ion a(t). 

increasing a(t) creates increasing dissolution rates at the exit and vice versa. This po: 
tive feedback loop then finally creates the steep increase in a(t) and correspondingly 
flow rate Q through the fracture. 

One point is of utmost importance. The breakthrough time T
8 

in Eqn. 22 contai1 
the parameters which determine the time scale of early karstification. T8 increases drn 
tically with decreasing aperture width ( exponent ( 2n +I)/ (n-1) ), it increases also wi 
L ( exponent 211/11-1) . The dependence on head h is less drastic ( exponent -11/(11- l )  ). 
most important chemical parameter is c . For bare karst areas, when rainwater wi 

eq 

atmospheric P enters into the fractures c under closed condition is at about I( 
C02 cq 

mmol/cm3, in contrast to c = 2-10-3 mmo]/cm3 in vegetated areas. This increases brea 
l'{f 

through times by at least one order of magnitude. 
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The above considerations are only approximative. Numerical solutions of the equa
tions are more exact. Fig. 9 shows the result of digital modelling of our standard case. Its 
parameters are listed in Table I. 

Description Name Unit Initial or Standard value 

Aperture width ao cm 0.02 

Fracture length L cm ]05 

Fracture width bo cm 100 

Hydraulic gradient i 0.05 

Order of non linear kinetics n 4 

Linear kinetics constant k l 
mol/cm2s 4-J0-11 

Non linear kinetics constant k mol/cm2s 4-Jo-s 
II 

Concentration of calcium C mol/cm3 

Switch concentration C mol/cm3 1-8· 10-6 

Equilibrium concentration C mol/cm3 2-10-6 

eq 

Viscosity of the solution g/cms 1-2-10-2 

Density of the solution g/cm3 1 

Table I: Parameters used for the model of the evolution of a single fracture 

10'-
a
--- -- ------�s'1,--
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3/ 
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T[years] 
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200 4 00 600 800 1000 
Distance from the input [m] 

Fig. 9a in a logarithmic plot depicts 
as a function of time the flow rate through 
an initially plane parallel fracture with ini
tial parameters as given in Table I. The flow 
rate exhibits a slow increase that is en
hanced in time until it is drastically accel
erated to such an amount that they exceed 
the water available at the surface. At this 
breakthrough time T 

8 
the hydraulic head 

breaks down, and the initial phase of lami
nar flow through the fracture is terminat
ed. Fig. 9b represents the evolution of the 
aperture widths along the fracture for var
ious times depicted by points 1 to 9 in Fig. 
9a. The widening rates ( 2 y F ) are shown 
by Fig. 9c. In the beginning where the frac
ture widths at the entrance (2-4) are below 
Imm the rates are given by Eqns. 12 and 
13. They are maximal at c=0. Later when 
the entrance widens, molecular diffusion 
becomes rate limiting ( cf. Eqn. 11) and 
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the rates close to the entrance drop. But 

they rise downstream as the aperture 

widths decrease. Finally when 4th order 

nonlinear kinetics becomes active rates are 

determined by Eqn.13 and they drop again. 

After breakthrough when flow is turbulent 

( dashed lines) the rates become high and 

even along the conduit. Details of this dy

namic behaviour are given in the literature. 

(Dreybrodt, 1988, 1990, 1996; Dreybrodt 

and Gabrovsek, 2000). Fig. 9d shows the 

saturation ratio c/c along the fracture. At 
C!CJ 

the beginning the ratio rises steeply until 

c=c, where the higher kinetics become ac

tive causing a further slow increase. With 

increasing flow rate the region of first or

der kinetics (c<c) penetrates downstream 

until at breakthrough the concentration 

drops drastically. 

To elucidate the mechanisms of the 

feedback loop Fig. 9e depicts the head dis

tribution along the fracture. In the begin

ning when the profile is even a(x)=a
0 
there 

is a linear decline from h to zero. The fun

nel shaped profile at later times distorts 

this decline. In the widened parts the head 

becomes close to the boundary value h, and 

at the bottleneck h declines from this val

ue to zero at the output. Thus the hydrau

lic gradient increases as this bottleneck 

becomes shorter. Consequently flow veloc

ity increases and dissolution rates at the 

exit are enhanced. After breakthrough flow 

becomes turbulent and the head distribu

tion changes ( dashed curves) and the de

cline along the fracture becomes more 

even. This is also important for 2 or 3-di

mensional nets, because after breakthrough 

this new distribution of heads determines 

the further evolution of the aquifer. 

So far we have considered that the 

inflowing solution is allogenic water far 
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away from equilibrium with respect to calcite. We now ask the question: What happens 
if the inflowing solution is closer to equilibrium. To answer this we consider Eqn. 17, 
which gives the dissolution rates along a plane parallel fracture. When c approaches c , 

Ill ('(j 

the penetration length A approaches infinity and the rates become almost constant 
,, 

along the entire fracture, close to the maximal value at the input. Further increase in 
flow, will further increase the value of A,, without significant influence to the rates. The 
reason is that the second term in the bracket of Eqn.17 becomes small with respect to 
the summand I. Therefore one expects that the feedback loop gradually looses influence 
when c approaches c . 

Ill <!(J 

This is shown by Fig. IO. It depicts the flow rates versus time for a single conduit with 
differing input concentrations. Curves 1 to 5, with input concentrations equal or below 
0.95c , clearly exhibit breakthrough behaviour. When c comes closer to c as in curve 6 

� m � 

(c = 0.975c ) flow rates increase steadily because dissolutional widening becomes even 
m eq 

along the entire tube at maximal possible rate k,, ·( 1 - c;,, le,)" during the entire time of 
evolution. In that case karstification becomes very slow, but it may create horizons of 
increased permeability, which later, when geological conditions change may be utilised for 
conduit growth. Such horizons have been suggested by Lowe and Gunn ( 1997). 
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'iii' 104 
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a 
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Fig. JO. The evolution of flow rate in the 
standard fracture for various values of c,,Jc

,q 
as denoted in the figure. 

3.2 THE HETEROGENEOUS FRACTURE 

In the examples discussed up to now all chemical parameters c , k , n were as-
eq " 

sumed as constant along the entire fracture length. This is highly idealistic. In nature 
karst conduits may have sections of varying lithology and therefore with varying values 
of n and k . Subterranean sources of CO, could enter into fractures and increase the 

n -

solubility of limestone reflected by an increase of c . In this section we will shortly 
eq 

discuss the influence of such new conditions on breakthrough time (Gabrovsek et al., 
2000, Gabrovsek, 2000). 

Fig. 11 depicts the heterogeneous standard fracture, which exhibits different prop
erties, such as different dissolution kinetics or differing c,q' in its entrance part for x ::; KL 
and the exit region for x > KL . 
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First we assume differing dissolution 
kinetics with k111 = 4· 10-s mol/cm1s and 11

1 
= 

4 in the first half of the fracture (K = 0.5) 
and k11

1
= 4-10-6 mol/cm1s and 11

2 
= 6 in the 

remaining part. 
Fig. 12 shows the numerical results for 

the standard fracture with 11
1 

= 4 and 11
2 

= 

6 (a,b,c) and for the reverse case, when 11
1 
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Fig. 11. Co11cep/ual model of a he1eroge11eous fra 

/lire with cha11ge of ki11elic properlies (n,k
"
) or eq1 

libriwn co11ce111ratio11 al x=KL. 

= 6 and 11
2 

= 4 ( d,e,f). Both fractures sho 
breakthrough behaviour, but at quite di 
ferent time scales. 

For 11
1 

< n 
2 

the dissolution rates dro 
drastically when the solution encounte: 
the border of changing lithology. Since H 
solution is close to saturation the dissol 
tion rates, shown by Fig. 12b, remain co 
stant from then on. After the time of 45� 
the first half of the fracture has opened u 
to such an extent that the hydraulic hea 
remains close to the input head and tr 
head loss from h to base level zero is alor 
the second half. With increasing widths< 
this half flowrates increase such that n 
concentration at the boundary becomt 
sufficiently high to switch on the feed bac 
loop causing breakthrough. BreakthrouE 
time is greatly influenced by the low diss, 
lution rates at the exit of the fracture an 
is substantially longer than in the homog 
neous standard fracture ( cf. Fig. 9 ). 

For 11
1 

= 6 and 11
2 

= 4 (Fig. 12 d-f) n 
dissolution rates are boosted up when tt 
solution meets the border. Due to the si 
nificantly lower dissolution rates in the e 
trance half the concentrations remain SL 

ficiently high such that breakthrough 
dominated by the kinetics with 11

2 
= 4 

the exit part. Compared to the first ea: 
the initial rates at the exit are higher t 
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Fig. 12. a) Evolution of flow rates in time for the 
standard fracture with n

, 
= 4, n 1 = 6 and K = 0.5 

(b,c) Profiles of dissolution rates and aperture 
widths for n

, 
= 4, n

2 
= 6 and K = 0.5 ploued at 0.1, 

45.8, 452.1, 599.4, 649.1, 665.5, 670.9,672.5, 673 
and 67 3.1 ky marked from 1-10 respeclively. d) Evo
lution of flo1v rale in time for !he s/andard fracture 
with n, = 6, n

2 
= 4 and K = 0.5. e,f) Profiles of 

dissolution rates and aperture widths for n
, 

= 6, n 
2 

= 4 and K = 0.5 at 0.1, 3.3, 5.8, 7.3, 8.2, 8.7,9, 9.2, 
9.3 and 9.4 ky marked from 1-10 respectively. 

1cr' ,'<:
.,

=0.�,mol/crn 
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x(1o'cm] 

Fig. 13. Dissolution ra/es for the poinl C0
2 

input at 
K = 0.25 (dashed lines) recorded at 0.1, 6.5, 9.4, 
10.13, 10.35, 10.39 ky ({abeled from l a  to 6a re
speclively) and the for !he input al (full lines) re
corded al 0.1, 6. 93, 10.19, 11.07, 11.27, 11.31 ky (la
beled from 1 b lo 6b respectively). 

two orders of magnitude. Therefore break

through time is only !Oky, even less than 

that of the standard fracture. These exam

ples show that differing lithologies have a 

strong impact on karstification and cannot 

be neglected. More details on this issue are 

reported by Gabrovsek (2000), and by 

Dreybrodt and Siemers (2000). 

We now turn to the case where c 
eq 

changes step like by injection of subterra-

nean carbon dioxide. Fig. 13 shows the 

numerical results of the dissolution rates 

along the standard fracture for two cases. 

a) K = 0.25 and bJ K = 0. 75. At these posi

tions c = 2-I0-6 mol/cm3 increases by .1c 
� � 

= 2-10-1 mol cm·3. With an increase of c 
('{f 

the rates are enhanced, where C0
2 

is in-

jected into the fracture and consequently 

dissolutional widening becomes faster 
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0 2 
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8 

10 

10 

Fig. 14. a) Profiles of aperture widlhs for !he inpul 
of C0

2 
at K=0.25, recorded at the limes given in 

Fig. 13, labeled from 1-6. b) Profiles of aperture 
widths for the inplll of CO, at K=0. 75, recorded at 
the times given in Fig. 13, ·labeledfrom 1-6. 
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there. The fracture profiles are depicted by 

Fig. 14 for both cases. Fig. 15 illustrates 

the breakthrough behaviour for the cases 

K=l (standard fracture), K = 0.25 (Fig. 

14a), K = 0. 75 (Fig. 14b), and K = 0.9. In 

all cases of C0
2 

- injection breakthrough 

times are reduced. Further details are pub

lished by Gabrovsek et al. (2000). It should 

be noted here that also injection of solu

tions with different chemical composition 

can increase c , e.g. mixing corrosion, and 
('(j 

reduce breakthrough times. 

100 

V) 

§ 10 
tr 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
Time[ky] 

Fig. 15. Breakthrough times.for the standard.Ii 

lure with CO
!
•i11put at x=Klfor l'arious ,•alues 

3.3 EVOLUTION OF CAVES IN 2-DIMENSIONAL NETS OF FRACTURES 

To approach further to reality we consider a confined aquifer consisting of a Jin 

stone bed dipping downward, which is dissected by narrow initial fractures. This is sho• 

schematically by the model domain in Fig. 16. The bed dips from left to right. The I 

hand side has input points, where the head and the chemical composition of the inflc 

ing water can be defined individually for each input point. The left hand side is at b, 

level, i.e. h=O. The aperture width of each fracture can be assigned individually. By t 

way it is possible to model the statistical properties of fracture widths. In the followi 

we use a log-normal distribution of fracture widths with average a
0 

= 0.02 cm a 

a= 0.01 cm. It is also possible to use bi-modal distributions to simulate a coarse net 

wide fractures embedded into a dense net ( continuum) of narrow fractures to accot 

for the double-porosity properties of karst aquifers ( Sauter, 1992). 

Fig. 16. Modelli11g domain of its 2-dime11-

sio11al fracture network. The le11gtlr of tire 

domain is 2km, tire ll'idtlr 500111. Fracture 

spacing is I0m x 5111. Eac!rfraclllre has uni

form initial aperture width, wlriclr is deter

mined by a log-normal distribution orer tire 

entire set qf fractures. There are three in

puts 011 tire /eji side of the domain at lr=50 

111 and a series of outputs 011 the rig/rt ha11d 

side at /, =0. 
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To model the evolution 

of conduits in such nets one 

has to calculate the distribu

tion of hydraulic heads at all 

the nodes in the net and 

from these the flow rate 

through each fracture. Fur

thermore one must know 

the chemical composition of 

the solution at each node to 

couple the flow to the chem

ical dissolution model in 

each single fracture. Techni

cal details of this procedure 

Fig. 17. Di.wrib111io11 u/' aperrure 

ll'idrlts and ltydraulic head iso

lines ar \'(/rious rimes jiJr rhe do

main prese111ed in Fig.16. Hy

draulic ltead at the left ftand side 

is set to 50111 and 0 at the right

ltand side. Water at all inputs is 

in equilibrium ,,.ith 

pCO Y =0. 05arm. A II fractures 

smaller titan 0.05 cm hare been 

umi11ed. The bar code indicates 

the numerical \'(/lues. 
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are described by Siemers and Dreybrodt ( 1998) and by Gabrovsek (2000). The pararr 
ters of the model domain are Go = 0.02 cm, O' = 0.01 cm, h = 50 m, the length Lof t] 
domain is 2km and its width 500 m. The upper and the lower boundaries a 
impermeable.We first apply our modelling efforts to the high-dip model of Ford a, 
Ewers (see Ford and Williams, 1989). Fig. 17 shows the evolution with 3 inputs wi 
equal chemical composition and equal heads. 

Fig. 17a depicts the situation after 8000 years. Several conduits have grown dow 
stream. At approx. 17470 (Fig. 17b) years the upper has reached base level and bre� 
through occurs. Therefore the constant head boundary condition at this input is replac1 
by a constant flow rate at that input. Thus the hydraulic head in this conduit drops 
values close to base level, as can be seen from the pressure isolines in the figures. Tr 
directs flow from the conduits which have not reached base level towards the mast 
conduit. Therefore they integrate into a common system. When such a conduit reach 
the leading one breakthrough occurs (Fig. 17c and d) and again the constant head co 
dition at the input is changed to constant flow. The distribution of flow rates within tl 
network is illustrated by Fig. 19. 

The rates are depicted in units of Q111ax 
which is the maximal flow rate through 

fracture which occurs in the net. Note that Q111a, 
increases in time. As one visualises fro 

Fig. 19a flow is widely distributed over the net initially. As the conduits grow down he: 
the flow is radiating into the net from their tips. After breakthrough flow is concentrat1 
in the mayor conduits (Figs. 19b-d). The evolution of the flow rates through the aquif 
is depicted by Fig. 18 ( curve I), which also shows the subsequent breakthrough even1 
This scenario shows a competition between the growing conduits. Prior to breakthroui 
each of these propagates down head. The breakthrough time for such single I-dime 
sional channels is therefore similar as in Eqn. 22, where a

0 
has to be replaced by tl 

average initial aperture width along the conduit and L must be replaced by its tot 
length. Since these values, due to the statistical distribution of fracture widths are diffi 
ent for each of the evolving conduits the one with shortest breakthrough time wins tl 
race. Siemers and Dreybrodt ( 1998) have shown by a sensitivity analysis to the vario 
parameters that Eqn.22 is applicable for the breakthrough time in two-dimensional ne 
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Fig. 18. Evolution of total ff, 

through the network in time .fiir 

2-dimensional cases. Insert sho 

the sequential breakthroughs in 1 

high-dip model (Figs. 17 and 19) 
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under constant head condi
tions. It should be noted 
here, that the breakthrough 
time for a defined conduit, 
where length and average a

0 

are exactly known, can be 
significantly shorter, than 
that of an isolated one-di
mensional conduit. The rea
son for this is that a conduit 
embedded into a net of frac
tures looses fluid into the 
net (see Fig. 19a,b). There
fore under constant head 

Fig. 19. Flow pallern in the net
work al rhe same times as i11 Fig. 
17. Line's 1hick11eses i11 rhe bar 
code represe111 the values of QI 
Q"'"" where Q

"'
"' is the flow rate 

through the fracture with highest 
flow. 
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conditions more aggressive solution enters into this fracture and enhances dissolutior 
widening (Romanov et al. 2002a). 

As a next example we discuss the low-dip-model by Ewers and Ford. In this case t\ 
additional inputs are placed in the central section of the aquifer, both with equal hea 
and equal chemical composition of the solutions as those at the left hand side of tl 
domain. This is illustrated by Fig. 20. After 2000 years (a) channels from these inpL 
have propagated downstream. No conduits can grow from the inputs at the left ha, 
boundary, because these have only negligible head difference to the central region. Aft 
2470 years (b) the conduits exhibit a breakthrough and integrate together similar as 
the high dip case. This changes the hydraulic head distribution and conduits from tl 
inputs at the left hand side grow towards these channels. Each row of inputs behav 
similar as the high-dip model, and an integration of their conduit systems grows upwar 
(Figs. 20 c,d). 

At each breakthrough event the constant head condition at the corresponding i 
put is replaced by constant flow. This causes changes in the distribution of hydraul 
heads, which direct growing channels towards conduits of constant flow rate, or 
other words head zero. The evolution of flow rates is depicted by Fig. 18, curve 2. 

During the early evolution of a karst aquifer prior to breakthrough the concent1 
tions of the solutions within the karst aquifer are very close to saturation ( cf. Fig S 
single fracture). If the chemical composition of the waters at the inputs are differe 
with respect to initial P co2 and these waters mix somewhere within the aquifer mixi1 
corrosion will boost up dissolution rates. To show the impact of mixing corrosion to t 1 

evolution of karst we have changed the chemical composition at the central input in t: 
high-dip model shown by Fig. 17 and have left everything else unchanged. Fig. 21 sho1 
the result. 

In contrast to the evolution with equal input chemistry in Fig. I 7, where the out 
conduits grow simultaneously, now the middle conduit has advanced significantly. T 
outer conduits have stopped growth at 12000y. The reason for this is that during t: 
early phase of evolution water from the two outer inputs injected into system of narrc 
fractures mixes with water from the central input. Therefore dissolutional widening 
mixing corrosion increases the average fracture widths to such an extent that the cent, 
conduits gain sufficient advantage to reach base level first. After breakthrough growth 
the outer channels is directed towards the central one. The evolution of flow rates 
shown in Fig. 18, curve 3. 

This example shows that changes in the chemical parameters are of utmost imp< 
tance. Changes in vegetation can alter the chemical composition of the input wate 
and can divert the evolving cave patterns to a high extent. By this way climate can em 
cave evolution. Details on the effect of mixing corrosion are reported by Gabrovsek a1 
Dreybrodt (2000) and Romanov et al. (2002b ). 

When subterranean sources of CO
2 

either by volcanic origin or by microbial act 
ity are present in the aquifer dissolutional widening is enhanced in the regions neiE 
bouring such inputs. Therefore these regions favour the evolution of conduits growing 
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their direct ion.Fig. 22 

shows such an example. 

Here a point source of CO 
2
, 

which raises c by ten per-
'4 

cent is located in the mid-

dle of aquifer. From this in

put points due to the en

hanced dissolution rate a 

channel grows down head, 

which is joined by the up

per conduit. 

Comparison of the ev

olution compared to that in 

Fig. 17 shows the strong in

fluence of subterranean 

Fig. 20. Aperture ll'idths and hy

draulic heads at rnrious time for 

the low-dip model. Same sellings 

as in Fig./7, bur 111·0 inputs ar 

h=50m are added to rhe middle{)( 

the domain. 
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Pc02
=0.05atm 

Fig. 21. Aperrure widtl,s and l,y
drau/ic l,eads at different times 
./i1r tl,e case wit!, mixing corro
sion. Same settings as in Fig. 17, 
but water at llflfler and /01rer in
puts !,as reduced content ri/ CO: 
(pC0,=0.03) 

t=l2000y 

a[cm] <0.1 <0.5 <2.5 >2.5 
>0.05 
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m 
CO

2 
sources. This is also 

reflected by the evolution of 

the flow rates shown i n  

Fig.18, curve 4. Further de

tails have been published by 

Gabrovsek an d Dreybrodt 

(2000). 

Var ying  litholog y can 

change the parameters of the 

dissolution kinetics (Eisenlo

hr et al. 1999). Fig. 23 shows 

DJ the evolution of the aquifer, 

when its middle part is com

posed of limestone with 

I I  = 6, k
,, 

= 4 · I o-6 
mol I cm

2 
s 

whereas the outer parts re-

Fig. 22. High-dip model (Fig. 17) 
wilh a CO, inpul. pCO, in !he re
gion marked in Fig. 22a is sel lo 
0.05a!m. 
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main unchanged with n=4. 

Due to the altered kinetics 

dissolutions rates in the mid-

die part drop, when they are 

encountered by the solution 

and channels grow only in 

the input part with n=4. 

When such a channel has 

reached the border between 

the two lithologies channels 

grow down head until a first 

reaches base level and break-

through occurs. The flow 

rates for this case are shown 

by Fig.18, curve 5. 

Fig. 23. High-dip (Fig. 17) model 

with cha11gi11g lithology. As marked 

in Fig. 23a, the ki11etic order cha11g

es withi11 the 11e/ll'ork from 4 to 6 

t=IS000 
n2

=4 

t=IH6H7y 

t=l8704y 

""'" 

and back to 4. a[cm] <0.1 <0.5 <2.5 >2.5 
::,,Q 05 
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4. MODELLING UNCONFINED AQU[FERS lN THE DIMENSlON OF 

LENGTH AND DEPTH 

L 

/ 
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/ 
/ 
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• h 

a 

' 

' a 
p 

'lg. 24. Sche111atic representation of a cross-section 

'1rough the limestone plateau. At the top a combi

•ation of constant recharge and constant head con-
1itions can be applied. Thick grey lines show i111-

·er111eable boundaries. The lower picture is w1 en-

1rge111ent shml"ing the parameters of the fracture 

rstems. 

impervious 
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So far we have discussed confined aquifers 

subjected to constant head conditions. By 

use of this modelling concept the evolution 

of caves in the dimension of length and 

breadth can be studied. Now we project one 

dimension to depth to investigate cave ev

olution in length and depth. In this projec

tion of reality new boundary conditions 

must be envisaged. 

The aquifer need no longer be con

fined and a water table may be present. Fur

thermore input conditions of constant re

charge must also be considered. In the fol

lowing we will present the conceptual 

frame for such models. 

Fig. 24 shows a vertical section of a 

limestone plateau down cut by a valley on 

its right-hand side. The massif is dissected 

by fractures of various initial aperture 

widths. Prominent fractures are shown in 

the massif. The enlargement shows a net 

of fine fractures that are evenly distribut

ed throughout the aquifer. Fig. 25 shows a 

simplified version of the cross-section rep

resenting the modelling domain discussed 

in this chapter. The model plateau is rath

er small, 200m long and 30m high. The 

hydraulic conductivity represented by the 

rectangular net of fine fractures with aper

ture widths a
11
=0.005 cm is about l(i7

cm/s. 

Fig. 25. The 111odel 

domain 11·i th its 

boundary conditions. 
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Prominent fractures with aperture widths in the order of few tenth of a millimetre can 1 
incorporated into the system of narrow fractures. A recharge of 450mm/year is even 
distributed at the surface of the plateau and "offered" to the aquifer. The left-hand sid 
the base and the lower right-hand side are assumed impermeable. This is marked I 
thick solid lines in Fig.25. The hydraulic head h

0
11, at base level is set to zero. The cliff c 

the right represents a seepage zone where the water leaks from the aquifer. Consta 
head conditions can be applied additionally on the top, e.g. an allogenic river flows ov 
the massif. Table 2 presents the parameters used in the model and their typical value 

Our model implies an unconfined aquifer, i.e. an aquifer with a water table (W" 
which divides a saturated phreatic and an unsaturated vadose zone (see Fig. 1 ). R 
charge is infiltrating through the surface and the vadose zone down to the phreatic zo1 
at the WT. The position of the WT depends on recharge. 

Table 2: Parameters of 11nco11.fi11ed model 

Description Name Unit Standard or Initial vah 

Aperture width ao cm 0.006 

Aperture width of prominent fractures a cm 0.02 

Length of vertical and horizontal fractures LV, Lh 
cm 50, 200 

Hydraulic conductivity K ms·/ w-1 

Annual recharge Q mm/year 450 

To obtain the flow through the fractures, the position of the WT must be know 
since it defines the boundary conditions for flow and separates the saturated zone fro 
the unsaturated one. 

The position of the WT and the height of the seepage face is calculated by tl 
following procedure: 
I. An initial guess for the WT is assumed, f.i. the surface of the plateau. 
2. A recharge defined by precipitation is equally distributed to the points of the r 

sumed WT. 
3. The heads of all the net-points below and at the assumed WT are calculated with tl 

boundary conditions defined by the assumed WT and seepage face, i.e. h=z. 

4. The heads of the points on the WT are checked for the boundary condition. Th( 
head must be, within a given error, equal to their elevation. If this condition is vat 
for the point, the WT is kept there, otherwise the WT is either shifted to the poi 
above, if h > z or to the point below if h < z. Thus a new approximation for the WT 
obtained. 

5. Procedure 1-3 is iterated until all the points on the assumed WT fulfil the conditi< 
h = z. 

Once the WT and the seepage zone are obtained, the flow through the fractures 
the phreatic zone is calculated and the transport-dissolution model is applied. This 
done in the same way as described for confined networks. 
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Chemical parameters used are those given in Table I. During percolation through 

the vadose zone, the solution already attains some saturation state. This is taken into 

account by taking c
0 

between c, and 0. 97 c,"' 
so that the initial concentration rises linearly 

with the depth of the water table. The choice of the parameter c
0 

is rather arbitrary. It 

influences the evolution of an aquifer, but does not change the results conceptually. A 

broad sensitivity analysis has not yet been done. Details are given in Gabrovsek and 

Dreybrodt (2001) and in Gabrovsek (2000). 

4.1 THE EVOLUTION O F  FINE FRACTURE SYSTEMS. NO PROMINENT 

FRACTURES: 

Constant recharge 

The aquifer consists of system of narrow fractures. No prominent fractures are present 

in the modelling domain. We assume a constant recharge of 450mm/year evenly distrib

uted to the surface of the plateau. Fig.26a shows the situation at the onset of karstifica

tion. The phreatic zone is indicated by fat fracture lines, and the vadose zone by thin 

interrupted ones. In  this way the position of the WT is clearly presented. The colours 

show the fracture aperture widths increasing from dark blue to red as denoted in the 

figure. a0 is the initial width of the vertical fractures. Fig.26b shows the situation after 

5ky. The WT has dropped due to the increasing fracture widths in the aquifer. After !Oky 

the WT reaches the lowest output fractures. This is presented in Fig.26c. By continuous 

dissolution along the base level a conduit develops and grows headwards (Fig.26d) until 

it reaches the left boundary after 20ky. Inspection of the colours in Fig.26d reveals that 

the hydraulic conductivity increases by about 2 orders of magnitude, leaving a highly 

permeable vadose zone as is observed in nature. Dissolutional widening is most active 

close to the water table at all times, since the solution quickly approaches equilibrium 

when penetrating into the net. Therefore close to the WT a narrow region of higher 

permeability is established which attracts flow. In Fig.26a a small light blue fringe indi

cates this zone. Later the fringe becomes wider and is composed of fractures with aper

tures up to 16a
0

. With increasing time the water table drops, leaving behind the vadose 

region of increased conductivity. The phreatic zone below still has low hydraulic con

ductivity. In such an aquifer most of the flow is directed along the water table. 

After 15ky the conduit at the WT has reached an average width of 1cm. The frac

ture widths in the vadose zone above are between 0.01-0.lcm, with the wide fractures 

close to the final WT. 

Fig.27a shows the flow rates through the fractures at 5 ky and clearly illustrates 

(green, yellow, red fractures) that the flow is restricted close to the water table. Dissolu

tion rates shown in Fig.27b also exhibit a maximum close to the water table and drop 

significantly below. As the water table drops dissolution becomes active in the lower 

parts of the aquifer. Once the water table has reached a stationary position dissolution 

stays active close to it and large conduits can grow. This corresponds to the ideal water 
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Fig.26. Evolution of an 
aquifer with evenly 
spaced fine fractures and 
constant recharge. Distri
bution of fracture widths 

after 50y (a), 5ky (b), 

IOky (c) and 15ky (d). 

The colours represent 
the widths of the frac

tures in units a(t)/a
O' 

where a0 is the initial 
width of vertical frac
tures. Fractures designat
ed by full squares repre
sent the phreatic zone, 

those by open angles the 
vadose zone. By this way 
the water table is clearly 

presented. 
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Fig. 2Z a) Flow rates in 
units of Q/Qm,x at 5ky. 
The fracture with the 
highest flow rate has a 
ratio of Q/Qm.,, equal to 
1. Most a/the/low is con
centrated to the permea
ble/ringe at the top of the 
phreatic zone. Confer to 
Fig.26. b) Dissolution 
rates in units F/F max 
where F max 
4-10-121110//cm's corre-
sponding to bedrock re
treat of few J0-1cm. The 
maximal dissolution 
rates are active close Lo 
the water table and drop 
rapidly with depth. 

F/Ftrac<1e-4 <1e-3 <0.01 <0.1 � Q/Q <0.01 <0.05 <0.1 <0.5 <1 
max------=== -

table cave in the model of Swinnerton ( 1932) and Rhoades and Sinacori ( 1941) which 

requires high and even fissuring of the rock. 

Combined conditions.- constant recharge and constant head 

Often constant head boundary conditions and those of constant recharge exist si
multaneously. This for example is the case when allogenic rivers are present. Fig.28 

shows such a case where a constant head equal to the elevation at the upper left bound
ary is imposed (see Fig. 28a). Other parameters are equal to those in Fig.26. Constant 
recharge is offered to the aquifer everywhere else. Fig.28a shows the water table and the 

distribution of the fracture aperture widths l ky after the initial state. In the region of 
constant recharge the water table drops towards the seepage face, whereas in the condi
tion of constant head it coincides with the surface at the platform. Dissolution occurs 
only in a small banded region close to the WT as illustrated by Figs.28a, b, c. In the 
constant head region, the water table cannot drop below the surface, therefore the head 

difference along the WT increases. A permeable fringe along the WT offers an effective 
pathway draining the water from the constant head region to the output. The feedback 
mechanism along this pathway leads to the breakthrough at 2.1 ky. A wide zone of high 

conductivity has been created which carries flow from the constant head area. 
Fig.29 shows the total discharge as a function of time. The arrows Lndicate the flow 

rates at the time steps from Fig.28. This resembles a typical breakthrough behaviour 
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Fig. 28. Evolution of a 

fine fracture system with 

combined constant re

charge and constant 

head conditions at the 

top. The constant head 

region is marked in fig

ure a. The WT is fixed 

due to the constant head. 

Dissolution is mainly ac

tive in the fringe close to 

the water table. The ar

rows on figure c denote 

the position of the pro

files presented in figure 

30. 
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Evolution time(ky) 

2.0 

Fig. 29. Evolurion of flow rare 

lhrough !he nerwork in Fig.29. Ar

rows indica/e rimes when aperture 

disrriburions in Fig.28 are presenr

ed. 

such as observed for one-dimensional conduits or for nets under constant head condi

tions. To obtain some information on the widths of the fractures Fig. 30 depicts the 

aperture width profiles along a vertical and horizontal cross-section as indicated by the 

arrows in Fig. 28c. 
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Fig. 30. Dislriburion of rhefracrure widrhs for a 

horizon/a/ and verlical cross-sec/ion of rhe aq-

30 uifer as indicred by arrows in Fig. 28c. The l1llm

bers on rhe curves indicare rhe rime of rhe aqui

fer evo/urion in ky. a) Widrhs of rhe verticalfrac

lllres in rhe verrica/ cross-secrion for 1•arious 

limes indicared in ky. The region of maximal 

widrhs corresponds lo !he red area in Fig.28. b) 

Widrhs of rhe horizon/a/ fraclllres in rhe hori

zontal cross-sec/ion for various limes. The small 

peak al abour 30m corresponds 10 rhe verlica/ 

channel, which develops al rhe border berween 

cons/ant head and cons/ant recharge regions. 

200 Note thar rhe increase of aperture widrhs acce/-

erates in lime. 

4.2 AQUIFERS WITH A NET OF PROMINENT FRACTURES 

To create a more realistic karst aquifer we now superimpose a net of prominent 

fractures to the system of fine fractures. The following procedure is used: 
• Divide the net of fine fractures into a coarse net of 5 by 5 dense fractures 

• With a random procedure assign to each fracture of this coarse net the aperture 

width a , of a prominent fracture. If the random number chosen for each fracture is 
p 
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smaller than p, the fracture has an aperture width a , else its aperture is that of the 
p 

fine net fractures. 
This initial scenario is similar to the approach of a double continuum model of 

Clemens et al. ( 1996),( 1997), ( 1999) but it avoids calibration parameters, which are 
difficult to specify. It is also close to the approach of Kaufmann and Braun (1999,2000) 
who model the initial aquifer by a superposition of a prominent fracture net within a 
rock matrix with homogeneous initial conductivity. The most important difference in 
our approach is that dissolutional widening is regarded in both parts of the aquifer, 
whereas Clemens et al. and also Kaufmann and Braun disregard dissolution in the dense 
fractures or in the matrix respectively. 

Boundary conditions of constant recharge 

As pointed out dissolution in our model is active in the prominent fractures as well 
as in the continuum of narrow fractures. The question arises, where does permeability 
arise in the competition of gaining flow from the surface. 

This is shown by Fig.J l. It depicts an aquifer with a network of prominent fractures 
(p=0.8) with aperture widths of 0.04 cm. To get a more pronounced pattern, recharge is 
increased to 700mm/year. Fig.J l a  represents the fracture widths after J0ky. Fig.J lb de
picts the flow rates and consequently the flow path at that time. In addition to the con
duit growth along the water table, deeper phreatic loops form along prominent fractures 
below the water table. 

Fig. 31. Aquifer with a per
colating net of prominent 
fractures (a

0 
= 0.04cm). 

Annual precipitation is 700 
mm/year. a) Distribution of 
fracture widths after 30ky. 
Conduits grow along the 
base level and along the 
phreatic loops. Note the 
change in the colour code 
with respect to other figures. 
The widths designated by 
red are above 0.5cm. The 
dashed line depicts the ini
tial WT b) Distribution of 
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Constant head and constant recharge conditions 

The boundary conditions for the case in Fig.32 are the same as in Fig.28: constant 
head at the left-hand upper side and constant recharge on its right hand side. Fig. 32a 
shows the widths close to the onset of the evolution after 200 years. After lky (Fig. 32b) 
a complex net of conduits has developed along the prominent fractures. The region of 
constant head becomes connected to the area of constant recharge by increasing hy
draulic conductivity, caused by both, widening of the fine fractures and also connection 
to the prominent ones. Consequently the water table rises. Close to the water table a 

t=;c .=? 9. 9. Y. .............................................................. . 
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Fig. 32. Evolution of an 

aquifer with combined 

- consta111 recharge and 

constant head - bound

ary conditions and a 

percolation network of 

prominentfractures ap

pended to the dense 

fracture network. The 

initial aperture width of 

prominent fracwres is 

0.02cm (light blue). 

Other parameters are 

the same as in Fig. 28. 

a) 0.2ky, b) lky, c) 

l.2ky. 
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region of higher conductivity connects the prominent fractures to the seepage face. This 
change of conductivity and hydraulic heads enhances the evolution of the conduits along 
the prominent fractures. 

0.4 ,----�---�-------, 

Fig. 33. Profiles of horizontal fractures along a 

cross-sectio11 as indicated by an arrow i11 Fig. 32c. 

0.3 

go.2 
ro 

0.1 

o.o0 100 
Lengthlm] 

150 

1.2 

200 

After l.2ky breakthrough occurs (Fig. 32c), with prominent fracture aperture widths 
on the order of a few millimetres. To illustrate the distribution of fracture widths as they 
evolve in time, Fig. 33 depicts these along a horizontal cross-section as indicated by an 
arrow in Fig. 32c. The widening of the fracture accelerates by feedback and consequent
ly the discharge through the aquifer shows the characteristic breakthrough behaviour. 
This event terminates the early evolution of the aquifer. The constant head condition 
breaks down and must be replaced by constant recharge. Flow becomes turbulent. Nev
ertheless, the complicated pattern of vertical and horizontal conduits and a high perme
ability region close to the spring will design the future structure of the mature karst 
aquifer. It should be stressed at that point, that constant head conditions are crucial for 
the evolution of such complicated structures as shown in Fig.32. 

Another point of interest is that two processes proceed simultaneously: The evolu
tion of conduits along the prominent fractures and creation of increasing permeability 
in the continuum, as shown by the red region in Fig 32c. Such a behaviour cannot be 
obtained if dissolutional widening is restricted to the prominent fractures. 

4.3 TIME DEPENDENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: 
DOWN CUTTING OF THE CLIFF 

In nature the boundary conditions are changing during the evolution of a karst 
aquifer. The precipitation rate Q, the chemical parameters of the inflowing solution and 
also the hydrological boundary conditions may alter. All these variations can be applied 
to the model presented. We present a case where the base level of an aquifer is down cut 
during the evolution. 

In a first scenario we assume that a "sudden" incision of a valley lowers the base 
level. This is presented in Figs.34 a and b. The model is the same as used in Fig.31 but 
the position of base level is kept at 15m during the f irst IOky and than it is down cut to 
25m immediately. In Fig. 34a, which shows the situation at 9.8ky, a water table cave has 
developed and as in Fig.31 the system of conduits evolves below the base level. 
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Fig. 34. Evolution 

of an aquifer ivith 

a net of prominent 

fracture under 

constant recharge 

condition ivith 

step doivn Clllling 

of the base level. 

After the down cutting the WT adopts to the new base level in a short time. This is 

presented in Fig.34b. After l lky a new water table cave is already evolving. Between 

both base levels the hydraulic conductivity is relatively small since the WT has dropped 

fast due to the phreatic loops which have evolved prior to down cutting. 

Probably more realistic than the step down cutting is a gradual down cutting. Such 

a scenario is shown on Fig.35. The initial base level is almost at the top of aquifer and is 

being lowered in steps of two nodes ( lm) every Sky. The mechanisms are similar to 

those for the step down cutting. The formation of phreatic conduits below base level 

forces the WT to adapt promptly to the temporary base level. Fig.35a and b show the 

aquifer at 6ky and 12ky, respectively. The vadose zone exhibits a relatively high permea

bility since the region of fast widening at the WT was gradually lowered together with 

the slow down cutting. A slower down cutting produces higher permeability in the va

dose zone. 
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Fig. 35. Evolution of 

an aquifer with a 

net of prominent 

fracture under con

stant recharge con

dition with gradual 

down culling. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The basic element in modelling the early evolution of karst is a single [-dimensional 
fracture which is widened by dissolutional attack of calcite-aggressive water. Under con
stant head conditions flow increases slowly at the beginning but then is enhanced dra
matically and breakthrough occurs. The breakthrough times depend on the initial aper
ture width, the length and the hydraulic head acting on the entrance of the fracture. But 
they also depend on chemical parameters ceq' kn, n, which determine the dissolution 
kinetics. When these chemkal parameters vary within a single fracture, f.i . c by injec-eq 
tion of subterranean carbon dioxide or kn and n by varying lithology of the rock compris-
ing the fracture, breakthrough times are changed significantly. Thus even for one-dimen
sional systems a great variety of boundary conditions determines the time scale of karst 
evolution. 

A further step to model karst is the combination of one-dimensional fractures into 
a two-dimensional net either on length and breadth or on length and depth. By this way 
two-dimensional projections of karst aquifers can be modelled. In such nets due to the 
interaction of flow one-dimensional fractures can inject flow into this net and therefore 
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enhance dissolutional widening by increased input flow of calcite aggressive solution. 

Consequently a prominent fracture embedded into a net of narrow fractures can exhibit 

breakthrough much earlier than if it were isolated. Furthermore boundary conditions in 

networks become more complex. Differing chemical compositions of input waters at 

various input regions cause mixing corrosion, where those waters mix, deep in the aqui

fer. This creates increased permeability which attracts further f low and directs conduits 

towards such regions. Therefore solely by chemical boundary conditions of the input 

waters karst aquifers with or without mixing corrosion (i.e. with or without differing 

chemical composition of the inflowing water) will develop entirely different. A large 

impact to the evolution of cave systems is caused also by different rock lithologies within 

the aquifer. Finally the hydrological boundary conditions, i.e. constant head inputs and 

their location and/or constant recharge to the surface of the aquifer exert significant 

influence. 

Due to our lack of knowledge on all these various boundary conditions and their 

change in time it is not possible to explain a specific cave system by modelling. The aim 

of karst modelling is to understand the processes operating in the evolution of karst 

aquifers. 
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Abstract 

KARSTIFICATION AND 

GROUNDWATER FLOW 

LASZLO KIRALY 

One of the principal aims of hydrogeology is to propose a reasonably adequate reconstruction of the 

groundwater flow field, in space and in time, for a given aqu/fer For example, interpretation of the 

chemical and isotopic composition of groundwater, understanding of the geothermal conditions ( anom

alies) or forecasting the possible effects of industrial waste disposals and of intensive exploitation 

nearly always would require the knowledge of the regional and/or local groundwater flow systems. 

The problem of estimating the groundwater flow field in fractured and karstified aqwfers is ap

proached within the framework of a conceptual diagram showing the relationship between groundwa

ter flow, hydraulic parameters ( aquifer properties and boundary conditions), distribution of voids and 

geological factors. 

Autoregulation between groundwater flow and karst aquifer properties, duality of karst, nested model 

of geological discontinuities, scale effect on hydraulic parameters and use of numerical finite element 

models to check the interpretation of the global response of karst springs are some of the subjects 

addressed by the author. Inferences on groundwater flow regime with respect to the stage of karst 

evolution can be made only if the hydraulic parameter fields and the boundary conditions are known 

by direct observations, or estimated by indirect methods for the different types of karst. Practical 

considerations on the monitoring strategies applied for karst aquifers, and on the interpretation of the 

global response obtained at karst springs will complete the paper, which throughout reflects the point 

of view of a hydrogeologist. 

1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

I.I RELATION BETWEEN GROUNDWATER FLOW FIELD, HYDRAULIC 

PARAMETERS AND GEOLOGICAL FACTORS. 

In hydrogeology we do not study karstification or karst evolution for themselves: we are 

interested in them only in so far as they exert an influence on the groundwater flow field. 

The reconstruction of a regional groundwater flow field, which is consistent with a 

given hydraulic conductivity field and with given boundary conditions, nearly always 

requires the use of numerical models. P resently we have a wide variety of equations 

describing the groundwater movement in various domains (see, for example, for saturat

ed/unsaturated flow and groundwater/surface-water interaction Tregaro 2000; Ababou 

et al. 1998) and we can solve them quite accurately by numerical models if we know, in 
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the modelled region, the field of the relevant hydraulic parameters (hydraulic conductiv
ity, storage coefficient, efficient porosity, etc., in each point of the aquifer), as well as the 
initial and the boundary conditions (mainly infiltration and fixed head values, such as 
altitude of springs, lakes or rivers). 

With the use of numerical models explicitly appears a very important fact: as ground
water flow depends only on hydraulic parameters and on boundary conditions, the geo
logical, geomorphological and climatic factors will exert their influence on the ground
water movement solely through the hydraulic parameter fields and the boundary condi
tions. If we could measure, for example, the value of the hydraulic parameters every
where in the Earth's crust, we ought not to bother about fractures, faults, karst channels, 
lithologies and other geological factors: we could simulate and predict the behaviour of 
the groundwater flow systems without geology. In other words, if we will give a hydroge
ological meaning to the geological, geomorphological or climatic factors, if we will ex
amine their influence on the groundwater flow field, then we have to "translate" them (if 
possible, explicitly) into boundary conditions and hydraulic properties of the aquifer. 

Evidently enough, geology will influence the hydraulic conductivity and porosity 
through the distribution of "voids": increase of density, opening and connectivity of the 
voids will increase the hydraulic conductivity and the porosity. If fracture or microfrac
ture families show well defined, preferred orientation, the hydraulic conductivity may 
become anisotropic, thus conducting groundwater better in a direction than in another. 
At this stage sedimentation, diagenesis and tectonic deformations are the principal proc
esses influencing the void distribu-tion in sedimentary rocks. 

Complications may appear in carbonate rocks, which are soluble in water: the ground
water in movement may dissolve the limestone around the existing voids, thus increasing 
their opening and the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer. The amount of dissolved 
limestone, the enlargement of fractures depend obviously on the chemical composition 
of the rock and of the water, but the relative karstification of the various fracture families 
will depend mainly on the direction and the magnitude of the groundwater flux density 
vector q, [K], grad h given by Darcy's law, where [Kl is the hydraulic conductivity 
tensor and h is the hydraulic head (Hedinger 1966; Kiraly et al. 1971 ). Considering that 

I. q depends on the hydraulic conductivity and the hydraulic gradient, 
2. the hydraulic conductivity depends on the opening of pores and fractures, 
3. the opening of karstified pores and fractures is strongly influenced by the direction 

and magnitude of q during the previous stages of the groundwater flow field, 
we arrive in a very important and characteristic feed-back loop of the karstification proc
ess. It shows, that in karst aquifers the hydraulic conductivity field and the void distribu
tion result not only from the geological history of the rocks, but also from the whole 
history, from the whole evolution of the groundwater flow systems: the present state of 
the groundwater flow field and the hydraulic conductivity field is the result of succes
sive, short-term and long-term autoregulations between the fields q, [Kl, grad h, and the 
boundary conditions (infiltration, altitude of discharge areas, etc.). Indeed, we have to 
emphasize, that geographical position of the recharge and discharge areas represent 
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boundary conditions for the flow field q and their evolution in time (paleo-geography, 

geomorphology) could influence karstification and hydraulic conductivity field as much 

as other geological factors (facies, structure, etc.). 
All these conceptual relations between groundwater flow systems, hydraulic parame

ters, void distribution and geological factors are represented as a partly self-regulating sys

tem in the diagram of figure I. The feed-back of the flow field on the hydraulic conductiv
ity field will produce it's effect only after a "certain time", thus giving an important role to 

the "duration", to the "history" in the karstification process. This means, that understand

ing the karstification in a given aquifer would require the knowledge of the "paleo-hydrau

lic" conditions, as it was proposed by (Mandel 1966) and (Kiraly et al. 1971 ). 

Hydraulic head and flow fields 
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t t 
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Fig. 1. Schematic represe11tatio11 of the relations bet1ree11 groundwater flow field, hydraulic properties a11d 

geological factors i11 karst aquifers ( after Kiraly 1975, modified). 

1.2 DUALITY OF KARST AQUIFERS 

The partly self-regulating system of Fig. I is, in fact, a graphic representation of the 

karst development according to the ideas of (Rhodes and Sinacori 1941; Swinnerton 
1949; LeGrand and Stringfield 1966; Mandel 1966; Bedinger 1966). They assume that 
dissolution starts in non karstified fractured rocks where the heterogeneity of the per

meability field is not very important ( I to 50 ?). Groundwater flow will enhance the 
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dissolution particularly in fractures which are sub-parallel to the local hydraulic gradient 

and which are in the vicinity of the free groundwater table (Bedinger 1966). The hetero

geneity of the hydraulic conductivity field increases ( up to I to I million!) and the zones 

with higher permeability will represent discharge regions with respect to the lower per

meability volumes. 

The competition for the drainage between high-conductivity zones will lead to the 

capture of the slower developing branches and will contribute to the unification of the 

karst channel network and to the "concentration" of the discharge areas: the karst springs 

will be less in number but more important as far as the discharge is concerned. The 

hydrogram of the remaining springs becomes more and more "karstic", i.e. the reaction 

of the springs to input events will become more and more "violent", with rapidly increas

ing and rapidly decreasing peak-flow. This is a sign that infiltration becomes strongly 

heterogeneous, too, with an always growing part of concentrated infiltration. Thank to 

the works of(Burger 1957; Schoeller 1967; Berkaloff 1967; Forkasiewicz and Paloc 1967; 

Drogue I 967; Mangin 1975) we may consider the hydrogram of karst springs as one of 

the most important indirect indicators on the structure of the hydraulic conductivity 

field and on the heterogeneity of the infiltration in a karst aquifer. 

In this "mature" karst aquifer we may speak of the "duality of karst" (Kiraly 1994 ). 

Indeed, the organized heterogeneity of the hydraulic conductivity field may be schema

tized by a high permeability, generally unknown channel network with kilometer wide 

"meshes", which is "immersed" in a low permeability fractured limestone volume, and is 

well connected to a local discharge area, the karst spring. The duality of karst aquifers is 

a direct consequence of this structure: 
• duality of the infiltration processes ("diffuse" or slow infiltration into the low perme

ability volumes, "concentrated" or rapid infiltration into the channel network); 
• duality of the groundwater flow field (low flow velocities in the fractured volumes, 

high flow velocities in the channel network) ; 
• duality of the discharge conditions (diffuse seepage from the low permeability vol

umes, concentrated discharge from the channel network at the karst springs). 

Note that besides the rivers disappearing in sinkholes, the concentrated infiltra

tions could be enhanced by the rapid drainage in a high conductivity "skin" at shallow 

depth: the epikarst (Mangin 1975). 

The above presented karst development assumes a very simple and favorable hydr

ogeological setting, i.e. open or denuded karst. For more complicated hydrogeological 

settings the reader should consult the beautiful book edited by (Klimchouk et al. 2000), 

particularly the papers between pages 45 and 100. In the following chapters of the present 

paper we will present some of the important hydrogeological consequences of the dual

ity of karst aquifers. 
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2 THE NESTED STRUCTURE OF THE 

GEOLOGICAL DISCONTINUITIES. 

2.1 QUALITATIVE OBSERVATIONS IN THE FIELD 

Geological discontinuities exist at all scales: intragranular cracks not longer than a few 

microns, microfractures of a few millimetres or centimetres, fractures (in the usual sense) 

of metric or decametric length, faults of a few hectometres, kilometres or tens of kilome

tres, big fault zones extending over several hundreds of kilometres, or cave systems with 

length of tens of kilometres. In sedimentary rocks the bedding planes (stratification) 

represent very persistent, closely spaced (from a few centimetres to a few meters) dis

continuities of considerable lateral extent (several kilometres). Geologists have devel

oped a rather complicated genetic terminology of their own to designate rock disconti

nuities, but this terminology will not be used here. Following the International Society 

of Rock Mechanics Suggested Methods for Quantitative Description of Discontinuities 

in Rock Masses ( Brown, 19 81 ), we use only the generic term discontinuity and the some

what more specific term fracture, to designate discontinuities of metric or decametric 

length. 

Fig. 2.: f/l11stration <Jl the nested model 

concept ( after "Feuille d'.4vis de Neucha

tel) 

Recreation 

Petites et grosses mailles 

In most cases the enumerated discontinuities are not randomly oriented, but form 

families, even if the orientation of a family may change from place to place. This is quite 

normal given the fact that the orientation of the discontinuities must somehow be relat

ed to the rather complicated, past or present, regional and local stress fields (Chinnery 

1965; Gramberg 1965). If the lateral extent of the discontinuities is greater than their 

spacing, it seems reasonable to suppose that families with different orientations will 

form more or less connected networks of discontinuities, with "meshes" of different 

magnitudes (Jamier and Simeoni 1979; Rouleau 1985). As the networks of different 

magnitudes coexist in the real systems, the fractured and karstified medium should be 

characterized by its nested structure of discontinuities. Even if the nested structure con-
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cept is a qualitative mental picture only, it allows to ask some important questions when 

we are investigating flow and mass transport in fractured and karstic media: 
• Which magnitudes of the discontinuities are of interest for the investigated phenom

ena and which may be neglected. 
• Which magnitudes could be averaged and which not (is it possible to combine the 

"discrete fracture" approach with the continuum approach). 
• How could we quantify the nested structure of the discontinuities (if required). 
• How do the presently used quantitative methods respect the existence of nested struc

tures in the real systems (in randomly generated fracture or karst channel networks, 

for example). 
• And finally, the most important question: could the nested structure of the geologi

cal discontinuities determine a nested structure of the hydraulic conductivity field? 

Many of these questions will remain unanswered here. In spite of this fact, they 

deserve attention from a heuristic point of view. 

2.2 THE SCALE EFFECT IN NESTED STRUCTURES 

There is an abundant scientific literature on scale effect in fractured media. The 

interested reader will find the more recent references in Bear et al. ( 1994) or in Lee and 

Farmer (199 3 ). In most of these papers the scale effect is investigated by applying the 

percolation theory or the renormalization theory to a schematic representation of the 

fractured aquifers. As the above theories don't apply to nested structures, all the sche

matic discontinuities are of the same order of magnitude, even if there is a certain statis

tical distribution allowed about the mean fracture length, the mean fracture orientation 

and the mean fracture opening. The obtained scale effect is related to the clustering of 

the interconnected discontinuities in randomly generated networks. 
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A different kind of scale effect could appear in the above described nested struc

tures. The idea was developed for fractured and karstic limestone aquifers located in the 

Jura mountains (Switzerland), in the early seventies (Tripet 1972; Kiraly 1973, 1975), 

but the principle might well apply for non-carbonate aquifers, too. In these karstic aqui

fers, besides the common fracture network with "meshes" of a few meters, there must be 

a high-permeability channel network with wide, kilometric intervals, which is well con

nected to a discharge area, the karstic spring. Between the channels, the fractured rock 

mass has a low hydraulic conductivity, about J0·6 to 10-
1 [m/s]. values obtained by pump

ing tests in 300 to 400 m deep boreholes. Regional numerical models showed, that at a 

basin-wide scale the overall hydraulic conductivity must be 2000 to 5000 times higher 

than the "local" conductivity values measured in the boreholes (see Figure 3). This im

portant scale effect is due to the very high hydraulic conductivity of the widely spaced 

karst channel network. As most of the boreholes are located between the karst channels, 

the locally measured hydraulic conductivity values don't give any information on the 

existence of this scale effect. Basin-wide water balance studies and the use of regional 

numerical models are necessary to put forward the phenomenon. 

In non-carbonate fractured aquifers there is no karstic network. Nevertheless, it 

could happen that large discontinuities with a wide spacing have a higher hydraulic 

conductivity than closely spaced smaller ones, and in this case there will be a certain 

scale effect on the hydraulic conductivity: local values will not be the same as the overall 

regional values. This kind of scale effect is very different from what we obtain with the 

percolation or renormalization theory: it is the consequence of the nested structure of 

the hydraulic conductivity field inferred from the nested structure of the fractured and/ 

or karstified medium. 

The idea on the nested structure of the hydraulic conductivity suggests to go back 

to the real systems and check it. Instead of doing statistics on anonymous conductivity 

values, it would be far more interesting to obtain information about the spacing of the 

high-permeability zones, about the lateral extent of the high-permeability zones and about 

the connectivity of the high-permeability zones. Then it would be possible to compare 

the structure of the hydraulic conductivity field with the structure of the geological dis

continuities. Because presently we are not yet able to answer such fundamental ques

tions as how to predict actually water conducting zones from statistical information 

about geological discontinuities. Although based on qualitative observations and on in

ferences, the general ideas developed in these first pages will help to critically evaluate 

the techniques presented without many comments in the next sections. 

2.3 PERMEABILITY TENSOR FOR FRACTURES AND INTERSECTIONS OF 

FRACTURES 

The estimation of the hydraulic conductivity tensor from fracture geometry was 

proposed by Romm and Pozinenko ( 1963). Snow ( 1969) presented a general method for 
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individual fractures and Kiraly ( 1969) proposed to estimate the permeability tensor for 
both fractures and intersections of fractures. We have to emphasize that using the hy
draulic conductivity tensor transforms the discontinuous real aquifer into an equivalent 
continuum. 

Let us define N families of idealized fractures in the delta-neighbourhood of a point. 
The mean plane of the i-th family is characterized by ,� unit normal of the plane; f = 

I I 

average number of fractures in the direction of the normal; d = average aperture of the i-
th family. In Darcy's law given by q = - [K], grad h the hydra�lic conductivity tensor [Kl 
may be calculated for the N families of fractures by 

[ K] = pg :t f d3 [ I - ii ® ii ] 
12µ i =1 

i i i i ( I) 

where p = density of water; g= acceleration due to gravity; µ= dynamic viscosity; @ is 
the tensor product and/ is the unit matrix. The geometric or intrinsic permeability [Kl 
is easily identified: it depends only on the fracture parameters/, d and ,"i'. 

I I I 

Let us idealize the intersections of two families of fractures by a bundle of tubes, 
which is characterized by mi

= unit vector parallel to the i-th bundle; Fi
= number of 

tubes per unit surface perpendicular to mi ; Di = average diameter of the tubes in the i-th 
bundle. Making use of the Hagen-Poiseuille formula we obtain the global hydraulic con
ductivity tensor for M bundles of intersections by 

(2) 

Knowing the fracture parameters for N families of fractures allows to estimate the pa
rameters for the M bundles of intersections: 

M 
N(N - 1) 

(number of bundles) 
2 

ITlk = ni 
X n

j 

lni 
x n

j l 
( orientation of k-th bundle) 

Fk = fi f
j 

lni x n
j l ( density of intersections) 

where x is the vector product; i :s; j; i = 1 ... (N - 1). Obviously, the most ticklish 
problem is to estimate Dk when di ;t. d

j
. 

The idealized representation of the geological discontinuities, which allowed to es
timate the permeability tensor, is never totally realized in the real systems. Real fractures 
are not evenly spaced, their aperture is not constant in the fracture plane, they are not 
strictly parallel to each other even in the same family, their lateral extent ("length") may 
vary, in a word: the fractured medium is not only anisotropic, but heterogeneous, too. If 
the &-neighbourhood for which we estimate the permeability tensor is "big" with respect 
to the local heterogeneities, the [Kl tensor will not correctly describe the behaviour of 
the real system. This simply indicates that one [Kl tensor alone cannot describe a whole 
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region and the &-neighbourhood has to be diminished. In this case the heterogeneities 
will appear clearly in the interior of the region. A last remark: the continuity of the 
fractures is required only in the &-neighbourhood, not over the entire region. 

2.4 THE "SERIAL TYPE MODEL" OF THE VOID GEOMETRY IN 
FRACTURED ROCKS 

In three orthogonal and equally developed fracture families, or intersection bundles, 
the hydraulic conductivity is isotrope and its magnitude depends on the spacing 
x = 1 / f ( or x = 1; .Ji) and the aperture d ( or D).In a diagram log d versus log x 
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( or, for the intersections: log D versus log X) constant permeabilities or constant porosi

ties appear as straight lines ( see the diagrams of figures 4a and 4b ). These diagrams allow 

to rapidly estimate the permeability value for more or less connected networks of disconti

nuities, with "meshes" of different magnitudes. The dark zones represent spacing and aper

ture values which seem reasonable in real fractured or karstic aquifers and show an impor

tant scale-effect on the hydraulic conductivities (but not, or less, on the efficient porosi

ties) with progressive karstification. 

In the Swiss Jura Mountains we have field measurements on the permeability (about 

10-6 m/s), on the efficient porosity (about 0.4 to I%) and on the fracture spacing (about 

0.6 m). If we represent these values on the diagrams of figure 4a and figure 4b (see 

points K and n), we cannot find a unique fracture aperture or channel diameter which 

could "explain" both the permeability value and the efficient porosity value. In other 

words, the void geometry which determines the permeability is not the same as the void 

geometry which determines the efficient porosity. The efficient porosity value requires 

large openings in the fracture planes (up to 1 mm aperture) but the permeability value 

shows that these large voids are not well interconnected. 

Combining the "fracture model" with the "intersection model" may represent a 

solution to the problem: the permeability is determined by the intersections of fractures 

(required diameter: about 1 mm) and the efficient porosity is determined by the larger 

voids in the plane of the fractures (required aperture: about I mm). The large openings 

are well connected to the intersections where the groundwater flows, but are poorly 

connected to each other. The above described void geometry is schematically represent

ed in figure 5, which is not more than the "serial type model" of (Scheidegger 1963) 

adapted to the three-dimensional fractured medium (Kiraly 1994). The idea was taken 

up later by (Hauns and Jeannin 1998) who applied it to big karst channels by simulating 

the changes in width and in depth of the underground rivers. Interestingly enough, the 

"serial type model" of the void geometry could explain all particularities of the empirical 

break-through curves observed in fractured and karstic rocks (particularly the "tailing" 

of the break-through curves), without adsorption and desorption phenomena, and with

out molecular diffusion into the "immobile water". The above presented example shows 

that even theoretical and very schematic representations may be useful, provided they 

are confronted with the observations made in the real system. 
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3 INTERPRETATION OF KARST SPRING HYDROGRAPHS BASED 
ON THE GLOBAL METHODS 

3.1 THE GLOBAL RESPONSE OF KARST AQUIFERS 

In the previous chapters we briefly presented the general nested structure of geological 

discontinuities and the duality of karst aquifers. How do their consequences manifest in 

the global response of real karst springs? 

The behaviour of the karst spring (hydrograph, water temperature, chemical or iso

topic composition, etc.) represents the "global respo11se" of the karst aquifer to input 

events. As the available data on the three-dimensional distribution of the hydraulic pa

rameters are very limited, the more easily obtained global response is often used to make 

inferences (sometimes even contradictory inferences) on the infiltration and groundwa

ter flow processes, as well as on the hydraulic parameter fields and the degree of karsti

fication of the aquifer. In most cases, interpretations are based on the analysis of reces

sion hydrographs by using different hydrograph separation methods (Burger I 957; For

kasiewicz and Paloc 1967; Drogue 1972; Mangin 1975; Bonacci 1987, 1993), statistical 

analysis of the whole spring hydrograph (Mangin 1984; Dreiss 1982; Labat 2000), or 

analysis of transfer functions between input (infiltration) and output (spring hydrograph) 

obtained by black-box or grey-box models. A quick overview of these methods is present

ed by (Eisenlohr et al. 1997) and a more detailed presentation is found in (Jeannin and 

Sauter I 998 ). In this paper we will only propose a few critical remarks concerning some 

of the usual interpretations. 

Figure 6 represents the hydrograph of a typical karst spring, the Areuse spring in 

the Jura mountains (Switzerland) for 1979, as well as the registered electric conductivity 
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curve giving an indirect indication on the mineralization of the spring water. The most 

striking features are the rapid variation of the spring discharge and the generally ob

served dilution effect of storm or snowmelt events on the spring-water chemistry. This 

suggest not only a well developed karstification of the aquifer, but also, that an impor

tant part of the infiltrations should be drained rapidly toward the high permeability 

karst channel network and the spring. Another important fact is the contrast between 

the rapidly decreasing recession curve after the peak flow, and the very slowly decreas

ing recession curve in the domain of feeble discharges. The interpretation seems intui

tively evident: the two parts of the recession curve represent the rapid emptying of the 

high-permeability karst channels and the slow emptying of the low-permeability frac

tured volumes. All these observations seem more or less evident in the light of the dual

ity of karst aquifers and we can guess, at least qualitatively, how the karst springs could 

react with increasing karstification. This is attempted in figure 7 proposed by (Hobbs 

and Smart 1986) where the relations between input and output are represented very 

schematically as depending on the duality of infiltration, storage and groundwater flow. 

3.2 ANALYSIS OF RECESSION HYDROGRAPHS 

The recession curve is that part of the spring hydrograph which extends from a 

peak to the start of the next rise. The first aim of analysing the recession hydrograph was 

to estimate the volume of groundwater which could be drained by the karst spring in 

case of drought. As the last part of the slow recession curve can nearly always be approx

imated by an exponential, it is easy to integrate the approximated discharge from an 

arbitrary t
0 

till "infinity" and get a number for the groundwater volume which could 

flow out at the spring. The method says naturally nothing about the groundwater vol

ume which is below the spring level, but all the same, it allowed a kind of quantitative 

comparisons between karst aquifers. 
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(Forkasiewicz and Paloc 1967) proposed that the total recession curve be repre
sented as the sum of two, three or more exponential functions: 

Q(t) = L Q
oi 

e -ai
t 

i=l 

where N is the number of exponentials, t is the time, Q
0i 

are the discharges at t=O and 
a

i 
are the recession coefficients for each exponential (see Fig. 8 and 9). In the interpre

tation, each exponential is thought to represent the depletion of a reservoir, the hydrau
lic conductivity of the reservoir being proportional to the recession coefficients a;. 
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Fig. 8. Foux de la Vis spring (south of France): observed hydrograph during spring and sommer of 1953. 

The last part of the sloll' recession curve is approximated by an exponential ( after Forkasiell'icz and Paloc 

1967). 
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the hydrograph separation method of (Forkasie11•icz and Paloc 1967) as applied to the 

hydrograph of Fig. 8. 
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According to this interpretation, the exponential with the highest recession coeffi

cient (a.
1 

in Fig. 9) would represent the rapid depletion of the high permeability karst 

channels and the exponential with the lowest recession coefficient (a.3 in Fig. 9) would 

correspond to the baseflow, i.e. to the slow depletion of the low hydraulic conductivity 

fracture network. Intermediate exponentials (see a.2 in Fig. 9) are thought to represent 

the emptying of aquifer volumes with intermediate values of hydraulic conductivity. If 

the interpretation of the first and last exponential seems reasonable, the interpretation 

of the intermediate exponential is not necessarily true, as it was shown by (Kiraly and 

Morel 1976). Fig. 10 shows the separation of a theoretical hydrograph simulated by an 

oversimplified 2-D finite element model. There are only two classes of hydraulic conduc

tivity in the model, i.e. there is no aquifer volume with an intermediate hydraulic con

ductivity, the depletion of which causes the appearance of an intermediate exponential, 

yet the separation gives three exponentials. The intermediate exponential could simply 

be the result of transient phenommena in the vicinity of the high hydraulic conductivity 

channel network as we proposed it in (Kiraly and Morel 1976). 

The models show that the last exponential represents the depletion of the low hy

draulic conductivity fractured volumes, exactly as assumed in the generally accepted 

interpretation. It is, however, not true that the last recession coefficient a of the base

flow depends on the hydraulic properties of the only low permeability volumes. In fact, 

it depends greatly on the geometry, the hydraulic conductivity and the density of the 

high permeability channel network. Fig. 11 shows two nearly exponential recession hy

drographs simulated by 2-D finite element models (see Fig. 12). The same geometry and 

so 
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Fig. JO. Separation of a theoretical hydrograph simulated by finite element model. There are only tll'o 
classes of hydraulic conductfrity in the model, yet the separation gives three exponenlials ( after Kira(r and 
Morel 1976). 
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the same hydraulic conductivities are used for the two models, only the channel network 

is more dense in model K3. The recession coefficient is greater for K3, although the low 

permeabilities are the same for Kl and K3. 

It should be understood that the recession coefficient a is a global parameter and 

will depend on the global configuration of the karst aquifers ( even on their form and 

their extension). Using it to compute the hydraulic properties of the low permeability 

volumes could end up with very misleading conclusions. 

Fig. 11. Tiro nearly expo

nen tia I recession hy

drographs simulated by 2-

D finite element models 

(see Fig. 12). The same 

geometry and the same 

hydraulic conductil'ities 

are used for the tll'o mod

els, only the channel net

ivork is more dense in 

model K3. 

Kl (Karst ncispacing: 1.0 km) 

__ ., 

K3 (Karst ncl ,pacing: 0.5 km) 

Fig. 12. Tiro finite element models with the same geometry and the same hydraulic conductil'ities, but ll'ith 

different channel network densities. Fig. 11 shows that depletion and ""base-floll' •• are rery different for the 

two "aquifers". 

3.3 CRITICAL REMARKS ON THE CHEMICAL OR ISOTOPIC HYDROGRAPH 

SEPARATION METHOD S 

Fig. 6 showed the generally observed dilution effect of storm or snowmelt events on 

the spring-water chemistry. This suggests that an important part of the infiltrated "fresh

water" should be drained rapidly toward the high permeability karst channel network 
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and the spring. Fig. 13 and 14 show the dilution phenomenon in detail in the case of a 

single peak flow of the Areuse spring. Careful sampling of the spring water before, dur

ing and after the peak flow allowed to visualize the variation of the calcium content, 

represented in Fig. 14. It shows that during the slow depletion of the low permeability 

volumes the karst channels are filled up with highly mineralised water characterizing the 

base-flow. Concentrated infiltration of fresh water determines the dilution effect during 

the peak flow, by mixing "old" water and "new" water in the karst channels. The "dilut

ed" water is evacuated from the karst channels during the rapid recession and is progres

sively replaced by the "old" water of the base-flow (samples 100 to 104 in Fig. 14 ). These 

observations do not contradict the general ideas on the duality of karst and careful sam

pling (rising and falling limbs of peak hydrographs) and chemical analysis of spring 

water during input events appear as very important auxiliary methods for the under

standing groundwater flow. 

The idea of taking advantage of the quite general dilution effect by separating the 

whole hydrograph of a river or a karst spring into a "new-water" component and an "old

water" component was popularised in the mid 1970s and remained more or less widely 

used for the last 25 years (Martinec et al. 1974, 1979, 1982; Fritz et al. 1976; Dreiss 

1989; Harum and Fank 1992; Gu 1992 ). The principle is simple, but many underlying 

hypotheses remain implicit, never clearly stated. 
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Fig. 14. Ca'• co11ce11tratio11 1•ers11s discharge for the single peak sho11•n in Fig. 13. Observe the dilution 

be/ll'een samples 99 and JOO and the clustering of points located 011 the slo,v recession hydrograph ( a_fier 

Kiraly and Muller 1979). 

water, Q01d 
= old water component, C01d 

= old water concentration, Qnew 
= new water 

component, Cnew 
= new water concentration. Most authors start from a very simplified 

mass balance: 

expressing Q01d we have 

Q 
(C - Cne) 

(Cold - cne) 

(3) 

This is a classical end member mixing analysis (EMMA) with cold and cnew 
as 

end members. In most cases C01d is chosen to be the concentration of the base-flow and 
Cn

e
w 

is the concentration of the storm or snowmelt water. When applied to real cases, 
the method gives nearly always a very important old water component: up to 60% or 70% 
of the peak flow. As long as the chemical or isotopic hydrograph separation is restricted 
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to the "old water" and "new water" concept, there is nothing to say about these defini

tions. 

What should be however severely criticized, is the commonly accepted hydrologic 

and hydrogeologic interpretation of the components. As C 
010 

was taken to be the tracer 

concentration of the base-flow (Martinec et al. 1974, 1979, 1982; Fritz et al. 1976) and 

many others do not hesitate to equate the old water component Q
01ct with the hydrody

namic base-flow Q
8

, i.e. with the groundwater discharge into the rivers or with the dis

charge of the low-permeability fractured volumes into the karstic network. The old water 

component is then compared (and opposed) to the "conventional" base-flow estimate, 

generally obtained by the backward extrapolation of an exponential recession curve (see, 

for example, Fig. 9). 

The comparison nearly always shows a high proportion of "old water" in the river 

or karst spring discharge even during flood events: Q01r1 may be as important as 60% or 

70% of the total discharge Q during peak flow, much more than the "conventional" base

flow estimate. Equating Q
01

ct with the base-flow Q
0 

leads many authors to accept a much 

higher infiltration rate into the aquifers or into the low-permeability(!!) fractured vol

umes than the "conventional" estimates, the infiltrations being supposed to increase the 

hydraulic gradients and to force the older groundwater to rapidly discharge into the 

rivers or into the high-permeability karstic channels (see, for example, Martinec et al. 

1982). Unfortunately the authors do not produce any empirical gradient and permeabil

ity measurements which would allow, together with the drainage length, for the hydrau

lic proof of the above mentioned interpretation. As a matter of fact it can be shown very 

easily, even with an oversimplified double reservoir model, that old water component 

and base-flow are two concepts totally different. 

infiltration 

l 

"slow " reservoir 

-

"rapid" reservoir 
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Let us represent a karst aquifer by the simplified two-reservoir model of Figure 15. 
The slow reservoir simulates the low per-meability fractured volumes and the rapid 
reservoir represents the karst channels. The variables are defined as follows: 

QEB = infiltration into slow reservoir; CEB = concentration in QEB
, but it will not be 

used for the slow reservoir; VB = ground-water volume in the slow reservoir; QB = base
flow; CB = concentration of the base-flow; QER = direct infiltration into the karst chan
nels; C ER = concent-ration of the direct infiltration; VRM = volume of groundwater which 
is located above the spring level (it can flow out); VRF = volume of groundwater below 
the spring level (the volume is fix); Q = discharge of the spring; C = concentration of the 
spring-water. It appears clearly that CB is cold and CER is cnew . Due to the important 
residence time of the groundwater in the slow reservoir it is assumed that CB is more or 
less constant. We assume, in addition, an exponential depletion (emptying) for each 
reservoir and in this case the recession coefficient a is the ratio between the discharge 
and the volume of the reservoir: a = QIV and we can pass from Q to V or from V to Q 
easily. Two differential equations will describe the "flow problem": 

dVB 

dt = QEB - QB = QEB - aBvB (4) 

dVRM 
= QER + QB - Q = QER + as

v
B - aRM

v
RM dt 

(5) 

A third differential equation will describe the mass balance for the "tracer", where 
the total mass of tracer in the rapid reservoir is M 

= C(VRM + VRF): 

or 

dM d 
- C(VRM + VRF) = QBCB + QERCER - QC 

dt dt 

(6) 

Equation 6 will reduces to the dashed box, i.e. to equation 3, if the first two terms 
are zero. But this would imply that there is no water in the karst channels ( VRM + VRF 
is zero!), and/or the concentration in the spring water is constant. These are unrealistic 
conditions, thus equation 3 cannot be used to calculate, even approximately, the base
flow. 

Replacing dV RM/ dt and rearranging the terms we obtain 
dC 

- (CB - C) (CER - C) 
- - QB -�--- + QER --"'-'�- -
dt (VRM + VRF) (VRM + VRF) (7) 

Equations 4, 5 and 7 are three simultaneous differential equations which can be 
solved by the Runge-Kutta method for Q8

, Q and C if we give a
B' aR.it• QEB, Q

ER
' and VRF " 

It must be emphasized that in this simplified model the groundwater volume below the 
spring level, V

RF
' does not influence the spring discharge, but it will greatly influence the 
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variation of C, i.e. the dilution effect. For the same base-flow hydrograph or spring hy

drograph, for example, very different dilution effects, thus very different "old water" 

components, could be obtained depending on the volume of V
Rr This is the case which 

is illustrated in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16. Tim dilution e.lfects simulated b.1· the double resenoir model of Fig 15: Oil(\' the fixed volume VRF 
changed/mm one variant to another. Observe that basefloll' and old water components are not the same. 

The example represented in Fig. 16 aimed to show that the old water component 

obtained by the usual chemical or isotopic hydrograph separation methods has not much 

to do with the hydrodynamic base-flow and in its present form rather leads to invalid 

inferences regarding the groundwater flow processes. In the double reservoir model the 

ratio between the recession coefficients of the slow reservoir and the rapid reservoir is 

about I to 10, and 50% of the infiltration is "diffuse", into the slow reservoir, and 50% is 

"concentrated", into the rapid reservoir. Both infiltration functions are triangular: 4 hours 

for rising limb and 18 hours for the falling limb. The "tracer" is tritium: the concentra

tion is 80 TU for the old water and 40 TU for the new or storm water. An important 

parameter for the dilution is V RF
' the volume of water in the karst channels located below 

the spring level. It is probably the principal responsible for the high old water content 

obtained by the chemical and isotopic hydrograph separation methods and the misinter

pretation of the results. The ratio between the volumes V RF 
used for the two variants was 
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I to 4. Increasing the fixed volume diminishes the dilution and increases the old water 

component (see the C curves and the dashed old water curves in Fig. 16 ), while the base

flow does not change at all. 

In spite of the many critical remarks presented above, we hope that this important 

dilution effect could be used, perhaps in the framework of a different paradigm, for a 

better understanding of karst and karstification. It deserves a better destiny than the 

only separation in a somewhat arbitrary new water and old water component. 

4 MODELING KARST AQUIFERS 

4.1 AIMS OF THE MODELING 

Analysing the global response of karst springs stimulates our imagination and incites to 

make hypotheses about the structure of the aquifer, about the hydraulic parameter fields, 

about the groundwater flow processes, often about karstification and sometimes about 

the evolution of karst in the interior of the aquifer. The direct verification of the conse

quences our hypotheses by field measurements in the interior of the karstic medium is, 

obviously, very difficult, if not impossible. The so called "global models", such as the 

double reservoir model used in the previous chapter, do not help much either, because 

we have no information on the spatial distribution of the variables and the parameters. 

An indirect method of verification would consist in introducing the inferred karstic 

structures into a deterministic numerical model and then simulate the supposed proc

esses and their effect on the "global response" of the aquifer (for example, the spring 

hydrograph), on the groundwater flow field, on the hydraulic head distribution, etc. The 

simulated behavior of the theoretical aquifer could then be compared to the usually 

accepted ideas on the groundwater flow processes in karst aquifers. This is the way 

followed by the research team of CHYN (Centre d'Hydrogeologie de l'Universite de 

Neuchatel) for years. 

The aim of this chapter is to present the effect of the karst channel network and the 

epikarst zone on groundwater flow processes, as obtained by numerical finite element 

models simulating a few "theoretical" and oversimplified karst aquifers. The results, al

though "theoretical", have important practical consequences on the monitoring strate

gies applied for karst aquifers, on the interpretation of the global responses obtained at 

karst springs and on the estimation of the recharge of the low conductivity "capacitive" 

volumes. They suggest to ask such fundamental questions as: what is the meaning of 

"groundwater level" observations in boreholes when separated from hydraulic conduc

tivity measurements; what is the meaning of "groundwater level" observations in bore

holes when separated from hydraulic conductivity measurements; what is the meaning 

of the "groundwater table" represented by isolines ( equipotentials) in karst aquifers; 

what is the hydraulic meaning of the "components" obtained by chemical or isotopic 

hydrograph separation methods; etc 
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4.2 MODEL AND REALITY 

The reconstruction of a regional groundwater flow field, which is consistent with a 

given hydraulic conductivity field and with given boundary conditions, nearly always 

requires the use of numerical models. A model is not the reality, it is only the realization 

of a schematic and symbolic representation of the real system. The relations between 

"real system", "abstract scheme" and "numerical model" are represented in Fig. 17, which 

also shows the principal problems in modeling groundwater flow. 

Starting from incomplete information on the aquifer to be modeled, a schematic rep

resentation of the real system has to be worked out first. Generally, the flow of the ground

water is represented by differential equations, which may change depending on the type of 

problem to solve (saturated-unsaturated flow, constant or variable density flow, multiphase 

flow, etc.). The flow equations contain a few parameters depending on the aquifer proper

ties (hydraulic conductivity, specific storativity, effective porosity, etc.) and the real medi

um will be represented by the field of these parameters, i.e. by giving a parameter value to 

each point of the modeled region, even there where we have never made any observation. 

As the available data on the hydraulic parameters are very limited, it appears clear

ly that indirect estimation of the parameters and interpolation or extrapolation of the 

measured values will be unavoidable when modeling real aquifers (see Fig. 18). It must 

be emphasized that fractured and karstified media may present additional difficulties 

due to the strong local heterogeneity of the parameter fields. The karst channel network 

existing in the real system, for example, is never entirely known. Finally, the imposed 

and initial conditions complete the schematic representation, sometimes also termed 

the "conceptual model". 

The second problem is related to the realization of a computer code based on numer

ical methods which allow to solve the equations defined in the abstract scheme. The 

problem is far from beeing simple and in most cases the numerical model is only a more 

or less imperfect realization of the abstract scheme. 

The third, very important problem in modeling groundwater flow is the transfer of 

the simulated results onto the real system. Strictly speaking, the simulated results are not 

"valid" but in the highly simplified scheme or numerical model, and their meaningful 

transfer onto the real system requires that simplifying assumptions and uncertainties on 

the data explicitly do appear as uncertainties on the results. This could help to avoid 

such ridiculous situations as trying to simulate observed piezometric heads to within a 

few centimeters, even though the schematized hydraulic conductivity field "ignores" the 

strong local heterogeneities existing in the real system. 

As a matter of fact, schematic representation of the real system, numerical mode

ling and experimental field work should go hand in hand. The numerical models might 

be used from the very moment where the first hypotheses on geometry, hydraulic param

eters and boundary conditions are explicitly formulated. Whatever may be the value of 

these hypotheses, the numerical model will give a "response", which represents the ver

ifiable consequences of our inevitably hypothetical and schematic representation of the 
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RepresenLation or the principal problems in modelling groundwntcr flow 
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Fig. 17. Principal problems in 111odeling groundwater flow. Observe that experimental methods should be 

used to check if the real system may be actually considered as a realization of the schematic representa

tion ( after Kira�)' 1994, modified) 

real system. Ultimately, it is the observed behaviour of the aquifer which will decide if 

our hypotheses are acceptable or not. 

Finally it must be emphasized that modeling is not just curve-fitting. As it was pointed 

out by Klemes ( 1986): "For a good mathematical model it is not enough to work well. It 

must work well for the right reasons. It must ref lect, even if only in simplified form, the 

essential features of the physical prototype." This is particularly recommended in mode

ling karst aquifers. 

4.3 COMBINED DISCRETE CHANNEL AND CONTINUUM APPROACH BY 

USING FINITE ELEMENT MODELS 

The nested model concept of the geological discontinuities was presented in the 

previous chapters. The modelling of this kind of nested structures nearly always requires 

the combination of the continuum approach with the discrete fracture or discrete chan

nel model. At a regional scale, for example, the discrete fracture (or channel) model 

alone could not be realized at all, because of the tremendous amount of discontinuities 

(of different orders of magnitude) which ought to be introduced into the model. 
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On the other hand, the equivalent continuum approach alone would not show the 
effect of the regional fault zones or the regionally developed karst networks on the ground
water flow systems. So it seems reasonable to model the regional faults or karst networks 
by 2-D or 1-D "discrete" zones, whereas the volumes between them (which contain only 
lower order fractures or channels) might be modelled by a 3-D equivalent continuum. As 
a matter of fact, every discontinuity, which is "big" with respect to the size of the mod
elled region, should be represented by a discrete zone. 

Numerical models using the finite element method are excellent for the combined 
discrete channel ( or discrete fracture) and continuum approach, particularly if they al
low for the combination of 1-D, 2-D and 3-D finite elements, as it was proposed by 
Kiraly ( 1979, 1985, 1988, 1995) and Helmig (1993). In this case, the high conductivity 
karst channel network is simulated by 1 -D linear or quadratic finite elements, which are 
"immersed" between 2-D or 3-D linear or quadratic elements representing the low con
ductivity fractured limestone volumes. 

The simulations presented in this paper were carried out by the computer codes 
FEN 1 and FEN2. They have been developed at the Centre d'Hydrogeologie de Neucha
tel and simulate steady-state and transient, one-, two- or three-dimensional saturated 
groundwater flow by the finite element method. The computer programs allow for the 
incorporation of one-, two- or three-dimensional linear or quadratic elements within a 
three-dimensional network. The saturated, constant density, transient groundwater flow 
is represented by equation ( 8) 

ah -

S
5 

- + di v(- [K] gradh) + Q 
at 

0 (8) 

where S, is the specific storage coefficient, [Kl is the hydraulic conductivity tensor, h is 
the hydraulic head and Q represents the general source/sink terms (infiltration, well 
discharges, etc.). 

The formulation for the finite elements is based on the Galerkin weighted residual 
approach and the resulting system of linear equations is solved by the frontal elimina
tion technique of Irons ( 1970). The time dependent problem is solved in FEN2 by using 
the robust Crank-Nicholson implicit time-stepping scheme. UFEN I is a code derived 
from FEN I and simulates saturated/unsaturated steady-state groundwater flow. In this 
paper it is used to simulate the free groundwater table in a theoretical "shallow" karst 
aquifer. The computer codes allow the modeller to "concatenate" several aquifers into 
one model and this facility is used to link the epikarst with the mean aquifer. 

The computer codes allow the modeller to "concatenate" several aquifers into one 
model and this facility is used to link the epikarst with the mean aquifer. A slightly 
modified version of FEN2 offers another facility when used to simulate karst aquifers. 
By giving the identification number of the nodal points located on the karst channels, 
the program calculates the contribution of each 3-D element (i.e. low conductivity frac
tured volume) to the karst net. The sum of these contributions is simply the base-flow 
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which can be compared to the total spring hydrograph. Using the linear Darcy's law to 

simulate the groundwater flow in saturated karst channels represents only a crude ap

proximation of the real system, but our aim was to obtain a rapid and rather "qualitative" 

indication on the effect of the enormous contrast between the hydraulic conductivities 

of fractured limestones ( J0-6 m/s) and karst channels ( 10 m/s or more). The conclusions 

presented in this paper will not be changed qualitatively with the simulation of turbulent 

flow: the effects due to concentrated infiltration into the channel network (inversion of 

gradients, negative base-flow, etc.), for example, will be only increased. 

5 PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF A FEW RESULTS. 

5.1 THE 2-D APPROACH: SOME EARLY RESULTS. 

In the 1970s it was possible to introduce 1-D elements between 2-D finite elements, and 

thus simulate the karst channel network in 2-D karst aquifers (Kiraly and Morel 1976a, 

1976b ). These early and very simplified 2-D karst models delivered quite interesting 

results. 
• The simulation of the typical hydrograph of the karst springs (see Fig.6), with the 

non-exponential rapid recession and the exponential slow recession, nearly always 

requires the introduction of a high permeability karst channel network in an other

wise low permeability aquifer volume. 
• The duality of the hydraulic conductivity field causes an important scale effect in the 

model: nearly the whole aquifer volume has a very low hydraulic conductivity, howev

er the global structure behaves as a highly transmissive system. Qualitatively it is the 

right type of structure: we are not very far from karst! We get even closer to karst with 

the infiltration problem. 
• If the chosen spacing of the karst channels allowes to simulate correctly the exponen

tial part of the recession curve of springs, the correct simulation of the peak-flow and 

the rapidly decreasing non-exponential part of the recession curve requires, however, 

that more than 50% of the infiltration arrive in "concentrated" form, directly into the 

high conductivity channels. The concentrated infiltration in the model must have a 

physical counterpart in the real system. A sound hypothesis would be to suppose, 

that besides small rivers disappearing in sinkholes, an important part of the infiltra

tion is drained rapidly, probably already at shallow depth in a thin high conductivity 

layer, towards the karst channel network and the karst spring. This would be the 

epikarst zone of Mangin ( 1975). 
• The important concentrated infiltration, i.e. the duality of infiltration, has a very 

important consequence: the temporary inversion of the hydraulic gradients between 

the channels and the low permeability volumes. 

• The temporary inversion of hydraulic gradients has an even more important conse

quence: the temporary reduction of the base-flow to zero in the vicinity of the peak-
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flow. And this is not good news for those who equate the old water component of a 

karst spring with the base-flow. 
• At least, we have to mention that the recession coefficient of the last, exponential 

part of the depletion curve depends as much (if not more) on the conductivity and 

the density of the karst channels than on the hydraulic properties of the low perme

ability volumes. 

Although very simple, these 2-D models were very good from a heuristic point of 

view. Even if in a very simplified and naive form, they had the most important properties 

of a karst aquifer ( duality of the hydraulic conductivity field, duality of the infiltration 

processes, duality of the groundwater flow field, concentrated discharge at the karst 

spring). The problems we met with them were actually relevant to the study of karst 

aquifers and suggested further investigations on the theoretical level, as well as in the 

domain of empirical field works. 

5.2 THE 3-D APPROACH: THE EPIKARST MODEL 

Earlier numerical experiments with 2-D Finite Element models showed the necessi

ty to impose a high proportion of concentrated infiltrations in order to generate the 

typical "karstic" storm hydrographs (Kiraly and Morel 1976a, 1976b). It was supposed, 

that besides the rivers disappearing in sinkholes, the concentrated infiltrations would 

result from the rapid drainage in a high permeability "skin" at shallow depth: the epikarst 

(Mangin 1975). However, the epikarst layer could not be explicitly included in these 2-D 

models. To indirectly show its role, we explicitly introduced the epikarst layer in a "syn

thetic" 3-D Finite Element model and varied the proportion of the diffuse infiltrations 

with respect to the concentrated infiltrations resulting from the rapid drainage in the 

epikarst zone. As the model is transparent for the modeller, the simulated behaviour of 

the theoretical karst aquifer will clearly show the effect of epikarst not only on the spring 

hydrograph, but also on the baseflow component of the spring discharge, on the varia

tion of hydraulic heads and fluxes during recharge and recession periods, as well as on 

the recharge conditions of the low permeability fractured volumes. The detailed results 

are presented in (Kiraly et al. 1995), we show hier only a few diagrams without many 

comments. 

The diagram of Fig. 19 show the 3-D geometry of a theoretical "half-syncline" drained 

by a very simplified high-permeability karst channel network. The karst channels are 

simulated by quadratic 1-D elements introduced "in sandwich" between the quadratic 3-

D elements simulating the low-permeability fractured volumes. The epikarst is simulat

ed by a 2-D finite element layer which will discharge into the channel network of the 3-

D syncline, such as represented in Fig. 19. The hydraulic heads are imposed at the base 

of the epikarst model (where the channels intersect the 2-D layer), and the calculated 

discharges are injected at each time-step into the channel network of the 3-D model. 
This will represent the concentrated infiltration function for the mean aquifer. 
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The hydraulic parameters are the same for all variants of the epikarst model. The 
hydraulic conductivities K are realistic: 5 * 10-6 [m/s] for the low-permeability fractured 
volumes and 100 [m/s] for the high-permeability karst channels. In the 2-D epikarst 
layer the transmissivity T is relativly high: about 5 * 10-2 m2/s. Linear Darcy's law is 
used throughout the models. 

The specific storage coefficients S, are kept artificially low in order to "accelerate" 
the evolution of the simulated hydraulic head and flow field. In the channel network the 
values of S, are 400 to 500 times higher than in the low-permeability fractured volumes. 

Finally it must be emphasized that we use in the model a very simplified karst 
channel network. In real systems the karst network is hierarchically organized, with 
lower and higher order branches having lower and higher hydraulic conductivity values. 
In the above described model all branches of the karst network are of the same order of 
magnitude and have the same hydraulic conductivity. 

The volume of the total infiltrations remains the same in each variant, but the pro
portion of the diffuse and concentrated infiltrations will change from one variant to 
another. Four cases have been simulated: 

DSYN0: 100% diffuse infiltration 0% drained by the epikarst 
DSYN20: 80% diffuse infiltration 20% drained by the epikarst 
DSYN50: 50% diffuse infiltration 50% drained by the epikarst 
DSYN 100: 0% diffuse infiltration 100% drained by the epikarst 

REPRESENTATION OF THE EPIKARST IN THE 

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

thin solid lines : quadratic Finile Elemenl5 

length of syncline: 3 km width of syncline : 2 km 

Fig. 19. Representation of the epikarst in the finite element model. 
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DSYN0 without epikarst. Hydraulic heads in borehole "B". 
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Fig. 20. Total recharge function of the epikarst and concentrated recharge function of the karst channels 

for variant DSYN JOO. 

Figure 20 represents the total recharge function of the epikarst and the concentrat
ed recharge function of the karst channels for variant DSYN 100. There are three input 
events ("storms"), of a duration of 24 hours each. During the first and second event the 
infiltrations are distributed over the whole syncline. During the third "storm", infiltra
tion takes place only on a small stripe in the middle part of the model, representing 
about 30% of the total infiltration area. 
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5.3 EFFECT ON THE SHAPE OF THE SPRING HYDROGRAM AND ON THE 

HYDRAULIC HEADS. 

Figure 21 is self-explanatory: it represents the spring hydrographs for different pro

portions of infiltration drained by the epikarst into the high-permeability channel net

work. It appears clearly that without some kind of concentrated infiltrations we cannot 

simulate the typical karstic reactions of the spring. The rise of the groundwater table in 

the low-permeability volumes cannot "press" enough water into the karst channels to 

cause a typical karstic storm hydrograph at the spring. It seems reasonable to admit that 

in most "open" karst aquifers more than 40% of the infiltrations should be drained rap

idly into the karst channels (also see Kiraly and Morel 1976a). 

Earlier numerical experiments with 2-0 finite element models suggested that concen

trated infiltrations might cause an inversion of the gradients between karst channels and 

low-permeability volumes (Kiral and Morel 1976a, 1976b ). These 2-0 models cannot show, 

however, the vertical distribution of the hydraulic heads in a borehole. Taking advantage of 

the 3-0 model, we "registered" the simulated heads in an imaginary borehole "B", the 

location of which is presented in figure 23. The borehole intersects a karst channel and the 

hydraulic heads are measured at 7 points between the top and the base of the aquifer. 

The results are represented for variants DSYN0 (no concentrated infiltrations, see 

Fig. 22) and DSYN 100 ( 100% of the infiltrations are concentrated, see Fig. 22 ). Again, 

the figures are self-explanatory and need not many comments. 

During the recharge period there is nearly always an inversion of gradients between 

the karst channel and the low-permeability volumes located below the channel. The 

concentrated infiltrations must be really important to produce the same inversion with 

respect to the low-permeability volumes located above the channel. The bloc-diagrams 

Spring discharge for different proportions of infiltration drained by the epikarst 
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Fig. 21. Simulated spring hydrographs for different proportions of infiltration drained by the epikarst. 
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of Fig. 23 clearly show the recharge and drainage mechanism with epikarst and concen

trated infiltration. 

The practical consequences of these theoretical results are important: the hydraulic 

heads should be measured separately in the high-permeability segments and in the low

permeability segments of boreholes or piezometers. If we measure only one "groundwa

ter level" in an otherwise heterogeneous borehole, the results will be rather misleading 

than helpful. Other practical consequences are related to the determination of the base

flow component, to the recharge mechanism of the low permeability fractured volumes, 

to the interpretation of the chemical or isotopic composition of the spring-water, etc. 

DSYNO without epikarst. Hydraulic heads in borehole "B''. 
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5.4 EFFECT OF THE EPIKARST ON THE "BASE-FLOW" COMPONENT OF 

KARST SPRINGS. 

In spite of the fact, that the inversion of gradients between karst channels and low

permeability volumes is well known by many karst hydrogeologists, most of the graphi

cally obtained base-flow hydrographs don't show the logical consequence, namely the 

zero (or negative) base-flow value during recharge periods. One of the few exceptions is 

found in Tripet ( 1972), who suppressed the base-flow component of the Areuse spring 

during the recharge periods. 

Taking advantage of the possibility to calculate the contribution of the low-permea

bility 3-D elements to the nodes located on the 1-D karst channels, we computed the 

baseflow component for each variant. The dramatic effect of the concentrated infiltra

tions on the base-flow component is presented in Fig. 24 for variants DSYN0, DSYNS0 

and DSYN 100. The appearance of negative base-flow during the recharge period indi

cates that the karst channels inject more water into the low-permeability volumes than 

they drain. The volume of this recharge might not be very important, but the fact that the 

low-permeability volumes may be recharged "from the interior" should not be overlooked. 

Another consequence of the negative baseflow appears when estimating the "rapid 

infiltration" from the spring hydrograph. Generally this is done by substracting the graph

ically determined baseflow component from the total discharge curve. Now, when the 
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baseflow is negative, it should be added to the spring discharge, otherwise the intensity 

of the rapid or direct infiltration will be systematically underestimated (see Fig. 24 ). 

As the model allows for the independent estimation of the baseflow and of the 

rapid or concentrated infiltration into the karst channel network (which will be called [ 
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dle) and DSYNI00 (below). Note that concentrated infiltration (epiflow) may be greater, or even much 

greater than the spring discharge. The curve (baseflow+epif/ow) is not visible, because it coincides almost 
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"epiflow", for short, in the following), we can take a critical look at the usually accepted 

chemical or isotopic hydrograph separation methods. 

Fig. 24 show, that the "new water component" obtained by the End Member Mix

ing Analysis (EMMA) could not be identified with the "rapid recharge to the conduit 

system after a storm", as it was stated by Dreiss (1989, page 121). Indeed, the "new 

water component" obtained by EMMA must be always smaller than the spring discharge, 

but figures 13a and 13b indicate clearly that the rapid recharge into the karst channels, 

noted as the epiflow, may be greater ( or even much greater) than the spring discharge. 

5.5 REMARKS ON THE RECHARGE OF THE LOW CONDUCTIVITY VOL

UMES: THE "FARADAY CAGE" EFFECT OF EPIKARST 

The huge low permeability fractured limestone volumes are often designated as the 

"capacitive" part of karst aquifers. They might contain important groundwater resourc

es, and their recharge mechanism may have important practical consequences on the 

groundwater management problems (base-flow of karst springs, exploitation of ground

water by pumping wells or galleries, etc.). 

Figure 6 ("deep" karst syncline) and figure 7 ("shallow karst") suggest that a well 

developed epikarst layer enhancing the concentrated infiltration into the high conduc

tivity karst channel network will "short-circuit" the low conductivity volumes and will 

play the role of a "Farady cage" with respect to the main aquifer. Depending on the 

importance of this "Faraday cage" effect, the recharge of the low conductivity volumes 

could be much smaller than in the case of pure diffuse infiltration, with the above men

tioned important consequences on the ground-water management problems. In the "deep 

syncline" configuration the inversion of gradients will always contribute to recharging 

the low conductivity volumes "from the interior", but in the "shallow karst" configura

tion the "short-circuit" of the low permeability volumes might be almost total. 

6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

Karst aquifers are 3-D systems and cannot be reduced to 2-D objects without losing 

important informations on the infiltration processes and the distribution of hydraulic 

heads. Numerical experiments with a 3-D finite element model using the combined dis

cret channel and continuum approach, and simulating the infiltration and groundwater 

flow processes in a highly simplified theoretical karst aquifer, allowed to show the impor

tance of the existence or non-existence of an epikarst zone enhancing concentrated infil

tration. The effect of the epikarst on the hydraulic head and the groundwater flow field 

has practical consequences on the monitoring strategies applied for karst aquifers, on 

the interpretation of the global responses obtained at the karst springs and on the esti

mation of the recharge of the low conductivity "capacitive" volumes. Hydraulic head 
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measurements should always be related to zones of known hydraulic conductivity and 

the "piezometric maps" of karst aquifers should always indicate the hydraulic conductiv

ity at the measurement points (see, for example, Jeannin 1995). 

Future research is needed in the simulation of transient, turbulent Fflow at a basin

wide scale, using the discrete channel and continuum approach. The comparison of a 

spring hydrograph simulated with turbulent channel flow, and another spring hydrograph 

simulated with linear channel flow would certainly improve the interpretation of empir

ical karst spring hydrographs. 
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4hstract 

KARST PROCESSES FROM THE 

BEGINNING TO THE END: 

HOW CAN THEY BE DATED? 

PAVEL BOSAK 

Determining the beginning and the end of the life of a karst system is a substantial problem. In 

�ontrast to most of living systems development of a karst system can be ,,frozen" and then rejuvenated 

,evera/ times (polycyclic and po/ygenetic nail/re). The principal problems may include precise defini

'ion of the beginning of karstijication ( e.g. inception in speleogenesis) and the manner of preserva

'ion of the products of karstijication. Karst evolution is particularly dependent upon the time availa

'1/e for process evolution and 011 the geographical and geological conditions of the exposure of the 

rock. The longer the time, the higher the hydraulic gradient and the larger the amount of solvent 

1vater entering the karst system, the more evolved is the karst. In general, stratigraphic discontinui-
1ies, i.e. intervals of nondeposition ( disconformities and unconformities), directly influence the inten

,ity and extent of karstijication. The higher the order of discontinuity under sllldy, the greater will be 

rhe problems of dating processes and events. The order of unconformities influences the stratigraphy 

1f the karst through the amount of time available for subaerial processes to operate. The end of 

karstijication can also be vie11•edfrom various perspectives. The final end occurs at the moment when 
1he host rock together with its karst phenomena is completely eroded/denuded. In such cases, nothing 

remains to be dated. Karst forms of individual evolution stages (cycles) can also be destroyed by 

�rosion, denudation and abrasion without the necessity of the destruction of the whole sequence of 

karst rocks. Temporary and/or final interruption of the karstijication process can be caused by the 

fossilisation of karst due to loss of its hydrological function. Such fossilisation can be caused by 

rnetamorphism, mineralisation, marine transgressions, burial by continental deposits or volcanic 

oroducts, tectonic mo1•ements, climatic change etc. Known karst records for the /'' and 2"d orders of 

,tratigraphic discontinuity coi•er only from 5 to 60 % of geological time. The shorter the time availa

ble for karstijication, the greater is the likelihood that karst phenomena will be preserved in the 

,tratigraphic record. While products of short-lived karstification on shallow carbonate platforms can 

be preserved by deposition during the immediately rncceeding sea-level rise, products of more pro
nounced karst({ication can be destroyed by a number of different geomorphic processes. The longer 

rhe duration of subaerial exposure, the more complex are those geomorphic agents. 

Owing to the fact that unmetamorphosed or only slightly metamorphosed karst rocks containing 
karst and cal'es have occurred since Archean, we can apply a wide range of geochronologic methods. 
Most established dating methods can be utilised for direct and/or indirect dating of karst and pale
okarst. The karst/paleokarst fills are very varied in composition, including a wide range of elastic and 

chemogenic sediments, products of surface and subrnrface volcanism (lava, volcaniclastic materials, 

tephra), and deep-seated processes (hydrothermal activity, etc). Stages of evolution can also be based 
on dating correlated sediments that do not fill karst voids directly. The application of individual 
dating methods depends on their time ranges: the older the subject of study, the more limited is the 

choice of method. Karst and cave fills are relatively special kinds of geologic materials. The karst 

environment favours both the preservation of pa/eontological remains and their destruction. On one 

hand, karst is well known for its richness of pa/eontologica/ sites, on the other hand most cave fills are 
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complete sterile, which is true especially for the inner-cave facies. Another problematic feature of karst 

records is the reactivation of processes, which can degrade a record by mixing karst fills of different 

ages. 

Key words: karst, speleogenesis, dating methods, geochronology 

Principle: The time scale for the development of karst features cannot be longer than 

that of the rocks on which they form. (White 1988, p. 302) 

INTRODUCTION 

The beginning and the end of the life of living organisms (plants, animals) are really 

clear thresholds (insemination/pollination ➔➔death) that can be precisely determined 

and described. On the other hand, to establish the beginning and the end of the life of a 

karst system is a substantial problem. In contrast to mots of living systems, the develop

ment of karst systems can be ,,frozen" (halted) and then rejuvenated, often for several 

times. 

Fossilisation and rejuvenation of karst can be viewed according to thermodynamic 

principles (Eraso 1989): when the external dissipation function of the system, which 

represents the velocity of entropy production, reaches a minimum, the system is in a 

stationary state - water circulation and its chemical potential for rock dissolution has 

ceased - and the karstification is interrupted. The introduction of new energy (hydraulic 

head) to the system may cause reactivation of karstification. Polycyclicity of karst for

mation is a typical feature (e.g., Panos 1964; Ford & Williams 1989). The polygenetic 

nature of many karsts that evolved in several different steps should be stressed, too (Ford 

&Williams 1989), e.g., overprint of cold karst processes on earlier deep-seated/hydro

thermal products, which themselves followed meteoric early diagenesis ( e.g., Bosak 1997). 

The dating of karst evolution poses philosophical problems, principally (I) the pre

cise definition of the beginning of karstification, and (2) modes of preservation of any 

karstification products, recognising that karst rocks are more easily soluble than other 

rock types under specific conditions that differ with the individual lithologies (lime

stones, dolomites, gypsum, anhydrite, rock salt, quartzite). The role of preservation is 

very important because karstlands function as traps or preservers of the geologic and 

environmental past, especially of terrestrial ( continental) history where correlative sed

iments are mostly missing, but also of evidences in the marine records (Horacek && 

Bosak 1989). 

Karstification of the host rocks may start during their formation phases - diagene

sis - changing the soft sediment to a consolidated rock shortly after deposition itself. 

Such karstification is a consequence of the emergence of part of a depocenter ( sedimen-
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tary basin) and the introduction of meteoric water to the diagenetic system. The forma

tion of a freshwater lens and a halocline zone related to the surface relief and sea-level 

changes is the result. The early stages of origin of dissolutional (karst) porosity by mete

oric diagenesis in carbonate rocks have been described in numerous sedimentological 

and paleokarst studies ( e.g., Longman I 980; James & Choquette 1984; Tucker & Wright 

1990; James & Choquette, Eds. 1988; Wright, Esteban & Smart, Eds. 1991; Moore 1989, 

2001 ). Some authors suppose karst to be merely the facies of meteoric diagenesis (Este

ban & Klappa 1983). 

The evolution of a karst depends especially on the time available for processes to 

operate and on the geographical and geological conditions of rock exposures. The long

er the time available, the higher the hydraulic gradient and the larger the quantity of 

solvent water entering the system, the more evolved will be the karst in all its modes of 

occurrences ( exo- and endokarst). In general, we can state that the kind of stratigraphic 

discontinuities, i.e. intervals of nondeposition ( disconformities and unconformities; see 

Esteban 1991 ), directly influences the intensity and extent of karstification. The higher 

the order of discontinuity under study, the bigger are the problems to be expected when 

dating the processes and events. 

The end of karstification can also be viewed also from various perspectives. An 

undisputed end of karstification occurs at the moment when host- rock together with its 

karst phenomena is completely eroded/denuded, i.e. at the end of the karst cycle sensu 

Grund ( 1914; see also Cvijic 1918). In such a case, nothing is left to be dated. Karst 

forms of individual stages of evolution (cycles) can also be destroyed also by other, non

karst processes of erosion or by the complete filling of epikarst and burial of karst surfac

es by impermeable sediments, without the necessity of destroying an entire sequence of 

karst rocks (the cycle of erosion of Davis 1899; see also Sawicki 1908, 1909). Temporary 

and/or final interruption of karstification can be caused by fossilisation due to the loss 

of the hydrological function of the karst (Bosak I 989, p. 5 83 ). The fossilisation can be 

caused by metamorphism, mineralisation, marine transgressions, burial by continental 

deposits or volcanic products, tectonic movements, climatic change etc. (see Bosak 1989). 

The principal question in this paper is: Can we date karst processes at all? The an

swer is given at the end. The paper deals mostly with karst in carbonate rocks, although 

the geochronologic methods and some of approaches reviewed are universal. 

UNCONFORMITIES: THE TIME FRAME 

The beginning and the end of karst is clearly associated with conformities, unconformi

ties and disconformities. Esteban ( 1991) in an excellent review following the sequence 

stratigraphic approach outlined the role of nondepositional events (stratigraphic discon

tinuities) in karst evolution. Different ranks of stratigraphic discontinuity represent the 

differing time gaps in deposition that have been available for dissolution (karstification; 

see also Moore 1991, pp. 247-264). 
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The stratigraphic discontinuity (gap, lacuna) represents the chronostratigraphic 

interval(s) missing through nondeposition (hiatus) and/or lithostratigraphic interval(s) 

missing through erosional truncation. Excluding conformities, Esteban ( 1991) proposed 

classification of unconformities into (I) single (SUK) and (2) composite (CUK), both 

with measurable stratigraphic gaps. Conformities have no measurable stratigraphic gap 

and correspond to bedding planes or parasequence boundaries. The single unconformi

ty represents a stratigraphic gap equivalent to a sequence boundary and the composite 

one is formed by the stacking or superposition of single unconformities (Esteban 1991, 

p. 92). A hierarchy of stratigraphic discontinuities was proposed, too (Fig. 1 ). Most 

(paleo)karsts are composite unconformities, representing long timespans without depo

sition. 

STRATIGRAPHY OF KARST 

The order of unconformities influences the stratigraphy of the karst due to the time 

involved in subaerial processes (Table I). There are two general systems of the karst 

stratigraphy based on: (I) the carbonate sedimentological/sequence stratigraphic ap

proach (Choquette & James 1988), and (2) general karst models (Bosak, Ford & Glazek 

1989). 

Choquette & James ( 1988) distinguished: (I) depositional karst, (2) local karst, and 

(3) interregional karst. They noted, that to distinguish the products of local and interre

gional karsts may be difficult in some cases. Esteban ( 1991) stressed that the deposition

al karst of Choquette & James ( 1988), which is associated with parasequence bounda

ries (single unconformities) reflects a Caribbean model of karst development, while in

terregional karst resulting from complex evolution producing composite unconformities 

represents the general (non-Caribbean) model of karst. 
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development of exo- and endokarst (Choquette & James 1988, pp. 16-17). 

Interregional karst is much more widespread, is related to major eustatic-tectonic 

events, and results in karst terranes that may exhibit profound erosion, a wide variety of 

karst features, and deep, pervasive dissolution (Choquette & James 1988, p. 17). 

Depositional karst forms as a natural consequence of sediment accretion at and 

around sea level. It is to be expected within the sediment packages that typify carbonate 

platforms. It is most commonly associated with meter-scale depositional cycles (Cho

quette & James 1988, p. 16). 

Bosak, Ford & Glazek ( 1989) distinguished between: (I) the karst phase, and (2) 

the karst period. The connection to individual types of unconformities clearly proves the 

temporal relationships between all types of the karst, which may be mutually correlated 

(Table I). 

Karst period defines long-lasting times of groundwater circulation and continental 

weathering, which were terminated by an ensuing marine transgression. They are recog

nised by higher order unconformities or disconformities ( = interregional karst of Cho

quette & James ( I 988 ). Their karst features can usually be divided into several genera

tions ( ➔ ➔ karst phases). Glazek (1989a) defined the tectonic conditions for karst 

periods as being induced by orogenies. Those lengthy periods are caused by the post

collisional uplift of orogens and their fringes. The periods are marked by unconformities 

and disconformities over broad areas and need not to be confined to individual modern 

continents. These long periods display diachronicity and many lesser phases. They are 

longest in duration and most complex at former mountain crests and become gradually 

shorter on the former mountain slopes and their broad fringes along adjacent conti

nents. These periods result from major changes of plate motion patterns and they divid

ed structural complexes corresponding to orogenic cycles ( Glazek 197 3 ). 

A karst phase is caused by a geodynamic or major climatic change, e.g., uplift or 

downwarping, sea-level change, a phase of permafreezing, etc. (Bosak, Ford & Glazek 

1989). From the tectonic point of view, Glazek ( 1989a) distinguished two kinds of karst 

phases: (I) represented as unconformities within the limited areas of one past shallow 

marine platform and its continental fringes, or of one continent created by the collision 

of two plates (= local karst of Choquette & James 1988); and (2) disconformable or 

paraconformable surfaces resulting from glacial-eustatic fluctuations of sea level or from 

local tectonic events(= depositional karst of Choquette & James 1988). 

Interregional (paleo)karst and products of karst periods can be linked with com

posite unconformities of the 1 stand 2nd orders sensu Esteban (1991 ). Such products can 

be correlated over extensive regions, e.g., post-Kaskadia and post-Yariscan karstifica

tions in North America and Europe, respectively (Glazek 1989a). Local (paleo)karst 

and products of type I of karst phases (sensu Glazek 1989a) are common products 

during single unconformities and syntectonic unconformities, i.e. of the 3 rd order. Karst 
forms created during the 4th and 5'h order unconformities (conformities) correspond to 

depositional ( paleo )karst and to Type 2 karst phases. 
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KARST RECORD 

The principal differences between the Caribbean karst model and the general karst mod
el are concerned with exposure time. The former is associated with brief exposures to 
subaerial agents, i.e. with stratigraphic discontinuities of 3 rd to 5 th order with durations 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of paleokarst and sediments in selected sections of the Bohemian Massif (simplified 

and schematized; modified after Bosak 1997). Lithology: 1 - conglomerates, 2 - sandstones, 3 - /itholog

ically variable silicic/astics (redbeds, alternation of sandstones, si/tstones, sandstone, etc.), 4 - shales, 5 -
carbonate rocks, 6 - volcanics and volcanoc/astic rocks; Karst forms: 7 - caves, 8 - dolines, 9 - geological 

organs, JO - karst cones, 11 - karst inselbergs, 12 - collapse shafts, 13 - canyons, 14 - V shaped valleys, 

15 - U shaped valleys, 16 - po/jes and large karst depressions, 17 - corrosional surfaces, 18 - karren and 

minor soil/lion forms, 19 - neptunian dykes, 20 - meteoric diagenetical vugs, 21 - hydrothermal karst, 22 

- volcanic activity, black Bohemian Massif, circle Outer Western Carpathians adjacent to the Bohemi

an Massif, circle diametre approximately covers the time span of volcanic activity. 
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of0 .00X to about I Ma, the latter with lengthy exposures corresponding to stratigraphic 

discontinuities of 2nd and I st order; i.e. with times of X0 ° to X0 2 Ma (Table I). 

The karst record of Is, and 2nd order stratigraphic discontinuities on the East Euro

pean Platform and epi-Variscan Central European Platform in Poland was identified by 

Glazek, D&browski & Gradzinski (1972) and Glazek ( 1973, 1989 a). It encompasses a 

maximum of 50 to 60 % of the geological time elapsed since deposition of the rocks ( Fig. 

2). Analysis of the Bohemian Massif(epi-Variscan Platform; Bosak 1987, 1997 ; Tab. 2, 

Fig. 3) showed that 12 to 45 % of geological time since the regression of Paleozoic seas 

in the Upper Devonian/Lower Carboniferous is in such records and 55 to 88 % of time is 

not recorded in the preserved marine or continental sequences (Bosak 1987 ). 

Table 2: Review o_f temporal data for the evolution of the Bohemian Massif since the Paleozoic regression 

( after Bosak 1987, 1997) 

Regional geologicalunit Duration since Record Record Record Gap without 

regression preserved incontinental record 

(Ma) (Ma) deposits(Ma) (%) (%) 

Moldanubicum 375 45 45 12 88 

Bohemicum 375 48 36 13 87 

Saxothuringicum 420 52 40 12 88 

Brunovistulicum 

a. in outcrops 320 75 36 23 77 

b. covered by 320 100-145 2 31-45 69-55 

Carpathian Foredeep 

These two examples of platform areas differ in the time recorded in the subsequent 

cover sediments. The Bohemian Massif is a relatively young body resulted from amalga

mation of individual terranes during the Variscan Orogeny. Since that time uplift has 

prevailed over subsidence as a consequence of the tectonic stress caused by the Alpine 

Orogeny in its foreland. Platform sediments are rather rare there (Upper Jurassic and 

Upper Cretaceous regional transgressions, several minor Oligocene and Miocene trans

gressions covering only margins of the massif; see Fig. 3). The Polish territory is com

posed of slightly older elements in a different geotectonic setting, and the geologic struc

ture is little affected by younger orogenies. Platform cover is developed more continu

ously and individual stratigraphic discontinuities are shorter. Therefore, there is a signif

icant difference in the preserved record of time in the two regions, i. e. 12-45 % vs. 50-60 

%. Some old cratonic units can be nearly completely without any platform cover (e.g., 

Scandinavian Shield), partly as a consequence of glacial isostasy. In such terranes, the 

time recorded can represent less than 10 %. On some recent and fossil carbonate plat

forms, time recorded in sediments represents only 5 to less than 10 % (Great Bahama 

Bank, Devonian carbonate platform on Moravia; Bosak et al. in print). 

It can be readily asserted that the shorter the time available for karstification, the 

greater is the probability of preservation of the karst phenomena in the stratigraphic 

record. While products of short-lived karstification on shallow carbonate platforms can 
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be preserved by deposition during the sea-level rise following immediately after, prod

ucts of more pronounced karstification may be destroyed by a variety of geomorphic 

processes. The longer is the duration of subaerial exposure, the more complex are those 

geomorphic agents. Further, individual long periods of subaerial exposure (stratigraphic 

discontinuities of the I'' and 2nd orders - karst periods) may coalesce, being separated 

only by a short interruption (e.g., marine transgression/ingression). 

Products of paleokarst evolution are best preserved directly beneath a cover of marine 

or continental sediments, i.e. under the deposits, which terminate the periods or phases 

of karstification. The longer the duration of the stratigraphic gap the more problematic 

is the precise dating of the paleokarst, unless it can be chronostratigraphically proven. 

Therefore, the ages of particular paleokarsts have been assigned mostly to times shortly 

before the termination of the stratigraphic gap (Bosak 1997). This fact can be easily 

illustrated in the Bohemian Massif for preCenomanian age paleokarst, for preCallovian 

in the Moravian Karst or for Westphalian/Stephanian in central Bohemia (see Fig. 3). 

An identical situation occurs in Poland (Glazek 1989b; see Fig. 2) 

Some processes can destroy karst features in relatively short time, leaving planated 

surfaces with little or no traces of previous karstification, e.g., the effect of marine trans

gressions. This can be illustrated from recent karst in the coastal zone of Palawan Island 

(Philippines) and the Lower Devonian of the Koneprusy area, Czech Republic. On Pal

awan, Longman & Brownlee ( 1980) described wave and surf action destroying or under

cutting recent shore cliffs up to 30 m high that were composed of highly karstified lime

stones with dense networks of pinnacle karren, leaving only a flat abrasion platform 

with only rare relics of truncated solution fissures and sinkholes in their place. An 

identical situation is detected at the boundary between Koneprusy Limestones (Pragi

an) and Suchomasty Limestones (Dalejan, Lower Devonian) at Koneprusy. The trunca

tion plane, which is nicely exposed in Koneprusy Caves, is smoothed by marine abrasion 

and shows no trace of karst, although the limestones contain distinct traces of meteoric 

diagenesis and the formation of neptunian dykes correlated with the hiatus, which lasted 

about 5-6 Ma. 

MINIMUM TIME FOR SPELEOGENESIS 

The evolution of a conduit is rather complicated set of events facing numerous critical 

thresholds (for summary see White 1988 and Ford && Williams 1989). At the present 

time, two phases of speleogenesis has been generally accepted: (I) initiation - initial en

largement of a fracture to a critical size, and (2) enlargement - growth of a protoconduit to 

full conduit size (White 1988, p. 287). The initial fracture permeability and/or rock poros

ity has connected apertures on the order of 50 -500 mmm and the diameter of a dissolu

tional proto-conduit reaches 5-15 mm (White 1988, Ford & Williams 1989). At diameters 

of 0.5 to 5 cm there is a kinetic breakthrough (Dreybrodt & Gabrovsek 2000) and flow 

may change from laminar to turbulent (White 1988, p. 291; Ford && Williams 1989). 
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The duration of a typical initiation phase was calculated to about 3-5 ka (White 

1988) based on experiments of Howard & Howard ( 1967) and calculations of Palmer 

( 1981 ). They stated that the maximum dissolution rate is 0.14 m.a· 1. Palmer ( 1991) calcu

lated the initiation phase to minimum of 10 ka under favourable conditions. Dreybrodt 

& Gabrovsek (2000) estimated the duration of the initiation (gestation) phase for real

istic cases from I ka to 10 Ma. The time depends critically on the length and the initial 

width of the fracture. 

The enlargement phase, i.e. the time in which protoconduit enlarges into full size ( of 

1-10 m or more) is expected to be 5 - 20 ka up to 100 ka in many geologic settings (White 

1988). Ford & Williams ( 1989, p. 166) suggested that conduits can expand to diameters 

of 1-10 m in a few thousands of years (see also Palmer 1991 ), or even in a few hundreds 

years in high relief, wet terrains. Palmer ( 1991) calculated the maximum wall retreat to 

0.01-0.1 cm.a· 1 in a typical meteoric groundwater cave. For hydrothermal caves, times on 

the order of 105 to 106 years are required to produce caves of traversable size (Palmer 

1991, p 18 ). Data of Ford ( 1980) and Palmer ( 1984) suggest that an extension time of 10 

to 100 ka per kilometre of the conduit may have prevailed in a majority of karst settings. 

White ( 1984) obtained an extension rate of 3-5 ka per kilometre. Dreybrodt & Gab

rovsek (2000) estimated the velocity of enlargement of a conduit under phreatic condi

tions to about 200 mm.ka· 1, so a phreatic passage of 30 m diameter can be developed 

within 100 ka. Of course, all those estimates are only illustrative as the velocity of speleo

genesis is affected by numerous thresholds (see e.g., White 1988) and agents including 

geologic conditions (lithology, primary and secondary porosity), climatic conditions 

(temperature, precipitation, water volumes), hydrochemical conditions ( concentration 

and kind of solvent agents), etc. 

Theoretical assumptions have been proven by field observations. Mylroie & Carew 

( 1986, 1987) dated the origin of Lighthouse Cave (San Salvador Island, Bahamas) be

tween 85 ka ( cementation of eolianite host rock) and 49 ka (U-series datum from a 

stalagmite), i.e. 36 ka available for the cave formation along the halocline. Numerous 

data from North America or Ireland indicate the post-glacial origin of caves perfectly 

adjusted to recently deranged surface landscapes and hydrologic regimes, i.e. caves de

veloped during the last 8-15 ka (e.g., Mylroie && Carew 1986, 1987; White 1988; Ford 

&& Williams 1989). 

Determining the age of a cave is a problem because the dating is based on cave 

deposits (both elastic and chemogenic). In most cases we are able to date only the last 

few events of cave filling. Cases where the original syngenetic cave fill is preserved are 

rare, e.g., phreatic clays and silts, hydrothermal speleothems quasi-synchronous with 

phreatic speleogenesis. The dynamic character of karst results in repeating infilling and 

excavation of cave fills, under differing specific conditions. For example, in the Czech 

Karst only young Middle and Late Pleistocene deposits are preserved in the caves, with 

older Quaternary and pre-Quaternary fills found in some vertical corroded fissures as 

result of sequences of cave fills and exhumations (Lozek & Skrivanek 1965). In the 

Moravian Karst (Czech Republic), the situation is very similar (Kadlec et al. 2001), 
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although the principal caves in both karst regions are at least of Early Miocene age. 

Complex watertable caves with pronounced flood histories offer only the age of the last 

cave fill episode. In Slovenia, Trhlovca and Divaska Caves (Classical Karst) contain 

sedimentary fill about 0.7 to I.I Ma old (Brunhes/Matuyama boundary and Jaramillo 

subchron; Bosak et al. 2000; Pruner & Bosak 2001 ), representing the last flood-derived 

fills. The system of Domica-Baradla Cave (Slovakia-Hungary), although pre-Pliocene in 

age, is filled only by the Late Pleistocene sediments (magnetostratigraphy and U-series 

dating; Pruner & Bosak 2001 and yet unpublished data of Bosak/Pruner and D.C. Ford 

teams). So the age of the cave itself (void within the rock) is very far from obtained 

dates. 

INCEPTION: THE START OF A CAVE? 

The preceding discussion has summarised the characteristic time scale for the develop

ment of a conduit. The same scale (i.e. 10 to 100 ka) is demanded for the development of 

a surface landform (White 1988, p. 304). Nevertheless, for caves concepts of legacy 

karst (V.P. Wright 1991; Wright & Smart 1994) or inception (Lowe 1999) have also been 

proposed that suggest that there exist pre-requisities guiding at least some speleogenesis. 

Legacy karst according to V.P. Wright ( 1991) and Wright && Smart ( 1994) refers to 

dissolution occurring at the present or in the past whose distribution is controlled by an 

earlier (paleo)karst system. Inception according to Lowe ( 1999, 2000) is limited to a 

minor subset of all stratigraphic partings, those which dominate initially, imprinting 

incipient guidance for the later cave development. The weaknesses are imprinted within 

carbonate sequences during or soon after diagenesis, and certainly pre-tectonically. Ac

cording to Waltham (2000) the inception horizon is a feature within the limestone struc

ture that is a favourable site for the critical first phase of cave enlargement. The feature 

may be physical or chemical - a fracture, a mineralised fault, a shale bed containing 

pyrite, or a contrast in limestone chemistry. It is the initial inception stage and not the 

subsequent development stages, that provides the key to understanding where caves lie. 

The inception is a part of the initiation phase of cave formation (Lowe & Gunn 1997). It 

can be commented, that long ago, Ford (1971) stated that some planes or contacts are 

preferred /ocii of initiation in some caves. In that view the concept of inception, which 

states the same, seems to be rather complicated. 

Taking these concepts into account, reflecting the polycyclic and polygenetic na

ture of much karst, we are facing a serious problem: how to define the age of origin of 

caves (protoconduits)? We have two possibilities of approach: (I) to accept all previous 

paleokarst features as the beginning of speleogenesis ( even meteoric diagenesis ), or ( 2) 

to accept only the result of the last speleogenetic phase (where it is the phase that creat

ed the known cave), ignoring all previous events. The second option seems to offer some 

problems in specific settings. 

For example, the origin of the Lighthouse Cave (San Salvador Island, Bahamas; 
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Mylroie & Carew 1986, 1987) was as a single event piece of speleogenesis in uppc 

Pleistocene rocks C 125,000 years in age) without any legacy karst; there is no proble1 

to place the beginning of speleogenesis after that age. On the other hand, speleogenes 

in the Koneprusy region (Czech Republic; Bosak 1996, 1997, 1998) identified by tr 

analysis of hundreds of cored boreholes in Lower Devonian limestones indicate th: 

each succeeding phase of karstification utilised previously karstified (,,prepared") spac 

starting with Lower/Middle Devonian diagenetic (mostly meteoric) vuggy porosity an 

neptunian dykes, followed by late Yariscan hydrothermal karst (Carboniferous/Perrr 

an), Lower/Middle Cretaceous karstification and finally by a complex set of confine 

hydrothermal/cold karstification during Paleogene/Miocene time = the complex an 

prolonged history of polycyclic and polygenetic karst with many interruptions in form 

tion and many changes of geologic and climatic conditions. Where is the beginning < 

speleogenesis to be dated? 

GEOCHRONOLOGIC METHODS 

Owing to the fact that unmetamorphosed or only slightly metamorphosed karst rocl 

have existed since the Proterozoic, we are facing the wide range of application of ge, 

chronologic methods. The oldest karst forms with caves and cave deposits are know 

from Early Proterozoic of Transvaal, South Africa (2.2 Ga; Martini 1981 ). Karst bre 

cias of Archean age are known in the Canadian Shield (D.C. Ford, pers. comm. 2002 

Somewhat younger are paleokarst surfaces in Canada (Belcher Island - I. 7 Ga, Ontari 

and Quebec - 1.4 Ga; Ford 1989). Upper Proterozic karst is also known from sever 

locations on old cratons and platforms, e.g., in China (Zhang Shouyue 1989), Russ 

(Tsykin 1989) or Australia (Rowlands et al. 1980). 

Most of the methods outlined below can be utilised for direct and/or indirect datir 

of karst and paleokarst processes. Karst/paleokarst fills are highly variable in origin an 

composition, including a wide range of elastic and chemogenic sediments, products ( 

surface and subsurface volcanism (lava, volcaniclastic materials, tephra), and deep-sea 

ed processes (hydrothermal activity, etc). During burial, paleokarst forms can be cut< 

penetrated by products of younger deep-seated processes (volcanic or hydrothermal 

ore - veins). Evolutionary karst stages can be based also on dating of correlative sec 

ments, which do not fill karst voids directly, i.e. glacial deposits, river terraces, eolia 

and lacustrine sediments, marine deposits and fossils. Certain dating methods cannot t 

used for karst events at all, especially those requiring magmatic and/or metamorph 

lithologies as suitable materials. 

Colman & Pierce (2000) reviewed the range of geochronologic methods for tt 

Quaternary period. Their conclusions can be adapted also for older chronologic unit 

The methods are grouped into six categories: (I) sidereal ( calendar or annual) method 

which determine calendar dates or count annual events; (2) isotopic methods, whic 

measure changes in isotopic composition due to radioactive decay and/or growth; C: 
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radiogenic methods, which measure cumulative effects of radioactive decay, such as crys

tal damage and electron energy traps; ( 4) chemical and biological methods, which meas

ure the results of time-dependent chemical or biological processes; (5) geomorphic meth

ods, which measure the cumulative results of complex, interrelated, physical, chemical, 

and biologic processes on the landscape; and ( 6) correlation methods, which establish 

age equivalence using time-independent properties. Results of dating can be classified 

into four groups as follows: numerical-age, calibrated-age, relative-age, and correlated-age 

(Colman & Pierce 2000, p. 3). They also proposed to abandon the term absolute date in 

favour of numerical date. 

The application of individual dating methods depends on their times pans. In gener

al, we can state that the older is the subject of our study, the more limited are the meth

ods of dating available. The nature of geologic materials to be dated represents another 
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Bois-cave-dwell. 
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Fig. 4. A sketch of common types of karst infills and their fossil content. Note the appearance of remains of 

ancient fills of the inner-cave facies ( 12) preserved in wall niches, which may lie in the direct coll/act with 

much younger deposits ( 11) or those preserved in different but neighbouring cavities (21 vs. J J ). Collapse 

of sedimentary plugs and redeposition may also occur in caves ( /0 ), which may also cause serious confu
sion unless detailed lithological sllldies are done (see e.g., silllation on sites /9 and /0). A - Holocene soils 

and related deposits, b - /oess base of Holocene deposition, c - sequence of P/eistocene and earlier surface 

deposits, d - former infill of the inner-cave facies, frequently fluvial, e - f lows/ones, f - carbonate rock, g -
ancient residua of strongly weathered surface or subsurface sediments, mosty non-calcareous (from Kor

das & Hordcek /989, with permission). 
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threshold. Not all geologic materials are suitable for numerical dating. On the othe1 

hand, most of materials are suitable to attempt correlated-age. 

Karst and cave fills are relatively special kinds of geologic materials. The karst environ 

ment favours both the preservation of paleontological remains and their destruction. On one 

hand, karst is well known for its wealth of paleontological sites (see e.g., Horacek & Kordrn 

1989), on the other hand most cave fills are completely sterile, especially for the inner-cave 

facies. Another problematic feature of karst records is that there may be reactivation of proc 

esses, which degrades the record into an unreadable form, often mixing karst fill of differen1 

ages (collapses, redepositions, etc., e.g., Horacek & Bosak 1989; Fig. 4). 

Evaluation of dating results of karst records depends, as in other geologic records 

on uncertainties, which vary with the geologic context, age range, and methods appliec 

(Sowers & Noller 2000, p. 8-9). According to these authors, sources of uncertainty car 

be found in: (I) analytical error; (2) natural variability in sample quality and suitability 

( 3) geologic context errors; ( 4) calibration errors, and ( 5) violations of assumptions. 

The best reviews of dating methods are offered by Geyh & Schleicher ( 1990), Noller 

Sowers & Lettis (Eds., 2000), and Bradley ( I 999); some useful data can be found also ir 

Faure (2001). 

NUMERICAL-AGES 

Numerical-ages are generally subdivided to isotopic, radiometric and sidereal (Col 

man & Pierce 2000, p. 3). Geyh & Schleicher ( 1990) divided only the radiometric meth 

ods, recognising those using (I) parent/daughter isotope ratios; (2) dating based on radio 

active disequilibrium of the U, Th, and Pa decay series, and ( 3) age determinations usinf 

radiation damage. Methods (I) and (2) of the Geyh & Schleicher (1990) classificatior 

correspond to isotopic methods of Colman & Pierce (2000), and method (3) is the equiv 

alent of radiometric methods. The U-Pb method was recently applied to about 92 Ma olc 

spar fill in paleokarst in Guadelupe Mts., U.S.A. by Lundberg, Ford & Hill (2001). 

ISOTOPIC METHODS 

Isotopic methods measure changes in isotopic composition due to radioactive de 

cay and/or growth (Colman & Pierce 2000). The methods of parent/daughter isotop1 

ratios (Tab. 3) are based on radioactive decay: for each parent atom that decays, a stab!( 

daughter isotope is formed, either directly or as the end-product of a decay series (Geyl 

& Schleicher 1990, p. 51 ). The number of decays depends on the quantity of paren 

nuclides. The decay of each radionuclide is characterised by (I) the kind(s) of radiatior 

they emit (alpha, beta, spontaneous fission, beta-plus decay and orbital electron cap 

ture), (2) the energy(ies), and (3) the half-life (Geyh & Schleicher 1990, p. 25). Variou: 

radioactive isotopes have different half-lives ranging from several years (2 10Pb) to billior 
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Table 3: Review of isotopic dating methods I - parent/daughter isotope ratios 

Dating Method Dating range Suitable materials 

1D'La/D8Ce >Ga Basic rocks acid rocks oegmatites 
11J8La/ 1J8Ba >Ga REE-bearing minerals 
01pb1206pb >Ga i1meous metamomhic rocks sulfides 

i76Lu/ 176Hf >500 Ma REE-bearing minerals 
,s,Re/'s'os >200 Ma meteorites molvbdenite ultrabasic ma�natic rocks 
U/Xe,r U-minerals > U-bearing minerals; terrestrial rocks 

100 Mater-
restrial rocks 
> I Ga 

Xe)Xe" > 100 Ma U-bearing minerals 
°K/'°Ca > 60 Ma high K content, low Ca content (K/Ca>5O) - lepidotite, muscovite, biotite, 

K-fedspars, salt minerals 
'"Sm/ 143Nd > ea 50 Ma old, especially basic igneous rocks, high grade metamorphics, whole-rock 

and mineral samoles, great resistance of the svstem 
7Rb/87Sr > 10 Ma minerals and whole-rock samples, magmatic and metamorphic rocks, 

sediments with limitations (authigenic clay minerals)salt minerals -
problems low temperature of metamorphism 

Kr)Kr" > 10 Ma U-bearing minerals 
129Xe/D6Xe 5-100 Ma U-bearing minerals 
Common Lead >Ma to Ga Pb-bearing minerals with low or no U content, whole-rock (igneous) 
Method 
iisu1206pb < 0.1 - >  I U- and Th-bearing minerals in igneous and metamorphic rocks 
llUJ207pb2 00 Ma (esp. zircon and monazite), U-bearing opal and paleokarst calcite 

p2Th/20'Pb 
ioK/'oAr > 100 ka K-bearing minerals from igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary 

( K-feldspars )> rocksfeldspars, mica, amphibole, glauconite, clay minerals, whole-rock 
3-5 Ma (alunite materials - volcanic rocks, particularly basalts 
iarosite) 

P9Ar/'0Ar ka-4.5 Ga K-bearing minerals from igneous and metamorphic rocks with low Ca 
content (mica, alunite, amphibole), sedimentary rocks suitable sometimes 
(glauconite, clay minerals), K-bearing sulfides 

Note: The table was compiled according to data in Geyh & Schleicher (1990); Noller, Sowers & Lettis (Eds. 
2000); Faure (2001); White ( 1988), and Ford & Williams ( 1989). Some data were kindly provided by H. Herc
man (Warsaw, Poland). 

of years ('87Re). This makes geochronological studies possible over the entire range of 

possible ages. The methods are based on long-lived radionuclides, therefore the applica

tion to Quaternary studies is almost excluded (Geyh & Schleicher 1990, p. 53). 

The method of dating with cosmogenic radionuclides (Tab. 4) is based on nuclear 

reaction of cosmic rays with gas molecules in the stratosphere and troposhere producing 

many radionuclides. Samples must have existed in closed system conditions since the 

beginning of the aging period, i.e. since the geochronological clock was reset to zero 

(Geyh & Schleicher 1990, p. 158). Most methods are based on, first, the insolation of 

the material and then its burial at depths too great for cosmic ray penetration ( e.g. in 

most caves or karst deposits). 
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Table 4: Review of isotopic dating methods II - cosmogenic radionuc/ides 

Dating Method Dating range Suitable materials 
129j 3-80 Ma buried organic matter and its derivatives 
-3Mn 1-10 Ma meteorites, ice and pelagic sediments 
6Al/10Be 0.1-10 Ma ice, marine and lacustrine sediments, corals, organic matter, manganese 

nodules 
11Kr 0.05-IO Ma groundwater and ice 
26Al 0.1 - 5  Ma ice, pelagic sediments, manganese nodules 
J6CJ 0.1-3 Ma old groundwater, soils, ice, glacial materials 
ioae 0.01-15 Ma carbonate-free pelagic sediments, ice, manganese nodules, quartz pebbles 
10Be/l6CJ X0-X00 ka Ice 

41 Ca 20-400 ka bones, secondary carbonates 
14C 0.3-30 (55) ka organic matter, peat, humus, bones, tissues, carbonate shells, corals, 

travertines, speleothems, soils, groundwater, ice 
39Ar 0.1-2 ka Ice 
32Si 0.1-1.5 ka marine siliceous materials 
H < 100 a Groundwater 
H/'HeJHe < l00 a Ice 

'Na 1-30 a shallow groundwater 

Note: The table was compiled according to data in Geyh & Schleicher ( 1990), and Noller, Sowers & Lettis (Ed1 
2000). Some data were kindly provided by H. Hercman (Warsaw, Poland). 

The methods of radioactive disequilibrium of the U, Th, and Pa decay series are basec 

on radioactive disequilibrium utilising the time-dependence of geochemical disturbanc 

es of the radioactive equilibrium between parent and daughter isotopes of the natura 

radioactive decay series of 238U, 235U and 232Th, whose end members are stable leac 

isotopes (lvanovich & Harmon, Eds. 1992; Geyh & Schleicher 1990, p. 213). 

The principle of all isotopic methods is that the system has to be closed after depo 

sition, only under such conditions can radioactive equilibrium be gradually established 

It means that any disturbance occurring during the evolution of the equilibrium (startini 

with the closure of the system) can lead to the stopping or resetting of the radiometri< 

clocks. The nature of the ,,disturbance" depends on the sensitivity of the system, whicl 

mostly closes during the crystallisation of rock-forming minerals from magmas or solu 

tions. The geochronometer can be stopped by heating, recrystallisation, diagenetic proc 

esses such as leaching, or corrosion leading to opening of the system or adjustment t< 

new conditions ( e.g., heating/cooling). 

The review of isotopic methods is given in Tables 3-5 summarising only principa 
data of each method (dating range and suitable materials). 

RADIOMETRIC METHODS 

The methods are based on the interaction of non-conducting solids with ionisin1 

alpha, beta, gamma, and cosmic radiation changes their physical and chemical prope1 
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Table 5: Review of isotopic dating methods Ill - radioactive disequilibrium of the U, Th, Protactinium decay 

series 

Dating Method 

U/He 
J•u121su 
1°Th/ll4U 

lD'fhexm/llTh 
lD'fh/2l8U 

JOTh 

11pap1su 

i1paj21orh 
26Ra 
i1pa picrni 
i1pa ______ 
iopb 
2'Ra 
is Ra 
28Th 

cxccss/
2J2

Th 
IRa/Rn 
l4Th 

excess 

Dating range 

< 30 Ma 
50 ka - 1.5 Ma 
< JOO a - 600 ka 

0.1 - 300 ka 

< I Ma 
< 300 ka 
0.1-200 ka 

0.1-200 ka 
< 200 ka 
< 150 ka 
< 150 ka 
< 150 a 
< JOO a 

< JO a 
30 - 100 days 
< JOO days 

Suitable materials 

non-recrystallised aragonite ( marine fossils, corals) 
marine molluscs, corals, lacustrine and pelagic sediments, speleothems 
fossils, bones, travertines, speleothems, oolite, manganese nodules, 
marine phosphorites, marine hydrothermal deposits 
marine carbonates, manganese nodules, glass shards (volcanic ash), fish 
bones+teeth, lacustrine sediments with clay mineralsigneous rocks 
phosphorite deposits 
deep sea sediments, manganese nodules 
fossils, bones, oolite, manganese nodules, marine phosphorites, less 
often travertines, speleothems 
U-content several ppm 
U-rich marine carbonate ( corals mollusc shells) 
marine sediments, ice 
pelagic sediments 
pelagic sediments, corals, manganese nodules 
lacustrine, fluvial and coastal marine sediments, coral, peat. ice 
corals, Fe-Mn nodules in lakes 

High rate deposition in lakes, deltas, estuaries, along coast 
groundwater residence time 
short-term reworking and diagenesis 

Note: The table was compiled according to data in Geyh & Schleicher ( 1990); Noller. Sowers & Lett is ( Eds. 
2000); White ( 1988), and Ford & Williams ( 1989). Some data were kindly provided by H. Hercman (Warsaw, 
Poland). 

ties (e.g., deffects in crystal lattice). The changes are known as radiation damage. The 

age determinations are based on two types of damage: ( 1) electron shell phenomena, 

and (2) lattice phenomena (Geyh & Schleicher 1990, p. 253-255). The review of meth

ods is given in Table 6. 

Fission-track method is a radiogenic method of age estimation based on accumula

tion of damage trails left by nuclei that are expelled during fission decays of mu. The 

method can be applied to minerals with relatively high U content (e.g., apatite, zircon, 

sphene, volcanic glass). It can be used for direct age determination and for indirect date 

estimates. Tracks in apatite are partially or entirely erased by increased temperature 

(110-135 °C), which corresponds to a depth of 3-6 km at normal geothermal gradient. 

This behaviour has been utilised for dating of unroofing, as lesser heat causes reduction 

in fission-track ages and reduction of fission tracks (Dumitru 2000). 

Thermoluminescence methods are based on lattice defects in common minerals ( e.g., 

quartz, feldspars) fromed during crystallisation or from exposure to nuclear radiation. 

Heating of sediments causes vibration of mineral lattice and eviction of timer-stored 

electrons from traps (Forman, Pierson & Lepper 2000). Geyh & Schleicher ( I 990, p. 
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257) cite different age ranges for different materials and there can be numerous erron 

resulting from different sources for the materials and their exposure (see review in Form 

an, Pierson & Lepper 2000). 

Electron spin resonance is based on lift of electrons by ionising radiation from th� 

valence band to a conduction band. Some electrons fall into quasi-stable traps at "forbid 

den" energy levels. Traps occupied by a single electron act as paramagnetic centres. 

whose density can be measured by ESR (Geyh & Schleicher 1990, p.273). 

Table 6: Revie111 of radiogenic dating methods 

Dating Method Dating range Suitable materials 

rission 20 ka-2.7 Ga Direct age -minerals, obsidian, glass (natural and man-made), tectites, 
rrrack petrified wood, etc.) 

indirect - age of cooling of some minerals - uplift and erosional history 
rrhermolumi- < 500 ka archeological objects, quartz and feldspars, flint tools, shells, bones teeth, 
nescence polymineral fine-grained samples, lava (plagioclase ), tectites, volcanic glas, 

loess, travertine and speleothems, fossil calcite shells 
Optically simu- 1-700 ka eolians, fluvial, glacial sediments, quartz, zircon 
,atedLumine-
�cence 
!Electron spin 25-50 ka to> fossils, speleothems, travertine, caliche and vein fillings, pelagic sediments, 
!Resionance I Ma ceramics, cooling ages of quartz, feldspars, silicates, glass, apaptite etc., 
ESR and EPR) (?l00 Ma) crystallization age of gypsum 

!Exo-electron < 100 ka bones and dentin 
!Method (TSEE) 
rrhermally simu- 1-2 Ma basalts only 
jatedcurrent 
TSC) 

lA.lpha-recoil > 100 ka crystallisation of rock-forming minerals ( esp. mica), ages of bones and 
rack dentin, low U content 

Note: The table was compiled according to data in Geyh & Schleicher ( 1990); Noller, Sowers & Lettis (Eds 

2000); White ( 1988), and Ford & Williams ( 1989). Some data were kindly provided by H. Hercman (Warsaw 

Poland). 

Numerical-ages are provided also by numerous other methods, which have beer 

applied especially in Cenozoic geochronology (see in Noller, Sowers & Lettis, Eds. 2000) 

Dendrochronology is based on variations in annual growth rings of trees. There are recordi 

extending back more than 7 ka. Varve dating in laminated sediments is based on annua 

depositional cycles, especially in lakes. The method can be applied for sediments 18 k� 

old, i.e. deposited since the last glacial maximum. Sclerochronology is the measuremen1 

or estimation of ages or time intervals from the growth patterns or inclusions containec 

in the mineralised biogenic deposits of animals and plants. The method has been ap 

plied on corals, molluscs, fish otoliths. Historical records are useful for dating historica 

events (e.g., collapses, earthquakes). 
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CALI BRA TED-AG ES, RELATIVE-AG ES 

Calibrated-age methods can provide approximate numerical ages. Relative-age meth

ods provide an age sequence and most also provide some indication of the magnitude of 

age differences between the members in a sequence (Colman & Pierce 2000, p. 4). The 

methods of this type are specially chemical and biological methods and geomorphic ones. 

Chemical and biological methods are based on the assumption that certain reaction 

rates ( e.g., diffusion, exchange, oxidation, hydration) are at least nearly constant. The age 

is estimated from the initial and end concentrations of suitable reactants or products ( Geyh 

& Schleicher 1990, p. 345). The amino-acid racemization method is based on the slow 

conversion of amino acids after an organism has died. The amino-acid degradation method 

is based on the natural degradation (mainly dehydration) of the ABA acid (Geyh & Sch

leicher 1990, p. 355). In the obsidian hydration method glasses adsorb water on the surface, 

where it becomes chemically bound, forming a hydrated layer. The process is diffusion 

controlled, so the layer grows very slowly. The diffusion front of the hydrated layer is a 

sharp boundary (Geyh & Schleicher 1990, p. 362). Dating of bones by the nitrogen and 

collagen method is based on the rate of protein decomposition, which is influenced by 

numerous natural factors. The fluorine-chlorine-apatite method in combination with the 

collagen method was modified by Wyszocanski-Minkowicz ( 1969) to relative dating of 

bones identifying climatic conditions of bone fossilisation. Nevertheless, the recent data 

indicate that the expectations are very far from the reality and the method does not func

tion. The fluorine or uranium methods utilises the fact that skeletal remains continually take 

up F and U from groundwater via an irreversible ionic exchange. Both methods are very 

rough with low precision (Geyh & Schleicher 1990, p. 356-357 and 336-370). There are 

also other methods, like rock-varnish method, lichenometry, soil chemistry applied in 

Quaternary geochronology ( see in Noller, Sowers & Lettis, Eds. 2000, p. 241-292) or chem

ical electron-spin-resonance dating, molecular (protein and DNA) clocks, Ca diffusion 

and cation-ratio methods (see in Geyh & Schleicher 1990, p. 359-369). 

Table 7: Review of chemical and biological methods 

Dating Method Dating range Suitable materials 

Amino-acid < 500 ka dating fossils matter that contains amino acids:bones, teeth, foraminifera, 
acemization theoretical coprolites, mulluscs, land snails, marine phosphorites, tuffs, carbonate mud 

range< 5 Ma and oolite, speleothems, wood 
l,\mino-acid up to Miocene molluscs, foraminifers 
�egradation 
Pbsidian 0.01->l Ma obsidian, ignimbrite, basaltic glass, fused shale, slag, vitrophyre, other 
l'!ydration natural glasses 
IN and collagen < 100 ka skeletal materials 
�ating bones 
f and U up to Pliocene skeletal materials 

�atingBones 

Note: The table was compiled according to data in Geyh & Schleicher ( 1990); Noller. Sowers & Lenis (Eds. 

2000): White ( 1988 ), and Ford & Williams ( 1989). 
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CORRELATED-AGES 

Correlated-ages are based on the methods of classical geology, geochemistry, geo 

physics, paleontology and, archeology, e.g., paleontology and stratigraphy, paleomagnet 

ism and magnetostratigraphy, climatic correlations and stable isotope studies, astronom 

ical correlations, tephrochronology, archeology. Principles of these methods are sum 

marised in various textbooks ( e.g., for Quaternary in Noller, Sowers & Lettis, Eds. 2000) 

Combinations of methods have been often applied, e.g., paleontology/stratigraphy witt 

magnetostratigraphy or stable isotope studies or astronomical variations. Particular!) 

useful is the combination of correlated-age methods with numerical-age determinatior 

of some marker horizons. 

The methodology applied to obtain correlated-age results depend on the nature O' 

the geologic material filling the ( paleo )karst and on the types of karst. The fills of ex 

okarst landforms such as sinkholes offer more possibilities for the preservation of fossi 

fauna and flora than do cave interiors. Troglobitic fauna and flora are usually much toe 

small in number and volume to be significant (Ford & Williams 1989, p. 367). There 

fore, fossil remains within a cave that come from the surface ( carried in by sinking riv 

ers) or from trogloxenes (e.g., bats, some birds, some mammals) are more important 

Airborne grains (pollen, volcanic ash) can only be important when favourable air-circu 

lation patterns are developed within a cave. 

There are also numerous geomorphic methods, applied especially to young - Ceno 

zoic - landscape and coast evolution. Methods are in general summarised in Noller 

Sowers & Lettis (Eds., 2000). 

Fig. 5. Chronostratigraphic 

representation of an uncon

formity (modified after Este
ban 1991). 
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Stratigraphy. The duration of stratigraphic unconformity can be determined by its 

chronostratigraphic representation (Esteban 1991, p. 92) based on (I) minimum gap 

(the time interval not represented by the sedimentary record in the area, caused either 

by complete erosional removal or by nondeposition. The minimum gap corresponds to 

the difference between the youngest age of the truncated section and the oldest age of 

the onlapping section, and (2) maximum gap (the maximum time interval absent in the 

sedimentary record in the area. The maximum gap corresponds to the difference be

tween the age of the truncated section and the age of the youngest bed of the onlapping 

section; Fig.5 ). 

The stratigraphic order in sedimentary sequences is governed by the law of superpo

sition, according to which under normal tectonic settings the overlying bed is younger 

than the underlying one. The law is valid for the majority of sedimentary sequences. 

However, the karst environment represents one exception. Owing to the dynamic nature 

of karst, its polycyclic and polygenetic character, karst records can be damaged by the 

simple process of redeposition. In several places in the Czech Karst (Czech Republic) 

during the Early Quaternary (Biharian stage), destruction of the roofs of some caves and 

re-opening of fossilised vertical shafts ( drawdown vadose connections) caused the exca

vation of pre-Quaternary fossil-bearing sediments and their deposition into younger caves. 

In Koneprusy Caves, such re-deposited fill from a vertical chimney was washed into a 

block collapse in the form of pseudo-matrix (see Bosak, Horacek & Panos 1989). Con

tamination of younger deposits by re-deposited fossil-bearing sediments has been known 

elsewhere in caves ( e.g., re-deposition of Cretaceous forams in Pleistocene deposits in 

the Moravian Karst). In Castleguard Cave (Canadian Rocky Mts.) there are Cretaceous 

pollen in basal varve layers ofWiirmian age (D.C. Ford, pers. comm. 2002). Well-known 

are also sandwich structures, described by Osborne ( 1998 ). Younger beds are inserted 

into voids in older ones. Those processes degrade the record in karst conservers (Horacek 

& Bosak 1989). Biostratigraphy. Reinforcing the law of superposition are the use of index 

fossils (a widely distributed fossil that occurs only in one stratigraphic horizon), and the 

concept of facies ( different conditions can at one and the same time create different 

assemblages at different sites, while almost identical assemblages may derive from differ

ent time periods). Biostratigraphy is based on vertical subdivision of geologic time ac

cording to fossil fauna and flora, which dominated at the studied time. Biostratigraphic 

systems may be defined either as a range zone, i.e. by means of the first and the last 

appearance dates of suitable index forms, or as an assemblage zone if based on specific 

characteristics of community structure. The time interval of individual biozones depends 

on the general evolution velocities of living organisms, therefore intervals shorter than 

0.3 Ma can scarcely be recorded by biozonation and the common resolution is 0. 7 Ma 

(Jindrich Hladil, pers. comm. 2002). A useful correlation is given in Haq, Hardebol & 

Vail (1988) and Berggren et al. ( 1995) indicating that the resolution of individual bio

zones of different kinds of fossils range from more than 6.5 to about 0.3 Ma. For bios

tratigraphic zonation, the application of fauna/flora evolution differs for marine and 

terrestrial records: nevertheless the principles of zonation in marine and lacustrine sect-
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iments are very similar. Fauna and flora in the terrestrial domain are often facies de

pendent, influenced especially by climate. In the Cenozoic, mammalian biozones (MQ, 

MN) differ in duration in different regions as a consequence of migration velocities and 

routes (see Horacek & Kordos I 989). There is also known "mixing" of flora of Carbon

iferous and Permian affinities, e.g., in Czech Upper Paleozoic limnic basins; arid facies 

contain Permian flora deeply below Carboniferous/Permian boundary. 

Submerged caves may be characterised by peculiar biotopes containing very old 

elements with close ties to deep-sea fauna (e.g., recently in the Caribbean area). Caves 

can serve as refuges over very long time-spans, with highly conservative fauna! assem

blages. Such situations need to be recognised during the biostratigraphic interpretation 

of marine organisms found in cave facies, especially when studying transgressive tracts 

on karst surfaces (see also Horacek & Kordos 1989, p. 610). 

Paleomagnetism and magnetostratigraphy. The method is based on variations in the 

polar declination, inclination and intensity of the Earth • s magnetic field. The changes 

are recorded in rocks by the orientation of magnetic minerals during their deposition or 

crystallisation. Use of records of ancient variations as a dating tool relies on matching 

the curves of declination and inclination in a given deposit with established curves (stand

ard time-scales) that have been dated by independent methods ( e.g., Ford & Williams 

1989). The method faces numerous constraints and thresholds, especially where there is 

no independent dating of deposits by numerical-ages. 

The complete reversals (excursions) of the field occur at 105
-106 years establish the 

principal time units ( chrons). Nevertheless, there were periods when the polarity was 

stable for very long times, e.g., in the Cretaceous from about 107 to about 83 Ma (see 

e.g., Haq, Hardebol & Vail 1988). Most normal- or reverse-polarised deposits contain 

short-lived changes of polarity (subchrons) with durations from 10° to 102 ka. The com

bination of detailed micropaleontology with dense sampling for paleomagnetic analysis 

can result in high-resolution scales, e.g., a precision of about 5 ka on the Jurassic/Creta

ceous boundary in the Tethyan realm (Housa et al. 1999) or even better for reversals in 

Pleistocene record combining paleomagnetism and thermoluminescence dating (Zhu & 

Tschu, Eds. 2001 ). 

The application of the method for dating elastic cave sediments has been limited by 

the complex conditions underground, i.e. it is often necessary to combine it with other 

methods offering numerical- relative- or correlate-ages. Moreover, the character of cave 

deposition results in numerous breaks in deposition, in which substantial timespans can 

be lost (Bosak et al. 2000; Pruner & Bosak 2001 ). The example of correlation of magne

tostratigraphy results from selected caves in Slovakia and Slovenia is presented in Figure 

6. Paleomagnetic and magnetostratigraphic studies have been successfully applied also 

on calcite speleothems (e.g., Latham, Schwartz & Ford 1979, 1986). 

The secular variations are quasi-periodic changes in declination and to lesser extent 

also of inclination. The changes are of smaller magnitude than those described as excur

sions and appear to be merely regional in extent. They presumably result from changes 

in the non-dipole component of the magnetic field. If the changes are dated independ-
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ently, they can be used in chronostratigraphic time scales (Bradley 1999). The study of 

magnetosusceptibility of different age periods when adjusted to numerical- or correlate

ages represents is also a useful tool for correlation or dating. The method can be used in 

deep-sea sediments, carbonate platforms, loess accumulations, etc. The content offerro

and paramagnetic minerals is studied. Their contents are fixed during deposition and/or 

early diagenesis. Magnetosusceptibility stratigraphy has been applied to some Devonian 

carbonate sequences (Crick et al. 1997; Hladil et al. 2002) or for some Quaternary de

posits (Kadlec et al. 200 I). The changes in magnetosusceptibility are believed to be 

influenced by climatic conditions (temperature, humidity, winds) and, maybe, by Mi

lankovich cycles. 

Astronomical correlations. Orbital perturbations, known also as Milankovich cycles, 

reflect the astronomical cycles: the precession of the equinoxes ( with a periodicity of I 9 

and 23 ka), obliquity of the ecliptic ( 41 ka) and eccentricity of the orbit ( 100 ka). It is 

widely believed that the orbital-forcing, Milankovich-rhythm mechanism is responsible 

for continental icesheet build up and the consequent sea-level changes, which can be 
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Fig. 6. Measured magnetostratigraphic profiles in some of Slovenian (A) and Slovak caves (BJ and their 

correlation with the 111agnetostratigraphic chart of Cande & Kent ( 1995; ajier Pruner & Bosak 2001). A. 

Slovenia: l - Crni Kal-Cernotice. 2 - Kozina profile. 3 - Divaca profile. 4 - Divaska Jama, 5 -Trhlovca 
Cave; B. Slovakia 1-2 - Belianska Cave, 3-7 - Demiinovska jasky1ia S/obody, 8-9 - Demiinovska jasky,ia 

Mieru, 10-13 - Domica Cave, 14 -Ochtinska Aragonite Cave. 
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recorded e.g., in Caribbean-model shallow marine carbonate sequences as erosional/ 
karst surfaces and meteoric diagenetic changes (e.g., Tucker & Wright 1990). Astronom 
ical cycles are well preserved both in marine and continental deposits, especially in 
laminated sequences and profiles with cyclic patterns. Most of studies indicate cycles oJ 
about 20-23 ka, 40-41 ka, JOO ka and 400-405 ka, which can be mutually superimposed. 
The detailed study of cyclicity of sediments, i.e. calibration of sedimentary cycles, OI 
other cyclic variations in the geological record, to computed time series of the quasi
periodic variations of the Earth· s orbit, can result in cyclostratigraphic sequential scales. 
When calibrated by numerical dating ( e.g., Ar/ Ar single grain) they can substantially 
contribute to the construction of geological time scales ( e.g., Neogene astrochronology 
in the Mediterranean; Krijgsman et al. 2002; Abdul Aziz et al. 2002) and to the improve
ment of previous models, e.g., the standard geomagnetic polarity timescale of Cande & 
Kent ( 1995) for the Cenozoic was age-corrected by astrochronology (Abdul Aziz et al. 
2002), 

Stable isotopic stlldies. Oxygen isotopic studies provide data to understand past envi
ronmental conditions, especially paleotemperatures. Relative abundance of oxygen 160 

and 180, the 180/ 160 ratio, is compared with that in standards (PDB belemnite for solid5 
and standard mean oceanic water - SMOW - for liquids; e.g., J.D. Wright 2000). 11 
variations of marine stable isotope records are compared with numerical-ages and corre
lated-ages, a chronostratigraphic time scale can be constructed (Emiliani 1955; Shackle
ton & Opdyke 1973; Hays, Imbrie & Shackleton 1976; Imbrie et al. 1984). The oxygen 
isotope curve shows temperature changes influenced by glaciations. The time scale fo1 
the whole Quaternary has been established by this means. It is composed of 22 stages. 
with boundaries numerically dated by 14C, K/ Ar, Ar/ Ar and U series dates and com 
pared with paleomagnetic records and orbital variations. The stable isotope time scale 
has been often used for karst studies ( e.g., Mylroie & Carew I 986; see also Ford & 
Williams 1989). 

CORRELATION OF CAVE LEVELS AND RIVER TERRACES 

Correlation of cave levels with river terraces has been relatively common in the past 
Speleogenetic models of extensive areas were based on such correlation ( e.g., the Czed 
Karst with the Berounka River, Czech Republic; Hromas 1968). Nevertheless, most ol 
these correlations were limited to nearby rivers rather than to entire drainage area! 
(White 1988, p. 318). Sawicki ( 1909) defined so-called evolution level, i.e. connectec 
with the piezometric surface and oriented towards the base level (see also Bogli I 98 I) 
This view allows to determined ,,cave levels" even for deep phreatic or bathyphreatic 
systems, see Holloch Cave System (Muotatal, Switzerland; Bogli 1966) with three mair 
levels of bathyphreatic caves correlated with principal interglacials of the Alps. 

White ( 1988) mentioned several examples of cave levels (watertable sensu Fore 
1968 or epiphreatic caves sensu Jennings 1985) correlated with the entrenchment o 
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rivers, especially of the Mammoth Cave System (U.S.A.), where cave sediments showed 

good agreement between magnetostratigraphy and the model for its Tertiary-Quaternary 

evolution. Detailed analysis of factors influencing the interpretation of cave levels was 

summarised by Palmer ( 1984 ). Sharply defined cave levels with narrow vertical ranges 

(e.g., Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, USA) appear to have formed in response to intermit

tent episodes of rapid valley entrenchment, probably by headward erosion, followed by 

lengthy periods of virtually static base level. 

Maybe the most conspicuous example of correlation of river terraces and cave lev

els has been in the Demiinova Cave System (Demiinovska Valley, Low Tatras Mts., Slo

vakia) developed by Droppa ( 1966) and mentioned in numerous textbooks (e.g., Bogli 

1981, p. 116-119; Jennings 1985, p. 243-244). Droppa (1966) recognised 9 cave levels 

and correlated them to the well-developed terrace system of the Vah River. Recent de

tailed magnetostratigraphic ( Pruner & Bosak 200 I) and U-series dating of cave sedi

ments and speleothems (Hercman et al. 1997) in the 4'h and 5th cave levels (sensu Drop

pa 1966) has shown that the cave fill of these passages is older than the age of correlated 

terrace of the Yah River. From the combination of results, the 4'h cave level was dry 

already at about 700 ka (the base of speleothem is ea 685 ka), although previous corre

lation with river terraces assumed the age of speleogenesis to Mindel 2, i.e. to ea 3 30-500 

ka (Droppa 1972). Magnetostratigraphic data from highler cave levels from both 

Demiinovska and parallel Janska Valley indicate that the age of cave fill can be correlat

ed with the age of sediments covering river terraces of the Yah River. Caves formed 

under phreatic and reworked under vadose conditions are therefore older. From the 

longitudinal sections of the cave system it is concluded that the evolution of passages 

followed the four state model of Ford ( 1968, 1971) and Ford & Ewers ( 1978). Upper 

levels represent rather deep phreatic caves with multiple deep loops later modified by 

vadose entrenchment and bypassing, while the lower cave levels can be correlated with 

nearly ideal watertable cave with minor shallow phreatic loops. Therefore, the cave lev

els should be correlated with the positions of respective karst springs rather than with 

terrace surfaces of the same or similar elevation, which can be lowered by subsequent 

erosion. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The precise dating of events during karst initiation, evolution and destruction is a highly 

risky task. Owing to the fact that karst and caves have been developing since the Archean, 

nearly all known dating methods can be applied. Paleokarst features can be fossilised by 

infilling and/or cover with a broad variety of rocks: marine and continental chemical 

and siliciclastic deposits, mineral deposits produced e.g., by weathering or hydrothermal 

activity, products of volcanism (lava, volcaniclastics). Recent karst surfaces and accessi

ble caves can be covered/filled by a very similar spectrum of fills. 

The methods determining the age of fills directly are based on physical, chemical 
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and biological methods, plus methods of classical geology and stratigraphy. There are 

also indirect means of dating - correlation with correlative sediments not occurring in 

the karst itself. The range of age data produced by individual groups of methods substan

tially differs. There are geochronologic methods giving real dates - numerical-ages and 

ages based on correlation - calibrated ( or relative )-age and correlate-age. The principal 

problem of dating of paleokarst features is in determining the duration of stratigraphic 

discontinuities. The longer are the discontinuities, the greater is the proportion of time 

is not recorded in any correlated sediments ( 40 to 90 % of time can be missing in old 

platforms). Results of paleokarst evolution are best preserved directly beneath a cover of 

marine or continental sediments, i.e. under sediments, which terminated karstification 

periods or phases. The longer the stratigraphic gap the more problematic is precise 

dating of the age of the paleokarst, if it cannot be chronostratigraphically proven. There

fore, ages of paleokarsts has been associated chiefly with periods just or shortly before 

the termination of the stratigraphic gap. The characteristic time scale for the develop

ment of a karst surface land form or a conduit is 10 to 100 ka (White 1988, p. 304 ). 

The dating of cave initiation and evolution, i.e. the origin of the void within the 

bedrock is more problematic. The age of the erosional cave falls between the age of the 

host rock and that of the oldest dated fill. With the inception theory, the true start of 

speleogenesis can hardly be estimated. Many caves contain only very young fills, older 

ones having been excavated during repeating cave exhumations/rejuvenations caused by 

changes in hydraulic conditions, spring position, climate, etc. The minimum age for the 

cave initiation phase is estimated to be a minimum of 10 ka and cave enlargement up to 

accessible diameters usually takes about 10-100 ka under favourable conditions. 

The end of karstification occurs at the moment when host-karst rock together with 

its karst phenomena is completely eroded/denuded - the end of the karst cycle. In such 

case, nothing can be dated, all has been denuded. Karst forms of individual evolutionary 

stages (cycles) can be destroyed by erosion, denudation and abrasion, complete filling of 

epikarst and covering of karst surface by impermeable sediments, without the necessity 

of destroying the entire sequence of karst rocks (the cycle of erosion). Temporary and/ 

or final interruption of karstification is caused by the fossilisation of karst due to loss of 

the hydrological function of the karst. Nevertheless, in contrast to living organisms, the 

development of the karst system can be ,,frozen" and rejuvenated even for a multiplicity 

of times (polycyclic and polygenetic nature of karst). Further, the dynamic nature of 

karst can cause redeposition and reworking of classical stratigraphic order, making the 

karst record unreadable and problematic for interpretation. 

The final answer to the question posed in the introduction is: according to my long

lasting experience, yes we can date karst processes and events; under extremely favoura

ble conditions we can date the products of some processes very precisely by numerical 

dating and/or a combination of methods, but in a majority of cases we have to handle a 

number of unknown factors. To solve the problem we apply complex approaches, includ

ing geopoetry, more or less successfully depending on talent of student of the karst. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE KARST VERSUS 

THE DISTRIBUTION AND DIVERSITY OF 

THE HYPOGEAN FAUNA 

BORIS SKET 

Abstract 

Within the biogeographical merodinaric karst areas, ranges of some stygobiotic species are in discord 

with actual drainage pal/ems. Some cases in Gastropoda and Crustacea are presented. Sometimes 

their ranges resemble the areas of hypothetical prekarstic paleodrainages. It has been supposed that 

after transition underground some species reside in those areas which they occupied before the ad

vanced karstification. It has been shown that the interspecific competition may force a species to stay 

in the area of its origin. At least some rearrangments in their headwaters has to have occurred in the 

past if one such animal taxon is present in two aclllal drainages. A case (Monolistra caeca in south

ern Slovenia) is presented, where the species distribution and racial diversity could give a hint for 

paleohydrographical assumptions. 

Key words: biogeography, cave fauna, Dinaric karst, Jsopoda, paleohydrography 

INTRODUCTION; 

THE DINARIC CAVE FAUNA AND ITS DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS 

The Dinaric karst is inhabited by the richest obligate subterranean fauna in the World. 

While the richest in the terrestrial cave fauna is the SE part of the Dinaric region ( com

pare Gueorguiev 1977), the richest in the aquatic (stygobiotic) fauna is surprisingly its 

NW part in Slovenia ( Sket 1999 ). Different entities, taxa ( systematic units/groups), show 

different patterns of geographical ("biogeographical") distribution, which must mirror 

the development of the territory, including its karstification as well as the ecological, 

genetic, and other peculiarities of an individual animal taxon itself. It is the aim of this 

contribution to provoke karst geomorphologists to define some paleogeographical situa

tions, which could explain different biogeographical patterns, i.e. different kinds of dis

tribution areas of animal species in the karst underground. Or, to provoke them to use 

some biogeographical patterns as cues for their paleogeophysiographical reconstruc

tions. 

Very few comprehensive reviews about the distribution of cavernicolous species in 

the Dinaric region exist. However, we are preparing to produce a complete enumeration 
of the known fauna including its taxonomic composition as well as distribution of spe

cies. The following biogeographical patterns could have been established mainly on parts 

of the aquatic, i.e. stygobiotic fauna (Sket, 1994). 
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(1) The taxa with broad distribution ranges, approximately with European (i.e. western 

Palearctic) distribution, are mainly very successful, ecologically generalist species, 

inhabiting different epigean habitats and penetrating also underground. In caves they 

may develop troglomorphies ( the characteristic morphological characters of troglo

bionts/stygobionts) and thus they produce stygobiotic races. In the case that a natu

ral catastrophe extinguishes all epigean populations, such a taxon would result in a 

series of disconnected cave populations of one species. This is a very instructive case 

that can help to explain some other discontinuous distribution areas. The best-known 

taxa of such a kind are some crustacean species, like the isopod Asel/us aq11a1ic11s 

(Linne) and the amphipod Synurella ambulans (O.F. Mueller). 

(2) Stygobiotic Dinaric taxa with members further west and east are probably relicts of 

the fauna which developed on the newly emerged Adriatic microplate which estab

lished temporary land bridges with continental masses, alternately towards the West 

and East during the Oligocene and lower Miocene (Roegl & Steininger, 1983). Hard

ly any detailed paleogeographical situation could explain to us the presence of the 

European cave shrimp (genus Trog/ocaris) in France, the Dinarides and below the 

Caucasus or of the large isopods of the genus Sphaeromides in France, along the 

Adriatic coast (in the Dinarides) and in Carpathian Bulgaria and Serbia. 

(3) Similarly limited to their place of origin seem to be the holodinaric taxa. Most of 

them should have been inhabitants of the prekarstic continental waters of the region 

(Chappuis, 1926; Sket, 1986), although some authors consider them to be direct 

immigrants from the sea. One has to consider that the finer distribution pattern of 

the holodinaric cave tube worm (Marifugia cavatica Absalon & Hrabe, Polychaeta: 

Serpulidae) fits very well with that of the unambiguously continental cave salaman

der Proteus anguinus Laurenti (Amphibia: Proteidae). It is very likely that such ani

mals inhabited the regional surface waters, probably mainly the lakes, and invaded 

cave waters in a number of places and during a long span of time (Sket, 1997). 

( 4) The merodinaric distribution pattern of subterranean taxa also seems to be deter

mined by the distribution of surface fauna in prekarstic ages. The NW Dinaric, the 

SE Dinaric and the paralittoral regions are not contiguous karst areas, which could 

allow their inhabitants to master them by a subterranean spreading. The exclusion of 

the Kvarner (Quarnero gulf) from the paralittoral region (Sket, 1988), shows clearly 

that it is not defined by its actual ecological conditions; this type of distribution must 

have evolved prior the sinking of the gulf which was a Pleistocene event (Prelogovic 

et al., 1975). 

(5) The most likely to be influenced by the karst development, mainly by changes of the 

river systems, seem to be distribution areas and distribution patterns of some taxa in 

smaller areas within the merodinaric regions. Two formal types of distribution pat

terns will be discussed here: (I) the "Dinaric directed" distribution areas and (2) 

distribution areas along hypothesised prekarstic rivers in Slovenia. 

The point in both cases is the disagreement of species distribution ranges with recent 

drainages and river flow directions, either on the surface or subterranean ones (Sket, 
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1970; Sket & Bole, 1982; Bole, 1985). I will not discuss here the feasibility of particular 
paleohydrographical hypotheses. I will only try to find ( or repeat) some cases of accord

ance of species distribution areas with possible (and more or less probable) hydrograph
ical situations in the past. 

2 DISCUSSION - PALEOGEOGRAPHY AND SMALL-SCALE BIOGE

OGRAPHICAL PATTERNS 

2.1 THE CASE OF "DINARIC-DIRECTED" DISTRIBUTION AREAS 

(I) Distribution ranges along the Dinaric faults may cross the actual surface and under

surface streams which mainly cross the Dinaric ridges (Sket, 1970). According to Melik 

( 1963: 62) the previous (paleo-)drainages should have been more strongly structurally 
conditioned. Therefore we can suppose that the flow directions of a number of streams 
as well as the length axes of lakes, used to be parallel with the direction of Dinaric 

faulting, at least for a shorter period during the karstification of the Dinarides or prior to 

it. This is also a likely explanation for the above mentioned distribution patterns. Some 
cases of such elements will be presented: 

The gastropod Lanzaia vjetrenicae Ku seer was found in resurgences of Popovo Polje 

waters in the Neretva valley, in the cave Vjetrenica in Popovo Polje, both in Hercegovina, 
and in springs near Podgorica in Montenegro. Its distribution area consequently belongs 
at least to two independent (detached) influents into the Adriatic. 

The amphipod Gammarus (Metohia) carinatus (Absolon) inhabits the headwaters 
of the Trebisnjica river (between Gacko and Bileca) and the Obodska pecina at Rijeka 
Crnojevica in Montenegro. More in the NW, Niphargus tru//ipes Sket, a specialised and 

therefore rare amphipod species, has only been found in the caves Vjetrenica in Popovo 

Polje and Gospodska Spilja in the headwaters of the Cetina. 

The isopod taxon Monolistra (Pseudomono/istra) hercegoviniensis brevipes Sket ex
hibits a more than 150 km long distribution area along the line Medak - Gracac - Knin 

- Cetina in Croatian Lika and Dalmacija (Dalmatia; Sket, 1965)), thus crossing a number 

of actually separate affluents of the Adriatic. Its relative Monolistra ( Micro/istra) pretneri 

spinulosa Sket is also present in two separate river systems, that of Krka and Zrmanja, as 
well as on the actually offshore southern tip of the Cres Island in the Kvarner (Quarn

ero) Gulf. 
Mono/istra (Typhlosphaeroma) bericum hadzii Sket and an undescribed M. (T.) beri

cum ssp. (however, their relation with the north-Italian species M. bericum (Fabiani) is 
questionable) inhabit two parallel areas crossing the Istra (lstria) Peninsula, each one 
including affluents to both sides of the peninsula (Sket, new data). 

The case (Bole, 1985) of the gastropod species Hadzie/la sketi Bole exceeds some

how the scope of the Dinaric direction discussion. It is present underground along the 
Zrmanja river and the middle reaches of the Krka river in northern Dalmacija (Dalma-
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tia). The comparatively recent (in the Pleistocene) flow changes as supposed by Fritz 
(1972) can hardly directly explain this distribution area. His hypothesis, however, indi

cates the perpetual changes of river systems in the area which can consecutively also 
explain the presence of this species in two major drainage systems: the same species is 

also present in the headwaters of Una in the Danube catchment. This is not the unique 

case of such a distribution type. In the actually Danubian headwaters of the Una river, 
the epigean gastropod species Orientalina bosniaca (Radoman) is present, whose prov

enience is also the Adriatic area; the genus is represented in the Zrmanja, Krka and 

Cetina catchments by another species ( 0. curta germari (Frauenfeld) ). Further, such a 

redirection of headwaters can explain the occurrence of species of the Danube-alien 

amphipod genus Echinogammarus along catchments of the Kupa (Karaman, 1931 ), Una 

(Sket, unpublished), Vrbas (Pljakic, 1962), and Bosna (Karaman, 1934 ). 

2.2 THE CASE OF COINCIDENCE WITH HYPOTHETICAL "PALEO-STREAMS" 

(2) Better known and therefore apparently more complex is the situation in Slove

nia, for which some "paleohydrographical speculations" have been done. Modern views 

( e.g. Sustersic, 1996) do not always support the classical genealogical interpretation of 
"dry valleys" in karst; nevertheless, a certain number of paleohydrographical hypotheses 

is seducingly congruent with distribution patterns of some cave species. 

(2a) It has been supposed (Melik, 1931, 1952) either that the today's headwaters of 
the Slovenian Krka catchment flew in the past towards the Ljubljanica/Pivka river or 
that Ljubljanica continued its flow into the actual area of these waters (Garns, 1987: 93). 

In both cases a connection of the upper reaches of the Krka with Ljubljanica catchment 
is supposed. Any of these suppositions can very easily explain the presence of at least 
one stygobiotic gastropod species, Acroloxus tetensi (Kuscer) in cave waters of both sys
tems. Both systems are also inhabited by very close pairs of monolistrine crustaceans: 

Monolistra (Typhlosphaeroma) racovitzai racovitzai Strauhal and M. (Microlistra) spinosis

sima (Racovitza) along the underground Pivka while their vicariants M. (T) racovitzai 

karamani Sket and M. (M.) spinosa (Racovitza) along the Krka. 
(2b) The valley (polje) of Ribnica and Kocevje drains with a number of parallel or 

crossing subterranean corridors mainly perpendicularly to their own (and the Dinaric) 

direction towards the valley of Krka, crossing underground the polje Dobrepolje. Never
theless, cave waters in the borders of Dobrepolje and close to Kocevje are inhabited by 
one monolistrine species, Monolistra (Monolistra) caeca Gerstaecker, while in caves and 

springs along the Krka only another species, M. (T) r. karamani (and the very different 
M. (M.) spinosa) can be found. Biologically, the absence of M. caeca in parts of these 

streams can only be explained by interspecific competition. 
In only two caves in Bela Krajina - by way of exception - similar pairs of Monolis

trini co-occur. In both, M. caeca and M. racovitzai conopyge Sket, live in the same small 
cave stream, but they are separated in the lentic and lotic parts of it, respectively (Sket, 
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\ 

________ 40km 

0 M. racovilzai racovilzai 

0 M. racovilzaisspp. 

A M. caeca absoloni 

B M. caeca intermedia 

C M. caeca ssp.n. 

D M. caeca caeca 

E M. caeca meridiona!is 

Fig. I. Distribution of some Monolistra species in SE Slovenia and in the adjacent area a/Croatia. Dashed 

lines are pro1•en flow directions underground. Dotted lines border the Monolistra caeca area and the 

hypothetical area of a pa/ea-drainage. 

1964 ). If the competition between related species is strong enough to keep these other

wise not very specialised cave species apart, we can imagine that under some circum

stances it could also prevent species from colonising parts of the younger drainage sys

tems. 

The bulk of the M. caeca area is along the Kol pa/Ku pa river and its tributaries in the 

Croatian Kordun. It has been speculated that before the karstification progressed, ap
parently in Pliocene, the waters from the Ribnica-Kocevje valley flew superficially in a 
SE direction towards the Kolpa (Melik, 1928: 79; Jenko, 1959). This fits very well with 

the idea that an epigean predecessor inhabited this part of the Kolpa catchment and 

colonised later its subterranean derivatives, most probably independently in some loca

tions and through the time. Similar ecological conditions caused a parallel evolution of 

those separate populations and kept them similar in spite of changes. 
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2.3 WHAT CAN THE BIOGEOGRAPHIC PATTERNS SUGGEST TO A 

PALEOGEOGRAPHER? 

One could expect that the upper reaches of the above mentioned past tributary of 

the Kolpa diverted the first. One could also expect that the populations of M. caeca 

which were first isolated from the rest of the species had the highest chance to be differ
ent. In fact, from the Kordun and Kolpa towards Videm-Dobrepolje (i.e. Podpeska jama) 

in the NW direction, all populations of this crustacean are morphologically nearly iden

tical, therefore are considered as one subspecies, M. caeca caeca. From Podpeska jama 

further NW, however, very similar but nevertheless distinct races occur, namely: M. c. 

intermedia Sket, M. c. ssp. nova, M. c. abso/oni Racovitza. In this order, they are more 

and more distant from the ancient confluence with the Kolpa river and they more and 

more morphologically differ from M. c. caeca (compare Sket, 1986). If we accept the 

other cases of accordance of distribution areas with hypothesised prekarstic river sys

tems as sufficient to recognise this interrelation (which might for some still not be the 
case), the complex situation with the M. caeca subspecies may have a certain degree of a 

predictive value. Mutatis mutandis this would mean that, in this special case, this Kol pa's 

paleotributary had its headwaters at the southern borders of today's depression of the 

Ljubljansko Barje, which was supposed to have become a depression only during the 
Pleistocene (Garns, 1987: 92). The SE direction of outflow from these latitudes would 

contradict the modern geophysiographical and hydrographical setting. It is also adverse 

to Melik's ( I 928) suppositions that the actual confluents of the Ljub]janica in the Ljub]jan
sko Barje (lska, Zelimeljscica) had the same flow direction before the karstification and 

that they even received a confluent from the polje Dobrepo]je. On the other hand, such 
a biogeographically based supposition would be logically closer to Radinja's ( I 972) ex

planation of the presence of siliceous sands ( quartz sands) in the western Dolenjsko 
region; they should have been brought by waters flowing in the opposite direction. Sifrer 
(1970) also supposes recurrent changes of the outflow directions in the area. 

In this context, one could shed some doubts to the supposition of Melik ( I 952) that 

the prekarstic divide between the Kolpa/Kupa and Ljub]janica drainages was the same 

as it is now. Without any small changes or a subterranean bifurcation we could hardly 

explain the presence of M. racovitzai racovitzai at the Kolpa springs; this taxon is widely 
distributed in the Ljubljanica waters. In the extreme case, this could even suggest that the 

very headwaters of the Kol pa river were previously a part of the Ljubljanica drainage. 

CONCLUSIONS 

If the distribution area of a species recently bound to a subterranean habitat, terrestrial 
or aquatic, is in opposition with the actual drainage system area, two conditions had to 

coincide in its history: 
(I) The population must have been isolated in a drainage system with a different 
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flow direction, and (2) the ecological mechanisms, most probably interspecific competi
tion, must prevent spreading of species along the actual subterranean streams. However, 
we can not be certain that the faunistic situation was always preventing a species to 
spread; normally, species are able to change their distribution areas if this is physically 
possible. Therefore, the presence of a subterranean species in two actual drainages can 
only testify that some rearrangement of their upper parts occurred in the past. 

In particularly felicitous situations, the distribution of animal taxa can suggest us 

the gradual changes in a drainage area; such is the case of Mono/istra caeca subspecies in 
the western Dolenjsko area in Slovenia. 
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THE ROLE OF VALLEY SYSTEMS IN THE 

EVOLUTION OF TROPICAL KARSTLANDS 

MICHAEL DAY 

Abstract 

There are compelling a priori and a posteriori reasons to regard fluvial valley systems as integral 

fi111ctio11al components in the evolution of tropical karstlands. Beyond consideration of valley systems 

initiated by allogenic surface drainage i1110 karstlands or rnperimposedfrom 01•er/yi11g 11011 carbonate 

strata, there is a rigorous theoretical model, elucidated by Smith ( 1975) but 1101 11'ide(I' cited, that 

demonstrates hm1• autogenic surface drainage, which may well develop initial(r in karst landscapes, 

becomes increasingly subterranean as a consequence of increasing secondary per111eabilit_1·. There 

are also numerous studies, including detailed field investigations, which reveal the continuing exist

ence or inheritance of such valley systems in existing tropical karstlands. 

Valley systems remain prominent where karstification is inhibited by lithological or structural factors 

and where rainfall is seasonal and intense. El'en where mlleys hal'e been dismembered or destroyed 

by subsequent karstification they play a continuing role in i11/lue11ci11g the distribution <!I' closed 

depressions, corridors, saddles and residual hills. 

Key words: 1•alle.1·s, tropical karstlands, e1•olutio11. 

INTRODUCTION 

Karstlands in the tropics cover over a million square kilometers, including 750,000km2 

in the humid tropics. Major tropical karstlands include those in southern China, South

east Asia, northern Australia, the Middle East, South America, Central America and the 

Caribbean (Sweeting, 1972; Ford & Williams, 1989; Day, 2000). 

Tropical karstlands are developed in carbonate rocks that are highly variable, 

and range from Holocene to Paleozoic in age (0-570m years BP). Their dissolution has 

produced a wide range of karst landscapes, including dry valley networks, dolines (sink

holes), polygonal karst depressions (cockpits), residual hills (cones and towers), and 

extensive cave systems. Tropical karstlands have been influenced markedly by a wide 

array of tectonic, eustatic and climatic changes (Day, 2000). 
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THEORETICAL MODEL 

There have been a number of theoretical considerations of the role of valley systems in 

karst landscapes. Following the ideas of Cvijic ( 1893), Penck ( 1900) considered that a 

fluvial phase generally preceded karstification, a view that was incorporated into the 

general model of karst evolution developed by Grund ( 1914 ). 

The most explicit general model of surface valley development and subsequent 

abandonment is that provided by Smith ( 1975). In this model, which regards valleys as 

an essential element of karst landscape, initial drainage on a limestone surface lacking 

high primary permeability commences in a similar manner to that on non-limestone 

strata, with fundamentally similar integrated drainage nets and drainage basin morphol

ogies. Partial or complete abandonment of the surface drainage system, at which time 

the valleys become dry or underdrained, occurs subsequently when, as a result of epikarstic 

and deeper dissolution, secondary permeability develops to the threshold at which po

tential surface drainage is "pirated" underground. White ( 1988, 11) expresses it thus: 

'The transition from a fluvial valley to a karst valley takes place as the valley becomes 

underdrained because both trunk and tributaries lose their flow to the developing under

ground drainage system." 

Smith explicitly considers this model in the context of tropical cockpit karst, 

which " ... is invariably developed on massive limestone with low primary permeability 

but nevertheless displays no evidence of an integrated surface network of streams." 

(Smith, 1975, 143). This may be because " ... enclosed depression drainage can extend to 

a situation where no signs of an original integrated valley network remain." (ibid, 143). 

Likewise, White ( 1988, 13) acknowledges that "If the soluble rocks are thick and their 

areal extent large, all traces of valley morphology could disappear, to be replaced with 

an undulating surface of sinkholes." 

A similar sequence may pertain where allogenic discharge into a karst area be

comes increasingly diverted underground through time. Ford & Williams (1989, 426) 

express this as follows: "As hydraulic gradient steepens and the average flows of incoming 

allogenic streams reduce, sink points become more localized and morphologically more 

distinct." 

A not dissimilar situation pertains where inheritance exerts a major influence on 

karstic evolution following uplift of a previously karstified surface (Ford & Williams, 1989). 

Here " ... inherited topography will guide runoff underground and hence guide solution in 

the epikarst. Residual hills become incorporated into the topographic divides of the emerg

ing, rejuvenated karst." (Ford & Williams, 1989, 458). This pattern of development chart

acterises the margins of the Guizhou Plateau karst, in China (Smart et al. 1986). 

In explaining non-random dispersion patterns of enclosed depressions Williams 

( 1972a) invoked the role of topographic slope, regional dip and fissure patterns that 

orient corrosion by directing runoff and infiltration. Moreover, it is evident from mor

phometric studies that " ... karstification does not disorganize the stream pattern as has 

commonly been assumed. It reorganizes it." (Ford & Williams, 1989, 423). 
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FIELD AND OTHER EVIDENCE 

Clearly there are tropical karstlands in which pre-existing drainage patterns have been 

superimposed from overlying impermeable covers onto underlying carbonate rocks. This 

is almost certainly the case in Papua New Guinea (Williams, 1972) and it may also have 

occurred elsewhere, for example in Belize and Guatemala (Miller, 1987), and in Puerto 

Rico (Monroe, 1974, 1976, 1979). 

Lehmann ( 1936) postulated that a fluvial phase had preceded the development 

of kegelkarst in the Gunung Sewu of Java, although there it transpires that the valley 

system there developed as consequent drainage on an uplifted erosion surface (Ford & 

Williams, 1989). Lehman considered the conspicuous orientations of depressions and 

residual hills, the gerichteter karst in the Gunung Sewu, to have developed from a series 

of valleys, but he also stressed the importance of structural controls in controlling these 

orientations. Quin if & Dupois ( I 98 5) also stressed the influence of this valley network 

on the evolution of the Gunung Sewu. 

There are numerous tropical karstlands in which valley systems dominate the 

landscape, with dolines being of secondary importance. One well-documented case is in 

Barbados (Fermor, 1972; Day, 1983), where there are extensive and imposing valley 

systems developed in a pinnate pattern on a series of raised reef terraces. Ferm or ( 1972) 

attributed these valley systems to development under previously wetter climates, but 

subsequent karstification has played an equally, if not more significant role, as valleys 

and dolines are, in a sense, competitive (Day, 1983). Similar valley systems are devel

oped in Guadeloupe (Lasserre, 1954, Blume, 1974; Day 1978). 

Another example is in northern Jamaica, where sub-parallel limestone valley 

systems developed primarily on the Montpelier Formation characterize a 200km2 area 

between Montego Bay and Oracabessa (Day, 1985). Some of these valleys exhibit spring 

fed perennial flow, but in most the flow is ephemeral. Although still essentially intact, 

portions of some valleys are beginning to be dismembered by the development of karstic 

depressions (Day, 1978). 

With respect to Jamaica, there has long been discussion about the strength of 

evidence for dendritic drainage systems in the karst of areas such as the Cockpit Coun

try (Sweeting, 1958; Yersey, 1959, 1972; Aub, 1969a,b; Smith, 1975; Day, 1978). 

Here, subsequent karstification has been extreme, but clearly there are still the ves

tiges of valley systems, particularly in peripheral zones, and where " ... extensive 

areas ... possess elongate depressions which appear en masse, as sinuous, steep-sided cor

ridors winding between residual hills." (Day, 178, 154 ). Depressions along the Cockpit 

Country margins particularly are notably elongated, contain extensive fluvial sediments, 

and flood regularly. Elongated, compound depressions, locally known as glades, are 

common and, although it is not evident from a distance, virtually every cockpit depres

sion has at least one associated corridor - a relatively low elevation entrance from an 

adjacent depression - and strings of depressions at increasing elevation are encountered 

as one penetrates into the Cockpit Country from its edges. These corridors are impor-
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tant routeways within the landscape, and their persistence and integration hints at a 

fluvial inheritance. Moreover, the existence of active drainage systems within cockpits, 

not only where there is a superficial sediment cover, indicates that surface drainage still 

occurs even after extreme karstification. 

Monroe ( 1974) provided a striking example of valley systems in the karstlands of 

northern Puerto Rico. Here, dendritic valley systems developed on the Lares limestone 

west of Ciales probably were superimposed from an overlying Tertiary elastic cover. 

Depressions have since developed in the valleys and most of the drainage is now under

ground. Similar systems occur elsewhere in northern Puerto Rico (Monroe, 1976, 1979). 

Miller ( 1987) has provided clear evidence of the inheritance of fluvial paleod

rainage patterns in the karstlands of Belize and Guatemala, and has demonstrated how 

their legacy is imprinted on the polygonal karst that has developed subsequently. Much 

of the karst landscape contains " ... through-flowing rivers, dry and hanging valleys, and 

topographically-descending doline corridors, all prima-facie evidence for fluvio-karst 

development." (Miller, 1987, 53). Moreover, morphometric analysis of cockpit karst in 

the area reveals a non-random pattern associated with photo-lineations, and cockpit 

soils show a clear affinity with soils developed on non-carbonate rocks. "Fully-integrat

ed streams from non-carbonate highlands appear to have been the primary factor in 

developing the surface karst of the area; disaggregation of a fluvio-karst surface has 

produced classic cockpit karst..." (Miller, 1987, 53). 

In the same area there is a particularly well-developed system of dry valleys trib

utary to valleys with intermittent flow just to the north of Flores, in the Peten. Here a 

series of intact valley systems with intermittent flow become dismembered headward by 

valley floor depressions, initially giving way to interrupted dry valleys with ephemeral 

flow, and eventually disintegrating entirely into polygonal cockpit karst (Day, 1978). 

A very similar situation pertains throughout much of Belize, where there is clear 

evidence of dismembered valley systems throughout the karst, for example in the Yalbac 

Hills of the Cayo District, in the Hummingbird and Sibun-Manatee areas of the North

ern Boundary Fault karst and in the northern part of the Vaca Plateau (Day, 1986; 

Miller, 1986; Reeder et al, 1996) 

In the Kimberley District of Western Australia there exist a wide array of valley 

systems to which dolines and other characteristic karst landforms are subsidiary (Jen

nings & Sweeting, 1963; Goudie et al., 1990). Seven main types of valley have been 

identified by Goudie et al ( 1990): through-cutting allogenic river valleys such as Windja

na Gorge; major flank embayments; pediment passes such as Wombarella Gap; pocket 

valleys such as Barnet Gorge; broad amphitheatres fronted by narrow reef edge gaps; 

valleys in the interior of the reef with internal drainage; and valleys paralleling the an

cient reef edge behind ramparts such as the Chedda blind valley. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

There is no fundamental reason why surface f luvial valley systems should not be regard

ed as an integral evolutionary component of tropical, and indeed other karst landscapes. 

particularly where primary permeability is low, where drainage systems are superim 

posed from overlying strata, or where allogenic drainage intrudes upon the carbonate 

area. Moreover, there exists a clearly elucidated theoretical model of such evolution in 

which surface drainage and valley systems become subsumed by underground drainage 

and enclosed depressions as secondary permeability increases through time, perhap� 

ultimately becoming indistinguishable, although not inconsequential. 

Individual f ield and other studies reveal a wide spectrum of instances in which 

valley systems have left a clear legacy in tropical karstlands. In some areas valley sys

tems remain essentially intact; in others they have undergone varying degrees of decay. 

ranging almost to destruction, but their imprint is in many cases still decipherable in the 

palimpsest that is the average tropical karst landscape. Clearly, in many tropical karst· 

lands surface f luvial processes feature prominently in the past, the present and the fu· 

ture of landscape development. 

To date, the facility with which valley legacies in tropical karstlands may be 

revealed has been constrained by the limitations of investigative techniques. Morpho· 

metric analysis has been of considerable utility, and is clear that additional light may be 

shed on the matter by current studies, such as that ongoing in the Jamaican Cockpit 

Country (Chenoweth & Day, 2001) involving the use of digital elevation models to delin

eate the landscape in a geographic information system (GIS). 
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KARST LANDSCAPE EVOLUTION 

GEORG KUFMANN 

Abstract 

We present results of a numerical study of karst denudation on limestone plateaux. The landscape 

e\'Olution model used incorporates not 011�1' long-range fluvial processes and short-range hi/I-slope 

processes, but also large-scale chemical dissolution of limestone surfaces. The relative efjlciencies of 

fluvial and chemical processes are of equal importance to the landscape evolution of a plateau 

dropping to sea level along an escarpment. While flu vial processes have an impact co11fi11ed to river 

channels, the karst denudation process is more uni.form, removing material also from the plateau 

surface. The combined effect of both processes results in a landscape evolution almost twice as e.[fec

tive as the purely erosional evolution of an insoluble landscape. 

Keywords: Landscape evolution, dissolution kinetics, denudation, karst. 

INTRODUCTION 

Landscape evolution is governed by a balance of forces; on the one hand, vertical tecton

ic movements resulting from the interaction between lithospheric plates, and on the 

other, erosion and deposition controlled by a range of processes whose relative impor

tance depend on local climatic conditions, vegetation, and rock type. During the last 

decade, numerical models simulating landscape evolution from a large-scale, long-term 

perspective have become increasingly sophisticated. Most surface process models incor

porate the effects of short-range processes such as local hillslope diffusion and long

range processes such as fluvial transport (Willgoose et al. 1991, Beaumont et al. 1992, 

Chase I 992, Howard et al. 1994, Tucker et al. 1994, Kooi et al. 1994, Braun et al. 1997), 

and they have been applied to the evolution of rifted margins, regions of continental 

convergence and mountain building. While these models describe landscape evolution 

satisfactorily in temperate climates and insoluble geological settings, other surface proc

esses of regional importance have so far been largely neglected. For example, glacial 

erosion has been regarded as an important process in mid- to high-latitude active orogen

ic regions, which have experienced repeated large-scale glaciations during the last two 

million years. Recently, Braun et al. ( 1999) have incorporated a first-order parameteriza

tion of ice-bedrock interaction into a large-scale f luvial erosion model. They showed how 

the interplay between the two processes leads to enhanced rates of surface erosion in 

mountaineous areas affected by periodic climatic fluctuations. 

In the present paper, another process governing landscape evolution in soluble rocks 
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is considered. As surface runoff enriched in carbon dioxide becomes weakly agressive 

and is able to remove calcite by chemical dissolution, typical karst landscapes evolve, 

forming steep-walled valleys, enclosed depressions, and, finally, subsurface drainage 

through caves (e.g. Jennings 1985). While the evolution of subsurface drainage in a karst 

landscape had been successfully modeled in the past ( e.g. Groves et al. 1994, Howard et 

al. 1995, Clemens et al. 1997, Siemers et al. 1998, Kaufmann et al. 1999, Kaufmann et 

al. 2000), no attempt has been made so far to parameterize chemical dissolution on the 

surface of a karst landscape, which is termed karst denudation ( e.g. Jennings 1985 ). 

These two processes, subsurface drainage through evolving cave systems and surficial 

karst denudation, are coupled in that the surface discharge on a mature karst landscape 

quickly disappears underground and drainage is dominated by subsurface flow. As a 

consequence, valleys become dry, streams disappear at sinks and closed depressions, 

and surface processes driven by surface flow become less efficient. Herein, attention is 

focussed on the karst denudation process, while the effect of subsurface drainage and 

chemical enlargement of fractures within the rock is disregarded. Such a simplified model 

can thus be regarded as a first step in quantifying the evolution of a soluble landscape. 

A karst landscape is often characterized by steep and prominent gorges, which sepa

rate limestone plateaux. Compared to insoluble landscapes, gorges occur more frequently 

and are more rugged. Examples include the Vicos Gorge in Greece, the Verdon Gorge in 

southern France, the Strickland Gorge in New Guinea, which are very deep and steep and 

all formed in relatively young mountain ranges, but also the Geikie, Windjana, and Galeru 

Gorges in Western Australia and the Tarn, Lot, and Dourbie Gorges in the Grandes Causs

es of southern France, which are prominent features in lower relief landscapes. In all cases, 

the plateaux dissected by these steep-walled gorges are denudated more evenly. 

Measurements of long-term denudation rates on soluble landscapes are often based on 

the height of pedestals above the surrounding limestone surface. These pedestals are rem

nants of an older surface, protected by erratic boulders from the last glaciation. It is common

ly assumed that the height of the pedestals is a measure of surface lowering since the retreat 

of the ice at the end of the last glaciation. Jennings (1985) has reviewed literature data on 

pedestals, and reports denudation rates between 15 and 40 mm/kyr. Short-term denudation 

rates can be measured by micro-erosion meters (Trudgill et al. 1981). Forti (1984) reports 

denudation rates from the Triestine karst in Italy, ranging from 20 mm/kyr in regions of 

relatively low ( 1442 mm/yr) precipitation, to 30 mm/kyr near Mount Canin characterized by 

a much higher (2800 mm/yr) precipitation rate. Additional short-term denudation rates re

ported by Jennings ( 1985) are around 5-17 mm/kyr on bare rock surfaces. 

In the present paper, a simple parameterization of solutional processes is devel

oped and incorporated into an existing surface process model (CASCADE). A series of 

numerical experiments is then performed in which an originally steep escarpment flank

ing a flat, high-elevation plateau is allowed to evolve through time. In these experiments, 

the parameters controlling the efficiency of each process (fluvial incision, hillslope dif

fusion, and chemical dissolution) are varied to investigate their relative influence on the 

form of the landscape and the rate at which it evolves. 
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Table I: Reference model parameters. 

Parameter Decription Unit Value 

V; Net precipitation [mm yr'] 400 

/(/) Diffusion constant [m' yr'] 0.2 

KRV, Erosion constant [m yr'] 0.01 

Ls Alluvium length scale [km] 10 

LR 
Bedrock length scale [km] 100 

p Calcite density [kg m'] 2700 

Tc Temperature [•q 10 

Pea, CO, pressure [atm] 10"/10" 

KcV; Dissolution constant [m yr'] 0.007/0.014 

GEOMORPHIC MODEL 

Large-scale landscape evolution on tectonic timescales is controlled by a number of 
processes. Short-range hillslope processes, such as weathering, slope wash, mass wast
ing, and soil creep, redistribute mass over short distances, while long-range flow process
es, such as fluvial erosion and sedimentation, and karst denudation, control landscape 
evolution over long distances. Other processes such as glacial erosion and landsliding 
are not discussed in the present formulation. The mathematical approach for both short
and long-range processes used in model simulations is outlined below. 

HILLSLOPE PROCESSES 

Hillslope processes are modelled by means of linear downslope diffusion (e.g. Kooi 
et al. 1994, Braun et al. 1997), 

(dh,) 
=Kov'�hi 

c/ f diffusion 
(I) 

which assumes that the rate of change of topography h; at node i is proportional to the 
second spatial derivative of \, 1(0 is assumed constant and is termed diffusivity. The 
topography h is the sum of bedrock height and sediment cover. Following Beaumont et 
al. (1992 ), the diffusivity can be expressed as KD =u i' D' where I, 0 is the thickness of a 
regolith layer and II Dis the transport velocity of the eroded material. This implies that K

D 
is a function of both the lithology (small KD for resistant bedrock, larger K0 for detacha-
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ble sediments) and climate (increased weathering increases the thickness of the regolith 
layer). Thus, short-range processes are important on steep landscapes with strong curva
ture; they reduce the high-frequency content of the topography spectrum. As a conse
quence, topography is smoothed, slopes decline, drainage divides are eroded and move 
towards the area of lower slope gradients (Kooi et al. 1994 ). 

FLUVIAL PROCESSES 

Erosion and deposition of sediments and bedrock is modeled as a channel-flow 
process. The discharge q

i 
( in m3 s·') at node i is defined as the sum of upstream dis

charge qi' and local discharge q/ = v
i
A

i
, 

(2) 
where v

i 
= p

i 
- e

i 
is the net precipitation (precipitation p

i 
minus evapotranspiration e

i
, in 

m s·'), A; is the surface area around node i, and qi' is the amount of surface runoff 
already collected in the upstream catchment of node i. The maximum carrying capacity 
of the channel between node i and lower neighbour j is given as (e.g. Beaumont et al. 
1992, Kooi et al. 1994) 

(3) 
where K R is a dimensionless river erosion constant. Note that the maximum carrying 
capacity (in m3 s·1) depends both on local slope s

i 
and discharge q;, but a river must not 

necessarily be at maximum carrying capacity. Sediment flux Q (including suspended 
sediment and bedload) is calculated as the cumulative sum of sediment transported 
from the upstream nodes. Q)s compared to the maximum carrying capacity, Q;'- In cases 
where Q. � Qe , the river deposits sediments; in cases where Q. < Qe , the river incis-

' I I - f 

es. Thefluvia/ erosion rate (in m s·') is given by 

(
dh

) 
dtl J1111·i11/ 

(
dh;

) 
_

_ 
_g_ Q Qe 

- , . < '. 

dt j1111·i11/ W; Le ' ' 

(4) 

In ( 4 ), L, is a characteristic length scale for erosion, which is defined differently for 
erosion in alluvials (L., = L,) or in bedrock (L, = L

I>
), W; = w, J;;; is the channel width, 

with w, = 0.1 (in W ), and ( as the channel length. For Le << l;, material is easily 
eroded, as it is highly detachable. In this situation, the downstream graded river section 
of the river rapidly propagates upstream towards the headwater of the river, and the 
ungraded river section rapidly steepens. River profiles are characterized by a short steep 
upper section and a long low-gradient downstream section. In contrast, Le >> I; char-
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acterizes more resistant bedrock and longer erosion timescales. In these situations, grad

ing is inefficient and river profiles are characterized by a more uniform gradient. 

In summary, long-range fluvial transport processes result in landscapes in which 

drainage divides are not eroded and remain stationary, while river profiles steepen in the 

upstream part of the ungraded section, and slope gradients decline in the downstream 

graded section. 

Table 2: Karst denudation parameters. 

Paramete 
r 
T 

I 

A 

B 

log Yc11 

log Y11co1 

K, 

K, 

Kc 

K" 

Description 

Absolute 
temperature 
Ion activity 
Debye-Hiickel 
coefficient 
Debye-Hiickel 
coefficient 
Activity 
coefficient 

Activity 
coefficient 

Mass-balance 
coefficient 

Mass-balance 
coefficient 

Mass-balance 
coefficient 

Mass-balance 
coefficient 

Unit Value 

["Kl T
c 

+273.16 

1-1 0.1 

1-l 0.4883 + 8.074xl O--' T
c 

1-l 0.3241 + l .600xl0 --' T
c 

[-] -4A✓I 
I+ 5.0.rl o-' B✓I 

[-] -IA.Ji 

I+ 5.4.rl o-s B✓I 
[mol l'] -356.3094-0.0609 l 964T + 21834.37 IT 

+ l 26.8339IogT -I 684915/T' 

[mol l'] -107.887 l -0.03252849T + 5151.79/T 

+ 38.9256 l logT -5637 I 3.9/T' 

[mol' I'] -17 I .9065-0.077993T + 2839.319/T 

+ 71.595 log T 

[mol 11 108.3865 + 0.01985076T -6919.53/T 
atm'] -40.45154 log T + 6693651 T' 

CHEMICAL PROCESSES 

On soluble landscapes such as limestone plateaux, the landscape is also altered by 

chemical dissolution, as surface water enriched in carbon dioxide is weakly aggressive 

and is able to dissolve the limestone surface. The denudation rate (in m s·1) can be de

fined as (e.g. Dreybrodt l988) 

(
dh;

) = 10_3 
K .9.J.... 

dt chemical C A
i 
, 

where K
c 

is a dimensionless dissolution constant given by 

[C "+] 
K -40x103 a- eq 

c-
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Here, p is the density of calcite (in kg m3 ), and I Ca2']eq the equilibrium concentra

tion of calcium (in mol 1·1), given as (Dreybrodt, 1988, pp. 27. 

(7) 

The coefficients K
1
, K

2
, Kc and KH are experimentally derived mass balance coeffi

cients (e.g. Plummer et al. 1982), which depend on temperature (Table 2). The dimen
sionless ion activities of calcium and bicarbonate, Yea and YHcoJ' can be derived from the 
extended Debye-Htickel equation (e.g. Truesdell et al. 1974, Robinson et al. 1955). The 
carbon dioxide pressure P co2 (in atm) may vary over several orders of magnitude in 
nature, from 10-35 atm over bare rock, 10-25 atm in temperate climate soils, to 10-15 atm in 
tropical soils (e.g. White, 1984). Hence, Kc depends on climate (temperature), and strongly 
on lithology (CO2-pressure in atmosphere and soil). 
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Fig I. Denudation rate as a function of 

discharge for different partial carbon di

oxide pressures (in aim) and ll'ater te111-

pera111res (in "C). 

Note that (5) depends on discharge only. The factor 40 is necessary to transform 
[Ca2·1 from mol 1- 1 to kg m·3• In Fig. l, denudation rates as a function of discharge are eq 
shown for three different temperatures and carbon dioxide pressures. It is observed that 
the carbon dioxide pressure is the dominant factor controlling denudation, while chang
es in temperature are less important. 

RESULTS 

All numerical experiments start with identical initial topographies. The model domain is 
a rectangular area of 100-km side length, discretized into an irregular grid of 2500 nodal 
points, with an average nodal spacing of 2 km. An initial topography is chosen resem
bling a high plateau with an average height of 1000 m, and dropping to sea level (0 m) 
along its southern boundary over a distance of 10 km. This drop in topography simulates 
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an escarpment created by a recent continental rifting event. The plateau itself rises slightly 

towards the northern boundary to ensure that initial drainage is towards the south and 

all surface runoff drains through the escarpment. Both northern and southern bounda

ries have fixed elevation, but sediment is allowed to exit across these boundaries. 

REFERENCE EXPERIMENTS 

Two reference runs based on fluvial erosion and diffusion alone where initiated to 

establish reference landforms to which soluble landscapes can be compared. Both the 

modelled topography after I Myr of evolution and a characteristic example of a river 

profile through time were examined in order to better define differences in morphology 

between the evolving landscapes. Model parameters are listed in Table I for reference 

run I shown in Fig. 2. To characterize each experiment, following Kooi et al. ( 1994 ), the 

ratio of diffusive to fluvial efficiency is given as 

R -

-5..JJ_ 
1-

KRVi 
(8) 

For run 1, R
1 
= 20 m; this low value of R

1 
indicates that long-range fluvial processes 

dominate the landscape evolution, which can be seen in the modeled topography after 1 

Myr (Fig. 2a), dominated by eight steep rivers draining the plateau. All rivers follow 

fairly linear courses, and the valleys are characterized by steep sidewalls and are relative

ly narrow. The initial escarpment is left unchanged except where it has been incised by 

the rivers. A typical river profile is shown in Fig. 2b and is characterized by a convex 

shape near the escarpment edge and a relatively linear, less steep section near the base. 

This indicates that diffusive processes control the evolution in the ungraded river sec

tion. Fluvial erosion is responsible for the efficient removal of sediments, and the result

ing graded river section is less steep and more linear. The escarpment retreats fast along 

the main rivers, but the headwaters of the rivers on the plateau remain at a constant 

height. 

Results of the reference run 2 are shown in Fig. 3. Here, the diffusion constant is 

increased by a factor of 100 to K 
D 

= 20 m2 yr· 1 to simulate a wetter climate. With a 

diffusive to flu vial efficiency ratio of R
1 
=2000 m, diffusion is much more efficient in this 

run. As a consequence, the simulated topography is much smoother after I Myr. The 

short-range diffusional processes have filtered out the high-frequency components of the 

topography, especially across the escarpment. Rivers flow in wide valleys with gentle 

sidewalls. The ungraded river section extends much further downstream, as can be seen 

in the typical river profiles redrawn (Fig. 3b ). The convex shape of the ungraded river 

section extents halfway down the escarpment, and the shorter graded river section is 

characterized by a steep gradient. Escarpment retreat is less effective, when compared 

to reference run 1. 

Notably, the river erosion on the plateau itself is not very effective for both refer-
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ence runs, as the erosion rate ( 4) depends on the product of channel slope and dis

charge. Hence, the lack of relief on the top of the plateau inhibits erosion. 

KARST DENUDATION EXPERIMENTS 

Next, the additional effect on landscape evolution introduced by chemical dissolu

tion of limestone is examined. According to (5), removal of material by chemical disso

lution only depends on discharge, not on slope gradient (as for fluvial erosion), nor on 

Fig 2. Modeled topography 

after 1 Myr. The el'olution 

is based of flul'ial erosion 

and diffusion, parameters 

are given in table i. The 

thick line on top of the to

pography represents the 

course of the river, whose 

profile is shown in the top 

panel as a function of 

time, for subsequent time 

steps 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 

1 Ma. 
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curvature (as for hillslope processes). Therefore, karst denudation is also an efficient 

process on the gently sloping plateau area, where surface runoff increases in downstream 

direction to the south, and along the base of the escarpment. However, drainage divides 
cannot be eroded away by fluvial processes, or any process that is dependent on dis

charge. As a consequence, a different landform evolution is expected on a soluble land

scape. A second ratio is introduced, relating diffusive efficiency to the sum of fluvial and 

chemical efficiency, 

1000 

800 
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0 1 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1 00 11 0 
0 
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Results from the first of the two model runs are shown in Fig. 4. A low value of 
carbon dioxide pressure of P col= J0·3 5 atm is assumed that is characteristic of barren 
karst surfaces. All other parameter values are as defined in Tables I and 2. For the given 
parameters, the dissolution constant l(

c
V

1 
is comparable to the fluvial constant l(

R 
v;; 

therefore both processes are similarly effective. Hence, the efficiency ratio is reduced to 
R

2
=12 m (compared to R

1
=20 m for the reference run !). Long-range processes are 

therefore more effective. This can be seen after I Myr of landscape evolution, by which 
time the plateau is deeply dissected by eight major rivers (Fig. 4b). Most of the rivers 

Fig 4. Same as Fig. 2, 

but based 011 karst 
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have wide flat-bottomed valleys in their downstream graded section, whose sidewalls are 

generally steeper than in the reference run 1. In parts, the old plateau surface is reduced 

to narrow necks between deep river gorges. Major differences in river profile geometry 

can be observed (Fig. 4a). 

In contrast to the reference runs on insoluble landscapes, the ungraded upstream 

river section now is significantly eroded. Valley incision starts close to the headwaters 

along the northern end of the plateau. The ungraded river section is characterized by a 

concave gradient similar to gradients resulting from diffusion processes. Gradients in 

) 
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the downstream graded river sections are low and convex to linear in shape, and thus 
dominated by fluvial processes. With time, the graded river section is cutting back into 
the plateau and gradients decline, while the ungraded river section is steepening. Howev
er, in contrast to reference run 1, incision is significant also on the plateau itself; thus, 
the total vertical elevation drop across the escarpment is reduced with time. 

In the next run ( Fig. 5 ), the carbon dioxide pressure is increased to Pcm= 10·25 atm, 
simulating a temperate climate soil cover. Surface runoff now percolates slowly through 
the soil and is enriched in carbon dioxide, thus becoming more aggressive. Consequent
ly, chemical dissolution is enhanced, as can be seen in the larger value of K

c 
= 0.037. 

The efficiency ratio is further reduced to R
2 
=8 m; thus, diffusion is even less efficient. 

Surface morphology after I Myr is similar to the previous run, with eight major rivers 
draining the plateau to the south (Fig. 5a). However, river valleys are much more in
cised, resulting in deep narrow gorges reaching far upstream. The effect of an increased 
carbon dioxide pressure can be seen more clearly in the chosen set of river profiles (Fig. 
5a). While the general characteristics - concave steepening gradients in the ungraded 
section and flat convex to linear gradients in the graded section - are similar to the 
previous run, valley incision has progressed much more. In fact, after 1 Myr the graded 
low-gradient river section occupies more than 80 percent of the river, leaving only a 
short but very steep ungraded river section close to the main drainage divide in the 
north. 
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HYPSOMETRIC CURVES 

1he effect of denudation on landscape evolution can also be seen in a statistical quanti

Y, the hypsometric curve (Fig. 6). This quantity is derived from the topographical eleva

ions of the model domain by summing up the elevations for a particular elevation range 

md relating it to the total elevation. As it can be seen in Fig. 6a, the initial topography 

or all models is characterized by a peak in the hypsometric curve around the 1000 m 

:levation, which represents the initial plateau topography. As the escarpment is fairly 

teep, the initial hypsometric curve for elevations between sea level and 1000 m is almost 

tniform and orders of magnitude lower than the peak at 1000 m altitude. At sea level, a 

econd peak in the hypsometric curve represents the outwash plain of the plateau. 

For the reference models shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the final hypsometric curves are 

:haracterized by a uniform increase of elevation between sea level and 1000 m elevation, 

vhich represents the incised river sections. The plateau surface itself has been reduced 

n size, as the peak is slightly smaller, but the elevation has been kept, as no erosion is 

>ossible on the plateau. No significant differences between the low and high diffusion 

andscapes is visible. 

However, for the two models with karst denudation shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the final 

1ypsometric curves are different: The peaks for the plateaux has moved downward and 

lecreased significantly, as the denudation is able to lower the plateaux height itself. For 
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�ig 7. Topography of the Grandes Causses in southern France, with the deep, narrow gorges of the rivers 
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larger effects of karst denudation (higher partial carbon dioxide pressure), the peak has 

moved further downwards and the hypsometric curve has become more uniform. 

DISCUSSION 

The numerical models presented herein are a first attempt to incorporate chemical proc

esses into landscape models. Thus, only a qualitative comparison with topographical 

data can be made without statistical testing. 

The modeled topography of the runs including karst denudation is similar to a low

relief plateau dissected by narrow river gorges such as the Grandes Causses in southern 

France, where the deep, steeply incised gorges of the Tarn, Lot, and Dourbie contrast 

with the relatively flat segments of the plateau of the Causses in between (Fig. 7). The 

evolving river valleys can have a significant sinuosity, and often only small remnants of 

the original plateau surface separate two gorges as narrow necks. As the karst denuda

tion process is as effective as fluvial river erosion in eroding a landscape, evolution on a 

limestone plateau will downgrade the landscape surface twice as fast as on a similar 

sandstone plateau. The major difference in the karst denudation and the fluvial erosion 

processes are visible on the plateau itself: while fluvial erosion is less effective on the flat 

plateau, as fluvial erosion rate depends on the product of channel slope and river dis

charge, karst denudation can effectively remove material on the plateau itself, as denu

dation rate depends only on river discharge. Hence, karst denudation is an efficient 

process for surface lowering on plateau landscapes. 
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LITHOLOGIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL 

PROPERTIES AND ROCK RELIEF OF THE 

LUNAN STONE FORESTS 

MARTIN KNEZ & TADEJ SLABE 

4bstract 

Stone forests emerged when carbonate rock previously covered with sediment and soil became ex

posed. Along with subcutaneous factors, rain, their topographical position and kars/ perforation, their 

shape and size were primarily determined by the rock ilse(f The forests developed in horizo111a/ or 

gently sloping rock strata cleft by vertical joints and fissures. Diverse examples of s/one forests that 

formed in a/mos/ identical conditions show that the shape of the pillars is mainly the consequence of 

the distribution and density of fissures in the rock, its strat((ication, and different rock strala compo

sition. The rock forms on the pillars are divided into rnbcutaneous forms, composed rock forms, and 

forms shaped by rainwater. The composition of the rock enables their creation and influences their 

shape and distribution. 

Key words: Lunan stone forests, litho/og_1; morphogenesis, rock relief 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Stone forests emerged from subcutaneous karst karren since the limestone was covered 

with thick layers of sediment and soil. They consist of stone pillars and teeth ( Song 

1986 ). Stone teeth are smaller protuberances less than five meters tall. Pillars, however, 

are from five to fifty meters tall and of various shapes. They developed in diverse hori

zontal or gently sloping rock strata ( 5°- I 5°) cleft by vertical faults, joints, and fissures 

(Ford, Salomon, & Williams 1996 ). The Lunan stone forests are considered a form of 

covered karst. 

The central part of the Lunan stone forests spreads over eighty hectares; larger and 
smaller stone forests, however, cover as much as 350 km2

. 

Under the forests there are various karst cave networks. 

We presented recent research on the Lunan stone forests in detail, described them, 

and assembled material on them in the book South China Karst 1 (Chen et al. 1998) and 

elsewhere (e.g., Knez & Slabe 2001a, 2001b); this paper adds the results of the compar

ison of different types of stone forests as shown in the Fig. I. 

2. LITHOLOGIC PROPERTIES OF STONE FORESTS 

The stone forest area consists of early Permian carbonates of the Qixia and Maokou 

formation. These are two of the most important basalt formations from which numerous 
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stone forests emerged in the southern Yunnan province of Lunan. Typical for Qixia 
formations are micrite limestone with intercalated dolomite and dolomitized limestone 
with intervening layers of slate. In the lower part of Maokou formations, limestone alter
nates with dolomite and dolomitized limestone. In the upper part we find a succession 
of limestone layers that in some places are thin and in others several meters thick as well 
as solid limestone that contains several-decimeter large nodules of chert in individual 
horizons. The main lithologic properties of Maokou formations are roughly similar to 
those of Qixia formations, except that in Maokou carbonates we do not find a major 
influence of late diagenetic dolomitization and in some places a considerable secondary 
porosity. However, both show a strong diagenetic alteration of the basic rock, which is 
undoubtedly also a consequence of intensive volcanic (basalt lava) activity during the 
transition from the Paleozoic era to the Mesozoic era. The rock contains an extremely 
high percentage of carbonate. 

In the area studied we find considerable variations in thickness, porosity, and de
gree and type of dolomitization, in the components of inclusions, and in the colour of 
individual layers that are reflected in the formation of the stone forests (Knez 1998). 

What is macroscopically most noticeable in the geological profiles is the different 
thickness of layers, which varies from ten centimeters to many meters, according to 
some data even more than thirty meters (Song 1986). In the stone forests we encounter 
rock sequences composed of several meter thick homogeneous and compact layers where 
karstification is advancing considerably faster on the tops, along bedding planes and 
individual fissures, and below the surface (Shilin Central Forest, Naigu) as well as se
quences of thin-layered ( 10 cm and more) limestone (Pu Chao Chun) where already 
intensive karstification is accelerating along numerous lithologic junctions. In the geo
logical profiles we find an alternation of thickly-stratified and thinly-stratified carbonate 
as well (Naigu, Pu Chao Chun). Where the layers are thinner, the pillars can be much 
thinner due to more rapid corrosion (Naigu, Pu Chao Chun). 
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Fig.I. Trpica/ shapes of pillars in L111111a11 stone forests. 

In some places we encounter thicker segments of very porous layers (Lao Hei Gin 

where the intercrystal porosity exceeds 20% in most cases. Typical for these are de 

losparite and dolomicrosparite of the grainstone type. Diameters of light brown and i1 

some places extremely pure and almost completely transparent dolomite grains reacl 

one millimeter while their average diameter is one third of a millimeter. In contrast t1 

the homogeneous and compact rock, a segment of the porous layers does not karstif 

merely along the lithotectonic junctions but across the whole profile in accordance wit] 

the stage of porosity. The rate of karstification of such rock is substantially greater ani 

additionally accelerated locally below the surface. 

Late diagenetic dolomitization is also typical of some layers. Where increased pc 

rosity and dolomitization appear in the same layers (Lao Hei Gin), more intensive karst 

fication is found as well. A special example is the dolom itization of only individual smalle 

fields in such a way that otherwise homogeneous, compact, and impermeable rock bt 

comes freckled (Naigu). Dolomitized limestone is therefore less influenced by karstif 

cation than pure thickly-stratified limestone (Shilin Central Forest). To a lesser degm 
we see that dolomite fields, usually with a diameter of a few centimeters, protrude fror 

the rock. 

Layers with inclusions more resistant to karstification protrude from the profiles a 

well. One example is the chert that is the result of allochemical early diagenetic proces: 

es (Shilin Central Forest, Naigu). Less soluble inclusions macroscopically influence slowe 

karstification only locally while microscopically corrosion is substantially more inter 
sive at the junctions between the inclusions and limestone. 

Due to volcanic activity at the time of sedimentation and after it, the colour of th 

rock changes from light grey to yellow-brown. 
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3. THE SHAPING OF STONE FORESTS 

a. Influence of fissuring of rock on the shape of the forest and size of stone pillars 

The networks of distribution of the pillars, that is, the ground plans of the stone 

forests, are congruent with the fracturing of the rock, in this case largely vertical, and 

take various shapes. The pillars can be linked in rows between distinct fault areas or 

close together, or the stone forest or parts of it can consist of individual wide or narrow 

pillars. Cracks between the pillars have thus been corroded to various widths ranging 

from a few dozen centimeters to ten meters and more. This diversity in the network of 

pillars can occur in the same forest, as for example in the Naigu forest. 

As a rule, pillars with smaller cross sections occur with a dense network of fissures 

(provided, of course, they are not diminished primarily by corrosion) and larger pillars 

occur with a sparser network. The latter, which can often be described as larger rock 

masses as well, have broader tops dissected into several points on thickly-stratified rock. 

b. Influence of rock strata on the shape of stone pillars 

The rock from which the stone forests developed consists of strata of different thick

ness and composition. This is reflected in the shape of the stone pillars, particularly in 

their cross sections, the shape of their tops, and their rock relief. 

The shape of pillars that develop on thick and uniformly composed rock strata 

shows hardly any influences but rather reflects a more or less uniform development 

from subcutaneous karren to stone forest. The central part of the Lunan stone forests is 

an example. Narrower pillars have pointed or blade-like tops and relatively flat or subcu

taneously undercut walls. Wider stone pillars, however, often have broad tops dissected 

into many points with notches between them. 

Longitudinal sections of pillars on thin rock strata (Pu Chao Chun) are often jag

ged since they are dissected by wall notches occurring along the bedding planes, or their 

shapes reflect the uneven resistance of the different rock strata to the factors of their 

formation. Cross sections of the pillars are of various sizes and shapes. Thinner strata 

disintegrate faster and therefore the pillar tops are relatively flat and have a typical rock 

relief (Pu Chao Chun). Where the strata are thinner, as a rule the pillars are narrow. 

Subcutaneous tubes occurring along bedding planes can develop into subcutaneous chan

nels when they occur on the top of a stone pillar or be reshaped by rainwater. 

c. Influence of rock composition on the shaping of stone pillars 

Rock composition, particularly if it is diverse, may decisively influence the shape of 

the stone pillars, as much their longitudinal sections as the size of the cross sections. 

Porous strata are often subcutaneously perforated and disintegrate more rapidly on 

the surface (Naigu, Lao Hei Gin). Pillars are most narrow at the level of porous strata. 

Above them occur forms typical of overhanging walls and below them of gently sloping 

wall sections. The pillars break fastest along them. The tops of pillars occurring on such 

rock are most often of ununiform shapes. 
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Rock strata with less soluble components usually protrude from the walls, and if the: 

are at the top, the tops are broader than the lower parts of the pillar and the pillars therefor, 

acquire characteristic mushroom shapes. These are particularly distinct if the pillars occu 

on rock whose lower strata are relatively more soluble, porous, or disintegrate rapidly (Naigu) 

d. Influence of subcutaneous factors on the shape of the stone forests 

Subcutaneous factors created the pointed tops of subcutaneous teeth and cause< 

the undercutting of pillars. At levels where sediment and soil surrounded the stone pil 

lars for a long period, larger notches or half-bells developed. Below the surface, pillar 

were most often hollowed out along bedding planes and more porous rock strata. Th, 

narrowest stone pillars can also be subcutaneously hollowed. Subcutaneous factors work 

ing only on individual parts of the stone pillars, as in cases when their tops are coverec 

with soil and vegetation, most distinctly dissect them vertically when water trickles througl 

the soil and corrodes the rock or when the water flows from the soil down the pillars 

Rainwater sharpens the pillar tops, reshapes the traces of their original subcutaneou 

formation, and with time also carves unique shapes distinctly reflected in the rock relief 

4. ROCK RELIEF OF STONE FORESTS 

a. Subcutaneous rock forms 

Subcutaneous rock forms are divided into rock forms that developed under sedi 

ment and soil due to water flowing along the contact between the sediment and the rock 

rock forms that developed due to the percolation of water through soil that only partl: 

covered the rock, and rock forms that developed at the top level of soil or sedimen 

surrounding the rock (Slabe 1999). The first group of subcutaneous forms includes sut 

cutaneous scallops that developed on a relatively permeable contact between the roe] 

and the sediment and subcutaneous channels of various sizes that developed due t( 

water flowing concentrated along the contact between the wall and the sediment tha 

covered the rock and filled the cracks along vertical fissures. The diameter of the larges 

channels can reach several meters. Many reach from the top to the bottom of the pillar 

and are therefore several dozen meters long. 

The broader tops of pillars and teeth are dissected by medium-sized and smalle 

subcutaneous channels and cups that developed under soil which only partly covere1 

the rock due to water percolating through the soil and flowing along the contact with th 

rock. The subcutaneous channels (Slabe 1999, 259) have characteristic semicircula 

cross sections or cross sections like an inverted omega wider at the bottom and hav 

diameters reaching one meter. At joints, particularly on the rim of the tops, they ar 

narrower and deeper. Most frequently they are linked in a branching dissected network 

The multiple levels of subcutaneous channels bear witness to the progressive exposur 

of the stone teeth. Subcutaneous cups (Slabe 1999, 263) are semicircular cups of variou 

sizes with diameters ranging from a few centimeters to a meter and more. They ar 
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found on the tops of broader stone pillars and at the bottom of funnel-shaped notches on 

the walls beneath them. 

The most porous largely dolomite strata in the Naigu and Lao Hei Gin forests are 

relatively densely perforated with subcutaneous tubes with diameters ranging from sev

eral centimeters to a meter or two. On their circumferences we can find rock forms as 

well. Above-sediment channels are the result of water flowing over the sediment when 

the cavities were filled with sediment; floor channels developed when the cavities emp

tied as the level of sediment surrounding the pillars dropped. 

b. Composed rock forms 

Composed rock forms are also distinctive. These are larger channels on the lower 

parts of the pillar walls. They developed due to water flowing from the subcutaneous 

channels on the broader pillar tops or leading from funnel-shaped notches. At the bot

tom of these there are or once were subcutaneous cups. The rims of the tops therefore 

have larger or smaller funnel-shaped outlets (Naigu), most often reshaped by rainwater. 

Smaller but of similar origin are the vertical channels that lead from subcutaneous tubes. 

Rainwater has reshaped these, particularly deepening the former subcutaneous chan

nels that crisscrossed the broader tops (Pu Chao Chun). The channels are therefore the 

trace of subcutaneous dissolving of the rock and rainwater that may gradually complete

ly dominate when the rock is exposed. 

Notches and half-bells occur where long-lasting levels of soil and sediment surrounded 

the pillars (central part of the stone forest, Lao Hei Gin; Slabe 1999). 

c. Rock forms shaped by rainwater 

Rock forms shaped by rainwater are naturally most distinct on the tops and upper 

parts of the walls of stone pillars; they include flutes, channels, rain pits, and solution 

pans. They often develop on old subcutaneous rock forms, reshaping them or in combi

nation with the factors shaping subcutaneous rock forms creating composed rock forms. 

Flutes are found usually on broader and dissected tops; on pointed tops they are 

rare, which is primarily the consequence of their steep walls. They occur on protuber

ances where they are arranged like rays around the highest point and on the walls of 

subcutaneous channels and exposed solution pans. Channels on steep walls dissect the 

stone pillar tops more distinctly. They have diameters of up to half a meter and measure 

up to five meters in length. They are relatively shallow, especially if compared to those 

linked to the subcutaneous shaping of the rock, and must be distinguished from the 

previously described channels linked to the development of subcutaneous rock forms. 

They are the trace of rainwater activity and frequently start on relatively sharp tops. In 

time, these channels also acquire a funnel-like outlet, even if less distinct at first. 

Solution pans are found on broader stone pillar tops. Larger ones that developed 

from subcutaneous cups are often open, semicircular, and have drain channels and flutes 

at their circumference. Their diameters can exceed one meter. They are also found at the 

bottoms of the funnel-like notches that developed from subcutaneous cups. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Numerous examples of stone forests that developed in almost identical conditions shm 

that the diverse shape of the pillars is primarily a consequence of the properties of th 

rock, from the distribution and density of joints and fissures in the rock and its stratific[ 

tion to its composition. However, we must also consider the significance of the effect 01 

their shaping by subcutaneous factors and transformation by rainwater, that is, the cours 

of their development in various periods. 

The Lunan stone forests formed in early Permian carbonates of the Qixia and Maoko1 

formation. They are characterized by a diverse alternation of very pure limestone, dole 

mitized limestone, and dolomite, by alternating thin and thick layers, in some places b 

distinct late diagenetic dolomitization, and by secondary porosity. The strata are most! 

horizontal or inclined by five to ten degrees. Due to vigorous tectonic action, they ar 

fractured by numerous vertical and subvertical joints and fissures. 

The diverse fracturing, stratification, and rock composition are reflected in the shape 

of the stone forests and their stone pillars. In the same stone forest, which developed 01 

diversely composed rock, pillars may be of various but typical shapes, the consequenc, 

of their development on different levels of a diverse rock column. 

The shape of stone pillars occurring on thicker and uniformly composed rock strat 

reflects primarily the development from subcutaneous karren into a stone forest, ani 

the traces of subcutaneous factors are gradually reshaped by rainwater. Cross sections o 

stone pillars occurring on thin rock strata are often jagged, and their tops ( even of thir 

ner pillars), which as a rule are pointed, are often flat, the consequence of the rapi1 

disintegration of thin strata. Porous rock strata are most often subcutaneously perfora1 

ed and disintegrate faster on the surface; the pillars are therefore narrower and the top 

on such rock have no characteristic shapes. More resistant rock strata protrude from th 

cross section. The tops of the narrower pillars are sharp, sharpened as much by subcut[ 

neous factors as by rainwater. The broader tops, however, are dissected by points ani 

funnel-like cups. 

The unique development of the stone forests is also reflected in their rock relieJ 

Rainwater gradually reshapes the subcutaneous rock relief. The most distinct and partic 

ularly the largest rock forms are subcutaneous and composed rock forms. Subcutaneou 

rock forms include scallops, large channels, notches, half-bells, and subcutaneous char 

nels and cups on broader tops. Composed rock forms include the channels that lea, 

from the subcutaneous channels or subcutaneous cups and dissect pillar walls. Man 

pillars are subcutaneously undercut, while their tops have been reshaped by secondar 

subcutaneous rock forms and forms carved by rainwater. The rock relief of broade 

stone pillars is unique as well, particularly those with broader tops, either on thick roe 

strata where secondary subcutaneous forms occur or on tops that developed due to th 

disintegration of thin rock strata when subcutaneous tubes occurring along bedding plane 

developed into subcutaneous forms or large channels that were reshaped by rainwate 

Both forms indirectly influence the shape of the pillar walls due to water flowing fror 
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them and carving channels. As a rule, smaller rock forms do not occur on dolomite 

rock, on very porous rock, or rock filled with larger inclusions. 
The development of stone forests and their rate of growth in a particular period are 

also influenced by the position and development of karst caves below them, that is, by 

the manner the water-and the sediment and soil with it-flows from the karst surface. 

Various periods can also be determined from the karst caves. In the Baiyun Cave below 

the Naigu stone forest we can identify periods characteristics of cave development in 

epiphreatic conditions when water flowed rapidly through the cave and deposited grav

el, periods of the cave flooding and being filled with fine-grained sediment, and followed 

by a period of the rapid deepening of the central tunnel by a water current that swept 
away most of the sediment from the cave. This last event, which was a consequence of 

the rapid intermittent lowering of the water table below the stone forest, made possible 
its faster growth as well (Sebela et al. 2001 ). 
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RIVERS IN KARST GEOMORPHOLOGY 

ROY McDONALD 

Abstract 

This paper offers two rnggestions. First, the importance of rivers should be explored more ll'idelr i1 

interpreting karst landscape development, ll'ithin and beyond the tropics, including the classical kar!i 

areas. Second, the solutional evolutionary model needs to be more rigorous(rfield tested, inc/udin; 

using geological and sedimentological evidence to substantiate conclusions about the processes tha 

create specific landforms. 

INTRODUCTION 

Geological and sedimentological evidence showed the important role of rivers in form 

ing tower karst landscapes in Belize (McDonald 1979a), Indonesia (McDonald 1976) 

and Malaysian Borneo (McDonald 1979b, McDonald and Ley 1985). This work di� 

proved the theoretical models of solutional karst landscape evolution promulgated b: 

Grund ( 1914) and Lehmann ( 1953), at least for these tower karst regions. The finding 
were presented cautiously at the time because they were different from the prevailin1 

view, and possibly represented exceptional circumstances rather than the norm. Sine, 

then, however, there have been other challenges to the theoretical models of solutiona 

karst evolution and additional examples of river action as a dominating process in kars 

geomorphology. 

EVIDENCE OF RIVER ACTION 

Perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral rivers are everywhere in karst regions around th, 

World, just as they are found everywhere in landscapes formed in noncalcareous rocb 

The presence of rivers in karst landscapes seems particularly apparent in areas of heav 
rainfall, where large perennial rivers are commonplace, such as in Belize, lndonesi2 

West Malaysia, Malaysian Borneo, southern China, Madagascar, Jamaica, Puerto Rice 

South Africa, and New Guinea. Rivers are also prominent features of karst landscape 

in the more temperate and drier regions. For example, the Rivers Cherwell, Dorn, Glym� 

Evenlode, and Windrush are prominent features of the karst of the Oxfordshire Scari 

lands in central England. Other examples include the rivers Obrh and Strzen in th 

Losko and Cerknisko poljes, Slovenia. 
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Many of the landforms produced by rivers in karst regions are similar to the land

forms produced by rivers in noncalcareous rocks, and some are different. The similar 

forms include terraces, floodplain depositional and erosional features, and incised me

andering channels. The different landforms include blind- and half-blind valleys, pocket 

valleys, dry valleys, cliff-foot caves (fussholen or footcaves), and subterranean river seg

ments. 

River valley development dominates the geomorphology of the karst region near 

Gales Point, Belize (McDonald 1979). Quamina Creek, Big Creek, Soldier Creek, Corn

house Creek, Jenkins Creek, Manatee River, and Sibun River are amongst the rivers that 

have cut valleys through the limestone, trimmed back the limestone hillsides, and in 

some places created wide valley floors with scattered tower outliers. The power of the 

rivers as geomorphic agents is striking in the field. There are cliffs and cliff-foot caves 

where the rivers flow along the bases of the limestone hills and tower outliers. Massive 

blocks of limestone talus from adjacent cliffs can be observed in the riverbeds of Quami

na Creek and Soldier Creek, both about 12 km southwest of Gales Point. A talus block 

measuring 4 m x 8 m x 15 m in Soldier Creek documents a sudden 4 m retreat in an 

adjacent 20 m high cliff. The wide valley floors or plains between the limestone hills are 

underlain by limestone, but are covered by about 6 m of alluvium. The lower 3 m to 4.5 

m consists of fluvial gravels typically not larger than 5 cm x 10 cm x 15 cm, within a 

matrix of sand. The upper 1.5 m to 3 m of the alluvium consists of sand, silt, and clay. 

The fluvial gravels are distinctive in this area because they are predominantly composed 

of dark-colored non-calcareous rocks, including slate, shale, and sandstone, clearly brought 

in by the rivers from the adjacent Maya Mountains. 

The formation of valley floors in the Gales Point karst region by lateral fluvial 

erosion is demonstrated by geologic and sedimentary evidence. The same rounded flu

vial gravels found in the rivers can be observed in cliff-foot caves now located well away 

from the active river channels. These cliff-foot caves were formed by lateral river ero

sion, and then were abandoned as the positions of the rivers shifted. The presence of the 

rounded fluvial gravels in these caves demonstrates their origin by lateral river erosion. 

Surface erosion by overland run off around the bases of the limestone outliers, and else

where on the valley floors, also commonly exposes the same fluvial gravels as are found 

in the active river channels, further confirming the fluvial origin of the broad valley 

floors. 

Similarly, in northern Borneo, geological and sedimentary evidence demonstrates 

river action is responsible for the development of broad valley floors, cliff-foot caves, 

and karst towers along the Melinau River and its tributaries near Gunung Mulu (Mc

Donald and Ley 1985). For example, footcaves at the base of Bukit Lobang Kelawar, a 

tower located along the Melinau River near its confluence with the Pala River, contain 

cemented deposits of the same well-rounded sandstone gravel that is found in the bed of 

the nearby river channel. 

The karst landscape in Sulawesi, Indonesia (McDonald 1976, 1979b ), shows a his

tory of river incision, valley formation, lateral erosion, aggradation, and reincision in its 
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dissected plateaus, raised terraces, gravel-filled cliff-foot caves, river valleys, broad fluvi 

al plains, and tower karst outliers. Geologic and sedimentary evidence of the work o 

rivers in creating the broad valley floors and plains is widespread, and is striking becaus( 

of the texture and color contrast between the white, crystalline limestone bedrock anc 

the mottled, dark, and rounded volcanic gravel transported into the karst landscape b) 

rivers such as the Lealleang, Patunuang, and Pangkadjene. 

The cliff-foot caves at the edges of the present valley floors in Sulawesi show i 

history of being: I) created by lateral river erosion; 2) filled in by flu vial gravels; and 3 • 

in some instances partly exhumed by erosion by local surface runoff. The identificatior 

of the infill of fluvial gravels was critical to the interpretation of these features as beint 

the result of river action. There are also combinations of sheer cliffs and cliff-foot cave: 

that are "stranded" high above the present valley floors. The river-borne gravels found ir 

these high cliff-foot caves, and on the slopes below the caves, explain the origin of th( 

cliffs and caves. They were formed by lateral river erosion, and then were abandoned a: 

the rivers shifted laterally and became more deeply incised. These stranded cliff-foo 

caves tend to be concentrated at levels about 4.5 m, 18 m, and 100 m above the presen 

valley floors (McDonald, I 979b ). The gravels in the highest terraces can be deep!J 

weathered, in some cases appearing only as oval-shaped ghosts within a clay or fine-sil 

weathering profile. 

This Sulawesi karst area is especially interesting in considering the evolution of th( 

science of karst geomorphology, since Sunartadirdja and Lehmann ( 1960) offered th( 

landforms there as examples of the solutional evolutionary model of tropical karst devel 

opment. Not only does the geological and sedimentological evidence refute this asser 

tion, but also shows a complex history of starts, stops, reversals, and restarts of geomor 

phic processes that are not consistent with the solutional evolutionary theory. 

DEVELOPMENT OF POLJES IN SULAWESI 

Sunartadirdja and Lehmann ( 1960) recognized a range of karst depression mor 

phology in the Sulawesi karst area, and considered the various depressions to compris1 

stages in an evolutionary scheme of solutional karst landform development. The solu 

tion of the limestone along structural weaknesses was thought to produce linear depres 

sions or karst streets ("Karstgassen"). The wider openings at the intersections of th1 

karst streets were considered small po]jes ("Kleine Po]jen"). Lateral solutional unde1 

mining by overland runoff or flood wash (Losungsunterschneidung) was believed re 

sponsible for expanding the small po]jes into "Embryonal Poljen," and then expandin1 

these embryonic po]jes into true po]jes. Sunartadirdja and Lehmann ( 1960) believe1 

the floors of the embryonic and true po]jes were sealed by insoluble weathering residu, 

derived from the solution of the limestone during the vertical solutional incision of th, 

relief. They also noted the sediments contain volcanic material, but did not pursue th, 

questions that might have been raised by this evidence. The final stage in the evolution 
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the development ofkarst margin plains ("Karstrandebenen"), was believed to result from 

the coalescence of the ever-expanding poljes. 

Sunartadirdja and Lehmann ( 1960) provided visual evidence to support their hy

potheses. They described an embryonic polje near the village of Lealleang, as translat

ed: The formation of such small poljes by karst corrosive expansion can be observed well in 

the vicinity of Lealleang. Parallel to a deep intervening break of the karst margin plain 

passes a fracture line in a northeasterly direction. It forms a wide karst street, which in 

places has expanded to form a small polje plain with vertical walls. Furthermore, the 

appearance of the edges of the poljes in the vicinity of the villages of Daimanggala and 

Bontobonto seemed to Sunartadirdja and Lehmann ( 1960) to support their theory. As 

translated, they wrote: Next to the steep tower slopes are diagonal slopes; they are likely 

made of debris fallen as a result of solutional undermining. However, Sunartadirdja and 

Lehmann ( 1960) did not provide detailed field evidence to verify their conclusions. In 

fact, subsequent detailed field studies carried out by the writer within these poljes (Mc

Donald 1979b) showed a more complex geomorphology than envisioned by Sunarta

dirdja and Lehmann ( 1960), as discussed in the following. 

The embryonic polje at Lealleang is a linear feature that trends southwest to north

east and varies in width from about 20 m to 400 m. It is cut into the Tonasa Limestones 

(Sukamto 1975), which include massive coral limestone, bioclastic limestone interbed

ded with tuffaceous Globigerina marl and bituminous limestone, and local intercala

tions of limestone breccia and sandy limestone. The Tonasa Limestones were laid down 

during the Eocene to Middle Miocene, and are at least 560 m thick, although their exact 

thickness is not known. The massive coral limestone is at least 150 m thick, is unbed

ded, well jointed, and overlies mainly thin-bedded, sometimes impure limestones that 

dip to the southwest at about four degrees. The top of the coral limestone dips along 

with the underlying beds, and declines in elevation toward the southwest from a maxi

mum of 564 m to about 250 m above sea level. 

The floor of the embryonic polje is far different from the nearly level, thinly man

tled polje floor envisioned by Sunartadirdja and Lehmann ( 1960). The floor of the polje 

is composed of thick deposits of noncalcareous rocks of the Walanae Formation. These 

beds, although much dissected, are undisturbed, and are up to 100 m thick in places. 

Especially noteworthy is the presence of blue clay, which according to Bartstra ( 1976) 

contain the gastropods, Globigerinoides obliquus and Globigerinoides extremus that indi

cate a Late Miocene to Pliocene age for the lower marine portion of the Walanae Forma

tion. This blue clay occurs in the polje in association with underlying unconsolidated 

marls and overlying thin-bedded tuffs. This embryonic polje, therefore, appears to have 

been deeply incised by the end of the Pliocene, and then filled by about I 00 m of rocks 

of the Walanae Formation. 

The Walanae Formation consists of clayey, sandy, gravelly, and partly tuffaceous 

material. It is marine in the lower portion and terrestrial in the upper portion. Accord

ing to Bartstra ( 1976), the upper portion may be Pleistocene in age. The undisturbed 

beds of marl, blue clay, and thin-bedded tuffs make up the lower 60 m of the deposit in 
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the embryonal polje. These beds are overlain by about 40 m of coarse fluvial graveli 

The gravel contains well-rounded boulders and cobbles of volcanic rock, derived fror 

the mountains to the east and brought into the polje by rivers. Therefore, the polje wa 
in existence by the Late Miocene to Pliocene, and was first filled by marine sediments c 

that age, and later by terrestrial, river-borne sediments. This phase of valley filling an, 

river aggradation appears to have been completed during the Pleistocene. 

Subsequent to their deposition in the Lealleang polje, the rocks of the Walana 

Formation were dissected, and may have been subject to alternating periods of incisio 

and aggradation, as suggested by terrace remnants commonly about 4.5 m and 18 r 

above the present valley floors. The floor of the polje is very uneven and varies i 

elevation from 25 m to 125 m above sea level. While at one time the polje contained 

river, as evidenced by the fluvial gravel, it is now characterized by karstic drainage int, 

sinks that occur along the valley sides, and the gravel floor has been eroded into a serie 

of closed depressions, each drained to one side or the other by sinks. The limeston 

walls of the polje show little evidence of modern corrosion by rain or by solutiom 

undermining by overland runoff. Instead, the walls are coated by thick deposits of repn 

cipitated calcite, in which are sometimes cemented fine alluvium and rounded cobble 

of volcanic rock, up to about 125 m above sea level, the maximum height of the Wa/ana 

Formation gravels in this area. 

Similarly, the poljes at Diamanggala and Bontobonto contain thick deposits of nor 

calcareous Wa/anae Formation rocks, which have been much dissected by several activ 

rivers. The Daimanggala polje covers about 6 sq km, and is drained by the rivers Ba 

leangintoa, Pakallampek, and Buakmata, which sink at the base of a limestone cliff o 

the west side of the polje. The Bontobonto polje, to the north, is smaller, and probabl 

should be regarded as a part of the larger Daimanggala polje because it is only the unt 

ven relief of dissected Wa/anae Formation rocks that separates the two poljes. This smalle 

polje is drained by the Tammale River, which flows into Daimanggala polje and join 

with the Buakmata River. 

High limestone cliffs, and a line of high-level cliff-foot caves occur along the limt 
stone hillsides on the edges of the poljes. The cliff-foot caves lie about 100 m above th 

lowest points on the polje floors. Below these caves are more moderately sloping (abot: 

60 degrees) hillside segments. A more or less continuous line of cliff-foot caves can b 
traced along the sides of the two poljes, and into the adjacent Panagi River Valley. Fie I 
inspection revealed the presence of rounded volcanic gravel of the Walanae Formation i 
the 100 m high cliff-foot caves, and as colluvial deposits on the moderate slopes beJo, 

the caves. Shallow excavations revealed the moderate slopes to be composed of undi: 

turbed beds of the Tonasa Limestones, and not the talus supposed by Sunartadirdja an 

Lehmann (1960). In further contrast to Sunartadirdja and Lehmann's interpretatior 

the floors of the poljes are composed of thick deposits of Wa/anae Formation rock: 

dissected into individual watersheds by the several rivers. They are not composed c 

thinly mantled limestone bedrock. 

In addition, the rock outcrop separating the two poljes from the adjacent Panai 
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River Valley was determined through field study to be a ridge composed of crystalline 

shists. These noncalcareous basement rocks underlie the Tonasa Limestones, and are 

known only to be pre-Tertiary in age (Bartstra I 976 ). The Panagi River is fed by lime

stone springs to the west of this ridge, and then flows westward, eventually to the South 

China Sea. 

The line of high cliffs and cliff-foot caves, along with the sedimentary evidence 

show the Diamanggala polje, Bontobonto polje, and adjacent Panagi River Valley were 

joined together as one continuous river valley at about the end of the Pleistocene, having 

been filled by about 100 m of noncalcareous rocks of the Walanae Formation during the 

Late Miocene/Pliocene to Pleistocene. Since the Pleistocene, the valley fill was incised 

to its present level by several active rivers. Crystalline shist basement rocks were ex

posed by the incision, and this resulted in the separation of the two poljes from the 

Panagi River Valley. A remaining ridge of Walanae Formation rocks between the Buak

mata River and Tammale River creates an additional topographic divide between the 

Diamanggala and Bontobonto poljes, and the impression they are separate karst depres

sions. 

Clearly, the geomorphology of the Diamanggala and Bontobonto poljes is not con

sistent with the explanations offered by Sunartadirdja and Lehmann ( 1960). The polje 

floors are not nearly level, and are not thinly mantled by sediments. They are not ex

panding to form a larger polje, and they will not eventually coalesce by Losungsunter

schneidung to form a karst margin plan. In fact, the Pleistocene history of the poljes 

shows the disintegration of a once larger valley into smaller depressions, now separated 

from one another by ridges of noncalcareous rocks. The moderate valley slide slopes are 

not composed of talus, but consist of in situ limestone that was exposed by the partial 

removal of the Late-Miocene/Pliocene to Pleistocene valley fill deposits by rivers. 

DISCUSSION 

The importance of rivers should be explored more widely in interpreting karst landscape 

development, within and beyond the tropics, including the classical karst areas. Rivers 

are important agents of geomorphic change, but are sometimes either not recognized or 

appear to be underestimated in many karst landscapes. Where rivers are present, their 

potential role in the geomorphic development of the karst landforms should be thor

oughly evaluated, including detailed field studies and the consideration of geological 

and sedimentological evidence. 

The solutional evolutionary model needs to be more rigorously field tested, includ

ing using geological and sedimentological evidence to substantiate conclusions about 

the processes that create specific landforms. Evidence from Belize, northern Borneo, 

and particularly Sulawesi, Indonesia, shows the general appearance of particular karst 

landforms, such as poljes, cannot be used to draw conclusions about the geomorphic 

processes or evolutionary sequences of landform development. Geological and sedi-
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mentological evidence should be described and evaluated to support process-relate< 

conclusions in karst geomorphology. 
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THE CONTACT KARST LANDSCAPE OF 

SALENTO PENINSULA 

(APULIA, SOUTHEN ITALY) 

GINALUCA SELLERl, PAOLO SANSO & NICOLA WALSH 

Abstract 

A contact karst landscape has been investigated in the Sale1110 penisula (Apulia, southern !tafF). Th 

geological, hydrogeological and morphological conditions allow the development of a drainage ne 

work flowing towards the North. It bring allogenic 111aters to marginal depressions whose bottom , 

studded by a number of cave collapse sinkholes. Sinkholes development broke the drainage nenvor 

in smalles basins. landscape evolution has been strongf)' influenced by recent tectonics as it dete 

mined the formation of the endorheic area, the general f/0111 of allogenic waters toward the North an 

the position of cave collapse sinkholes. 

Keywords: con1act karst, cave collapse sinkholes, tectonics 

INTRODUCTION 

Research about the karst landscape evolution 

of the mid-southern part of Salento penisula 

(Apulia, southern Italy) has been stimulated 

by the necessity to assess the hazard related 

to the development of cave collapse sinkholes 

in the area. In fact, the l3 March 1996 a cave 

collapse sinkhole, up to 20 m deep and wide, 

formed in an area marked by a number of 

older similar forms, posing a relevant threat 

to the close urbanized area. 

In this paper, the first data about the 

geological, hydrogeological and morphologi

cal conditions which influenced the land

scape evolution are reported along with proc

esses which are responsible for sinkholes de

velopment. 

Pho10 I. A 1•iew of cave collapse sinkho/e at Torre 
Mazza. 
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GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL SETTING 

The Salento peninsula is the southernmost part of the Apulia region (southern Italy). 

Apulia is the emerged part of a plate stretching between the Ionian Sea and the Adriatic 

Sea which constitutes the foreland of both Apenninic and Dinaric orogens. It comprises 

a Variscan basement covered by a 3-5 km thick Mesozoic carbonate sequence - the 

Calcari delle Murge unit-, and overlain by thin deposits of Neogene and Quaternary age 

(Ciaranfi et al., 1992). 

The mid-southern part of Salento peninsula is marked by a wide endorheic area, 

bordered both toward the East and the West by degradated fault scarps which are the 

flanks of two narrow ridges lengthened in NNW-SSE direction. Marls, calcareous marls 

and calcarenites belonging to several Pleistocene sedimentary cycles extensively crop 

out in the endorheic area. These deposits cover a stratigraphic sequence compound by 
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five calcareous units whose age is comprised between the Upper Cretaceous and tht 

Upper Pliocene. 

Two elongated depressions characterized the margins of the endorheic area. The! 
are shaped on Lowest Pleistocene deposits (Bossio et al., 1987), up to 70 m thick, madt 
by calcareous, bioclastic sandstones, locally clinostratified; they shade into bluish claye! 

marls toward the centre of the area. The bottom of depressions is covered by thick 
sandy colluvial deposits. 

The most part of endorheic area is constituted by a flat surface, gently slopin1 

northeastward, reaching 120 m of altitude at its SE part. The surface is shaped on whit< 

quartz sands that can be most likely referred to the Middle Pleistocene. To the north 

west, a low relict cliff joins this surface to a wide marine terrace placed between 40-80 n 
of altitude whose deposits, made by coarse calcareous sandstones, lie transgressively or 

Lower Pleistocene sandy and clayey deposits (D'Alessandro et al., 1994). 
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The Salento peninsula is marked by a wide, deep aquifer flowing into the Mesozoi, 
limestones which rests on sea-water intruded from the nearby coastal area (Ghyben 

Herzberg principle). However, a number of shallow water tables are host in the mor, 

recent deposits. In particular, in the endorheic area several water tables can be fourn 
within the Lower Pleistocene calcareous sandstones and in the Middle Pleistocene sand 

even if their characteristics are not well-known. However, a significative drainage fron 

shallow water tables to the deep aquifer is most likely to occur along subvertical plane 

of greater hydraulic conductivity. 

GEOMORPHOLOGICAL SETTING 

An hydrographic network flowing from the marine terraces top surfaces to the botton 

of marginal depressions. Three areas with uniform drainage network direction (NW, NI 
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and SW) are separated by two main divides. The former runs in NNW-SSE direction for 

about 25 km, close to the western border of the endorheic area. It is placed along the 

prolongation of the axis of morphostructural high which borders to the North the area. 

The second divide is shorter and E-W oriented. 

Short, straight valleys incise the border fault scarps. Longer, meander-like valleys 

developed on unpervious, sandy deposits; valleys follow a sub-angular pattern with straight 

streams flowing in NNW-SSE and NW-SE directions in area where Lower Pleistocene 

calcareous sandstones crop out. Valleys end at a number of cave collapse sinkholes aligned 

in NNW-SSE and NW-SE directions. 

Cave collapse sinkholes show sub-cilindric shape, up to 30 m deep and up to 20 m 

wide, often linked to karstic caves. The process of sinkhole activity is presently active as 

suggested by the recent development of a new cave collapse sinkhole in area marked by 

the presence of three older similar forms. Sinkholes formation has been responsible for 
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Fig, 3- Geomorphological map of mid-southern area of Sa lento peninsula 
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the breaking out of the hydrographical network and for the genesis of a number of dead 

valleys which can be recognized at the northeastern border of the area. 

Cover sinkholes, up to 20 meters wide, are located at the border of marine terraced 

surfaces. Several cover sinkholes formed recently in the southernmost part of the endor 

heic area. 

DISCUSSION 

The landscape shown by the midsouthern Salento area is an example of contact kars1 

whose genesis and evolution is linked to the occurrence of a contact between unpervi

ous, non-karstic rocks and pervious, karstic rocks. 

According to Garns ( 1994) the main factors influencing the geomorphological evo

lution of these particular areas are the discharge and the chemical characteristics o1 

allogenic waters, the quantity and grain size of material transported by the allogenic 

river, the permeability of karstic rocks, the relief amplitude, the depth of the piezometic 

level, the relation between the size of outcropping area of impermeable and permeable 

sediments, and, finally, the age of karstic landscape. 

In particular, the landscape of the midsouthern Salen to area can be seen as a partic 

ular type of border karst due to the presence of the sub-horizontal contact between the 

Middle-Upper Pleistocene unpervious deposits and the Lower Pleistocene karstic ter 

rains. The impermeable cover allowed the development of a drainage network responsi 

ble for the flow of allogenic waters to the marginal depressions. A number of cave col 

lapse sinkholes bring allogenic water into underground circulation along subvertica 

planes of major hydraulic conductivity, generally corresponding to main joints or faul1 

planes. 

The geomorphological analysis shows that the evolution of this karstic landscape 

has been strongly controlled by a very recent, even if not intense, tectonic activity. The 

tilting on the area towards NE which interested the entire Salento region (Palmentola 

1987) induced the general northward flowing of the upper portion of the drainage net 

work, shaped on the Middle Pleistocene sandy cover. On the contrary, the lower part ol 
it, flowing on Lower Pleistocene calcarenites, is strongly controlled by the geologica 

structure so that streams flow in the same directions of main tectonic alignments. Tht 

small uplift of the morphostructural high which borders to the North the area should bt 

responsible for the development of main divide which run across the endorheic area ir 

NNW-SSE direction. 

A relict drainage network flowing into some sinkholes placed in the northen part o 

the area can be reconstructed. It has been broken by the development a number of cavt 

collapse sinkholes into smaller basins, causing in same cases the formation of shor 

dead valleys. 

The development of the cave collapse sinkholes is linked to the particular litholog 

ical sequence of Lower Pleistocene calcarenites, made up by well-cemented calcareou: 
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sandstones in the uppermost levels shading downward to sands and silts interbedded 

with calcareous- marly layers, to the relatively abundant quantity of allogenic waters and 

to the occurrence of planes of major hydraulic conductivity. Caves widen in the lower 

levels made by sands and silts and assume shapes according to the joints pattern and the 

occurrence of unpervious layers. The increasing volume of caves and the intersection 

between strata planes and joints are the main factors inducing the fall of cave ceiling. 

Cover sinkholes have been detected near the borders of Middle Pleistocene sands 

outcropping, which host a surficial water table. The genesis of these landforms would be 

linked to soffusion process produced by the vertical drainage of the water table into the 

lower aquifers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The geomorphological analysis of endorheic area of Salento peninsula suggests that the 

landscape can be seen as a particular type of border karst due to the presence of the sub

horizontal contact between the Middle-Upper Pleistocene unpervious, non-karstic de

posits and the Lower Pleistocene karstic terrains. Allogenic waters are drained by a 

hydrographic network toward the margin of the endorheic area where a number of cave 

collapse sinkholes can be found. Their development has been promoted by the peculiar 

litho-stratigraphic characters of Lower Pleistocene calcarenites. Sinkholes broke the drain

age network in smaller basins, forming a number of dead valleys. 

Recent tectonics strongly influenced landscape evolution as it determined the for

mation of the endorheic area, the general flow of allogenic waters toward the North and 

the position of cave collapse sinkholes. 
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LATE PLEISTOCENE REDIRECTION 

OF THE CERKNISCICA RIVER: 

EFFECT ON THE NEIGHBOURING KARST 

FRANCE SUSTERSIC, SIMONA SUSTERSIC & UROS STEPISNIK 

Abstract 

Detailed study of the Cerkniscica 's sediments in Cerknisko po/je revealed that the river turned thi:, 
direction relatively late, presumably in the middle Wiirm. Its alluvial fan choked the main vertica1 
ponors, and deflected the river westwards, i.e. into Rakov Skocjan valley, and further on, into Planin
ska jama. Increased quantity of water that entered the East branch of the cave redirected the flow OJ 
the Pivka river into the North branch, and reactivated since long time ago, choked (present) entrance 
to the cave. Retransported sediment from Planinska jama can be traced across Planinsko po/je intc 
the ponor caves on the North. 
Keywords: Classical Karst, Planinska jama, Pleistocene, cave sediments, cave dynamism, 
karst hydrology 

INTRODUCTION 

The paper discusses the late Quaternary dynamics of the Cerkniscica river, which lies 
within the Ljubjanica River catchment. The latter, also known as "The River of Seven 
Names", is the best-known sinking river in the Classical Karst of Slovenia. Figure I 

shows the locations and relationships of significant features discussed in the text. 
The Cerkniscica River is the only predominantly non-karstic tributary to Cerkniskc 

Polje. Whereas the Cerkniscica enters the polje through a canyon-like valley, most of its 
upper catchment area appears to be a relatively equilibrated fluvio-denudational sur
face, adapted to a base-level about 40m higher than the present main stream (S. Suster 
sic, 2002). Modern incision within the upper Cerkniscica basin, triggered by reversal 
(Fig. I) of the Cerkniscica River into the Ceknisko Polje, and consequently driven by 2 
lowering of the outlet by about 40m, has influenced only the main streams, to form deep 
narrow valleys. Based on a detailed geomorphological study of the reversal area, S. Suster 
sic ( o.c.) demonstrated that it was a relatively fast, catastrophic, event. 

This paper investigates the direct downstream consequences for this part of the 
Ljubljanica River catchment, especially for Planinska jama. 
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EVOLUTION OF THE CERKNISCICA RIVER 1 

Other than the non-karstic Cerkniscica River, the tributaries feeding Cerknisko Polje are 
completely karstic. It is extremely difficult to estimate the inflow and outflow of the 
polje, and figures are difficult to find in the literature. Combined data from Zibrik & 
Picinin (1973, 5) and Gospodaric & Habic ( 1979, 103)2 provide the following yearly 
average input. Note that the proportions are crucial: 

N 

Mt Planinska 
gora 

45°50' 
Planinska 

jama 

U") 

,-f 
0 

� 

,-f 

RAKOV 

Tkalca SKOCJAN 
. VALLEY 
Jama�lske 

-?
0
.f jame 

Karlovice 

Mt Javomiki 

D BOTTOMS OF KARST POLJES 
AND OTHER FLOODED AREAS 

D EARLY CERKNl$CICA PONOR AREA 

:_ (?'_• CERKNISCICA RIVER CANYON 

o// I CERKN1$CICA RIVER ALLUVIAL FAN 

• ◄ 

EARLY CERKNISCICA UNDERGROUND 
STREAM DIRECTION 

INACCESIBLE KARST SPRING I PONOR 

0 <l ENTRANCE TO SPRING I PONOR CAVE 

10km 

Fig. I. location map of part of rhe Ljub/janica River catchment, showing rhe locations of feat11res dis

cussed in the rexr. 

1 In this paper, only information directly concerning its topic is given. For more exhaustive data about the wide1 

area the reader is referred to Gospodaric & Habic, 1979 and F. Sustersic. 1996. 
Relatively uncertain absolute data renect the difficult and unreliable field measurements, so that the author! 

prefer to give just data for particular observations. Consequently, the f inal results must be viewed with some 
reservation, though the basic proportions remain constant with different observers. 
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Cerkniscica 
Other 
Total 

l.23m1s· 1 

13.17m1s· 1 
8.54% 
91.46% 
100.00% 

Presently, most of Cerknisko Polje drains through ponor caves (Fig. 1) in its north
western-most embayment. It is confirmed that the cave ponors direct water through the 
Rakov Skocjan valley (Fig I) and further, into the springs at Planinsko polje (Fig. I). 

The entire low flow (plus some excess normal and high flow) sinks into vertical 
ponors ( plus estavelles) in the polje floor. Unlike large po nor caves, these are narrow 
openings in the bedrock beneath sediments, and are inaccessible to humans. Only a few 
of these sinks, including Yodonos, the most efficient (Gospodaric & Habic, 1976, I 16-
120), have been dye traced, but it is generally accepted that they drain directly to the 
Ljubljanica springs at Vrhnika. 

Outputs through the two main ponor types, as well as the general water level in the 
polje, depend essentially upon the contemporary inflow pattern. Gospodaric & Habic 

( o.c., 120) estimate the total capacity of the vertical ponors as <6m1s· 1, whereas the 
capacity of the cave ponors is »20m3s· 1 (o.c., 124). These rough estimates differ from 

less consistent estimates by earlier workers ( o.c., 96-103 ), but the basic proportions seem 
reasonable. So, about 20% of the present average output from Cerknisko polje drains 
directly to the Ljubljanica springs, whereas about 80% ( 11 m1s· 1) flows in the direction of 
Rakov Skocjan, and on to Planinsko polje. These waters first reappear in the Rakov 
Skocjan valley, as the Rak River. 

When the discharge in the Rak is low, its water sinks into Tkalca jama3 (cave) and 
flows to boulder-choked springs in the Malni pocket valley on the southern margin of 
Planinsko polje. When the Rak water levels are higher, surplus water flows through com
pletely water-filled, only partly explored, passages into the East Branch4 of Planinska 
Jama (Morel, 2000,2001 ). After leaving the North Branch, the river (now the Unica) 
flows across Planinsko polje, where it is joined by the only important tributary appaerig 
from the Malni spring. 

Planinsko polje has no large, direct ponor caves. However, as well as in the main 

ponors, underground water is seen in some large caves, among which Yranja jama is of 
particular interest. The Unica gradually sinks, eventually to reappear from the Ljubljani-

' The most direct stream towards Planinsko polje is not significant. and it is omitted rrom rurther discussion. 
' Planinska jama consists or three main branches. The eastern one brings water from Cerknisko polje (plus Mt 

Javorniki in the South. which is outside present interest). At the Conriuence. it joins the West Branch where the 
river Pivka. arter having passed through a huge, incompletely explored siphon, arrives from Postojnska jama. 
The united rivers obtain a new name, i.e. the Unica. It leaves the cave through the North Branch and enters 
P!aninsko polje in its southwestern-most corner. The East and West branches arc each more than 2km long. 
whereas the North Branch is less than one kilometre long. It must be noted that this terminology is not com
pletely unknown, but nol widely used. In order to avoid conrusion when discussing changes in lhe stream 
direction, it is used strictly throughout this paper. The identities are: 

Name used here: Alternative/former name: 
East Branch Rak Branch 

West Branch 
North Branch 

Pivka Branch 
Entrance Branch 
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ea springs at Yrhnika, where waters from various sources, including discharge from thee 

vertical ponors in the Cerknisko Polje, are mixed together. 
The literature (see F. Sustersic 1996, 256) agrees that, in the not too distant past 

the Cerkniscica River turned northwestward near the present village of Begunje. Earl) 

authors assumed that it f lowed on the surface through the present Ravnik lowland ( o.c. 
257, Fig. 2), towards the present Logasko Polje. During systematic mapping of unroofec 
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caves in the central part of Ravnik, about 10km northwest from the present river, F. 
Sustersic ( 1998) revealed an abandoned, completely in-filled cave system. 

At the top of the sediment fill is a dolomite conglomerate, lithologically identical to 
the present Cerkniscica River sediment load. Based on general appearance and charac
teristic grain-size profile, F. Sustersic ( o.c.) argued that the conglomerate is a Pleistocene 

cold stage deposit. In most outcrops flowstone occurs sandwiched between the con
glomerate layers. The flowstone is too old to be dated by the U-Th series method, i.e. 

older than 350ka. The presence of pebbles derived from local rocks within the cave 

sediments confirmed the anticipated - but underground - flow direction (o.c., 128). 
The same material as the Ravnik conglomerate, i.e. Norian and Rhaetian dolomite 

pebbles plus some bauxite and chert, is in the uppermost sediment in the present Cer

kniscica alluvial cone (Plenicar, 1953 and Gospodaric & Habic, 1979). In the lower part 
of the cone Gospodaric & Habic (o.c., 43) found a spruce cone. C'4 analysis revealed its 

age at about 55ka. The same authors quote Serce]j ( 1974), who found pollen, testifying 

stadia( vegetation, in the same layer. So, the lower sediment package must date from the 

Wurm I era, whereas the gravel must be younger. 

Formation of the Cerkniscica cone perhaps occurred on the first occasion that 
fluvial sediment entered the polje in significant amounts (F. & S. Sustersic, in prepara

tion), as there is no evidence that anything similar happened earlier. Plenicar ( 1953) 
notes that many boreholes into the underlying bedrock found even sediment filled cav

erns He reports (o.c., 112-113) that they are filled with loam and sand, but his cross

sections stress the presence of flowstone (o.c., Prof. 3-5). Despite this equivocal infor
mation, it is questionable whether the earlier relative water table elevation was compara
ble with the present one, and whether the polje held surface water at all. 

After the river crosses the alluvial cone it flows about I km over the flat, loamy 
sediment in the extreme northwestern corner of the polje, and disappears into the main 
(Karlovice) ponor caves. Insignificant riverbed sandbanks indicate that the present river 
can transport minor quantities of coarse sediment from the cone, or even from more 
distant parts of the catchment, but the present sedimentary input into the Karlovice 
ponor caves is minute. First impressions are that the system's main channels are epi
phreatic, whereas other explored channels, i.e. older, fragmentary, passages up to about 

60m above the present water table, are mostly phreatic. This implies that in the more 
remote past the input to the caves (and to the polje) was completely karstic. 

Fresh sinks in the po]je's alluvial cone (Jenko, 1959, 214; Gospodaric & Habic, 95) 
indicate that fluvial sediment has buried an active ponor area. This is clearly evident at 
the toe of the cone, where, at several locations, especially at the Yodonos ponor com
plex, recent sapping is so active that local inhabitants must fill in the holes. It implies 
that the present (post-Wiirmian) situation is unstable, and the sinking river is re-estab
lishing its former conditions. 

A number of large, but relatively mature5 collapse dolines have long been known all 

5 In the sense that no perpendicular walls are preserved, and the slopes are generally gentle. 
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along Ravnik, north of Cerknisko Polje (F. Sustersic, 1973). Without receiving deepe1 
consideration they were attributed to former outflow from Cerknisko Polje. More re 
cently, outcrops of the conglomerate mentioned above were found in some of the dolint 
slopes. Seemingly recent subsidence cones in the floors of other dolines indicate that 
after a time gap, underground flow is resuming its activity. Complex water tracing exper 
iments (Gospodaric & Habic, 1976, 199) revealed relatively fast (7.4cm s·') undergrounc 
flow between the Vodonos (vertical) ponor and Velika Ljubljanica spring, confirmin� 
that highly transmissive karst channels lie in between. 

Close inspection of a detailed map of the area between the present vertical ponon 
and the collapse dolines (Fig.2) reveals a relief feature resembling a partly disintegratec 
blind valley6

. Its present floor is between 601m and 615m, which is almost the samt 
elevation as that of the ancient Cerkniscica valley at the point where it meets Ravnik. 11 
this interpretation is valid, it would mean that at some stage - certainly before the Cer 
kniscica's flow reversal - the entire polje could have drained in this direction and tht 
present cave ponors were bandoned. 

All this indicates that in the not too distant past much more water could have drainec 
from Cerknisko polje directly to the Ljubljanica springs at Vrhnika than drains today 
Concurrently a smaller quantity should have supplied the ponor caves and thence tht 
Malni pocket valley at Planinsko Polje. In the extreme, the input into Malni from tht 
southeast would be reduced to an insignificant contribution of direct drainage from M1 
Javorniki intercepted by the Rakov Skocjan valley7. 

Recharge from the Cerkniscica River alone would not directly influence drainagf 
from the polje significantly. A 1.23m s·' increase in input meant only a c.10% increase 01 

the total, which the existing ponors could cope with without a major problem. However 
the indirect influence was dramatic. After breakthrough, large amounts of cryoclastic 
gravel reached the Cerknisko Polje at almost the exact location of the ponors, causin� 
the water to go directly to the Vrhnika springs. Gravel deposition was so concentratec 
that it cut off, and eventually completely eliminated the whole ponor area. The present!) 
inactive collapse dolines in Ravnik (mentioned above), north from the most northeast 
ern corner of Cerknisko Polje, indicate the existence of a large cave system that wai 
suddenly abandoned. 

It is impossible to estimate directly how much water was deflected towards tht 
present cave ponors. The extent of the presently inactive collapse dolines supports ar 
earlier idea that, at least for a certain period, most ofCerknisko polje might have drainec 
northwards (towards the Vrhnika springs). In the extreme, it means that, after the de 

• No detailed study of this embayment has yet been carried out, so that other interpretations are possible. 
7 This raises the question of the former role. or even existence. of the main ponor caves. i.e. the Karlovice systen 

and its direct continuation (Zalec el al.. 1997) Zelske jame, the main spring cave in the Rakov Skocjan valley 
Statistical study of cave distribution led F. Sustersic ( I 996, 2000) to conclude that this is just a rejuvenated par 
of a larger system. formed essentially in phreatic conditions, before strike-slip movement along the ldria Faul 
(according to F. Sustersic, I 996, 270, Fig.5, No.4) Putting aside still-disputed questions of the strike-slip timing 
formation of such a cave system probably preceded polje development. Misic ( 1998) found f lysch-derived sane 
in Zelske jame, which is surprising on consideration of present flow conditions. 
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flection, a stream of up to 14m3s· 1 might have surged into the Rakov Skocjan valley, and 
further on, to Planinsko Polje. If even half of this quantity entered Planinska jama, the 
Pivka (present average discharge 4.84m3s· 1; Zibrik, Lewicki & Picinin, 1976, 49, Tab.2) 
could not have coped with it, and the consequences should be observable. 

LATE QUATERNARY DYNAMICS OF PLANINSKA JAMA 

In his comprehensive treatise Gospodaric ( 1976) gives extensive information about late 
Quaternary development in Planinska and Postojnska jama caves. His main goal was, 
however, to extract general data about both caves, and to make regional generalizations. 
His work is based fundamentally on study of sediments in both caves, and the factual 
data he presented fit the purposes of the present paper exactly. 

Gospodaric ( o.c.) stated that, at the time of deposition of the oldest detected sedi
ment (i.e. coloured chert), most of the present cave ( considering it as voids in the bed
rock) must have existed, though some passages had not yet achieved their ultimate di
mensions. From Plate 3A ( o.c., 128-129) it is clear that the original, large elliptical phreatic 
passages are so well preserved that significant mechanical erosion before deposition of 
the coloured chert cannot be hypothesised. 

Gospodaric ( o.c., 134, Tab. 3) provides a clear view of general sedimentary events 
in Planinska jam a. Applying his basically stratigraphical findings to the plan of the cave 
(Fig. 3), and omitting less significant details, the following late Quaternary history can 
be extracted: 

Fig. 3. Location of the main sediments in 

P!aninska Jama d11ring the sedimentary 

events 011t/i11ed in Table f. 

1 
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2 

. . 

OLDER LAMINATED LOAM 

3 

WHITE CHERT 

1000 m 
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Table 1 Main sedimentary events in P/aninska jama(extracted and rearranged afier Gospodaric, 1976, 

Tabs 1 and 3) 

1 Sedimentation of the West and the input close to the 

coloured chert North branches present inlet to the 

active; the East West Branch; 

Branch dormant output through the 
Middle North Branch 
Quarternary towards the 

present "cave 

entrance" (i.e. 

outlet) 
-

2 Sedimentation of flooding of the Stream direction 

"older laminated West and the East unknown: the most 

before 
loam" branches to the likely input close 

elevation about to the present 
approx. 

47 Sm a.s.l.; the "inlet" to the West 
78 ± 8.4 ka 

b.p. 
North Branch Branch; output 

dormant through the East 

Branch towards the 

present Malni spring 

3 Riss Sedimentation of Only relatively Stream direction 

white chert small passages equivocal; in both 

close to the possible cases 

Confluence; the inlets and outlets 

rest of the cave away from the 

dormant present main 

conduits 

4 Riss-Wurm Flowstone growth, general data about the location of 

dated 80 ka b.p. the stalagmite insufficient, perhai:: 

too high to be related to "fluvial" 

phases 

Sa Deposition of The West and the input through 

limestone gravel East branches "Paradise" near the 

before active; the North present "inlet" to 

approx. Branch dormant the West Branch; 

30 ka b.p. output through the 

East Branch 

towards the 

present Malni spring 
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� 

Sb Lower Wlirm The West and the All three main Stream direction 
East branch branches active; comparable to the 
evacuated from the West Branch present; input 
limestone gravel; flooded through the West 
sedimentation of and the North 
"younger branches; output 
laminated loam" in through the North 
the West Branch Branch 

Note: The events are numbered according to Gospodaric (o.c.), except event No.5 is split in two sub-events (a, b 

to distinguish between deposition of limestone gravel and "younger laminated loam". The table is inverted corr 

pared to the original, which followed standard geological rules of superposition. 

To make the developments in Planinska jama more readily comparable with thi 
events in Cerknisko polje, more comments on particular details are needed. 

1. Coloured chert fragments are deposited throughout the cave in a layer no thicke1 

than Im (Gospodaric, o.c., 58). This indicates that the Pivka flowed without grea1 
obstacles through the West and North branches, in the general direction of the presenl 
outlet ( cave entrance). The East Branch, which presently carries high waters frorr 

Rakov Skocjan, and indirectly, from the Cerknisko Polje, appears to have been inac 
tive at this time - but not choked. Otherwise it could not have become sediment 
filled during the next event. 

2. Impressed by the existence of visually comparable sediments in many caves and ever 
on the surface in the vicinity, Gospodaric considered deposition of the "older lami 
nated loam" as a paramount regional event (o.c., 61). However, there was no conclu 
sive proof that all loams were the same age or at least had the same mineralogy. Hf 

viewed it as an outcome of a general "sedimentation phase", following an "erosior 
phase". This terminology is purely Davisian, and raises doubts. In principle, increasec 
production of loamy material is possibly a regional event, triggered, say, by climatf 
change (o.c., 60). On the other hand, the actual deposition is an immediate conse 

quence of a decrease in the water's transport capacity, which primarily reflects , 
local change in stream velocity. Similar elevations of the highest known laminatec 
loam deposits taken over as wide an area as possible in Planinska jama, indicate tha· 
a uniform water body once existed in the cave. Failure to match each lamination ir 
the loam between locations, according to de Geer's varve method (o.c., 60-61), indi 
cates either that deposition was not fully contemporaneous at different locations, 01 

that local influences prevailed. So, it seems more feasible to interpret deposition o 
the "older laminated loam" as a local event. 
The absence of "older laminated loam" in the dormant North Branch is somewha 
surprising. Extensive collapse near the outlet, or choking by materials produced bJ 
slope processes on the facing Mt Planinska gora could explain this. Yet, in eithe 
case, loam-laden water could penetrate into the North Branch and some traces o 
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"older laminated loam" should exist in remote corners. Gospodaric's explanation 

that the loam was totally removed during subsequent extensive widening of the pas

sage is not convincing. 
The break between deposition of coloured gravel and of "older laminated loam" was 

caused by the cessation of flow in the general direction of the present cave outlet, 

and the Pivka's reversal towards the Malni spring. Whereas the existence of waters 
from Rakov Skocjan in the East Branch in the previous phase ( 1) cannot be con

firmed, in the present phase (2) it is actually excluded. 

3. Gospodaric ( o.c., 61) noted: "Sinking (i.e. underground8) river deposited the sedi

ment (i.e. white chert gravel) into the (nearly completely) in-filled Planinska jama, 

into the upper third of its (main) branches, under the ceiling, or into independent, 

higher lying channels, which had been formed around the Confluence above the 

elevation of 475m a.s.l." The highest known location is 490m a.s.l. At just one loca

tion ( 480m a.s.l.) the white chert lies on the "older laminated loam", whereas else

where small quantities appear in "pockets" in the cave walls. The vertical range of 

15m within an approximate distance of 500m is large, and the vertical distribution 

reveals no spatial pattern. Both raise the question of whether the deposits are in their 

primary position. 

Putting this doubt aside, only one explanation, offered by Gospodaric (o.c., 46-47), is 
possible. During white chert deposition, most of the cave's main branches were com

pletely sediment filled (perhaps choked with coloured chert and "older laminated 

loam") and water had to re-use "parallel" passages that had become inactive a long 

time before. Gospodaric ( o.c., 62) stated that the presence of the white chert gravel 

is an indicator of an increase in the velocity of the river to at least 0.5m s· 1 and its 

ability to carry a heavier load. The present authors accept the latter idea as a fair 
statement only for very local conditions. Gospodaric's more general conclusion ( o.c., 

62) that "the river could flow faster towards Planinsko polje" is just one less feasible 

possible interpretation. 
Gospodaric ( o.c., 62) confirmed the source of the white chert gravel as the southern 

part of the Pivka basin. Hypothetically, when the river began to carry it into the cave, 

Pivka's catchment area had expanded dramatically. Assuming channel sections were 
not adapted to larger discharge, increased velocity would inevitably result in increased 
gravel entrainment, which apparently supports Gospodaric's statement. However, the 

question of the coloured chert gravel remains. Thus, the present authors prefer the 

view that the white chert gravel indicates a less important episode, when the main 
channels were nearly totally inactive. The river must predominantly have by-passed 
the presently known cave passages, and the stream direction remains uncertain. 

4. Due to lack of data this episode remains unclear. Whereas f lowstone growth in high
er, dry parts was inevitable, the more important question involves what was happen-

8 Due to subtle undertones in the particular words used by Gospodaric, "one-to-one" translation from Slovene 
into English is not appropriate. Expressions in brackets are added by F. Sustersic to give readers a more accu

rate impression of the original idea. 
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ing at lower elevations. During the subsequent (5a) episode, the West and East branch 

es were initially sediment free. So, a major erosional event must have taken plact 

after deposition of the white chert gravel. Gospodaric (o.c., Table I, 69 [126]) be 

lieved that erosion and sedimentation went hand-in-hand. However, it is difficult tc 

recognize a direct logical connection between white chert gravel in some high, re 

mote, smaller, passages, and the massive scouring that swept the main passages clea1 

of about I Mm3 of material. Considering the flow pattern indicated by white cher 

gravel distribution, the erosional mechanism would require a radical change of gener 

al circumstances, just to make it operate. So, the effects should not be considerec 

contemporaneous without strong material proof. 

The flow direction cannot be determined directly. As during the next phase (5a) tht 

river followed a highly transmissive route towards the Malni spring. Flow from tht 

Pivka inlet through the West Branch and further eastwards through the East Brand 

is probable. If so, after some tens ( or even hundreds9) of thousands of years, tht 

general hydrogeological regime of the "older laminated loam" deposition was re 

stored. In other words, the obstacle in the Malni spring area vanished. Evacuation die 

not include the North Branch, which remained inactive, and the present ( cave en 

trance) outlet remained blocked. In this paper the erosional event is termed pre-Sa. 

5a. Emplacement of limestone gravel in the West and East branches appears to be one o 

the most dramatic events in Planinska jama's known history. Gospodaric ( o.c., 62 

65) gives well-supported information about the geometry and formation of the cone 

like 10 pile in the cave. Micropalaeontological study by Pavlovec (cit. Gospodaric 

o.c., 64) confirmed that the gravel originates from the Planinska kolisevka collapst 

doline. The length of the longitudinal section of the gravel pile totals about 3.5km. Ir 

the whole of the West Branch, plus about 100m farther into the East Branch, tht 

profile of the gravel bank decreases exponentially, which is characteristic of higt 

flow velocities, indicating a free water surface. Its apex at almost 495m elevation anc 

its toe at about 470m remain virtually constant for the next kilometre and a quarter 

before suddenly dropping down and wedging out after another 100m. This is typica 

of deltaic sedimentation 11, implying that the East Branch water level was more or les: 

stable at 470m. Input through "Paradise" (Fig. 3, bottom, right) near the presen 

"inlet" to the West Branch, and output through the East Branch towards the Main 

spring is evident. 

So, the West and East branches were not only active, but they even permitted unim 

peded coarse sediment transport. Possible North Branch activity, indicated by Gos 

podaric (o.c., 62) - discussed below - remains, at best, questionable. 

' This follows from Gospodaric's (o.c .. Table 3. 112 [ 134]) estimation that sedimentation of "older laminate, 
loam" is Rissian. and sedimentation of coloured chert gravel pre-Rissian. However, this is just a subjectiv 
opinion. based on apparent analogy. The present authors believe that. due to the lack of material data for mar 
remote events. Gospodaric's time estimation is "logarithmically biased". 

'
0 

It is dirficult to speak about a true "cone" if sedimentation is confined within a cave channel. 
11 Unfortunately, the presently known occurrences of the gravel arc not large enough to make it possible to prov 

the existence of expected dipping layers, characteristic of deltaic sedimentation. 
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Sb. "younger laminated loam" appears in the West Branch and in adjacent parts of the 

East Branch. Gospodaric ( o.c., 65) noted that "it must have been eroded from the 

other parts of the East Branch". It has not been detected in other parts of the cave, 

including the North Branch. The sediments reach elevations of about 480m, which 

yields some important information: 
• the water still flowed eastward, i.e. towards the Malni pocket valley; 
• the cave outlet was impeded, but not blocked; 
• flow through the cave was relatively free; 
• the North Branch was still inactive. 

Evidently limestone gravel emplacement had ceased. As the dynamics of the collapse 

doline do not imply any intrinsic cause 12
, the most feasible explanation is that the 

Pivka found a by-pass to Planinska kolisevka. There is little doubt that this was the 

present inflow siphon, which has been dived ( 430m-long, 54m-deep; Vrhovec, 2000, 

177) without reaching open cave on the other side. Relatively rapid by-pass forma

tion corresponds to the theoretical expectations of Dreybrodt (2000) and his team. 

post-Sb Gopodaric based his work primarily on sedimentation within the cave, so the im

portance of the extensive erosion following the S'h episode is generally underestimated. 

The most important in context was a reversal of flow in the East Branch. Before the 

reversal the Pivka flowed from west to east from the West Branch and then along the 

East Branch, by-passing the North Branch. Subsequently, the flow of the Rak ( current

ly > 10 m3s· 1) entering the cave from the east became significantly stronger than that of 

the Pivka ( 4.8 m3s-1 ). A probably relatively short period of back-up and flooding is 

assumed, following which the combined waters of the two streams re-opened the North 

Branch and flowed northwards together towards the present entrance (Fig. 3). 

Discussing episode Sa, Gospodaric (o.c., 62) wrote: "The (i.e. limestone) 13 gravel 

layer shows most evidence of erosional rounding between the Confluence and the 

cave entrance (i.e. in the North Branch)". He wondered (o.c., 56) why - in the only 

occurrence he found - "the pebbles are the most rounded among all of the studied 

samples in the cave". The location in question is about half way from the "cone" apex 

to the "deltaic" toe, still within the torrent's "area of influence". An obvious explana

tion is that these more-rounded pebbles are now in a secondary position. Having its 

source to the east of the cave, the gravel was first deposited far up the East Branch. 

This primary gravel deposit was subsequently reworked, and the limestone clasts 

suffered additional rounding during transport from the East Branch to their present 

position in the North Branch. 

" Gospodaric ( o.c., 64) opines that the massive gravel production was a result or the cold Pleistocene climate 

(Lower Wurm [Tab.J]). Photographs (Plates 4B. 7A and 7B) and sieving diagram (Fig.24. 63). however, do not 

support this idea. The gravel contains a relatively small share or pebbles of dimensions, characteristic of Pleis

tocene gelifractional products, and too many very coarse particles. So it appears closer to normal fluvial sedi

ment. This implies that the gravel was washed out from the base or the collapsed pile in the cave, without direct 

control from Lhe surface. It does not preclude the process culminating during a cold period, but it would be 

mere coincidence. 

" Expressions in brackets are added by the authors to give a more accurate impression of the original ideas. 
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Redeposition even reached the northern side of Planinsko Polje, where Gospodari1 

( 198 2, 181-183, Fig.2) found material derived from Planinska jama in Vranja jama. H1 

wrote: "Pebbles of coloured and white chert, deposited together and simultaneously, are o 

special stratigraphical interest." ... "In the sedimentary fill of Vranja jama they appea 

mixed, so that it (i.e. gravel) had been eroded and transported in hydrological and geomor 

phic conditions which permitted such transport. ... it could take place in humid and rela 

tively cold climate of the younger Pleistocene, probably at the beginning of the Wurm". A: 

might be expected he related the gravel to the evacuation of Planinska jama (Gospodaric 

1976). His unusual proposition that the cold period was humid becomes understandabl1 

considering his view that sudden entrainment of the gravel (as a fraction of the mon 

massive outwash of nearly all of Planinskajama) should be driven by recognizable increas1 

of discharge. The only explanation he could imagine was increased precipitation. 

A few years ago a new excavation appeared within the same profile. In the gravel o 

local material covering the Planinskajama derived material, splinters of large fossil mam 

mal bones (indeterminate to the naked eye) were found. Clearly, fossil collectors did th1 

digging. Normally they collect only remnants of the Ursus speleaus, and it is quite like!� 

that the animal in question really was a cave bear 14. As this became extinct before Wilm 

III, this hints that outwash of Planinska jama occurred during Wurm II, or earlier. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Before the deposition of limestone gravel, derived from the Planinska kolisevka base 

ment, the West and East branches of Planinska jama had been cleared of almost al 

sediment. This development does not appear to be logically connected with the subse 

quent sedimentation of the gravel "cone", which grew only due to the doline's under 

ground dynamics. By the end of this development, the water level in the East Brancl 

rose to the relatively stable elevation of 470m, which is some metres higher than presen 

(when the outlet in the Malni direction is choked). So, at this time some back-up mus 

have occurred behind the area of the Malni springs, either due to collapse near th1 

outlet, or due to increased recharge from elsewhere, i.e. from the east. 

This backing-up became more and more pronounced, so that: 
• the Pivka was forced to reopen a blocked, early, outlet in the area of the present cav1 

entrance (outlet); 
• the input pressure from the East increased further, and waters from Cerknisko Polj1 

(the present Rak River) penetrated into the East Branch. 

Assuming that coarse gravel is more difficult to erode than loam, the reversal hap 

pened at the time that was least suitable for it. Steady increase of input pressure is man 

likely a consequence of gradual elimination of the vertical ponors in the Cerknisko Polji 

14 It must be noted that an indisputable skeleton of ursus speleauswas found in Najdena jama, only I00m awai 
(Gospodaric, 1982, 180). 
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floor, due to alluvial fan growth, than of rather random collapse of the (Malni) pocket 

valley slopes. 

The reversal can be dated by coarse material within the Cerkniscica alluvial cone, 

which must have been deposited after 55ka b.p., as this is the age of the spruce cone near 

its base. On the other hand, Planinska jama was finally washed clear of most of its gravel 

(originating from Planinska kolisevka) before the end of Wurm II, as Ursus spe/aeus 

bones lie above the re-transported gravel in Vranja jama. So, some conclusions can be 

drawn: 
• in general, the present passage layout in Planinska jama existed before the late Pleis

tocene (statement by Gospodaric, o.c.); 
• at that time, only the Pivka can be proven to have flowed through the cave; 
• the outlet position switched between the present cave "entrance" and the Malni val

ley, perhaps due to random choking of the springs; 
• after Wurm I the Cerkniscica inundated Cerknisko polje. Gradual elimination of the 

main vertical ponors deflected the main stream westwards, into the present cave 

ponors; 
• this water found its outlet (to Planinsko polje) in the Malni valley, and blocked the 

outflow of the Pivka; 
• the Pivka reopened a long-choked outlet in the area of the present cave "entrance"; 
• before the end of Wurm II the East Branch of Planinska jama was washed clear of 

older sediments. Redeposition reached right across Planinsko polje, i.e. into Vranja 

jama. 

And more generally: 
• the development in Planinska jama during the last l00ka was very "vigorous", but it 

did not essentially affect the layout of pre-existing bedrock channels; 
• catastrophic events in cave history are more common than generally expected, and 

ongoing effects can be very far reaching. 

The main points are clear, though available data do not cover all of the details, and 

some of them may require revision. Events in Cerknisko Polje directly influenced the 

development of Planinska jama. An apparently independent inundation of Cerknisko 

polje by the Cerkniscica and an until now rather enigmatic flow reversal in the East 

Branch of Planinska jama are related. 
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Evolution of Karst: From Prekarst to Cessation, 299-306, Ljub/jana-Postojna 2002 

Abstract 

THE ROLE OF SOIL COVER IN THE 

EVOLUTION OF KARRENFELDS 

ANIKO ZSENI 

Soil samples were collected on limestone pavement areas of North England and on Karrenfelds c 

Aggte/ek Karst and Vil/anyi Mountain, Hungary. Samples are from different so/utional and tecton 

ea/ features of limestone. During the examination the pH and carbonate content of soils were mea: 

ured. The comparison of the Hungarian and English soils results in the following: (i}: Great differem 

es can be found in soil pH according to the different karstic features in the case of the Eng/is. 

samples. In spite of the similarly rich variety of karstic features and forms in short distances in th 

Hungarian Karrenfelds the results show only minor differences in soil pH. (ii}: The results of th 

English measurements verifj, that the soils with lower pH are related to deeper solution feature: 

(iii):The neutral and weakly basic pH-values of Hungarian soil samples came from deep and we/ 

developed solutional forms suggest the protection of the under(ving limestone almost completely fro, 

dissolution ( although the carbonate contents are low). (iv): Comparisons between soils, 1vhich co, 

nect directly and do not connect directly with limestone verify that proximity to limestone causes 

higher soil-pH, while soils, which do not have direct contact with limestone have a lower, acid pH. 

Key words: limestone pavements, karre11felds, karrenforms, dissolution of karren, soi/filling, soi/-pJ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To understand the evolution of different karstic features, especially types of karren, th 

investigation of soils on karst landforms are very important. There are some interestin 

questions e.g.: are there any connections between solutional power of soil (so pH an, 

carbonate content) and the deepness, smoothness, roundness of limestone forms; an, 

has the proximity to limestone an effect on the soils? To answer these questions so 

samples were collected on limestone pavement areas of North England (Fig. I.) and o 

Karrenfelds of Aggtelek Karst and Villanyi Mountain, Hungary (Fig. 2.). Human inflt 

ences have played an important role in the evolution of both Hungarian Karrenfeldi 

Previously the slopes were covered by sediment ( on Szarsomly6 Hill: loess). Intensiv 

cultivation (viniculture) caused soil erosion, and greater and greater parts of limeston 

blocks have loose their soil-cover. On the bare and thin-covered surfaces of limeston 

different solutional forms can be seen. 

Soil has an important role in the evolution of different karstic features, such a 

types of karren. The role of a soil cover in the evolution of different karren forms d1 

pends on the pH of soil. In general, calcareous soils with high pH (pH of 7 to 9, calciur 
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carbonate content is higher than 10 % ) protect the underlying limestone almost com

pletely from erosion, because water becomes saturated with bicarbonate on passing 

through the soil profile. So the soil water arriving at soil-bedrock interface is incapable 

of dissolving the bedrock. (TRUOG ILL, S. 1985). If the percolating water is not saturat

ed, then solution will take place. Under acid soil limestone is extensively weathered. 

Erosion of limestone is most severe beneath deposits supporting acid vegetation and 

with a pH between 4 and 7 and a calcium carbonate content of Oto I %. (TRUOG ILL, 

S. 1985). 
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Fig 2. Geograpliica! distrib111io11 of the karst areas in Hungary (HEVESI, A. /989.) 

II. SAMPLING AND MEASURING 

I 
,. 

( 
l 

60 soil samples were collected from limestone pavement areas of North England, 5( 
samples (0 1-50) on Ordogszantas (Aggtelek Karst) and 41 (SZ 1-41) on Szarsomlyc 
Hill (Yillanyi Mountain). The samples are from different solutional karren-forms (run 
nels, root-karrens), tectonic fissures (grikes), foot of limestone blocks, top of limeston, 
and grass patches. The so-called root-karren is a special type of karrens and it is ver: 

common on Ordogszantas. It is a typical solutional form: the roots of plants dissolv, 
limestone by the emitted root-acids. So they developed former by the dissolution powe 
of roots and after soils filled in them. 

The aim of the investigations is to clear up the followings: are there any connection 
between present solutional power of soil (so pH and carbonate content) and the deer 
ness, smoothness, roundness of limestone forms; and whether has the proximity to lime 
stone an effect on the soil pH and carbonate content. From the literature the answer 
can be expected, but different results were found in the case of the English and th 
Hungarian samples. 

During the examination the pH was measured in distilled water and in I M KC 
solution by digital pH-meter. The soil: water ratio is I :2,5 ( 6 g soil and 15 cm3 water o 
KC! solution). The pH(H,O) shows actual soil reaction, while pH(KCI) gives inform, 
tion about potential soil r�action. The L'lpH (=pH(Hp) - pH(KCI)) of soils was calcL 
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lated as well. The !1pH value gives us an important information about the acidification 

tendency of soils: if the value is about I or more, than the soil tends to acidify. Scheibler
calcimeter was used to determine the carbonate content of soils. 

III. RESULTS 

I .  SOILS OF LIMESTONE PAVEMENTS 

Soil samples are grouped according to whether they came from flat limestone surface, 
shallow runnel ( depths of a few cm) or deeper runnel, to investigate the role of the soil 
pH in the solution of limestone (Fig. 3.). The pH values of the 3 soils from flat surfaces 
(HRCI, ASC2, COP!) are between 6,91-7,8. The carbonate content of one soil is 6 %, 

but it is below 0,5 % in the case of the two other soil samples. The pH values of the soil 
samples, which came from shallow runnels (HRC8, UBP I, GAS7, GASS, ASC3, ASCS) 
are about 6,06-7,67. The carbonate content of these soils is less than 0,5 %. The pH 
values of the soils of the deep runnels (NBC I, HRC7, HRC 10, UBP6, GAS3, ASC4, 
ASC6, ASC7, COP2) are always less than 7 ( 4,33-6,93). The lowest pH values are in this 
latter category when comparing these 3 groups of soils. The carbonate content is usually 
0 %, except in a few cases, but it is always below 0,8 %. (ZSENI, A. - KEVEINE BAR.ANY, 
I., 2000.) 

The results of the measurements verify that the soils with lower pH are related to 
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Fig 4. Co1111ectio11 between pH of soils and proximity to limestone, limestone pavements, North-Eng/am 

deeper solution features, not surprisingly as their solvent power is greater than that o 
the soils with higher pH. 

Other soil samples are grouped according to whether they are at the foot of pav( 
ments where they are in direct contact with the limestone surface or in a few metre 
away from the limestone: in grass patches or in dolines. The soils far away from lim( 
stone can be a few decimetres in depth. From the measured data it can be seen that th 
pH is higher in soils in directly contact with the limestone (ZSENI, A. - KEVEINI 
BA.RA.NY, I., 2000.). The pH values of these soils are about 6,0-6,7 and the carbonat 
contents are O %. The soils of grass patches and dolines (which are a few metres awa 
from the limestone) have acid pH (around 4-5) and the carbonate content is O %. Th 
L'ipH is always high, around I. (ZSENI, A. - KEVEINE BA.RA.NY, I., 2000.). 

Soil samples close to each other were collected to examine the differences of th 
soils, which connect directly and do not connect directly with limestone. These serie 
are the FF4-5-6 and the HRC4-5-6 samples. The FF4-5 and HRC4-5 samples are fror 
grass patches a few metres away from limestone outcrop. The FF4 and HRC4 are fror 
the upper 10 cm of the soils. The FF5 and HRC5 are from below the former. The FF 
sample is 5 metres away from the FF4-5 samples, directly at foot of runnels. The HRC 
sample is a few metres away from the HRC4-5 samples and directly connects with th 
limestone outcrop. The pH is much higher in the soils which connect directly with lim< 
stone, pH=6,6-6,7 (Fig. 4.). They have no carbonate content. The soils of the grass patche 
are very acid. The pH is about 4 and it increases downwards in the soil profile (Fig. 4 
The L'ipH-values are higher (around I) than those in the soils, which have direct con tac 
with limestone. They have no carbonate content of course. So not only does the soil hav 
an effect on the limestone, the limestone also has an effect on the soils. Proximity t 
limestone causes a higher soil-pH, while the soils, which do not have direct contact wit 
limestone have a lower, acid pH. 
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2. SOILS OF ORDOGSZANTAS AND SZARSOMLY6 KARRENFELDS 

Soil samples grouped according to whether they came from different solutional 
karren-forms, tectonic fissures, foot of limestone blocks, top of limestone ( flat surfaces) 
and grass patches. The solutional forms are divided into 2 parts: root-karren and all the 
other solutional karren-forms. Soil samples from the top of limestone are divided into 2 
parts also: soils from a totally smooth flat limestone surface ( dissolution is not presum
able), and soils from flat surfaces where minor solutional forms can be seen: the surface 
is etched. 

It was expected that great differences could be found in soil pH according to the 
different karstic features, just as in the case of the English samples. In spite of the simi
larly rich variety of karstic features and forms in short distances in the Hungarian Kar
renfelds, the results show only minor differences in soil pH. Soils on both Hungarian 
Karrenfelds seem to be rather homogeneous, while on the English limestone pavements 
not only the appearance of limestone surface but even the soil pH can vary in short 
distances. In Ordogszantas the smallest pH(Hp) value is 6,50, the highest is 7,95, while 
in Szarsomly6 these values are 6,33 and 7,66. (In the case of English limestone pave
ments: 3, 7 3 and 7,67.) The carbonate contents of soils is lower than expected in the case 
of these neutral soils, most of them is lower than 0,5 % and the highest value is only 2, 15 
%. The low calcium carbonate content may not able to protect satisfactorily the underly
ing limestone from erosion. Table I. contains the mean of pH, �pH and carbonate con
tent of the soil-groups. 

Table 1.: Means of pH and carbonate content 

sam- pH(H
2
0) pH(KCI) tipH carb. Cont.% 

pie 
sites Ord6gszantas Szarsomly6 brdogszantas Szarsomly6 brdogszintas Szarsomly6 brdogszantas Szarsomly6 

R 7,40 7,43 6,67 6,67 0,72 0,77 0,4 0,8 

s 7,36 6,96 6,63 6,38 0,73 0,57 0,3 0,5 

R+S 7,38 7,20 6,65 6,53 0,73 0,67 0,3 0,6 

T 7,41 7,00 6,68 6,32 0,73 0,68 0,3 0,3 

Fe 6,84 7,IO 6,20 6,49 0,65 0,61 0,2 0,7 

Fs 7,35 6,98 6,50 6,41 0,85 0,57 0,2 0,3 

C 7,02 6,85 6,30 6,17 0,72 0,68 0,1 0,1 

GP 6,85 6,75 6,30 6,01 0,56 0,74 0,2 0,1 

Legend: R: soils from root-karren, S: soils from other solutional forms, T: soils from tectonical fissures, Fe: soils 
from '"etched" nat surfaces, Fs: soils from "smooth" nat surfaces, C: soils at foot or limestone outcrop, GP: soils 

from grass patches 

If we make a comparison between the soils of all the solutional forms (root-karren 
and the others) in the Hungarian Karrenfelds and the soils of solutional forms in the 
English limestone pavements, the difference is striking. In the case of the English soils 
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the lower pH-values (mean pH(Hp) = 6,61) show present dissolutional processes, whil1 
the Hungarian soil samples suggest the protection of the underlying limestone almos 
completely from dissolution (although the carbonate contents are low). By reason ofth1 
present soil pH, these solutional forms in the Hungarian Karrenfelds either had to devel 
op former or there is (are) process( es ), which can cause the lowering of pH occasiona 
(?), seasonal (?), so solution can take place. (The soil samples of Szarsomly6 were col 
lected in April, 200 I, the samples of Ordogszantas in September, 2001; but for an othe 
investigation one soil sample was collected in Ordogszantas in July, 1998, and this sam 
pie shows no difference (neutral pH) compared to the latter samples.) So the soil condi 
tions point to the fact that only earlier processes are responsible for the evolution am 
formation of the root-karrens and the present soil-filling helps to preserve the forms. 

An other interesting question is whether there is a difference between the soil 
which are from a totally smooth flat limestone surface ( dissolution is not presumable 
and the other soils which are from flat surfaces where minor solutional forms can b1 
seen: the surface is etched. In the case of soil samples from Ordogszantas the difference 
in pH verify that soils with lower pH are related to deeper solution features ( etche< 
surface), not surprisingly as their solvent power is greater than that of the soils witl 
higher pH (totally smooth, flat surface) (Table I.). In the case of the soil samples fron 
Szarsomly6 these differences can not be seen, moreover, the soils on totally smootl 
surfaces have a bit lower pH and carbonate content than the soils on etched surface hav, 
(Table I.). The i:1pH is lower in the samples ofSzarsomly6 than samples ofOrdogszantas 
which means smaller acidification tendency in the soils of Szarsomly6. The English soil 
collected from flat surfaces have similar pH as soils of Ordogszantas, but the i:1pH-value 
resemble the soils of Szarsomly6. 

Just in England, soil samples close to each other were collected to examine th, 
differences of soils, which connect directly and do not connect directly with limestone 
These series are the O 7-8-9, SZ 5-6-7, SZ 12- 13 and the SZ 34-35-36 samples. The O 7 
SZ 5, 12, 34 are from directly at foot of limestone outcrop while the others are fron 
grass patches a few metres away from the limestone outcrop. The soil depth was abou 
10 cm at sample site SZ 13, and about 15-20 cm at sample sites 08-9, SZ 6-7 and SZ 3S 
36. The O 8, SZ 6, SZ l3, SZ35 are from the upper 10 cm of the soils, while the 09, SZ 
and SZ36 are from below the former. The result show not so great differences than in th 
case of English samples (Fig. 4.,5.). There is no difference at all in soil pH and carbonat 
content in the case of the O 7-8-9 samples. The pH ofSZ 5-6-7 and SZ 34-35-36 sample 
show a little difference between soils which connect directly and do not connect direct! 
with limestone, but the pH of grass patches are not so low than that in the soils c 
English grass patches. The main reason for this is the great difference between the lane 
forms: deep soils can be found not at all in the Hungarian Karrenfelds. The soils are s, 
shallow here, that proximity to limestone causes high soil-pH in the case of grass patche 
as well. 
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Fig. 5. Co1111ectio11 between pH of soils and proximity to limestone. Sztirsomly6, Villtinyi Mountain 
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THE ROLE OF THE EPIPHREATIC ZONE 

AND THE SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT 

IN CAVE GENESIS: 

THE SIEBENHENGSTE EXAMPLE 

PHILIPP HAUSELMANN, PIERRE-YVES JEANNIN, STEIN-ERIK 
LAURITZEN & MICHEL MONBARON 

Abstract 

Observations of 1he .1pe/eoge11etic phases of Bdrenschacht, as ire// as the acrua/ f looding beaviour, 

allow to dralV a new, comprehensil'e model linking the 111·0 existing spe/eogenetic rheories by Ford & 

Ewers ( 1978) and Audra ( 1994). The initial galleries form below the 1Va/er1able, whereas the mature 

phreatic II/bes are reshaped in !he epiphreatic zone. Linking the spe/eogenelic phases and !he sedi

ment successions, a re/alive chronological table can be dressed. This table, combined 1Vith absolute 

datings, then can be used for paleoc/imato/ogica/ and paleomorphological in/brmation that is no 

more available al !he surface. 

Keywords: speleogenesis, epiphreatic zone, Siebenhengs/e 

INTRODUCTION 

Cave genesis, as a process of dissolution and transport, is linked with stratigraphy and 

tectonics, as well as with waterflow and climate. Many models have been developed to 

describe cave formation processes. In the classical model of cave genesis by Ford & 

Ewers ( 1978 ), looping passages are attributed to the phreatic realm, whereas the theory 

of Audra ( 1994) suggests that they form in epiphreatic conditions. The first part of the 

present contribution aims to link those theories. We concentrate on the genesis of pene

trable cave systems. We don't take into consideration the very beginning of cave forma

tion, but instead try to explain how the "mature" cave forms. 

In the second part, the link of speleogenesis with the surrounding environment is 

demonstrated with some illustrative examples. We deliberately concentrate on morphol

ogy and sediments and let aside the widely known analyses of stable isotopes. With 

those observations alone, a reconstruction of paleogeography and paleoclimate is al

ready possible. 
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LOCATION 

The cave system north of Lake Thun is situated in the north-western Alps, adjacent to 

the Molasse basin (Fig. I). From Lake Thun, the system extends to the Schrattenfluh, a 
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Fig. 1. The cave region of Siebenhengste-Hohgant 
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massif that lies north of the deeply incised valley of the Emme. The entire ridge forms a 

southeast-dipping slope, cut in the northwest by steep cliffs. The highest parts, between 
1700 m and 2000 m a.s.I., are largely denuded and composed of limestone pavement. At 

lower altitudes, firs grow on swampy ground. Precipitation ranges between 1500 and 
2000 mm/year. 

GEOLOGY 

The Helvetic domain consists of the following strata of interest: On top of the siliceous 
limestone) lie the Drusberg marls which normally form the impermeable bottom of the 

karstic system. The Schrattenkalk, above the Drusberg marls, has a thickness of 150 -

200 m. It is the main karstic aquifer. From Kieselkalk to Schrattenkalk the stratigraphic 

sequence was deposited during the Lower Cretaceous. The overlying Hohgant series 

(Eocene) consists of a complicated sequence of alternating quartzitic and calcareous 
sandstones and reaches up to 200 m thickness. 

The general geological features include a monoclinal slope, dipping to the south
east at 15-30°, which is interrupted by several longitudinal normal faults that extend 
from Lake Thun north to the Schrattenfluh. The biggest fault is the Hohgant-Sundlau

enen fault HSY, where th offset is around 150 m in the Hohgant region and increases to 
more than 650 m in Sundlauenen near Lake Thun. The monoclinal slope is further 
disrupted by dextral strike-slips. 

GENESIS OF THE KARSTIC SYSTEM 

The current knowledge of the genesis of the multi-phase system is described by 
Jeannin, Bitterli & Hauselmann (2000). A broad overview is given here. The twelve 
phases indicating former estimated spring levels are labelled according to the present
day altitude of the corresponding karst springs. 

The first four phases ( 1950, 1720, 1585, and 1505 m a.s.l.) of the karst system show 
a flow direction from Sieben Hengste and Hohgant towards the valley of Eriz. At this 
time, the Aar valley may not have existed. A dramatic change in both hydrologic and 
tectonic settings induced a 180° change of flow direction, such that, from this time on, 

the waters were directed towards the Aar valley. Seven additional phases ( 1440, I 120, 
890, 805, 760, 700 and 660 m a.s.1.) were identified. The last and present phase corre

sponds with the altitude of Lake Thun, 558 m a.s.l. Today, the region is divided into two 

water catchment areas (Hauselmann & Otz, 1997), one in the southwest draining to
wards St. Beatus cave, and the other comprising the BSrenschacht, Sieben Hengste, 

Hohgant and the Schrattenfluh, draining towards Batterich. 
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PART I: THE ROLE OF THE EPIPHREATIC REALM 

THE TWO PRESENT MODELS OF PASSAGE FORMATION 

The classical model of passage formation is the most widely accepted "four state model" 

(Ford & Ewers, 1978) The four state model puts the characteristics of the passage (loops 

in the phreatic realm, depth of karstification below the karst water table) in relation to 
the fissure frequency of the karstic massif. Therefore, this model predicts deep phreatic 

karstification and huge loops only in thickly bedded limestone wich has small fractures, 

and an "ideal" water table cave in karst massifs that are thoroughly fractured and highly 

permeable. 

Another more recent model is Audra's ( 1994 ). He puts a main question mark be

hind the notion of "phreatic passages", saying that most of the well-known, rounded 

passages that generally are attributed to having been created below the water table, are 

in fact produced in the epiphreatic zone. His reasoning is that only in the epiphreatic 

zone is corrosion sufficiently strong to provide effective solubility. Audra ( 1994) infers 

that virtually all cave passages are created in the epiphreatic zone. 

THE OBSERVATIONS IN BARENSCHACHT 

Three superimposed, now inactive, phases of cave genesis are identified in this large 
cave system. For each phase, the loops of the phreatic passages become higher with in
creasing distance from the spring. The height of the watertable given by canyon-tube tran

sitions correlates well with the height inferred from the top of the loops as described above. 
The canyon transitions show a steep inclination in the water table ( 1.3 to 2.1 degrees). The 
definition of the corresponding height is attributed to the presumed spring level because of 

the watertable inclination: Phases at 700, 760, and 890 m asl are recognised. 

SW NE 

300 m 

� 
Glucksschacht 

5 4 

Fig. 2. Schematical sketch of the northern part of Biire11schac/1t. This illustrates the flooding mechanism. 

The water rises from the North sump ( 1) and overf!oll's into Zone nord basse (2), f)/ls the shaft (3) from 

be/all' before filling The Longs couteaux ( 4 ). Eve11111al/y it orerfloll's and f)/ls the Kars/lraser/abyrilllh (5). 
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The observations further showed that the watertable inclination is not due to struc

tural and/or tectonic effects: there are no limiting factors such as impervious layers or 

faults. 

Observations in today's active phase allow to describe the flooding mechanism as 

well as the passage formation: when flooding occurs, the water is not rising uniformly 

from the lower, permanently flooded galleries, but instead the system functions in the 

"filling-overflow" manner (Fig. 2). Sediments remaining only at the rims of the vadose 

riverbed and elongated high-velocity scallops at the gallery's base prove that there are 

huge vadose flows. The whole passage morphology, however, is phreatic, in spite of the 

sometimes considerable vadose flow prevailing. Therefore, it seems that phreatic corro

sion is dominant although vadose conditions are often present. 

Observations in conduits of phase 700 have shown that the same filling-overflow 

mechanism was most likely working during this older phase. 

THE SOUTIRAGES 

During flood events, the conduits are filled with water to the top of the loops. At 

low water stages, the loops become empty, therefore an outflow must exist at the bottom 

of the loops. These outflow passages are well known and have been called "soutirages". 

The soutirages are small galleries that go down in the direction of the present water 

table. Soutirages occur in the present epiphreatic zone as well as in fossil loops. They 

always have a phreatic morphology and are much smaller than the main conduits which 

form the loops. 

Soutirages are only formed in the epiphreatic zone. Observations in Barenschacht 

show (Fig. 3) that, especially in the downstream section, the main tubes experience peren

nial phreatic conditions and the epiphreatic flooding occurs only in the upstream section. 

This is confirmed by the fact that soutirages do not exist in the downstream tubes. 

epiphreatic gallery 

main spring � 
� perenn.watertable �---�� 7 

.__.., "' - ./ ./ / soutirages 
" flow towards spring , , 

underflow -- -

perenn. protogallery 

Fig. 3. The galleries of the Biirenschacht in phase 760. Light grey, thin: galleries that are 1101 acth-e; black: 
lllain epiphreatic gallery; light grey: s011tirages; dark grey: pere1111iallr .flooded gallery; arrows: up/low 
galleries. 
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CONCLUSION 

Observations of the cave genesis phases and of the flooding behaviour led us to 

postulate a new model of cave genesis that links both models of Ford & Ewers ( 1978) an 

(Audra, 1994): 

I. Initial passages form below the water table The mature cave passages of phreatic 

morphology form below and above the perennial water table. 

2. The definition of a cave phase is given by its spring and the height of the epiphreatic 

zone. 

3. This height is given by "normal" high-water events such as spring snowmelt and heavy 

summer rain. 

4. Soutirages drain the water from the epiphreatic zone towards the perennial flooded 

zone, in which new galleries form. 

PART II: THE INFLUENCE OF THE SURROUNDING LANDSCAPE 

AND CLIMATE 

CONNECTION TO THE VALLEY 

If there is no evidence that the karst water level is controlled by geologic structure, it has 

to be connected with the elevation of the spring. This elevation itself is usually deter

mined by the regional water level related to the valley floor. 

Assuming that valley deepening would be caused by continuous fluvial erosion, it 

would reflect progressive spring deepening and gradual (mainly vadose) deepening of 

the corresponding speleogenetic phase. If there is no such sign, the valley deepening 

must have happened by a rapid process. It was followed by a time of long relative stabil

ity, in which the next speleogenetic phase developed. In the present alpine valleys, the 

most probable agents of a quick valley deepening are the quarternary glaciers. 

s BG N 

St. Beatus Cave 
Part of Barenschacht 

-1 km 

Fig. 4.- N-S-projecrion of Biirenschacht and St. Bearus Cave with rhe recognised phases. 
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We conclude that the speleogenetic phases reflect the deepening of the valleys in 

time. Therefore, observations of the speleogenetic phases give information about both 

the relative elevations of the valley bottom as well as their succession in time and provide 
an effective tool for the reconstruction of paleorelief. Equivalent information at the sur

face is usually no more present, due to the abrasive effects of the youngest glaciations. 
Inclined cave levels with spring elevations at 558, 660, 700, 760, 805, and 890 m 

a.s.l. are identified in Barenschacht and St. Beatus Cave (Fig. 4 ). 

DATING OF THE PHASES AND CLIMATIC EVENTS 

When did this valley deepening happen? Caves, like most erosional forms, cannot 
be dated directly. This has to be done with the help of the sediments within the cave. 

Since speleothemes usually deposited in vadose conditions, the first appearance of it in 

a phreatic gallery tends to reflect the first drying up of this gallery. Therefore this gives 
a minimal age of the next lower phase observed, and a maximal age for the phase that 
created the gallery where the speleothemes were found. 

Thus it is necessary to place the various sediment profiles within the frame of the 
phases, and to correlate the overall morphology of the gallery with the sedimentary 

succession. Like this, a relative chronological order is made. On this base, the dating of 

some speleothemes results in a chronological table that indicates phase transitions (and 

therefore valley deepenings), sedimentation and erosion events and related absolute ages. 

In the following part, a sedimentary profile of St. Beatus Cave is used as an example for 

dating the morphologic and climatic changes. 

BIWAKGANGE UNTEN (BG, FIG. 5) 

The initial phreatic genesis of an elliptic conduit is followed by a deposition of 
gravel (BG31, not visible on Figure). The gravel is cemented. A vadose entrenchment of 
the bottom follows. A dropstone (BG23) grows near the bottom of the entrenchment. A 

sandy deposition is partially eroded and followed by another gravel and sand succession 
(BG 1-6, BG24, 22). A next, bigger erosion precedes the sediments BG7-9, which are 

followed by the sands BG I I-BG 13. The next silt deposition (BG 15) is contemporaneous 
with the sand deposition BG 14, that falls down from the ellipse shoulder. The whole silt 

period is interrupted at least once, when the sinter BG20 is deposited in vadose condi
tions. The last silt deposition (BG 17) concludes the succession. 

Dating of the dropstone BG23 gave ages of 236 (+ 15/-13) ka at the top and 238 
(+19/-16) ka at the base. Sinter BG20 gave 161 ka (+14/-13), corrected for detritic Th), 
Sinter BG25 had 170 (+14/-13), and sinter BG27 had 85 (±5, corrected) ka. 
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BG17 BG28 

--..!::::;E�::-=±----==----=:=::!j=---BG25 

w----BG14 
_ _,,,,,t_�;:=::::;=:;�-::;;::=::s==::⇒�--BG12 

BG1 

Biwakgange unten BG 

Fig. 5. The sedime/11 profile in Bilmkgiinge of St. Beat us Cave. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE PROFILE 

While phase 760 was active, gravel was deposited in the galleries belonging to phase 
805. After a change towards warmer climate, a thick sinter (FG, KOH, cementing BG3 l)  
was deposited in  the ellipse downstream of  Biwakgange. Both sinters are older than 350 
ka. Another change in climate, probably towards a slightly wetter one than our climate 
today, induced an huge flow rate and therefore the re-erosion of both sinter and bedrock 
to a depth of about two meters. A next, drier phase was responsible for the deposition of 
the dropstone BG23 that has an age of 237 ka. 

A next deterioration of climate led to the deposition of a sand-gravel succession 
which is truncated at least two times by other (eventually minor) erosions. This succes
sion is then capped by another varved silt deposit that indicates the onset of the next 
glaciation. 

During phase 700, most of the St. Beatus Cave was already in vadose conditions, 
due to the geological perching of this cave. However, several sedimentation/erosion events 
of St. Beatus Cave can also be attributed to this timespan. After the deglaciation and 
some erosion, a warm period was responsible for the deposition of sinter BG20 and 
BG25 in Biwakgange ( 161-170 ka). A next erosional event, followed by a deposition of 
varved silt, marks the onset of the next glaciation. 

The following silt deposition is thought to be due to the next glaciation which also 
was responsible for the deepening of the valley to 660 m. This assumption is based on a 
"best fit" idea, that has no direct evidence available in the field. However, a comparison 
of morphology and datings indicate that this change has to have happened between 160 
and 100 ka in any way. 
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CONCLUSION 

The above example has shown that an elaboration of a relative timeframe that is then 

dated absolutely, gives precious information both for the speleogenetic phases as well as 

for the climatic and morphologic events outside the cave. We think that many paleocli

matic investigations in caves are too much focussed on stable isotope studies, and a 

significant potential for maleoclimatical and paleomorphological interpretation is still 

not exploited. It is our wish that more such studies will be undertaken, not only in the 

Alps, but anywhere in the world. 
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CESSATION OF KARSTIFICATION DUE TO 

THE SEA-LEVEL RISE? 

CASE STUDY OF THEY-CAVE, DUGI OTOK, CROATIA 

Abstract 

MLADEN JURACIC, TATJANA BAKRAN-PETRICIOLI, 
DONAT PETRICIOLI 

Along the eastern Adriatic coast a number of submerged kars/ phenomena are found ( caves, subma
rine springs, poljes .. .) due to the recent (Lare Pleisrocene-Holocene) sea level rise of rhe order of 120 
m. Formation of a submarine cave (Y-cave, 86 m long, entrance 6 - 12 111 below sea level, 11'i1h an air 

pocket above sea level) is discussed. Special allenrion was given to speleothems and recent corrosion 
in !he remore shallow par/ </{/he cave. The role of endolirhic and biomineralizing organisms is stressed. 

Key words: erosion/corrosion, accumulation, submerged karsr, endolirhic and epilirhic fauna, Adriat
ic Sea 

INTRODUCTION 

The investigated submarine cave is located on the SW coast of the Dugi Otok Island near 

the Brbinjscica (Brbiscica) Cove, Croatia (Fig. 1 ). It was visited, photographed and a 

topographically measured. 

Most of the Croatian Adriatic coast is formed in karstified limestones and belongs 
to the Dalmatian-type coast ( defined after Von Richthofen as drowned mountainous coast 

consisting of parallel fold ranges, resulting in zigzag channels parallel and normal to the 

general coastal trend, Fairbridge, 1968). Caves and sinkholes (along with other karst 

features such as dolinas) are common below the sea level. Most of them were formed 

under subaeral conditions during periods of lowered sea level ( Corregari et al, 1996; 

Benac & Juracic, 1998; Vanicek et al., 2000). However, in the coastal zone a distinction 

must be made between those features formed below and at the sea level at the coast by 

recent processes, and those that land-sea interface changes have by chance located there. 

In view that most of the caves are polygenetic, the aim of this investigation was to bring 
up dilemmas of development of karstification in drowned cave located near the sea level. 

One would expect the cessation of karstification process (corrosion) below the sea level, 

but evidence is presented on biocorrosion and an indication that some secondary corro

sion is occurring in the zone where presumably there is mixing of the ground(fresh)water 

and seawater. 
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Fig. I. Location of the Y-cal'e 

at Dugi Otok Island, Croatia. 

The coast where Y-cave is located is built of bedded Turonian limestones (Fucek et al., 
1991 ). In the same area there are few other submarine and coastal caves. The location is 
14° 59' 04,S"E and 44° 03' 27,3"N (Fig.I). 

The topographic sketch of the cave plan, with longitudinal and characteristic trans
versal profiles (cross-sections) is given in Fig. 2. Cave entrance is 12 m below actual sea 
level and 6 m high (Fig. 3). The entrance part is 6-7 m large with flattened floor covered 
with coarse to fine loose sediment (Fig. 3; possible archaeological site!). The remaining 
part is much narrower, except of the widening (small hall) at the turn of the main chan
nel. The hall is positioned higher than the rest of the cave and there is an air pocket in it. 
Moreover, in the hall, speleothems above and below the water level are found (Fig. 4 ). 
Total length of the cave is 87 m. A very rugged appearance of the flanks of the channel 
is found in the deeper part of the cave ( Fig. 5 ). 

In the entrance part of the cave, where there is still enough light for sciaphilic algae, 
a precoralligenous aspect of coralligenous biocenosis was noted. In shaded parts of the 
entrance this biocenosis is replaced by biocenosis of semi-dark caves where sponges like 
Age/as amides (Schmidt), Axinella damicornis (Esper), Dictyonella incisa (Schmidt), Pet-
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Fig. 2. Plan of the Y-cave with longit11dinal profile and characteristic sections. 

Fig. 3. Cave entrance at 12 m depth. 
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Fig. 4. Partially submerged speleothems in the small hall, approximately at section C-C'. 

Fig. 5. Corrosionally sculptured channel in remote part of the cave, approximately at section F-F'. 
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rosiaficifomis (Poiret), Reniera sarai Pulitzer, R.fulva Topsent, R. cratera Schmidt, C/io

na schmidtii (Ridley) and P/akina bowerbanki Sart dominated. Very well developed bio

cenosis of semi-dark caves is present all the way to the turn of the main channel (Fig. 2, 

section C-C'). Towards the end of the cave biocenosis of semi-dark caves is replaced with 

biocenosis of caves and ducts in complete darkness. Behind the turn of main channel, 

towards the section F-F', sponges still prevail. We noted there Chondrosia reniformis 

Nardo, Spirastre//a cunctatrix (Schmidt), Tethya a11ranti11111 (Pallas), Corticium candela

brum Schmidt, Plakina bowerbanki Sarr and !sops intuta (Topsent). Very abundant pop

ulation of gastropod Homalopoma sanguineum (Linnaeus) was also noted there as well 

as presence of rare fish O/igopus ater Risso. At the end of the cave organisms were 

present in very low abundance. Besides sponges noted for middle part of the cave the 

following species were also found: Sycon e/egans (Bowerbank), Geodia conchi/ega Schmidt, 

Dip/astre//a biste//ata (Schmidt), Petrosia ficifomis (Poiret), Discodermia po/ydiscus Bo

cage, Spongia virgultosa Schmidt and Myrmekioderma sp. Also some polychetes and 

bryozoans of not yet determined species were noted in the deepest and darkest part ofY

cave. However, on the ceiling and in the upper part of flanks of channel in this part of 

the cave no organisms were recorded (Fig. 5). 

Numerous organisms that live in the biocenosis of semi-dark caves are limestone

eroding organisms. They can burrow (Clionid sponges), bore (bivalves) and scrap (mol

lusks and echinoids) the substrate (Rlitzler, 1975). These processes are evident in the Y

cave: in the Fig. 6. a part of wall located between sections B-B' and C-C' is shown with 

Fig. 6. Part of the care wall 1rith pro1101111ced bii-afre corrosio11 located betwee11 sectio11s B-B • and C-C. 
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Fig. l Traces ofbioerosion (possib�r by C/ionid sponges) 011 the li111es1011e protrusion in the 111ai11 channel 

between sections C-C and D-D'. 

pronounced bivalve corrosion (Lithophaga ?), whereas in the Fig. 7. traces of bioerosion 

( Cliona ?) in the main channel between sections C-C' and D-D' is shown. 

DISCUSSION 

The investigated cave was formed under subaeral conditions in Turonian limestones most 

probably during Pleistocene, when the sea level was lowered and oscillated between 

present and -120 m (Fairbanks, 1989; Lowe & Walker, 1997). Moreover, partially sub

merged speleothems (Fig. 4) have obviously been deposited also during lowered sea 

level. One could presume that they were deposited during last glacial age, the Wiirm. 

A very regular shape of the cave suggests the tectonic predisposition of its forma

tion along fault fissures stretching 0-180
° 

and 64-244 •. The water flow enlarged the chan

nel, and what is interesting, it seems that the cave is episodically still hydrologically 

active. A visit to the cave location during the rainy period (February 2001) revealed 

brackish water pouring from the cave entrance. 

It is commonly accepted that sea flooding leads to the cessation of the karstifica

tion process (Ford & Williams, 1992), at least to the water depth of 500 m where the 

seawater is saturated on CaCO3 (Seibold & Berger, 1996). However in the Y-cave there 
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are indications of recent corrosion process (appearance of solution sculptures in the 

remote part of the cave just below the sea level (Fig. 5). Corrosion process could pre

sumably continue due to episodic freshwater occurrence and mixing with seawater near 
the sea level in the remote part of the cave. 

Distribution of biocenoses in Y-cave is similar to the cave at Krk Island (North 
Adriatic, Arko-Pijevac et al. 200 I ). The other corrosion (karstification) processes that 

must be taken into account, and were documented in the biocenosis of semi-dark caves 
(in the entrance and middle part of the cave), are biocorrosion and bioerosion (Figs. 6 
and 7). 

CONCLUSION 

Although seawater flooding normally leads to the cessation of the karstification process 

and its fossilization, the presented example from the Y-cave confirms that karstification 

occurs in the zone of mixing of freshwater and seawater. However, the biocorrosion and 

bioerosion must be also taken in account while discussing the shaping of submerged 
caves. 
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KARST CONDUIT EVOLUTION 

GEORG KAUFMANN 

Abstract 

We derive the equations governing flow and evolution of single karst conduits, 11•hich are enlarged bJ 

chemical dissolution in the ternary s_rstem water-carbon dioxide-calcite. 7irn conduit geometries are 

compared, a circular conduit and a rectangular conduit. Flow in the evolving conduits can be lamina, 

or turbulent, depending 011 the flow relocit_r in the conduit. We discuss the limiting effect of turbulence 

on the flow rates, and sho11' that both geometries rernlt in similar�,, enlarged karst conduits. 

Keywords: Dissolution kinetics, conduit, karst. 

INTRODUCTION 

A first step in numerically modeling the evolution of a karst aquifer is always the model 

of a single fracture, representing an initial channel in the rock penetrable by aggressive 

water, enriched in carbon dioxide. The solution is undersaturated with calcium, and the 

fracture can be enlarged by chemical dissolution. While flowing through the fracture. 

calcium is dissolved and the solution becomes saturated. 

Since the work of White ( 1977), it became apparent that the calcium dissolution 

rate drops by several orders of magnitude close to the saturation of the solution with 

respect to calcium, thus allowing for much larger penetration length of undersaturated. 

aggressive solution within the proto-conduits. In fact, this drop in dissolution rate, termed 

kinetic trigger by White, initiates the solutional widening far from recharge locations a1 

the surface. 

Several numerical models on single fracture growth have been published (Drey 

brodt 1990, Palmer 1991, Groves et al. 1994a, Dreybrodt 1996, Kaufmann et al. 1999 

Dreybrodt et al. I 999, Palmer 1999). These models simulate the evolution of a single 

fracture as a simple analog of flow along a fracture or a bedding plane, and the evolutior 

of the fracture width is controlled by the dissolution rate. At the exit of the fracture, slo\\ 

dissolution rates are responsible for the slow growth of the exit diameter, while the en 

trance of the fracture grows faster during this initial phase. As time proceeds, the solu 

tion at the exit becomes sufficiently undersaturated to increase the dissolution rate b) 

several orders of magnitude, and a breakthrough is achieved. From then on, the en tin 

fracture grows at a constant pace. Dreybrodt ( 1996) derived an analytical relation fo1 

this breakthrough time as a function of fracture geometry, hydrostatic pressure drop 

and dissolution chemistry for a single fracture. In this relation, the breakthrough time ii 
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inversely proportional to the cube of the initial fracture width, and the geometry of the 

preexisting fractures largely controls the speed of the karstification process. 

GEOMETRY OF CONDUIT 

We assume that flow in a limestone aquifer can be modeled using the concept of flow in 

fractured rocks. Therefore, we regard the most probable flow path as given along the 

junctions of small fissures with bedding planes (Fig. 1 ). We adopt two geometrical mod

els to simulate flow along the intersection. The first model is a circular conduit model, 

simulating a conduit along the intersection of the fissure and the bedding plane (Fig. 

1 a). The conduit is characterized by its length / and ist diameter d, the cross-sectional 

area is A = n d2 / 4. The second model is a rectangular conduit and adopts a rectangular 

cross-section along the fissure (Fig. 1 b ), which is characterized by its length/, the width 

a and the height b. The cross-sectional area is A = ab. 

1 fissure 

A B 

bedding plane bedding plane 

Fig 1. Geometrical models jiJr the flow path along the intersection of a fissure and a bedding plane. Lefi: 

circular conduit, right: rectangular conduit. 

FLOW IN CONDUIT 

Flow in the conduit is modeled as fully developed, incompressible Poiseuille flow with 

no buoyancy forces (e.g. Turcotte et al. 1982, pp.237ff). The flow is driven by the hydro

static pressure difference !J.p across the conduit, which can also be expressed as head 

loss (in m), Lih = Lip/pg + Liz, with p the density of water, g the gravitational accelera

tion, and Liz the change in elevation between upstream and downstream ends of the 

conduit, assumed to be zero in our models. Alternatively, we introduce the hydraulic 

gradient, i = !J.h/1. 
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For a given head loss !:l.h, we calculate the flow rate Q (in m3 s·1) in the conduit. A 
general form relating head loss and flow rate is given by a power-law equation of the form 

b.h = RQ", 

with R a coefficient for the conduit geometry and flow properties, called resistivity. 

LAMINAR FLOW 

We first assume that flow is laminar. Then the linear Hagen-Poiseuille flow law applies. 
which reads (e.g. Beek et al. 1975) 

n = 1, R = l 2TJ f /x 

pg 
O 

a bM
0 

(2) 

with T/ the viscosity of water, p the density of water, g the gravitational acceleration, and 
M

0 
a factor depending on the fracture geometry, 

M
0 

= 0.6 -0.3 a/b, ellipsoidal 

M
0 

= 1.0 -0.6 a/b, rectangular (3) 

In (2), the geometrical properties a=a(x,t), b=b(x,t), and M
0
=M

0 
(x,t) are all functions o1 

the distance along the fracture, x, and the time t, as they can be enlarged by chemica; 
dissolution. However, we first consider the initial case, in which the fracture geometr) 
is uniform along its length. For large rectangular conduits (b»a) and for circular con 
duits (a=b=d), we then find 

4077 1 
R = -- - -

, circular conduit 
p g d� 

R = 
12 77 -1- , rectangular conduit 
p g a3b 

(4) 

We compare the inverse of the resistivity R, called the conductivity K=I/R, for a circula1 
conduit and a rectangular fracture with a fixed height of b=I m (Fig. 2). For the circula1 
conduit, conductivities decrease over several orders of magnitude from K= W-4 to 10-u m 
s·1 with decreasing conduit diameter. The conduit length is less important, as for tht 
range of values considered, conductivities decrease only by less than one order of mag 
nitude with conduit length. For a rectangular conduit, in order to obtain similar value: 
for the conductivities, we need to decrease the fracture width by one order of magni 
tude, when compared to the conduit diameter. The variation of conductivities wilt 
fracture width is less pronounced than for conduit diameter. However, it still decrease: 
from K=Jo-s to 10-11 ml s-1_ 
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Fig 2. Co11ductivities K as a function of length and width. The conductivities are show11 as log K (in m' s· 
1) for (left) a circular conduit and (right) a rectangular co11duit with co11stant height of 1 m. 

Two special cases can be discussed. 

EQUAL RESISTIVITIES 

Firstly, we compare a conduit and a fracture having the same resistivity, Rconuui, = 

R
fr

ac,ure' Equating ( 4 )a and b results in a relation between conduit diameter and fracture 

width: 

a =[
1

:;b• r 
For a nominal fracture height of b= 1 m, resistivities are equal, if a = 0. 7 d 

413 holds. 
Thus, the fracture width has to be about one order of magnitude smaller than the the 

conduit diameter. Note that in this case the cross-sectional area of the fracture is about 

JOO times larger than for the conduit! 

EQUAL CROSS SECTIONS 

Secondly, if the cross-sectional area of the conduit is equal to the cross-sectional 

area of the fracture, 7t d4 / 4 = ab, the resistivities are related by 

a 
R,'{)/1d11ir = 7 .4 b R Jract11re • 
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Again, for a nominal fracture height of b=l m the relation reduces to R,ondui,=7.4 a Rfrae1ure 
Hence, for equal cross sections, the fracture conductivity is several order of magnitude 
larger than the conduit conductivity! 

TURBULENT FLOW 

If turbulent flow is allowed, we can use the non-linear Darcy-Weissbach flow la\\ 
(e.g. Jeppson 1976), 

n=2, 

8 / 
R = f-

2
--

d5
, circular conduit, 

Jrg 

R = f ��, rectangular conduit. 
1r-g a b 

(5: 

In ( 5 ), f is the dimensionless friction factor, characterizing the flow regime in the con 
duit. With u = q / A the mean velocity in the fracture, the dimensionless Reynolds numbei 

is defined as 

Re= ud 
1J (6) 

Flow can be either laminar or turbulent, depending on the flow velocity in the fracture 
The transition between laminar and turbulent flow occurs around Re = 2200. For smal 
flow velocities, flow is unidirectional and termed laminar. Then, 

f = .t; =M, Re .5 2200 
Re 

(7) 

holds. For laminar flow, inserting (6) and (7) in (5)a and the result in (I) reduces th( 
flow relation to a linear relation, with n= 1, R, = 128 ryl /(n p g d4 ). Hence, R, is equivalen 
to the one derived above ( 4 ). 

For larger velocities, eddies develop along the conduit walls, and flow become: 
turbulent. Depending on Re and the wall roughness, w, the friction factor is taken as tht 
maximum of 

f, = 0.3164 Re.(rn, 

J-0-5 = 1.14 - 2log - + -J-05 
, 

I \V 9.35 l 
' d Re ' 

!;" _ 1.14 _ 210, [: l 

(8) 
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Fig 3. Friction factor as a function 

of Reynolds number, in the case of 

transitional and rough turbulence 

for different diameter d. 

with!, smooth turbulence,!, rough turbulence, andJ; the transition between smooth and 
rough turbulence. Note that for rough turbulence, the friction factor becomes independ
ent from Re. Note also that the friction factor for the transitional regime is given by an 
implicit equation, which has to be solved iteratively. 

A comparison between friction factors depending on Re is shown in Fig. 3. For 
small Re, the laminar friction factor is one order of magnitude larger than all turbulent 
friction factors. In the turbulent flow regime, the implicit equation for the transition 
between smooth and rough turbulence, J;, can be approximated by f, for small Re and 
large d, and by .f, for large Re. 

The Reynolds number ( 6) explicitly depends on the flow rate Q. Thus, a distinction 
between laminar and turbulent flow can only be made a posteriori. We start calculating a 
laminar flow rate, and then derive Re. For Re> 2200, flow is turbulent and has to be 
recalculated using a turbulent friction factor, which is taken as the maximum from (8). 
Note that for a given conduit the turbulent flow rate is smaller than the laminar flow 
rate, thus, turbulence is limiting the flow in a conduit. 

EVOLUTION OF CONDUIT 

The enlargement of a conduit can be derived from the conduit geometry (a, b, d, I), and 
the Ca2+-flux rate, F 2+. We start with a circular conduit of length/ and uniform diame-

ca 

ter d(x)=d. The conduit is subdivided into n elements of length /1/, and radius tir = d / 
J J 

2. The length increments are following a logarithmic distribution ( e.g. Groves et al. 1994b) 
to ensure that the steep gradient in calcium concentration in the entrance section of the 
conduit are properly resolved. Dissolution in the conduit and subsequent enlargement is 
then modeled in several steps: 
1. Calculate flow rate Q from conduit geometry, /, d, hydrostatic pressure difference, tih , 

and flow regime, f. using (I) and ( 5 ). 
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2. Assign [Ca2·]i at the upstream end of element) and calculate the Ca2•-flux rate Pc.2 
in the element, using a relation of the form 

Fe 1. = k.[1 
(I 

I 

[Ca2+] 
]"' i = l 2 

[Ca2+] ' ' ' 
eq 

where [Ca2•tq is the equilibrium value of [Ca2•] (in mol cm3 ), at which the solutior 
is saturated with calcium. Eq. (9) accounts for both the higher flux rate (low-orde1 
kinetics) for [Ca2•] < [Ca1•1, and the several orders of magnitude lower flux rate 
(high-order kinetics) for [Ca2·] > [Ca1·]. Here, [Ca1·] is the calcium threshold con s s 
centration, at which the flux rate changes from low to high-order kinetics; it is gener 
ally between 60-90 percent of [Ca2•] . The flux rate in (9) is given in mol cm2 s· 1. 

eq 

For low-order kinetics, both CO
2
-hydration and mass transport through diffusion arc 

rate-limiting, and the flux rate can be approximated by a linear relation, 

11 = I. c10: 

The rate coefficient k1 has been determined by several authors. From analytical anal 
ysis of the rate equations (Buhmann et al. 1985a, Buhmann et al. 1985b ), Dreybrod1 
( 1996) has derived the value 

k 4 10-11 
[ 

-" -1 

1 
= x mo cm - s . 

Palmer ( 1991) has derived rate coefficients k 
I 

from the experiments on calcite disso 
lution performed by Plummer et al. ( 1978 ). His coefficients depend on temperature 
T and CO

1
-pressure p, k 1 =k /T.p ), and the exponent is a function of CO

1
-pressure p 

11
1 
=n /P ), and varies between 1.5 and 2.2. Note that the coefficients k I tabulated ir 

Palmer ( 1991) must be normalized by the atomic mass of calcite, m,, to fit (9). 
For high-order kinetics, the dissolution of calcite along the interface solution-rock ii 
rate-limiting, and we find (e.g. Palmer, 1991): 

The rate coefficient k 2 is several orders of magnitude larger than k r 
3. Calculate additionally dissolved calcium in length element), using 

,, F 1 
,+ 

d[Ca _+] = ___Q:.:..._ M. 
Q 

J' 

with f...A i = 2,r f...rif...l i the surface area of the conduit element. 
4. Calculate calcium concentration at downstream end of length element), 
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and handle new calcium concentration farther down. 
5. Calculate wall retreat within length element), using 

with P, the density of calcite. 
6. Update the radius of length element) for time step !J.t, 

dr. 
!J.r = !J.r + _j_ lit 

1 1 dt 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

7. Repeat (2)-(6) for all length elements, then calculate a new effective diameter (Groves 
et al. 1994b ), using 

(18) 

The effective diameter corresponds to a conduit, which experiences the same head 
loss as the conduit with the variable radius. 

8. Update the flow rate Q using the new effective diameter d, and proceed with ( 1 ), 
until the desired evolution time is reached. The analysis for a rectangular conduit is 
similar and therefore not discussed. 

An example of the evolution of a circular conduit is shown in Fig. 4. Here, the 
solution enters the conduit from the left side. As dissolution proceeds in the early phase, 
only the entrance section is sufficiently enlarged, the downstream section grows only 
slowly (dashed lines). This is a result of the slow high-order kinetics, as the Ca2+-concen
tration quickly reaches levels close to saturation further downstream. Thus, sufficient 
dissolution only occurs within the entrance section. When enlargement proceeds, more 
highly undersaturated solution is carried further downstream, and the conduit finally 
grows at a relatively constant pace (solid lines). 

The importance of high-order kinetics close to the saturation of the solution, [Ca2+ ]eq' 
becomes obvious, when we discuss the Ca2+·concentration along the conduit (Fig. 4 ). At 
the onset of evolution, low-order kinetics in the entrance section results in solution close 
to saturation within a few centimeters. As a consequence, modeling only low-order kinet
ics would result in no significant conduit growth, and enlargement would be limited to a 
few centimeters to meters from the entrance, depending on conduit geometry and film 
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thickness. By taking high-order kinetics into account, when the solution is close to satu 

ration, the Ca2+-flux rate is reduced by several orders of magnitude, and now slight!: 

undersaturated solution can be carried much farther downstream. Dissolution is nm 

occurring several kilometers within a conduit. This mechanism, termed kinetic trigge 

by White (1977), is largely responsible for enlarging fracture in limestone during th1 

early phase of karstification. 

The flow rate at the exit of the conduit resembles the two-stage evolution. Durin1 

the first stage, high-order kinetics controls the conduit growth, the flow rate increase 

slowly with time. When the more effective low-order kinetics is established within th1 

entire conduit, the flow rate increases over several orders of magnitude within a ver: 

short time interval. This time interval is called breakthrough time by Dreybrodt ( 1990) 

it is a characteristic parameter for conduit growth and depends on conduit diameter a 

length /, and head loss flh. Note that flow in the conduit also becomes turbulent, anc 

neglecting turbulence would result in an overestimation of the flow rate. 
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teristics are similar to the growth of a circular conduit, differences occur in the entrance 

section during the early phase. For the rectangular conduit, the entrance part is enlarged 

more uniformly, but after the breakthrough occurred, the rectangular conduit growth 

resembles the evolution of the circular conduit well. Flow rates again increase by several 

orders of magnitude at breakthrough time. 

DISCUSSION 

We have discussed flow and evolution of proto-conduits in limestone, which are en

larged by chemical dissolution. Two typical conduit geometries, a circular pipe and a 

rectangular fracture, have been compared. While the enlargement exhibits differences 

in the early stage of evolution, after breakthrough time both geometries experience 

similar enlargement. As in our model flow can become turbulent, the flow rates in the 

enlarged conduits is significantly lower than for conduits, which experience laminar 

flow conditions only. 
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CARBONATE KARST CAVES IN IRAN 

EZZAT RAEISI 

Abstract 

Iran is divided into the five structural zones of Zagros, Sanandaj-Sirjan, Central Iran, East and 

South-East Iran, and Alborz and Kopet-Dagh. Karstic carbonate formations cover about 11 % of 

Iran's land area, mostly in the Zagros (55.2 %) and Central Iran (24.3 %). A complete inventory of 

the caves has not been published so far. Marefat ( 1994) reported 258 caves, but this does not cover all 

the caves of Iran. The karst caves in Iran are mainly small. The longest length in 57 % of the caves is 

less than JOO meters and only 5 caves are found with lengths larger than 1000 m. Jn spite of the large 

extent of karstifled land in Iran, the number of caves and their lengths are less than expected. The 

small number of caves is due to the fact that many cave entrances have been filled by talus or trans

ported sediments on the steep slopes of high mountains or closed off by entrance breakdown in the 

high risk earthquake zone of Iran. The short lengths of caves is also explainable because the thick

ness of the karst formations is mainly small and the rapid rate of uplifting and local base of erosion 

reduce the time of cave development in one level. 

Keywords: Karst, Ca11e, Iran 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

Iran is geologically a part of the Alpine-Himalayan orogenic belt. Five major structural 

zones different in structural history and tectonic style can be distinguished in Iran (Stock

lin, 1968). These five zones consisting of a) Zagros Range; b) Sanandaj-Sirjan Range; c) 

Central Iran; d) East and South-East Iran; e) Alborz and Kopet-Dagh Ranges are shown 

in Figure I. The Zagros Range is the result of the opening and closure of the Neo-Tethys 

oceanic realm. Deformation began in the Zagros orogenic belt since the Mesozoic age. 

The Zagros is divided into the three structural zones of Khozestan Plain, Simply Folded 

Zone (ZSFZ) and Thrust Zone (Stocklin, 1968). The ZSFZ, with a width ranging from 

150 to 250 km, is a sequence of the Late Precambrian to Pliocene shelf sediments about 

12 km thick, mainly consisting of limestone, marl, gypsum, sandstone and conglomer

ate. Since the Miocene Age, it has been folded into a series of huge anticlines and syn

clines. The ZSFZ passes northeastward into a narrow zone of thrusts bounded on the 

north east by the Main Zagros Thrust Line. A wide variety of lithologies including crushed 

limestone, radiolarite and ultrabasic and metamorphic rocks have been intensively thrust 

faulted in this zone. The width of the thrust zone varies from 10 to 70 km and makes up 
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the highest elevations in the Zagros. The Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone is composed mainly of 
granite, diorite and metamorphic rocks. The Central Zone comprises a roughly triangu-
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lar area. This zone is separated from the Sanandaj-Sirjan by a continuous zone of depres

sions. This zone is composed of the Precambrian metamorphic basement of Central 

Iran, overlain by Paleozoic and Mesozoic shelf sediments and a chain of Cenozoic and 

possibly Mesozoic volcanoes. The Alborz Range is a marginal anticlinorium of Central 

Iran and it is composed of volcanics, sandstone, shale, siltstone and limestone. The 

Kopet Dagh Range consists of a Mesozoic-Tertiary sedimentary sequence mostly com

posed of limestone, shale and sandstone. It is structurally similar to the Zagros. East and 

South-East Iran is composed of flysch, tuffs and volcanics and colored melange. 

Karstic carbonate formations cover about 11 % of Iran's land area (Figure 2). The 

total area of the karstified carbonate rocks in Iran is about 185 000 km 2, splitting up to 

55.2 % in the Zagros, 24.3 % in Central Iran, 15.2 % in Alborz, 4.7 % in East and East

South ran, and less than 0.5 % in the Sanandaj-Sirjan Range. Iran is composed of 52 % 

highlands and 38 % deserts and saline lakes. Table I represents some of the Karst forma

tions in this country (James & Wynd, 1965 and Falcon, 1974) with extensive outcrops, 

0 Study Area 

SCALE 

0 150 

Fig. 2. Distribution map of karstic carbonate .formation outcrops in Iran ( Raeisi and Koll'sar, /997) 
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high developments of karst features and high storage capacities. Most of the outcropped 

carbonate rocks are of the Cretaceous and Tertiary Age. 

Table 1. Some of the karst formations in Iran with extensive outcrops 

Zone Formation Age Lithology Thickness of 
type section 
(m) 

Zagros Surmeh Early to late Dolomitic 672 
Jurassic limestone and 

dolomite 
Fahliyan Lower Cretaceous Limestone 360 

Dariyan Lower Cretaceous Limestone 286 

Bistoon Upper Triassic Limestone 
uooer Cretaceous 

Sarvak Uooer Cretaceous Limestone 821 

11am Upper Cretaceous Limestone 190 
Tarbur Upper Cretaceous Limestone 527 

Jahrum Tertiary Dolomite 467 
Asmari Tertiary Limestone 314 
Shahbazan Tertiary Dolomite limestone 333 

Guri Tertiary Limestone 113 

Central Jamal Paleozoic Limestone 473 
Iran Orbitolina Cretaceous Limestone 

Alborz Lar Upper Jurassic Limestone 250 to 350 
Tizkuh Lower Cretaceous Limestone 170 

Kopet Mozduran Upper Jurassic Limestone and 500 
Dagh dolomite 

Tirgan Lower Cretaceous Limestone 700 

CAVES IN IRAN 

Though there is an ever increasing interest on caving in Iran, only a few attempts have 

been made to establish a complete published inventory of the caves that have been ex 

plored so far. Most of the cave studies concentrate merely on visiting, photography and1 

or mapping the explored caves. Sometimes the complete information about a cave hai 

not been published or it can not easily be found. The speleological committee of Iran hai 

started to collect cave data, but it has not yet been published. Marefat ( 1994) reportec 

258 caves, but it does not cover all the caves in Iran. Marefat's inventory comprisei 

partial information about location, altitude, map and length of some of the caves anc 

neither geological settings nor hydrologic features are reported. Table 2 presents th( 

range of lengths of the longest passage of the caves according to this inventory. Lengt� 

data is not available in 62 % of the caves. These caves are mainly small. The lengths of S� 

% of the caves are less than 100 meters and only 5 caves are larger than 1000 m. Th( 
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largest and best-known caves in Iran are presented in Table 3. The deepest cave is the 

Parau Cave (751 m depth), located 25 km north ofKermanshah and explored by Judson 

(1972). This cave has 26 shafts ranging in depth by 5 to 42 m. The Alisadr cave is the 

most visited cave in Iran. Most of its floors are sumps such that the cave should be 

visited by boat. The spleothems are lined 3.40 m above the sump surfaces, implying that 

the water level of the cave was located at a fixed elevation for a long period in the past. In 

some parts of the cave, the spleothems construct a second level (Iran Karst Research 

Center,1998). The Katelahkor is located 155 km south of Zanjan. It is an anastomatic 

multilevel cave (Sivand, 2000). Ghori-Ghaleh, located near Paveh, is formed at the con

tact of the Jurassic limestone and conglomerate. It is a cave with single passage 1205 m 

high. An underground stream flows through the whole length of the cave. The Sha pour 

Cave, located 80 Km south of Shiraz, is an archeological and touristic attraction. It is a 

single anastomatic tiered cave. At the initial stage of subaerial exposure of the karstic 

Asmari Formation, the Shapour River started entrenching a valley and leakage from the 

Sha pour River through joint and bedding plane fissures enlarged the Sha pour Cave (Raeisi 

& Kowsar, 1997). 

Table 2. Variation of length of the longest passage of the caves in Iran based on Marefat's inventory ( /994) 

Length of Unmeasur 0- 100- 500-1000 1000-2000 
longest passage ed Length 100 500 
Number of cave 161 57 30 5 3 

Table 3. Some of the characteristics of the largest and/ or most visited caves in Iran 

Cave's Length of Depth Elevatio Litho logy 
Name Longest (m) n (m) 

passage (m) 
Parau 1365 751 3050 Cretaceous 

limestone 

Alisadar 2500 <50 2050 Jurassic limestone 
and dolomite 

Katalehkh 2500 1700 Tertiary limestone 
or 

Shapour 375 80 Tertiary limestone 

Nabati 400 50 2625 Cretaceous 
limestone 

Ghori- 3140 
ghaleh 

2000-4000 

2 

Hydro 
geological 
features 

Shafts 

Sumps 

Shafts 

Dolines 

Underground 
Stream 

In spite of the large extent of karstified land in Iran, the number and lengths of 

caves are less than expected. There are many highland karst aquifers without any cave 

systems at the present time, while big springs are emerging at their bases of erosion. 

Several levels of caves are expected in the karst sites of Iran, as a result of the rapid rate 
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of uplifting and local base of erosion. There are two main reasons for the small numbe, 

of caves: a) most of the karst areas are high mountains with steep slopes, therefore man) 

cave entrances have been filled by talus or transported sediments on the steep slopes m 

closed off by entrance breakdown in the high risk earthquake zone of Iran and b) man) 

springs with high discharge are of the ascending type or closed mouth type without an) 

visible cave systems at the present time, therefore conduit systems of these springs which 

have developed at the upper level in the past, could not be seen on the surface at the 

present. The short length of caves is also expectable because: a) the thickness of the 

karst formations is mainly less than 400 m, b) the rapid rate of uplifting and local base o1 

erosion reduce the time of cave development in one level. The water in the cave conduits 

leaks to a lower level and prevents further cave development and c) recharges are main!) 

diffuse flow in the majority of the karst sites, therefore the cave developments initiate 

where the branches of diffuse flow join each other beneath the surface. 
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Abstract 

THE IMPACT OF HYDROCHEMICAL 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON THE 

EVOLUTION OF KARST AQUIFERS IN 

LIMESTONE TERRAINS 

DOUCHKO ROMANOV 1
, FRAN Cl GABROVSEK2 & 

WOLFGANG DREYBRODT 1 

The early evolution of karst aquifers depends on a manifold of initial and boundary conditions such 
as geological setting, hydrologic properties of the initial aqu(fer, and petrologic properties of the rock. 
When all water entering at various inputs into the aquifer has equal chemical composition ll'ith 
respect to the system H ,0-CO ,-Ca CO, early evolution under conditions of constant head exhibits 
breakthrough ( BT) belw-viour. If the ci1emical compositions of the input waters are different, deep in 
the aquifer ll'here the saturated solutions mix renewed aggressiveness occurs, and additional disso/u
tional widening of fractures by mixing corrosion (MC) changes the hydrologic properties of the aqui
fer. To study the impact of MC 011 the evolution of karst we have modelled a simple karst aquifer 
consisting of a confined limestone bed, 1 m deep, 500 m long, and 251 m wide, with two symmetrical
ly located inputs at a head of 25 111 and open flow conditions along the entire widths at base level. To 
calculate disso/utional widening of the fractures the well known dissolution kinetics of limestone was 
used, which is linear up to 90% of saturation with respect to calcite and then switches to a non-linear 
4'" order rate law. First, two extremes are modelled: a) Both inputs receive aggressive water of equal 
chemical composition with {Ca2'/ = 0. 75 f Ca2'J,.,,. In this case two channels migrate downstream with 
that from one input more competitive and reaching base level first, causing breakthrough. b) Water at 
both inputs is saturated with respect to calcite, but in equilibrium with different partial pressures of 
CO

2
. Therefore dissolution widening can occur only where these waters mix. A central channel starts 

to grow extending down-head until base level is reached. Flow rates through the aquifer first rise and 
become constant after the channel has reached base level. In the following runs these two extreme 
modes of karstification are combined. The waters entering have different chemical compositions and 
therefore different equilibrium concentrations f Ca2'J,.,,. This allows MC to be active. They are also 
undersaturated with the inflowing solutions at concentration f Ca2'J;,, = f / Ca2'J",. . Jn comparison to 
the extreme limit a) the action of MC now creates permeability where the solutions mix and diverts 
the evolution of conduits into this region. Finally one conduit reaches base level and causes break
through. This behaviour is found for f=0. 7 ;,0.9 and 0.996. 

For solutions more close to equilibrium with respect to calcite (f =0. 99; 0. 9925, and 0. 995) BT 
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behaviour is replaced by a steady increase in flow rates. In the early state as in the case of M( 

controlled evolution (case b) a central channel not connected to the input is created by MC am 

reaches base level. After this event further increase in flow rates is caused by slow dissolutiona 

widening by the slightly undersaturated input solutions flowing towards the central channel. Campa, 

ison of the various model aquifers at termination of the computer runs reveals significant difference. 

in their hydrologic properties caused solely by changes of the hydrochemical boundary conditions. 

Keywords: Karst Hydrology, Karstification, Hydrochemistry, Modelling 
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CHEMICAL WEATHERING OF LIMESTONES 

AND DOLOMITES IN A CAVE 

ENVIRONMENT 

NADJA ZUPAN HAJNA 

Abstract 

The weathered parts of carbo11ate bedrock on cave walls are a co11sequence of its incomplete chemical 

dissolution. The phenomenon is expressed in parts of the caves where walls are in co11tact with elastic 

fluvial sediments, welled by percolatio11 water or wetted by co11de11sation water, and not ri11sed by 

flowing or dripping water. The temperature in the cave is not an important parameter of weathered 

zo11e forma1io11. Incomplete dissolutio11 is characteristic bolh of Alpine and of Mediterranean caves. 

limestone or dolomile are dissolved by corrosive moislure; the dissolution is distinctly selective and ii 

go as on at intervals depending on i1!flo1v of new aggressive water. The 1veathered zone of limestone or 

dolomire is almost idenlical to the parenl rocks i11 its chemical a11d mineral composition yet it is much 

more porous. During chemical weathering the amount of Mg, Sr and U is decreased, rhese compo

nents being leached our of limesto11e a11d dolomite. The amount of insoluble residue is usually higher 
in weathered limestones and in some other cases i11 fresh li111esto11es which is 1101 very commo11 but ii 

may occur. 

Key words: wea1heri11g, limestone, dolomite, cave, i11comple1e dissolulion, selective corrosio11, soluble 

residue. 

INTRODUCTION 

The appearance of thick, soft zones of an unknown white, silt- or clay-like substance on 

the walls of cave passages (Fig. I), looking very much like moon-milk precipitated on 

cave walls, was the main interest of this research work. Investigated by speleological, 

geological and chemical research methods, it was realised that these materials are a 

»soluble« residue of limestone and dolomite solution. 

On the cave walls thick zones of weathered limestone or dolomite remain when the 

solution process ends. This usually happens when there is no more inflow of aggressive 

water or when flowing water no longer transports the carbonate weathering products. 

All of the carbonate rock does not dissolve immediately; and this signifies that it is 

not carried away from its primary place in its ionic form, but that the disintegrated 

particles may remain on the cave passage walls. An incomplete dissolution may just 

prepare the carbonate rock for the mechanical transport of its particles by the flow of 

water. 

Combining the field investigative work with different research methods, I wanted 

to answer the questions: 
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Fig. 1. Weathered cave walls i11 Marti11ska jama, SW of Slovenia. Cave was formed i11 Cretaceous lime 

stone. 

• are we actually witnessing the carbonate rock weathering or just the precipitation o 

secondary minerals; 
• in what way the carbonate rock structure influences dissolution; 
• which factors condition the depth of the weathered zone in carbonate rock; 
• in which cases does the weathered rock remain on the channel wall. 

A few millimetres thick weathered layer may be noticed very often on cave passag• 

walls. It occurs in fissures, as well as on the rock surface where it is reflected in it: 

roughness. Thicker zones of weathered bedrock, however, are much rarer, especially i, 

larger spaces. 

In the cases I have been investigating, dissolution advances well in depth, but it is 

however, an incomplete dissolution. Its operation leaves behind a porous sponge-lik1 

weathered zone. The dissolution does not favour only the open cracks but also the vari 

ous structures present in the rock; it dissolves smaller grains, the borders between grains 

etc .. 

The appearance of incomplete dissolution occurs in cave passages, as well as on th, 

earth's surface. Carbonate rock covered by elastic sediments or soil will usually weathe 

under them also. On the surface of a rock covered by alluvium or soil, the so-calle, 

subterranean rocky features may get formed due to the flow of water along their contac 

areas. Their formation as well as the shaping of their surface is, besides the manner o 

water flow, decided also by the bedrock composition, by the layer graduation structurin: 

and the extent of destruction (Slabe 1999). The processes of chemical reaction betwee1 
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carbonate rock and deposited sediment was described by Renault ( 1968), who claims 

that the acid saturated clay in contact with the dolomite absorbs Ca2+ from it and that 

dolomite thus becomes soft. 

In the cases I have investigated, the materials which were in contact with each other 

were carbonate rock and the alluvium of non-carbonate composition and origin. I did 

not notice any kind of chemical reactions between them (in the sense of data represent

ed by Pezdic et al. 1998 ), at least not on the level of field research as well as when 

considering their mineral composition. 

Sometimes, however, we may come across cases when the carbonate rock in con

tact with elastic sediments does not display visible signs of being weathered (Mihevc 

1996 ). The author describes scallops on the cave wall which are entirely preserved, al

though they were in the direct contact with the cave elastic sediments. 

Weathered zones of carbonate bedrock may appear in caves of different geograph

ical position and karst type; in Slovenia for example in Alpine and Dinaric karst caves, 

where different speleogenesis containing limestone and dolomite of different genesis 

and ages is presented. Research on weathered limestones and dolomites were done in 

the caves developed in the Upper Triassic limestone and dolomite, Lower Jurassic dolo

mite and limestone, in different Cretaceous limestones and dolomites and in Paleocene 
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Fig. 2. Location of sllldied caves in Slovenia. Weathered zones of carbonale rocks may appear in caves of 
differenl geographical position, kars/ lype and in li111es1011e and do/0111i1e of differenl origin and age. 
Legend: 1 - Pecina v Borstu, 2 - Martinska jama, 3 - Kremp/jak, 4 - Jama II na Prevali, 5 - Turk ova jama, 
6 - Remergmnd 11, 7- Spodmol na Zdroclah, 8 - Polina pee', 9 - Crne/sko brezno, 10 - Cave Celli 2, 11 -
Renejel'O brezno, 12 - Velika ledena jama v Paradani, 13 - Jama pod Pecno rebrijo. 
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limestone of different genesis and textures. Case studies were done in caves Pecina , 
Borstu, Martinska jama, Krempljak, Jama II na Prevali, Turkova jama, Remergrund II, 
Spodmol na Zdroclah, Polina pee, Crnelsko Brezno, Cehi II, Renejevo brezno, Velika 
ledena jama v Paradani and Jama pod Pecno rebrijo (Fig. 2). 

Let me emphasise that the cases I am describing, are all examples of in situ lime
stone and dolomite weathering and that phantom rocks with the altered chemical com 
position were not formed (Vergari & Qinif 1997, Kauffmann et al. 1999), but that whal 
appeared as their residue was a porous and discoloured primary rock skeleton. 

RESEARCH METHODS AND RESULTS 

Different research methods were used to find out what is going on during the weathering 
of limestone and dolomite in a cave environment. First the field work was done by map
ping the passages where weathered cave walls are present. Also the temperature wai 
measured and in one case the in situ pH of weathered limestone (in Pecina v Borstu 
cave). Samples were analysed by chemical methods such as complexometry, EDS anal• 
ysis on SEM and Ion Beam Analysis, then by x-ray powder diffraction method, in thin· 
sections, in cross sections of the samples by computer scanner and under the SEM. 

The weathered zone of limestone and dolomite is soft when it is wet and solid wher 
dry. The surface of a weathered cave wall retains all the structures and textures of car 
bonate rock, such as different laminations, fossils (Fig. 3), calcite veins; as micrite 01 
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Fig. 3. Weathered shells in Upper Cretaceous li111estone, fro111 Pecina ,, Borstu, SW Slol'enia. 
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Fig. 4. Progressing l!f di.ssolurion is .fasrer alo11g open .fissures and ir is slopped by calcite veins. Paleocene 

li111esro11e .from Jama// 11a Prel'Oli. Widr'11i{l'1e sample is 2,5 c,11. 

sparite grains which seen as micro-roughness of the wall surface. On some weathered 

walls the beginning of the boxwork (Palmer 1981) formation is noticed. The thickness 

of the weathered zone varies from less than a millimetre to several centimetres. Weath

ered cave walls are usually covered by a brown flowstone crust unless there is direct 

contact with elastic fine-grained sediments where the weathered surface is uncovered. 

It is quite usual to find the thicker parts of the weathered rock predominantly on 

walls that have been or still are in contact with elastic fluvial sediments. Thicker zones of 

the weathered rock may come into existence also in cases where percolation water trick

les along the wall. In both cases, that is under elastic sediments and when water trickles 

along the wall, the water is being pulled into the interior by capillary forces and along the 

interconnected pores and fissures. The same action takes place with condensed mois

ture. 

In cross sections of samples the transition from fresh rock into weathered rock is 

quite well seen. The dissolution is progressing into the rock along the open fissures (Fig. 

4) and along the invisible micro-porosity; we are unable to view the latter, neither in 

cross sections nor in thin sections. During weathering, the rock first of all loses some of 

its colour. Then the fading gradually increases, which leads to a state of complete discol

oration, at which point the rock's residue becomes white. Through the weathering, that 

is, through dissolution of individual parts of the rock with carbonic acid, the previously 

solid compact rock becomes more and more porous. And this does not occur, as we may 
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have expected, only along fissures but also in non-fissured parts ( Fig. 4 ). The dissolution 
advances into the rock's interior along the chosen structures and leaves in its wake ever 
larger and more interconnected pores. If the dissolution continues, the sponge-like struc
ture may fall apart and the outer part of what was once a solid rock becomes clay-like 
and completely soft. The collapsing particles are, with regard to the primary rock struc
ture, of the size order of silt or clay. 

Chemical analysis results demonstrated that the amount of Mg, Sr and U in the 
weathered zone of carbonate rock consistently decreases with weathering. Thus it be
came evident that during the weathering they are actually disappearing. Mg is leached 
from the calcite as well as from the dolomite crystal lattice. To where and in what man
ner remains unknown to me. 

The mineral composition of the fresh or weathered parts of carbonate rock does 
not differ significantly. The amount of insoluble residue is sometimes higher in the weath
ered and sometimes in the fresh part. The conclusion one may draw from the analyses is 
that limestones and dolomites in the course of weathering become purer and simultane
ously lose their mechanical solidity. By means of mineralogical investigation of the elas
tic allochthonous sediments I discovered that they do not react chemically with the 
weathered rock; however they do contribute the moisture required for dissolution. Yet, 
we do not know whether the deposited sediment might have contained minerals, which 
would chemically react with the rock on the passage wall and which are not present any 
more. 

DISCUSSION 

According to Dreybrodt ( 1988) the overall dissolution speed is determined by the disso
lution on the crystal's surface, by the transportation of ions through the border layer and 
by the speed of the conversion CO

2 
+ Hp = H+ + HCO3

• as well by the lithological 
parameters of the carbonate rocks. Weathered zones are the result of incomplete car
bonate rock dissolution. Thick zones of the weathered bedrock are rare, especially on 
the larger surfaces. At first sight the most weathered walls appear to be those wetted by 
percolating water and which are in contact with fluvial sediments, and walls which are 
subjected to condensation corrosion. 

During the selective dissolution of individual parts the once compact carbonate 
rock becomes more and more porous, not only along the cracks, but also along various 
structures. From analyses of cross sections under SEM, it is quite evident that what is 
happening is not a case of secondary minerals' precipitation but of dissolving carbonate 
rock, which increases the porosity of the rock. 

Field investigations, the analysis of cross sections and the moistening of the weath
ered limestone have led me to a conclusion that the flow of water is, in the case of thick 
weathered zones on the passage walls, effected molecular diffusion and capillary action, 
which proves to be the faster. In the cases I am describing, the rock is not only dissolved 
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on the surface, that is frontally, and it does not leave in its wake the smoothed surfaces of 

the cave walls, as is the case when it is in contact with flowing water where this contact 

between water and rock lasts sufficiently long to bring about the chemical reaction. 

When the inflow or outflow of water stops and the solution which is present in the 

connected pores gets saturated, or dries up, the rock cease to be dissolved. The weather

ing of carbonate rocks is usually caused by dissolution, that is, by the transition from 

rock into solution (Summerfield 1991 ). The dissolution is distinctly selective. In the first 

place, smaller grains and the contacts among grains are dissolved. When dealing with 

elastic sedimentary rocks Skaberne ( 1980) noted, that they weather chemically and crum

ble in relation with their structure. I noticed the similar phenomenon also in limestones 

and dolomites, especially when the dissolution along the edges of mineral granules weak

ens the mechanical cohesion of the rock. The fact that limestones with sparite and mi

crosparite structure start dissolving along the edges of grains and along the deformities 

in the crystal surface is already known from the literature (Ford & Williams 1989). 

During dissolution pores get larger and become more and more interconnected, so 

that aggressive water advances more easily and deeper into the rock's interior. With the 

lapse of time even the more resistant parts of carbonate rock weather as well. Calcite 

veins and the shell fragments that jut out from the weathered rock surface become po

rous and soft. During further dissolution the rock gets more porous and fragile until its 

structure completely collapses. The flow of water in all these cases is not large the actual 

significance may be ascribed to the moisture, and this moisture is well capable to cause 

dissolution. The term corrosive moisture used by Davis & Masch ( 1988), when they 

describe the weathering of the clay pebble surfaces, denotes condensed or vadose (per

colation) water. 

The humidity of weathered walls changed significantly during the course of year. 

Sometimes the walls were completely wet, at another time entirely dry. The fluctuation 

of humidity during the year is quite obvious and is related both to the precipitations as 

well as to the velocity of the trickling along the walls. The penetration of moisture into 

the weathered part of the wall is very fast. It may stop only at the larger calcite veins, and 

it may also take some time to cross over open cracks or those partly filled with clay. I 

attempted to explain the formation of mosaic porosity and the sponge-like rock structure 

by the model, which is similar to that used by Trudgill ( 1985), when he tried to deter

mine the formation of porosity in the limestone karst soil (rendzina). Following my own 

observations, I presume that in cases when the wall dries up, the new moisture pene

trates into the rock even faster, because the pores have been emptied. Consequently, I 

believe that dissolution is going on faster as well, so that water in pores loses its aggres

siveness again, the dissolution becomes saturated and pH increases. At every new water 

wave the water will use the pores and channels which were produced during the previous 

cycle. It may also widen them a little and the main dissolution front will thus, with each 

new water wave, move deeper into the rock. Through its contact with carbonate particles 

in the porous skeleton the aggressive water quickly becomes saturated; so that only a 

part of its former quantity is still able to interact with the rock. The mechanism is repeat-
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ed in cycles, so that the rock becomes ever more porous and does not dissolve entirely at 

first. 

This incomplete limestone dissolution is most likely taking place in the vadose zone. 

The flow of water in the phreatic zone would wash the particles from the wall - if not 

before, then during its retreat, or the silt would crumble away from the wall of its own 

accord. The water flow may also simultaneously carry away the ions, and the dissolution 

would progress into the depth slower, for it would act frontally. There may exist a possi

bility that the incomplete dissolution is, nevertheless, taking place, yet because of the 

continuous washing away of the particles we are unable to recognise it. Limestone poros

ity in the given cases increased because calcite grains that were less resistant to dissolu

tion got dissolved. Dissolved primarily were those grains that were smaller and those 

whose structure was less well ordered due to the presence of Mg ions in their crystal 

lattice. Mg ions are, owing to their lower ionic potential, more mobile and are the first to 

leave their places in the crystal lattice thus they further weaken the interior structure and 

increase the proneness to dissolution. Theoretically, water in porous media in contact 

with calcite reach equilibrium immediately it becomes saturated or even supersaturated 

against CaC0
3

, but it is not necessary that it is also saturated against Mg2+
, so the disso

lution of the parts containing Mg ion may go on (Bathurst 1975). 

The decrease of the Mg ion share in the weathered parts of limestones and dolomites 

has already been observed by several authors. The fact that Mg is being extracted from 

limestone during dissolution was found out also by Kogovsek & Habic (1981) in their 

measurements of the magnesium hardness. The reason for this is the greater solubility 

product of MgC0
3 
when compared to Ca CO 3. The leaching of Mg during dolomite weath

ering was stated also by Burger ( 1989), yet he did not try to explain it. Slabe ( 1988) inter

prets the lower share of Mg on the surface of the cave wall which has already been dis

solved by corrosion, as the complete dissolution of impure limestone which contains Mg 

and as the precipitation of pure calcite crystals from the condensed moisture. 

Yet, in all the cases, I am describing here, we are actually not witnessing the calcite 

crystal extraction but the weathering of limestones and dolomites. In cases when the 

weathered rock is in direct contact with the cave environment, a thin calcite crust is 

almost always being extracted and deposited on its surface. During the rock's drying, the 

saturated moisture oozes out of its pores, or it is squeezed towards the weathered rock's 

surface by the incoming water. However, it still remains somehow unclear, where do the 

dissolved ions in these cases actually migrate. Especially when we take into account that 

the weathered rock which is in contact with the alluvium is not even covered with a 

flowstone layer and that we have not yet found any minerals containing Mg. 

The answers to the questions are: 
• The zones of carbonate silt or clay and white porous rocks on the cave passage walls 

are a product of weathering processes and not of secondary minerals precipitation. 
• Dissolution penetrates into the rock along various structures, such as cracks, prima

ry porosity, microstructures, crystal's deformities and primary structures covered by 

micritization or neomorphism, which may also hinder the expansion of dissolution. 
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• Selective dissolution forms the coarseness on the surface and the sponge-like struc

ture of the weathered rock, which may reach a depth of several centimetres. 

My opinion is that the occurrence of the incomplete dissolution of carbonate rocks 

within speleogenesis may represent an important factor for the formation of initial chan

nels, because carbonate rock porosity increases proportionally with the selective disso

lution of calcite and dolomite by carbonic acid and not with dissolution of the more 

soluble additions (gypsum, anhydrite, etc.) During the weathering, pores in limestone 

and dolomite augment, they establish connections among them, which leads to increased 

effective porosity. The enlargement of pores and the expansion of their interconnections 

is consequently leads to the formation of initial channels. Incomplete dissolution ac

companied by the simultaneous washing away of the weathered rock also accelerates the 

growth of passages. By means of this process the passage's enlargement is faster and 

more intensive specially during floods or high water splash through the cave channels. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF CATCHMENT AREAIN 

KARST AS A RESULT OF NATURAL AND 

ANTHROPOLOGICAL FACTORS 

OGNJEN BONACCI 

Abstract 

The determination of the catchement boundaries and the catchment areas is starting point i11 al 

hydrological a11d hydrogeological a11alyses. For water circulatio11 in karst, this classical hydrologii 

problem, represe11ts extremefl' complex, sometimes 1101 easily solved, task. Physical a11d chemica, 

processes in karst terrains, accompa11ied br tectonic movements and stro11g i1iflue11ce of man'., inter 

vent ions have formed well-linked.fissure systems in karst mass{fs. While co11sideri11g determi11atio11 l!i 

catchment area in karst one should bear in mind that the karstification process, i.e. the solution anc. 

redistribution of surface and subsurface karst features is a continual process which cannot be stopped. 

Generally, the time unit of these changes is relatively long when compared with the human l{{e, but i1 

is very short when compared with the geological time scale. The catchment areas in karst vary accord 

ing to the groundwater levels change with time. It should be stressed that human interventions, espe· 

ciallr constructio11 of dams and resenoirs, can introduce instantaneous and definite changes in catch

ment bou11daries. /11 paper some examples are give11. The paper researches inf luence of differem 

factors 011 the e1•olution of karst catchme11t. 

INTRODUCTION 

A catchment area ( drainage basin of watershed) is a topographically defined area drained 

by spring or open stream flow or system of connecting springs and stream flows such that 

all outflows is discharged through a single outlet. The determination of the catchment 

boundary and area is the starting point for all hydrological, hydrogeological and water 

resources management analyses. In karst terrains this is a difficult and complex task, 

very often unsolved (Bonacci 1988). Without this data it is not possible properly, effi

ciently and exactly to make a water budget, to protect water from pollution, to manage 

the water resources, to use hydrological numerical models for karst regions etc. 

The root causes of problems of karst catchments determinations are: I) heterogene

ous and anisotropic surface and underground morphologic karst forms; 2) existence of 

well developed, complex, deep and unknown underground karst conduits, fissures, joints 

and cracks; 3) strong interaction between circulation of surface water and groundwater 

in karst; 4) high and fast oscillations of groundwater in karst (few hundreds of meters); 

5) strong connection between inflow (swallow-holes) and outflow (karst springs); 6) 

small storage capacity of the karst medium and fast groundwater transport through karst 
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conduits; 7) different aspects of duality of water circulation in karst; 8) natural endog

enetic and exogenetic processes; 9) influence of man's induced structures and activities 

(dams, reservoirs, water pumping etc.). 

Generally speaking the catchment area defined in karst using surface morphologi

cal forms, i.e. orographic or topographic catchment never respond to exact hydrologic 

or hydrogeologic drainage basin. The differences between orographic and hydrologic or 

hydrogeologic catchment in karst terrains, as a rule, are so large scale that orographic 

catchment is not acceptable for any kind of employment. In the same time the situation 

is complicated by the fact that catchment boundaries and area in karst are changeable in 

large time scale. 

While considering determination of catchment area in karst it should bear in mind 

that the karstification, i.e. the solution and redistribution of surface and subsurface karst 

features is a continual process, which cannot be stopped and controlled. 

In the same time erosional processes transport of sediments sinkholes development 

and collapse, landslide and land subsidence, naturally plugging and unclogging of karst 

conduits, due to tectonic movements, and man's induced influences strongly affect on 

the changes of the karst catchment areas. The primary objective of this paper was to 

explain the development of the catchment area in karst as dynamic process, which changes 

in time due to different natural, and man's induces reasons. An attempt of time and 

space scale explanation of karst catchment evolution is given. 

CATCHMENT IN KARST 

Only a few terrains in karst have been studied well enough as to make it possible to 

define the catchment precisely. In addition to obtaining topographic data on the terrain, 

it is necessary to carry out measurements, which are used in the determination of the 

groundwater circulation under the different conditions of the groundwater levels. In 

order to exactly define the surface and subsurface catchment boundaries it is necessary 

to conduct detailed geologic investigations and accordingly, extensive hydrogeologic 

measurements. These measurements primarily include the existence of the links between 

individual points in the catchment area ( connections: ponors-springs, piezometers-pie

zometers, piezometers-springs etc.) applying one of the tracing methods. 

The catchment areas in karst vary according to the groundwater levels, i.e. change 

with time (Bonacci 1987, 81-97). There is a certain zone within which the watershed 

limit is moved towards one or the other spring or towards the streamflow. The position 

of the watershed line depends upon the groundwater levels which change is time. In 

some situations at very high groundwater levels (after heavy rainfall) fossil and inactive 

channels and springs are activated in the karst underground, this causing the intercatch

ment overflow and /or redistribution of the catchment areas (Bonacci 1995; Bonacci 

2001). 

Only in exceptional cases do the surface ( orographic or topographic) and subsur-
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face (hydrogeologic or hydrologic) watershed lines coincide and only in those plac, 

were the boundaries between catchments are located in impermeable rocks. The rat 
between the orographic or topographic ( defined by using surface morphological form 

catchment areas of the springs and the estimated hydrogeologic catchment area in I 

naric karst ranges from 1 :2.3 to I :70 (Corovic et al. I 985 ). 
Determination of the catchment areas of the poljes in karst is extremely comp!« 

task due to fact that one polje is only part of a wider system. It represents a subsystem • 
the process of surface, subsurface and underground water flow through the karst ma 

sive. In the same time from the geologic point of wives, the poljes as the largest surfac 
karst form give direct evidence of the karst evolution. Using different approaches (, 

least geologic, morphologic, speleologic, hydrogeologic and hydrologic) in analyses ( 

water circulation on, bellow and around poljes in karst it is possible to explain conne 
tion between karst evolution and development (change) of their catchment areas. 

Before approximately 25,000 years ago the level of the Adriatic Sea was 96.4 1 
lower than at present (Segota 1968). Than, it represented the erosion basis for the kar 
area, so that the spring exits appeared at that level. As the sea level was raised ne 

conduits simultaneously formed in the karst, together with the new, higher positions c 
the coastal spring exits. This process is still going on. The direct consequence is gradu, 
change of the coastal karst springs catchment areas. The change in the position of th 

coastal karst springs depends upon the local geologic structure. Each actual coast, 
karst spring has a few conduits. Some of them are active and some are inactive. Th 
main reason for inactivity is existence of clay or any other cork in conduit. This cork ea 
be removed by natural (earthquake) or man's interventions, which can lead to instant. 
neous change of the spring catchment area (Bonacci 1997). 

The existence of a large number of intermittent and permanent springs in the vici1 
ity of the main flow exit of a coastal (Bonacci 1995; Bonacci et al. 1995; Bonacci & Roj1 
Bonacci 1997) and continental (Bonacci & Magdalenic 1993) karst-aquifer system i 
common. In these situations after the intensive precipitations the intercatchment ove 
flow and/or overflow from the main spring-flow system to intermittent springs withi 

the same catchment appear. These places could serve for explanation of influence of th 

karst evolution on the catchment areas development. 

NATURAL FACTORS WHICH CONTROL KARST EVOLUTION AND 

CONNECTS IT WITH CATCHMENT AREA DEVELOPMENT 

Tectonic processes which caused formation of faults and folds influenced on separatio 
of karst aquifers and establishment of catchment areas in karst terrains. Choppy ( 1997 
states that faults and folds can play various roles for water circulation in karst: drair 
barrier and indifferent. The definite conclusion is that a role of tectonic and its unde 
ground and surface karst forms on catchment area formation vary from place to place 

Until now the role of bedding-planes in karst water circulation and catchment are 
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formation has not been understood enough. Knez ( 1996) gives some promising explana
tions dealing with the relationship between positions and dimensions of bedding-planes, 
karst conduit development and groundwater circulation in Skocijanskih jama (Slove
nia). 

Karst surface and underground forms, which strongly influence on formation of 
catchment areas, are produced by interaction between rock and erosional environment. 
Lithological variation is a major factor influencing landform evolution at a number of 
scales. Trudgill ( 1985) states that karst hydrology and solution chemistry is still better 

understood than karst landforms are, however. Very probably this is main reason why 
link between karst surface and underground phenomena and karst catchment areas de
velopment is not explained satisfactory. 

The dissolution of rock is the decisive process in the formation of karst (Bogli 1980) 
and has important role in catchment area formation. Dreybrodt & Siemers (1997) pre
sented a two-dimensional model of the early evolution of karst aquifers for natural and 
man made conditions. After a long initiation time a sudden and dramatic increase of 
widening of the fractures and flow through the system ends the initial state. When flow 
is laminar after this breakthrough event all fractures employed widen at an even pace by 
several 10-2 cm/year. If flow becomes turbulent the widening increases by enhancement 
of diffusional mass transport up to 10· 1 cm/year. 

Sauter et al. ( 1997) quote that the understanding of the karstification processes at a 
catchment scale could be of importance for the quantification of the geometry of karst 
aquifers as well as their parameter distribution in space. They presented a new modelling 
approach, integrating the chemical dissolution kinetics of carbonate rocks as well as the 
special hydraulic characteristic of karst system. The degree of karstification and the 
variety of different karst features are determined by the interaction between different 
processes, which are controlled by intrinsic (lithological and petrographic characteristic 
and the type and geometry of structural elements) and extrinsic (climate, level of dis
charge, type of vegetation and time period available for karstification) factors. Sensitiv
ity analysis of the duration of karstification to changes in climatic parameters and phys
ic-chemical constants of carbonate dissolution shows that the equilibrium concentration 
of calcium and initial diameter of the karst conduits are dominant factors (Sauter et al. 

1997). 

MAN'S INFLUENCE ON THE CHANGE OF CATCHMENT AREA 

Human intervention, especially construction of dams and reservoirs as well as interba

sin water transfers through long tunnels and pipelines can introduce instantaneous and 
definite changes in catchment areas and boundaries. In karst terrains those processes 
very often are uncontrolled. There is huge number of drastic examples. Only a few of 
them will be shortly described. 

The quarrying of limestone from open pits represents the most visually and the 
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most dramatic anthropogenic impact on karst terrains affecting both landforms a1 

geomorphological and hydrogeological processes. For example Gunn & Gagen ( 198 

estimated that quarrying would have removed more limestone from one karst area 

Britain by the end of last century than natural processes over the whole of the Holocer 

Overall UK limestone extraction increased from 14 million tonnes in 1895 to I 25 m 

lion tonnes in I 99 I. 

The strong influence of man's intervention on the water circulation in system of tl 

poljes in karst which causes drastic redistribution of catchment areas can be perfect 

illustrated by example of closing estavelle Obod located in the Fatnicko polje (Bosni 

Herzegovina). The opening was closed in order to reduce the inflow into the polje ar 

thus to protect it from flooding. After the estavelles opening was closed by concrete, : 

intensive precipitation caused fast groundwater rising up to 120 m above the openi, 

level. Few abundant temporary springs appeared and sliding were formed at levels hig 

er of the estavelle altitude. Its closing decreased the inflow into the Fatnicko polje fro 

60 m3/s to 12 m.1/s. The polje was protected from the flood but heavy damages we 

caused on the horizons high above the poljes where groundwater appeared. This dama1 

called for urgent blowing up of the concrete clog built for closing the opening in order 1 

as soon as establish the previous natural conditions. 

The construction of reservoir Salakovac on the Neretva River (Bosnia-Herzeg01 

na) resulted in the flooding of three springs which now function as swallow-holes (Bo 

acci & Jelin 1989). They discharged 28 m3/s of water from the full reservoir. All tt 

water that was lost through these ponors appeared some I km downstream from tt 

dam in a group of intermittent springs (in natural conditions). 

Under the increased water pressure because of a reservoir it is possible to wash 01 

of the clay or sand from clogged karst conditions. Dreybrodt & Siemers ( 1997) war 

that dams and reservoirs in karst accelerate evolution of new karst channels below t� 

dam, which can cause serious water losses within its lifetime. 

Drastic changes in groundwater level caused by karstwater withdrawal from n 

mines in Hungary had led to regional redistribution of karst aquifer. As the water pum 

ing during the last 40 years from the main karst aquifer exceeded the average natur, 

recharge the groundwater level decreased from 30 to 80 m (Csepregi 1997). 

CONCLUSION 

Water circulation in karst and determination of catchment boundaries and areas a, 

very complex and not easily solved tasks. Natural and man made processes cause chan: 

es of catchment area on different time and space scale. An attempt to explain time an 

space scale effects of different factors, which can cause the changes of the catchmer 

area in karst, is given on Figure I. The analyses described in this paper stress the nee 

for transdisciplinary approaches incorporating several methods and techniques in th 

study of development of karst catchment areas. 
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RECESSION CLOUD AS INDICATOR OF 

KARST AQUIFER DEVELOPMENT 

MIHAEL BRENCIC 

Abstract 

In the past, on the basis of karst spring hydrogram, extensive theory about groundwater depletion 
karst aquifer reflected through spring recesion curves has been developed. To skip theoretical p, 
sumptions about the analysis of karst spring recesion, the concept o_frecession cloud has been in// 
duced in the paper. The recesion cloud is defined as set o_f all N,.., recession curves in the spri, 
hydrogram. The cloud could be described with statistical parameter curves (e.g average curve, 1i1e, 
an curve .. .). It has been shown that these parameter curves can be modeled with simple exponen/1 
or power models. The model cur11es converge in one point at concentration time 1,. and concentrati, 
discharge Q,.· On the basis of extreme value theory has been also shown that it is posible to 1110G 
retum period of the convergence. 
Key words: karst spring, recession anafrsis, generalized Pareto distribution, generalized extren 
value distribution, retum period 

INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of a hydrogram and its recession part has long been recognized as an impc 

tant tool in hydrology and has been the subject of extensive research in the past. Wi1 

this analysis it is possible to determine various model parameters. Recession analysis 

used for solving various water management problems, such as low flow prediction, in 

gation analysis, water supply, hydropower plant construction, precipitation run-off mo, 

elling etc. (Tallaksen, 1995). 

In karst hydrogeology the analysis of a karst spring recession hydrogram represen 

an important method for the estimation of dynamic reserves, permeability, porosity an 

transmisivity in karst aquifers (Bonacci, 1993; Ford & Williams, 1989). 

In the literature various definitions of recession are given ( e.g. Chow, I 988; Linsle 

et al., 1988 ). They differ according to the needs and theoretical background and they a1 

sometimes arbitrary and subjective. To avoid theoretical presumptions in the paper onl 

the shape of the total hydrogram and its recession part were experimentally studiec 

Theoretical background and preliminary results of this study are given. 
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

MONOTONIC RECESSION 

In the modelling of hydrogeological phenomenon the system is usually described as a 
black box, which is defined with the input I(t) variable (e.g. rainfall, infiltration), output 
variable Q(t) (e.g. discharge) and with the system rules. In classical recession analysis 
we assume that the recession begins when I(t)=0. The point in time when I(t)=0 is usual
ly chosen on the basis of the conceptual model of a real system or some theoretical 
suppositions. 

In the karst hydrogeological system it is difficult to decide when, if ever, the input 
variable is zero. In order to avoid subjectivity and arbitrary decision in the determina
tion of time point when I(t)=0, we experimentally studied the shape of the whole reces
sion limb. 

Monotonic concentration as a part of the event hydrogram was defined as: 

dQ(t) 
> 0 

dt 

and monotonic recession as 

(I) 

(2) 

With this definition we separate the total hydrogram into Nconc monotonic concen
tration curves and N,ec monotonic recession curves. In the next step we are dealing with 
the set of all N,ec monotonic recession curves of the total hydrogram. All of the monot
onic recession curves are put at the recession time tt I day, regardless of the position of 
the curve in the total hydrogram. The series of all monotonic recession curves of the 
same origin are defined as the cloud of monotonic recession. 

DESCRIPTION OF RECESSION CLOUD 

The cloud of monotonic recession is mathematically described with profile curves 
based on the calculation of descriptive statistics for every day of particular recession day 
t;. For each vertical that belongs to particular recession day t; with N(t) observation 
discharges Q(t) descriptive statistic where calculated. Particular calculated statistics for 
each t; connected and treated as profile curves. (Brencic, 2000) 

MODEL OF PROFILE CURVES 

Profile curves were described with two mathematical models: 
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a) Power model 

Q Q -Ap 

P, = 0/� t (3 

b) Exponential model 

Where A.Pi' Q0Pi 
are descriptive parameters of the model and index P

i 
presents the stati 

tical parameter to which the curve is drawn. 

CONVERGENCE OF RECESSION CLOUD 

For the description of relationship between descriptive parameters Qor; and A 
from ( 3) and ( 4) the following equation is choosen: 

(5) 

The equation ( 5) represents the model of convergence. 
After brief manipulation (Brencic, 2000) it can be shown that time of convergenc 

for power model is tc=expB. In the similar way we can show that convergence discharg 
for power model is A= Qc. 

For the exponential model ( 4) from ( 5) follows 

Qp; = A exp (11.
l'
i [B - t)) (6) 

After brief manipulation (Brencic, 2000) we can show that all modelling curves ca1 
converge only at convergence time B=tc and convergence discharge A=Qc. 

RETURN PERIOD OF THE CONVERGENCE POINT 

Empirical data show that Qc and tc differ among analysed hydrograms. To compare then 
in the relative scale, for each hydrogram the return period of recession convergence wa 
estimated. The estimation is based on the recession lengths modelling and on the e� 
treme yearly lengths of recession curves in the set of all recession curves N,e, 

Generalized Pareto distribution - GPO has been chosen (Pickands, 1975) for mod 
elling the distribution of recession lengths. Distribution function is defined as: 

(7) 
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and 

F1 ( t; c, k, g) = 1-exp ( -� ( t -g)) c = 0 

With probability density function 

p,(t) = �(t-f(t-g)f c,,O 
and 

p (t)=_!_exp(-_!_(t-g)) c=O 
1 k k 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 

Where t is length of particular recession curve N, and k,c,g are respectively distribu
tion parameters of scale, shape and location of GPD. 

GPD is relatively simple distribution. Its parameters can be estimated through prob
ability weighted moments (Wang,1991) derived from Weakby distribution (Greenwood 
et al., 1979). The fitting of GPD to empirical data based on the estimated parameters 
can be tested by Kolmogorov Smirnov test of goodness of fit. 

It can be shown that GPD is connected with generalized extreme value distribution 
- GEY. (Davison, 1984, Dargahi-Noubary, 1989) If n is Poisson random variable with 
intensity� and Y

1
, Y

2
, .. , Y" are independent events with GPD and values of thresholds 

are x
l
, x2, . . .  , xn over ll and X?u is valid, then distribution function of T�t is defined as 

The equation ( 11) is special shape of the GEY defined as 

and 

[ 

(t - y) 
] F(t) = P(T 5' t) = exp - exp( 

0 
) 

t 2". 0 

t = 0 

(11) 

( 12) 

(13) 

The fitting of GEY to empirical data based on the estimated parameters of shape c, 
scale 0 and location y can be tested by Anderson Darling test (Stephens, 1986). The 
shape parameter c is the same in GPD and in GEY. 

On the basis of GEY parameters the convergence point ( tc, Q) of the return period 
t was calculated. 

ret 
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LJUBLJANICA, 
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Fig. I. Position of analyzed springs 

RESULTS 

Nearly all available hydrograms of big karst rivers and springs in Slovenia were analyse 

according to the proposed models. The hydrograph data were obtained from the Slovc 

nian Agency for the Environment data bank that is based on their observation networ� 

The lengths of hydrograms are shown in Table I. The position of rivers and springs ar 

shown in Figure I. 

Table I Characteristics of ana/Y7,ed !,ydrograms 

Spring/River Period N of years N of data points 

Bistra 1970 -1995 26 9496 

Unica 1954 -1994 41 14975 

Ljubljanica 1961 - 1994 34 12418 

Hubelj 1956-1995 40 14610 

Ljubija 1952 - 1994 43 15706 

Vipava 1960 -1995 36 13149 

Rizana 1965 - 1995 31 11202 
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The estimated parameters of GPO are given in Table 2 and estimated parameters of 

GEVare given in Table 3. The shape parameter c of GPO is the same as shape parameter 

cofGEV. 

Table 2. Estimated parameters of Generalized Pareto Distribution 

Spring/River C k g 

Bistra -0,0734 7,108 0,444 

Ljubija -0,0461 7,383 0,484 

Ljubljanica -0.0626 6,412 0,563 

Unica -0,1121 6,262 0,270 

Hubelj -0,1255 5,971 0,444 

Yipava -0,1536 4,861 0,569 

Rizana -0,0627 5,052 0,509 

Table 3. Estimated parameters of Generalized Extreme Value Distribution 

Spring/River 0 y 
Ljubija 5,40 30,33 

Ljubljanica 5,50 27,07 

Unica 5,22 29,02 

Hubelj 6,88 27,92 

Vipava 6, 15 30,43 

Rifana 6,29 27,21 

Parameters of monotonic recession cloud are given in the Table 4. According to 

the proposed models from equations (3) and ( 4) three different types of convergence in 

hydrograms from Slovenia are determined. The monotonic recession cloud of Bistra 

spring group does not converge, the percentile model curves are parallel and conver

gence parameters can not be given. 

Table 4. Parameters and type of monoto11ic recession cloud co11verge11ce 

Spring/River tc [days] 

Bistra I 

Ljubija 83 

Ljubljanica 53 

Unica 59 

Hubelj 246 

Yipava 72 

Rizana 39 

Q, [m'/s] 

I 

0,19 

1,40 

1,50 

0,16 

0,77 

0,70 
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I 

3053 

62 

85 

>10000 

123 
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DISSCUSSION 

The shape of the karst spring total hydrogram and of the particular event hydrograrr 
reflects the properties of the aquifer that drains through the spring. The amplitude < 
discharges and the shape of the recession limbs are the consequence of fissure to chai 
nel ratio in the karst aquifer. Similar properties influence the recession cloud shape an 
its convergence. 

Convergence time tc and convergence discharge Q0 defines the point after whic 
the depletion of discharges is totally monotonic and without variations. If the ideal r, 
cession and base flow is defined as the phenomena where are no influences from r, 
charge are present, then the convergence point (tc,QJ defines the time after which th 
emptying of the aquifer reservoir is only the consequence of aquifer physical propertie: 
The convergence time tc defines the beginning of the base flow. 

Three types of monotonic recession cloud convergence are defined. In the exp< 
nential and power model the convergence exists. In the parallel model of recession clou 
the convergence is not present. Among analysed hydrograms only the total hydrograr 
of Bistra has parallel monotonic recession cloud. The groups of springs that drain ot 
from the same big regional karst aquifer have similar shape of the recession cloud. Yip: 
va and Hubelj rivers that drain out from the aquifer of Trnovsko Banjska plateau hav 
the recession cloud that can be described by power model. The rivers of Ljubljanic 
aquifer have the recession cloud that can be described by exponential model. 

It is believed that differences between convergence times tc and convergence di: 
charges Q among karst springs are the consequence of different fissure to channel rati, 

C 

in the karst aquifer drained through observed springs. These properties reflect the levt 
of karst aquifer development. Further work in explaining different types of convergenc 
is needed. 
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GROUNDWATER TRACING IN THE POSHTE 

NAZ KARSTIC AREA IN NORTHERN IRAN 

NASROLLAH KALANTARI 

Abstract 

The tracing technique has been recently used in karstified Zagros strucwral belt in northern Iran. 

tracer study (uranine injection) was conducted in Jurassic limestone of the Poshte-Naz area in th 

Alborz belt to eraluate aqu/fer parameters and hydraulic relations between a large diameter ( abo1 

100 m) sink hole and springs. A main goal of the project was to find out the source of turbidity of th 

Emarate drinking water supply spring (SP4) in rainy season. Eight springs, three wells and the Nek 

River were selected and totally 989 samples in 107 days were collected. Jn order to select reliab1 

sampling stations, hydrochemical analysis of major ions was carried out and.for better interpretatio 

of concentration-time curve, spring discharge was also measured. The results of the tracing by san 

pling water indicated onz1• a hydraulic connection be/lVeen Sange- Now spring (SP8) and injectio 

point, while the charcoal packets analysis revealed tracer exits also from spring numbers SP 1, SP: 

SP4, SP5, SP8, in well s WI and W2, and in the Neka River. This paper discuses concentration - tim 

curves of charcoal packets for qualitative analysis and exit tracer for quantitative analysis is als 

assessed. 

Key words: Groundwater, karst, spring, sinkhole, sample, tracer, charcoal packet 

INTRODUCTION 

The Jurassic Lar limestone with a total area of about 400 km2 falls in Alborz chain. Ow 

to tectonics and dissolution processes, this aquifer was karstified and represents a majo 
hydrogeological unit in the north of Iran. The Poshte- Naz ( 36" 34· to 36 • 42' N and 53 

16' to 5 3· 50" E) of mostly mountaneous terrain ( elevation 50- l 400m) constitute a part o 

the Lar formation and covers an area of about 80 km2
• The mantled Poshte- Naz karstii 

terrain (Fig. I) with well developed karstic features (sinkhole, ponor, cave, and dry val 

ley) has a thickness of several hundred meters, receives over 800 mm/y of rainfall anc 

experiences humid climatic condition. Dense vegetation cover and relatively thick soi 

cover this karst formation on the top. Impermeable shales and schist of Gorgan anc 

Shamshak formations terminate the aquifer at the base. A part from dry valleys, ponors 

active and inactive caves, sinkholes appear to be more frequent features on the crest o 

the Poshte-Naz anticline. 
Structural (fractures, faults and Poshte- Naz anticline) and geomorphologic fea 

tures and dissolution are enhancing fracture porosity which impact karst groundwate1 

potential. In addition, the position of the low and impermeable rocks in the Poshte- Na, 
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anticline core that hinder downward groundwater movement play a critical role for un

derground reservoir development. The greater number of springs in the northern part of 

the Poshte- Naz anticline is the most obvious hydrogeological feature in the area. 

Groundwater quality in the Poshte- Naz is generally good and concentration of 

major ions has evoked significant problems. However, a few good yielding springs- par

ticularly Emarate (SP4), which is used for drinking water supply is turbid in rainy season 

by surface water input into sinkholes and from pollution point of view this situation is 

closer to surface than groundwater system. Therefore, a tracing test was proposed in 

order to find out the exact point of turbidity (sinkhole) and groundwater characteristics. 

HYROGEOLOGY AND HYDROCHEMISTRY 

The favourable climatic condition, lithological characteristics and intensive tectonics 

activity generate promising aquifer systems. Diffuse recharge from infiltration through 

pore space and concentrated recharge through well-developed ponors, sinkholes and 

shafts recharge the karstic reservoir. Due to topographic gradients, stratum dip, fault 

behaviour, exposed fracture and coincidence of groundwater with base level erosion, 

groundwater is emerging in the form of springs with variable discharge in different alti

tudes (table. 1 ). The Poshte-Naz karstic aquifers are rich in groundwater and form the 

principal source of water supply for Behshahr City and surrounding areas. Water supply 
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systems have been mainly based on the intake of natural discharges from karstic aquifers, 

springs. The main spring in the area is SP4, with an average of 60 L /s and prior to tracin 

it was believed that its discharge is mainly governed by Sh I and Kenet fault (Fig. I). 

Table 1. Represents spring discharge and elevation. 

Spring Average Spring discharge L/s Elevation m 

Nos 

SPI 5 150 

SP2 25 180 

SP3 50 550 

SP4 60 50 

SP5 20 90 

SP6 10 200 

SP7 4 140 

SP8 7 480 

Hydrochemical data is commonly used to depict groundwater flow regime. Whe1 

detailed analysis of spring water is done, conspicuous differences in water compositio1 

indicate catchment area and anomalies in distribution of hydraulic parameters (Zanin 

et al. 2000). For the same purpose, in the present investigation chemical analysis o 

springs water was carried out (table.2). The data showed as the chemical parameters ar, 

variable and different for all investigated water. On the basis of chemical composition 

low SP8 discharge as compare to SP4 and Kenet fault, it was mostly believed that Sh I i 

the main recharging source of the SP4 rather than SP8. 

Table 2. Physico - chemical characteristics of1mter in meq. 

Stations Shi SP4 SP8 

Temperature ·c 1 2 1 2 I 2 

18 16.5 20 15 18.3 16 

Ph 6.7 7. 15 7.65 

TDS mg/I 312 349 159 

Ca·· 3.9 3.9 1.5 

Mg·· 0.33 0.29 0.1 

Na· 0.5 0.4 0.2 

K- 1.7 2.4 1.2 

HCO, 2.4 2.6 1.9 

SO, 0.65 0.7 0.17 

Cl 0.05 0.04 0.02 

Temperature in dry ( 1) and rainy (2) season. 

TRACER EXPERIMENT 

Prior to the tracer test on the basis of the following it was assumed that water flows frorr 
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Sh I towards SP4. ( I) The Ken et fault posi

tion which extends N-S and Sh I and SP4 

are positioned on the Kenet fault, (2) dis

tance between Sh I and SP4 is shortest as 

compare to other sinkholes, (3) Sh I is lo

cated in SP4 topographic catchment area 

and elevation difference between Sh I and 

SP4 is 7 50 m, ( 4) turbidity of SP4 with 

rainfall. Therefore inspection of the area 

suggested that the best and most promising 

point for tracer injection is Sh I and springs 

and places where appearance of the tracer 

would be probable was also determined. A 

review of literature (Kogovsek et al. 1997), 

Pavicic & Jvicic ( 1997), (Stevanovic et al. 

1997) and Kass ( 1998) indicated that ura

nine tracing has been widely used in karstic 

terrain. The observation stations were 

checked for natural or man made back

ground by passive detectors prior to the dye 

experiment. 

On October 18, 1999 at 7 PM 5 kg of 

uranine in the form of pre-prepared aque

ous solution was injected into shaft's sink

hole (Sh I). Then, moreover to rivulet dis

charge into the shaft, after end of tracer 

feeding in total 6000 L water was injected 

into the shaft in order to clean the shaft's 

wall and to flush the dye tracer. Concern

ing to sampling, it was done by direct water 

samples and by bags with activated char

coal. Tracer experiment was monitored in 

12 locations including the Neka River, 

springs and wells around Sh I. The observa

tion period was extended over 107 days and 

in total, 989 samples were collected while 

SP4 and SP5 sampled in most detail. Anal

yses carried out 

With spectrofluorometer model AU 10 

and accuracy 0.00 I ppb. Uranine first ap-

Figure 4. Breakthrough curve results for uranine at pearance was 158 hours after injection, and 
spring ( SPBJ. it was only detected at SP8 in water sam-
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pies during the 107 day test. Since water sample results of injection test demonstrated 

connection between Sh I and Sp8, therefore, probably part of the water sinking at Sh 

emerges to the northeast at SP8. On the other hand activated charcoal results indicate 

connection between Sh I, SP3, SP4, SP5, SP8, well numbers I and 2 and the Neka Rive 

Activated charcoal residence time distribution curves are not commonly in use for qua 

itative analysis. Lois & Pon ta ( 1999) determined fracture flow path by peak dye cancer 

tration of charcoal packets in contaminated karstic terrain. Activated charcoal result 

(Figs.2,3) depicted tracer appearance time and underground network. Comparison c 

Figures 3 and 4 depicted that the concentration of SP8 samples is approximately 2 time 

greater than the water samples concentration. This happen due to continuos absorbanc 

of dye tracers on activated charcoal bags. The concentration of dye in SP4 sampler 

(Fig. 2) as compare to SP8 samplers indicates reduced concentration to more than 81 

times. This might be a result of tracer dilution or low concentration of tracer in SP· 

direction and could be also effected by uncontrolled exit of tracer. The difference i1 

arrival date of tracer ( charcoal bag results) in SP4 and SP8 with respect to their distanc, 

to Sh I confirm diffuse and conduit flow type for SP8 and SP4. This assumption anc 

samplers result of the other stations support that Sh I has also a hydraulic connection tc 

the remaining collected sampling points. 

The almost uni modal SP8 dye breakthrough curve (Fig. 4) indicated that dye ai: 

peared 158 hours after injection. Maximal concentration period was 13 days and abou 

100 days later on returned back to its initial position. The sharp and unimodal characte1 

istic of curve introduces one main watercourse with no large underground reservoir. Thi 

tracer test results in brief is shown in table 3. 

Table 3. Calculated results of tracer test. 

Dominant velocity 0.36 cm/s 

Actual distance 4050 m 

Mean residence time 465 hour 

Skewness 30% 

Dispersion coefficient 0.293xl0' km'/h 

Mean basin width 1.72 km 

Flow type Diffuse 

Catchment boundary 6.96 km' 

Applying a tortuosity ( ?) of 1.5 actual distance was obtained. The dominant veloc 

ity (v) was computed from actual distance (L) and time with maximal concentratior 

(Tp). Smart (1988) equation was taken to calculate mean residence time (Tr) and skew 

ness (S). Dispersion coefficient (Dd) and the first dye appearance time were used tc 

determine basin width, where this in turn applied to estimate watershed boundary. Tht 

distance, velocity and dye appearance determines flow type. On the basis of injected dyt 

mass (kg) and the area under curve (A), maximum SP8 discharge (Qm) was 12. 7 LI: 

which is relatively in accordance with SP8 discharge in high rainfall years. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In the studied area, well-developed geomorphological features occurrence and spring 

discharge variation depicted underground karst channels. The injected tracer in Sh I did 

not support such channel connections. Even, in spite of tracer appearance (activated 

charcoal) in SP4 due to absence of dye in SP4 water samples, Sh I and SP4 interconnec

tion is doubtful to locate the source of SP4 turbidity. The karst underground f lows move 

in privileged directions, most frequently tectonically predisposed. Then, the question is 

that what is kenet fault role? The low returned quantity of tracer suggested prob able 

uncontrolled exit. The other possibility for not detecting tracer (water samples) in SP4 

and low recovery is considerable SP4 discharge and trace dilution. 

Therefore, the water-tracing test at this stage only provided some basic information 

regarding aquifer characteristics in limited area, and for detail understanding more trac

ings have to be done in different hydrologic conditions. 
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SULFUR,CARBON,OXYGEN,AND 

HYDROGEN ISOTOPE STUDIES OF 

FRESHWATER SPRING AND MINERAL 

SPRING FLOW ON THE KARST MITCHELL 

PLAIN AND THE CRAWFORD UPLAND 

OF SOUTHERN INDIANA 

NOEL C. KROTHE 

Abstract 

Water chemistry and stable isotope ( oxygen, hydrogen, carbon and su(/itr) suggest that fll'0 Jim, 
s_rsrems exist in the karst terrain of Southern Indiana: (I) a s/,a//01Vf/01V s_rsrem, ll'hich is dominarec 
by surface water rhar in/ilrrares through the soil profile to the epikarsr then flows lareral(r to majoi 
vertical joints and fractures to the springs; and (2) a deeper floll' s_1·srem driFen by topographic cell� 
forcing water downward ,vhere it flows through and dissolve evaporate minerals from the Sr. Loui.< 
limestone. The water then flows upll'ard and discharges at topographic !all's. Su(/itr isotopic value.< 
o"S (SO//iJr springs in rhe srud_r area range from +I.I to +22./ "/oo. o"S of HS range from -0.2 tc 
-38.4. The fresh ll'afer springs have lighter ous (SO) values approximately /0 "/oo. The minera, 
.1prings are approximare(1• 14 "/oo similar to values of the local Sr. Louis gypsum ( 14 to 16 "/oo) 
Heavier o"S (SO,) ra/ues ( 18 ro /9 "/oo) in 11·arer such as Pluto spring are due to bacterial fraction
ation. Orangel'i!le rise a major fresh 11·arer spring has a low flow o"S (SO,) of approximately+ /6 "; 
oo and a su((are concentration qf 160 mg/I. The o"S (SO,) and su(/are concentration decreases to +S 
"/oo and 40 mg// respec1ivelr ar high floll'. This suggests the mixing of shallow epikarsr water ana 
deeper mineral waters. The ranges qf 0180 and ciH in the spring 11·arers are -10 ro -8.0 "/oo and -4:: 
and -49 "/oo respecrire(,·. Waters in the sflldy area become enriched in 13C with increased minera, 
content. Freshwater springs are depleted in 13C (8'-'CD,c = -14 ro -12 "/oo). The mineral springs are 
more enriched in 13C ( 8'3CD,c = + 1.8 "/oo) near equilibrium with the limestone bedrock. 
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CONCENTRATION OF SELECTED IONS IN 

WATER PERCOLATING THROUGH JURASSIC 

CARBONIFEROUS FORMATION 

J. MOTYKA, K. ROZKOWSKI 

Abstract 

Within the confines of waler migralion investigation through a 5 - /5 meters thick aeration zone q 

fissure-karstic-porous aquifer, the evolution of meteoric ivater chemical composilion for a range q 

selecled minor elemen/s was ana(rsed. Sign!ficanl increase qf stronlium and barium concentralion. 

in ll'ater drippings ll'ithin caves 11m noticed, ivhile concentrations of remaining analysed minor ele 

ments: iron, manganese and zinc decreased. Higher ion concentrations were observed mainly i1 

deeper parts of cave �ystem. The 011(1' ion not following !he pallern ivas zinc. 

Key words: f issure-karstic aquifer, zone of aeration. chemical composition modljlcation 

INTRODUCTION 

In a year 1996 started an investigation programme of water migration velocity througt 

the aeration zone. For fissure-karstic-porous aquifer test site Zakrz6wek horst was select 

ed according to its advantages: small extent and high karstification level making possible 

water sampling. The idea was to sample two, three selected cave water drippings. With 

time the programme evolved, range of investigation increased and sampling system de• 

veloped. Dripping water sampling within cave system turned out to be an effective and 

practical means of observation of meteoric water chemical composition modification 

during percolation deep into a massif. 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Investigations were conducted within cave system consisting of seven caves between 

April 1996 and December 1997 (Fig. I). At first three points of drippings were sampled. 

With time observation network grew up to 33 points. Apart from major elements deter

mination, concentrations of selected minor elements: Ba, Fe, Mn, Sr, Zn were recog

nised. 

Precipitation in the Zakrz6wek horst area characterise with quite low pH in range 

3,5 -7,0 (mean value 5,5) and electrical conductivity Y changing changing from 12 up 

to 280 µS/cm (mean value 60 µS/cm). Among minor elements in analysed population 

of 56 samples predominate iron, reaching mean concentration of 42 ppb, while the meas-
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Fig, I. Contour map of Ba concentration {ppbj 
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\.._20_ Ba concentration (ppb) 

uring range varies from 10 ppb ( detection limit, concentrations below the limit included 

20 % of population) up to 150 ppb. Mean concentrations of the other minor elements, 

appropriately Zn, Mn, Sr, Ba amount: 38, 18, 9 and 8 ppb. Maximum, minimum values, 

medians are compiled in Table I. 

Table I. Basic statistics of selected minor elements concentrations in precipitation {ppbj 

Ba Fe Mn Sr Zn 

Average 8 42 18 9 38 

St. Deviation 7 37 17 8 38 

Minimum I 5 1 0,5 1 

Maximum 25 150 91 41 168 

During precipitation percolation deep into a massif through the overburden of 5 to 

15 meters thick, water chemical composition modifies. With the increase of electrical 

conductivity (from 129 up to 2160 µSiem, mean 445 µSiem), selectively increases concen

tration of individual elements (Table 2 ). The most significant is the increase of strontium. 

Precipitation is characterised by mean concentration of that element of9 ppb, however 14 

% of the population were concentrations below the applied measurement technique detec

tion limit (measurements were taken into consideration while counting mean value by 

taking a half of the detection limit, i.e. l ppb ). After elimination of indeterminable values, 

mean concentration rises up to 11 ppb. Among sampled percolating waters no concentra

tions below 10 ppb were noticed, while maximum determined value was 585 ppb at point 

T6 in Twardowskiego Cave (Fig. l ). Mean value slightly exceeded 72 ppb. 
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Table 2. Basic s/alislics of selec!ed mi11or e/eme111s co11ce11/ralio11s in wafer drippi11gs {ppbj 

Ba Fe Mn Sr Zn 

Average 16 65 4 72 6 

St. Deviation 10 284 4 52 23 

Minimum I 5 I 10 I 

Maximum 48 4319 40 585 313 

The second minor element evidently enriching percolating waters is barium. Bari 
um concentration in precipitation averages 8 ppb while after elimination from wholi 
population about 40 % of indeterminable values increases up to almost 13 ppb. Analy5 
ing population of cave water drippings chemical composition sporadically can be en 
countered concentrations below the detection limit ( <2 ppb - about 5 % of population) 
with the maximum of 58 ppb and mean value of 16 ppb. Increase of Ba2

• concentratior 
is slight, but evident, what is expressed mainly by a small quantity of values below th1 
detection limit. Barium as the only minor element from the analysed characterises witl 
noticeable spatial distribution (Fig. I). Investigation of Ba2

• concentration in individua 
monitoring points from the second of July 1997 indicates in general concentration in 
crease towards the center of the massif (Jasna Cave, points J 3, J 4, Twardowskiego Cave 
points T3, T4, T7; Fig. I). Lower concentrations at points T6 and T8 (Twardowskiegc 
Cave) can be connected with location at major dislocation zones, additionally strong!J 
karstified thus patent and easily transmitting infiltrating water. Dripping T8 is markec 
by high efficiency as well as activity practically whole year long. 

At the background of Ba2
• concentration spatial distribution (Fig. I), visibly distin 

guishes the highest concentration at dripping T3 in Twardowskiego Cave, as well ai 
concentrations of Sr2

• and Mn2". At that point were also stated the highest concentra 
lions of major elements, including SO/. Probably the dripping drains fissure-karstic 
system partly filled with karstic residuum or anthropogenic pollution from surface 01 

subsurface zone. 
Remaining analysed minor elements: Fe, Mn and Zn do not determine concentra 

tion increase, but in reverse decrease. Average concentrations of Fe, Mn, Zn in precipi 
tation were appropriately: 42, I 8, 38 ppb and after elimination of concentrations belov. 
the detection limit rose to appropriately: 53, 20, and 41 ppb. Populations of indetermi 
nable concentrations are in comparison with analyses of vadose zone waters slight, ap· 
propriately: 22, 1 1  and 7 % for Fe, Mn, Zn. After migration through regosol and rock 
formations above drippings increases a percentage of indeterminable with applied meas
urement technique concentrations. In case of zinc, the percentage exceeds 56 % of pop· 
ulation. A bit smaller set form indeterminable concentrations of manganese - 50 % 
while the biggest of iron - about 62 %. Chemical analysis with concentrations signifi
cantly different from the average were observed at the drippings situated in the depth o1 
the massif. Probably water during sampling was contaminated with cave alluvial depos
its or fissure-karstic system was flushed with high quantities of meteoric water what at 
the conditions of higher pressures and increased volumes, flushed additional ion load. 
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Increased concentrations were observed among the others at July 1997, when heavy 

rains caused flood in southern Poland. Remaining determinations were mainly done at 

June and July, months usually rich in precipitation. Average values counted respecting 

indeterminable and extreme concentrations are compiled in Table 2. 
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Fig. 2. Selected minor elements concentrations in a T4 dripping (T.vardoivskiego Cave) 

Analyse of concentration variations in time (Fig. 2) shows relative strontium and 

barium stability with slight amplitude of changes, bigger in case of barium. Iron, manga

nese and zinc do not follow the pattern. At the whole population mostly predominate 

indeterminable concentrations, sporadically occur higher, as episodic events. Often in

creased concentration of iron accompanies slight rise of manganese concentration, sel

dom increase of zinc concentration. 

Another observed regularity is occurrence of increased iron concentrations, rarely 

manganese, in drippings located deep inside the system, however decreased, often below 

the detection limit, at the entering cave parts. Zinc do not follow the pattern again. 

Acid water infiltrating inside the massif is buffered by dissolving carbonates build

ing the horst. In a neutralisation process pH raises from average 5,5 in precipitation to 

7,5 in drippings, with simultaneous increase of electrical conductivity from average 60 

µSf cm to 445 µSf cm in caves. Carbonates dissolution process release calcium ions and 

accompanying similar strontium and barium ions. On the other hand the loss of iron, 

manganese and zinc ions is connected with sorption of that metals by soil and also 

within clayey sediments of karstic residuum, as well as creation of sparingly soluble 

compounds in carboniferous environment. 
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THE UPPER UNSATURATED ZONE OF THE 

KARST AQUIFER IN THE CATCHMENT 

AREA OF THE HUBELJ SPRING 

(SW SLOVENIA) 

BRANKA TRCEK, MIRAN VESELIC & JOZE PEZDIC 

Abstract 

The 1•ariarions of narural rracers in precipirarion and in ground,varer of a karsr aqu(fer i11 rhe calc 

me111 area of rhe Hube/j spring (Sourh-Wesrem Slovenia) e11abled us ro srudy rhe aquifer's belwvic 

The resulrs pro1•ided an insighr inro rhe age structure of groundwarer and produced dara 011 rl 

aquifer's recharge, srorage and discharge processes. The conceprual model of rhe observed aqu(t 

has been made. fr is presumed rhar irs floiv and soil/le rransporr mechanisms depend 011 rhe epikar 

zones behavior. 

Keywords: karsr aqu(/er, conceprual model, epikarsr, flow and so/11/e rransporr, narural /racers 

l INTRODUCTION 

Our research work focusing on behavior of a karst aquifer in the catchment area of tr 

Hubelj spring (South-Western Slovenia) (Figure I) is presented in this paper. We tried t 

answer several open questions connected with studies of f low and transport mech: 

nisms in a karst aquifer. The mechanisms that cause flow and solute transport from a 

upper unsaturated zone were particularly stressed. 

Fig. I. Locario11 qf rlie s111c�r area 
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The research method from a natural tracer and hydrogeochemical field of work was 
used as the basic one. Its results allowed us to prepare the conceptual model of the 
observed aquifer. 

2 STUDY AREA 

The catchment area of the karst spring Hubelj (Figure I), consisting mostly of Jurassic 
limestones, is estimated to 50-80 km2 (Trisic 2001 ). The study area is a high karst pla
teau, Trnovski gozd, with the mean altitude of 900 m a.s.l. Shallow soil types ( 10-50 cm) 
on limestones are mainly found in this region (Maticic 1997). They have low water hold

ing capacities and high infiltration rates. The average annual precipitation is 2450 mm. 
Our research included observations of two aquifer's zones: 

saturated and 

upper unsaturated zone. 
The first one was observed in Hubelj that lies at the southern border of Trnovski 

gozd (Figure 1). Its permanent outflow is at altitudes between 219 and 235 m, its mean 
discharge is 3 m3/s, the minimum one is 0.2 m3/s while the maximum one reaches 59 m3/ 

s (Janei et al. 1997). 
The upper unsaturated zone was investigated in the artificial tunnel, 10-20 m below 

the surface (Figure 2). The tunnel is located 600 m above the Hubelj spring, near Sinji 
vrh, at the mean altitude of 825 m a.s.l. (Figure 1 ). 
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal section of the artificial fllnnel with sampling points/or isotopic and chemical a1w�rses 

of groundwater 

3 METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 

The research's methodological concept included 
a) a multiparametric monitoring of precipitation and karst system's waters (seepage 

water of the artificial tunnel and the aquifer's outflow- Hubelj spring), 
oxygen, hydrogen and carbon stable isotopes ( 180, 2H, 13C), 
dissolved organic carbon (DOC), alkalinity, 
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electroconductivity, temperature, pH, 
discharge, precipitation amount, 

that was performed on basis of 
b) a two-stage sampling 

"" 

long-term sampling in monthly intervals ( 1999, 2000), 
short-term sampling during a storm period in July 2000 that is presented in Fi 

ure 3. 

8 STORM EVENT 

ffi C: 
observed storm period 
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Fig. 3. Presentation o.f rhe storm event in July 2000 

The storm hydrograph separation techniques were used to determine the contrib1 
tion of event water to a summer storm flow and the role of the vadose flow compone, 
in a summer storm flow generation (Kendall & McDonnell 1998; McDonnell et al. 1991 
Sklash & Farvolden 1979; Trcek et al. 2001; Trcek 200 I). They were based on 818Q an 
DOC composition of sampled water. 

4 RESULTS 

The most important results of the long-term sampling are the age estimations of sample 
groundwater in the tunnel (Figure 2) and in Hubelj. Differences between the seasorn 
variation of 3tso in precipitation and that one in karst system's water were taken int 
consideration. Because there is just two-year series of data for the study area's precipit, 
tion, we used also data of the nearest compatible precipitation station - Ljubljana. Pol: 
nomial trends (amplitudes and their phase shifts), linear trends and annual averages c 
data were compared (Trcek 2001 ). The result is presented in Figure 4. Because of th 
significant 8 180 seasonal variation and its positive linear trend, the average residenc 
time of water from sampling points SVR-7, SVR-4, Hubelj and SVR-3A is less than fiv 
years. It is longer for water from sampling points SVR-3B, SVR-1 and SVR-2. The no, 
significant 8 180 seasonal variation and its negative linear trend are the reason for tha 
The estimations of the average residence time for a single sampling point are (Tree 
2001): 
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3 months for SVR-7 

9 months for SVR-4 

2-3 years for Hube]j 

4-5 years for SVR-3A 

5-6 years for SVR-3B, 
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at least 10 years for SVR-1 and SVR-2 (it can be one or more decades longer) . 
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The short-term sampling's results provide insight into aquifer's recharge, storage 

and discharge processes. The first storm cycle was the most important part of the event 

(Figure 3). It caused that the Hube]j's discharge increased from 0.6 to 24 m3/s (Figure 

5). The delay between the start of the first storm cycle and the maximum discharge 

response in Hube]j was 7 hours, while it was 3 hours in the tunnel respectively (Figure 

5 ). The tunnel's sampling point SVR-3A reacted the first to precipitation ( 1 hour after 

the beginning of the first storm cycle), SVR-7 the second (soon after SVR-3A) and SVR-

4 the third ( 4 hours after SVR-7 ). When the discharge of SVR-3A almost stopped after 1 

day, water began to flow to I meter apart SVR-3B - the dependence between two kinds 

of flow (faster and laminar) is expressed. SVR-1 reacted 2 days after the beginning of 

the first storm cycle, while there was no water in SVR-2 during the storm event. It is 

obvious that sampling points SVR-1 and SVR-2 are recharged by a laminar flow. 

It can be seen in Figure Sa that the amount of the previous precipitation (Figure 3) 

was somewhat greater from that one of the first storm cycle. Nevertheless, the previous 

precipitation caused a non-significant Hubelj's discharge increase, from 0.4 to 1.8 m3/s. 

The tunnel's upper unsaturated zone also didn't react a lot to this precipitation. There 

were just slight reactions of sampling points SVR-7 and SVR-1. The previous precipitation 

thus resulted mainly in aquifer's recharge and storage processes while the precipitation of 

the observed storm period ( Figure 3) resulted also in aquifer's discharge processes. 

The 8 180 composition of karst system's groundwater and precipitation (Figures 6, 

3) indicated that 

Hube]j contained a significant amount of new water, 
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the amount of new water was much lower in tunnel's sampling points (the greate 

one is connected with SVR-3A). 

The tunnel's data reflected the piston effect 

new water mainly displaced old pre-stored water to the sampling points what w: 

proved also by two-component storm hydrograph separations (Trcek 2001 ). 

The role of the upper unsaturated zone on the aquifer's behavior was studied by n 

Hubelj's storm hydrograph separation. The hydrograph was separated into a base flm 

an upper unsaturated zone's water and a new water components (Trcek, 2001 ). TJ

results indicated that the latter two components had to be combined into an epiflo 

( Kiraly et al. I 99 5) component. 
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Consequently, the karst spring's hydrograph was separated into two components: 

• base flow - a relatively slow diffuse flow from the low permeable rock blocks, 

• epiflow - a fast flow of a) water pre-stored in the epikarst zone, and 

b) new water 

that were accumulated in the epikarst zone's base and drained into karst conduit's 

network (Figure 7). 

The epiflow component reached the maximum value (84%) at the end of the first 

storm cycle (Figure 7). It mainly decreased afterward and disappeared on 21 '1 when an 

inversion of hydraulic gradient occurred (since this time its values were even negative). 

The average epiflow component's part was 41 % ( containing 54 % of new water and 46 % 

of upper unsaturated zone's water) during the observed storm period. It was 48% ( con

taining 31 % of new water and 69% of upper unsaturated zone's water) during the period 

of the first and the second storm cycles respectively. 
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Figure 7. Hydrograplt separarion of rhe Hubelj spring 

5 DISCUSSION 

The results of a single sampling stage are connected and interpreted in the conceptual 

model of the karst aquifer in the catchment area of the Hubelj spring. The model con

sists of: 
• upper unsaturated zone, including 

a) shallow soils, 

b) epikarst zone, 
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• lower unsaturated zone, including 
a) storage zone in larger fractures and conduits, 
b) storage zone in low permeable rock blocks, 

• saturated zone, including 
a) storage zone in larger fractures and conduits, 
b) storage zone in low permeable rock blocks. 

It is presumed that the aquifer's flow and solute transport mechanism depends c 
the epikarst zone's behavior. The results of the storm event reflect the importance of t] 
epikarst zone's water quantity - the extend of epikarst zone's accumulation and of su 

sequent discharge to aquifer's lower parts depends on the soil and epikarst zone's wat 

saturation. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Our research indicates the presence of the epikarst zone in the observed karst aquif, 
and its importance for aquifer's behavior. The results contribute to the knowledge , 

epikarst zone's properties and functions. It is obvious that this zone should be include 
in the strategy plans for the karst aquifer's monitoring. 

We'll try to further upgrade the here presented results and to compare them wi1 
those from other research areas. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THREE AND 

FOUR-COMPONENT STORM HYDROGRAPI 

SEPARATION TECHNIQUES FOR KARST 

AQUIFERS 

BRANKA TRCEK & NOEL C. KROTHE 

Abstract 

In Indiana and Slovenia, we have been working in the same research problems, concerning 1he s/1 

c�f karst aquifer's behavior. We got similar results at different study areas by using an indirect 

search method: three and four-component storm hydrograph separation techniques basing on natu 

tracers. The presenled techniques are an e.ffective approach for charac/erizing such he1erogene1 

aquifers. The_r produce data on recharge, storage and discharge processes as 11dl as 011 mechanis 

that ajject these processes. 

Our results are in agreemenl 1vilh acllial research hypolhesis where ii is supposed 1ha1 an imporll 

part of the karst aquifer'.5 recharge arrives (rapidly and in concentrated form) into the conduit 1, 

work from !he epikarst zone. They demonstrate that epikars/ 's water could occupy up to 50% of spri 

discharge during precipitation even/s. This phenomenon could hm•e impor/ant consequences on p 

tection and management problems of karsl aquifers. 

Key words: karst aquifer, three and jour-component hydrograph separation /echnique, na/ural lraa 

aquijer'.1· (con/aminanl) behavior 

INTRODUCTION 

Karst aquifers are an important source of water supply in Slovenia and Indiana ( USP 

In order to protect karst aquifers from pollution it is necessary to investigate the behi 

ior of contaminants and understand the natural factors that control this behavior. v 

have been working in this topic in our countries. The research of f low, storage and solu 

( contaminant) transport processes in karst aquifers has been particularly stressed. Ho 

ever, this is a difficult task due to karst aquifer's heterogeneity that cause serious pre 

!ems for normal monitoring and measurement of these processes. 

We used an indirect research method, a storm hydrograph separation techniqL 

and studied its effectiveness for characterizing karst aquifer's behavior. Our prior 1 

searches (Trcek et al. 2001, Lakey & Krothe 1996) demonstrate that the two-compone 

separation technique isn't a suitable research tool. Its results can act just as a first a 

proximation of amounts of pre-storm and new water (rain) that contribute to karst aq1 

fer's storm discharge. Therefore, three and four-component storm hydrograph sepa1 

tion techniques were used in our latter researches. Their results are presented in tr 
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nanuscript. They are synthesized in the karst aquifer's conceptual model that provide 

;ignificant data on the recharge, storage and discharge processes as well as on mecha-

1isms that affect these processes. 

STUDY AREA 

fhe karst springs 

1) Orangeville Rise (its discharge ranges from 0.06 to 5.1 m3/s), in south central Indi

ana, and 

,) Hubelj (its discharge ranges from 0.2 up to 59 m3/s), in south-western Slovenia, rep

resent the main discharges of two highly karstified carbonate aquifers (Figure I). 
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r::ig. I. Location of the sllldy area a) in Slovenia and b) in Indiana 
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The groundwater basin supplying water to Orangeville Rise has an areal exten1 
125 km2 and lies within two physiografic provinces, the Mitchell Plain and the Crawfi 
Upland (Figure l b). The Mitchell Plain is a lowland surface developed on middler.. 
sissipian-aged limestones, while the Crawford Upland is a region where formations 
sandstone, shale and limestone of West Baden and Stephensport Groups crop out in 

surface (Krothe I 998 ). 
The catchment area of the Hubelj spring is a high karst plateau, Trnovski gozd, w 

the mean altitude of 900 m a.s.l. (Figure l a). It consists mostly of Jurassic limestc 

(Janez et al. 1997) and occupies 50-80 km2 (Trisic I 997). 

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 

We used three and four-component storm hydrograph separation techniques in our 
searches (Kendall & McDonell 1998, Lee & Krothe 2001, Lee & Krothe 2002, Talar 
ich & Krothe 1998, Trcek 2001, Trcek et al. 2002). 

Storm hydrographs of the Hubelj and Orangeville Rise springs were separated in 
a new (rain) water, 
an upper unsaturated zone's water (soil +epikarstic water) and 
a base flow water (phreatic + lower unsaturated zone's water) components by thr 
component technique, 

while the second component was subsequently separated into: 
a soil water and 
an epikarstic water components by the four-component technique, respectively. 

The hydrograph separation into n components requires the using of (n-1) trace 
We used data on J 180 / J 2 H, J 13C, J 34S, DIC and DOC composition of sampl 
precipitation and karst system's water (soil, epikarst and base flow water). Incremen 
weighted means of rain and upper unsaturated zone's water were used to account I 
their temporal variability (McDonnell et al. 1990). 

Our researches included 
a) a long-term sampling on a weekly to monthly frame, for establishing base flow eh 

acteristics, and 
b) a short-term sampling during storm events, for identifying subsurface storage zon 

and mechanisms of groundwater recharge and discharge. 

RESULTS 

The four-component separation of the Orangeville Rise discharge over the period of 11 
hours after the storm event in 4th of October 1990 is presented in Figure 2 (Lee & Krot 
2001 ). The proportions of new, soil, epikarstic and base flow water were calculated 
10.6%, 3.1 %, 52.3% and 34%, respectively. 
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after Trcek 2001) 

The three-component separtion of the Hubelj discharge over the period of 90 hours 

1fter the storm event in 11 'h and 12th of July 2000 is presented in Figure 3 (Trcek 2001 ). 

["he average contributions of new, upper unsaturated zone's and base flow water were 

.5%, 33% and 52%, respectively. The first two components are combined into one corn-
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ponent in Figure 3 to represent the fast concentrated flow through the conduit netwc 

that arrives from the epikarst zone. 

Our results indicated that the contributions of new and upper unsaturated zoni 

water (soil and epikarst water) began to increase during the hydrograph recession, wh 

only the base flow component prevailed during the hydrograph concentration. 

The results pointed out 

• a piston effect (new water displaced pre-stored water in a karst system) and 
• a duality of karst aquifer's recharge and discharge processes that is reflected by 

a) the fast concentrated flow through the conduit's network during the hydrograJ 

concentration and initial recession, 

b) the relatively slow diffuse flow from phreatic and vadose zones during the 1, 

part of hydrograph recession. 

DISCUSSION 

We synthesized our results in the conceptual model of karst aquifer's groundwater stc 

age that is presented in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. Conceptual model of karst aquifer's ground water storage (modified from Lakey & Krothe 1996 

The phreatic and lower unsaturated zone conduit storages contribute to dischaq 

during the event hydrograph concentration. New water and the upper unsaturated zo, 

storage (soil moisture and particularly epikarst storage) are together concentrated in 

fast conduit flow that arrives from the epikarst zone during the initial event hydrogra� 

recession. The lower unsaturated and phreatic zone diffuse storages prevail during tl 

last part of the event hydrograph recession. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The presented techniques are an effective approach for characterizing flow and solute 
(contaminant) transport mechanisms of heterogeneous karst aquifers. Their results are 
in agreement with actual research hypothesis where it is supposed that an important 
part of the karst aquifer's recharge arrives (rapidly and in concentrated form) into the 
conduit network from the epikarst zone. The results demonstrate that epikarst's water 
could occupy up to 50% of spring discharge during precipitation events. This phenome
non could have important consequences on protection and other management prob
lems, such as base f low characterization, exploitation of groundwater by pumping wells 
or galleries, etc. 
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THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF POLYPHASE 

PALAEOKARST AS A CONTRIBUTION TO 

THE PALEOENVIRONMENTAL 

INTERPRETATION 

CASE STUDIES IN PORTUGAL 

LUCIO CUNHA & LUCA ANTONIO DIMUCCIO 

Abstract 

Whenever carbonare pla(forms are subaeria/fF exposed, karsr development occurs, since karst fea 

lures can deFe!op 1•ery rapidly, even as deposilion conlinues. Many carbonare sequences record 110, 

jus/ one, bur mulrip/e phases of karsri[icalion (pof)'phase and po/ygenic pa/aeokarsl), and !heir histo 

ry can therefore be d(fjiculr 10 inrerprel. Moreover, some polyphase karsr may resulr in discre/e pa/ae 

okarsl fearures, whereas or hers overprinl earlier s/ages. The simplest case of po/yphase karsl result! 

from multiple changes in sea-!el'el, and produces slacked kars/ sysrem. Jn some circumsrances pa/ae

okarst develops on an unconformity thar may influence farer subjace111 karstificarion. 

The sirualio11 can be even more complex in carbonare sequences exposed eirher 10 prolonged co111in

uous exposure, or 10 complex burial and erosional hisrories in /ong-lerm po/yphase karsl([icarion. 

Successful idenrificarion of pa/aeokarsr in au/crops has imporranr implications for sequence s/ralig 

raphy, pa/aeoe111•iro11menra/ i111erprelalio11. 
Jn this paper we presenr a synrhesis of !he main pa/aeokarst fearures, !heir generic inrerpre/ation ana 

a pa/aeokarsl sysrem model of rhe Meso-cenozoic lusilanian Basin (Porruga/). 

The melhodo/ogy in rhis sllld_r basicalfr involl'ed rhe following aspecrs of rhe pa/aeokarst unconform
ities al rhe regional and local scales: ( a) u11co11/ormi1y mapping; (b) anafvsis of exposure profiles; ( c; 

inrerprerarion of exposure environ men I; ( d) analvsis of underlying and overlying rocks 10 recognize 

immediarefv pre- and posr-unconformiry evenrs. fr is imporranr lo nore rhar, mainly due 10 rhe srrong/;, 
erosional narure of rhe analyzed unconformilies, rhe exposure facies and profiles may be reworked or 

des/rayed, which considerabfv comp/icares rhe reconsrrucrion of pa/aeoenvironmenrs. 

The pa/aeokarsr examples presenred here are associared on the five imporranr phases recognized in 

dijferenl parrs of Meso-cenozoic lusiranian Basin: 

1. a severe and complex phase of Karsl del'elopment occurred in rhe Jurassic (Dagger, Malm); 

2. during rhe lower Creraceous, rhe whole area was buried; 
3. in rhe Upper Cre/aceous and in rhe Terliar); imporranr erosil'e processes developed in tropical and 

sub-lropica/ clima/es, led 10 rhe exhumalion of paleolandforms, to new Karsr de1•e/opmen1 and to 

the heaping of red sands in the Karsr landforms; 
4. in rhe P/iocene, a rransgressive phase showing derriral deposils and a nor her burial of rhe karsl 

landscape appeared; 

5. in rhe Quarernar.1; sea-/e1•e/ changes provoked new erosive processes and new kars/ del'e!opmen/. 
Regional/;; rhe imporrance of each karstificarion phase varies from area ro area, bur in general the 

firs/, rhird and./ifrh are rhe mos/ noriceab/e. 
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It is important to note that not all the five phases recognized occur in every area and, in addition, the 

associated features are different according to the zone. 
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SYNGENETIC AND EOGENETIC KARST: 

AN AUSTRALIAN VIEWPOINT 

KEN G. GRIMES 

Abstract 

In syngenetic karst speleogenesis and lithogenesis are concurrent. Eogenetic karst and soji-roci 

karst are closely related terms. The disti11ctive features of syngenetic karsl are: shallow horizon/a 

cave systems; a general lack of direc/ed conduils (low irregular chambers occur instead); clustering q 

caves at the margins of topographic highs or along !he coast; paleosoil horizons; vertical so/utioi 

pipes which locally form dense fields; exlensive breakdown and subsidence lo form collapse-dominai 

ed cave syslems, a variely of surface and subsurface breccias and /ocal(v large collapse dolines d 

cenotes; and limited surface scu/p111ri11g (karren). These fea/ures are best developed in host sed1 

men ls Iha! have well developed primary porosily and limited secondary cemen/ation ( and henei 

limiled mechanical strength). Cerrai11 hydrological environmen/s also assist: invading swamp wafer. 

or mixing al a well developed walertable; or, near the coast, mixing above and below a freslnvater /en. 

f loating on salt wafer. Where lhese factors are absenl the karst forms tend to be more akin to thos, 

of classical hard-rock or te/ogenetic karst. 

Keywords: syngenetic karst, eogenetic diagenesis, soft-rock karsl, ca/carenite, so/u/ion pipes. 

INTRODUCTION AND TERMINOLOGY 

Syngenetic karst is a term coined by Jennings ( 1968) for karst features, including caves 

that form within a soft, porous, soluble sediment at the same time as it is being cementec 

into a rock. Speleogenesis and lithogenesis are concurrent. Jennings based his discus 

sion partly on prior observations reported in Bastian ( 1964) for West Australia and Hi! 

( 1984) for South Australia (Hill's paper was written in 1957, but published posthumously) 

Jennings was describing the active karst geomorphology of the Quaternary dum 

calcarenites of Australia. Concurrent studies by sedimentologists of paleokarst hori 

zons at unconformities in the stratigraphic record used the related concept of eogenetic 

diagenesis: processes that affect a newly-formed carbonate or evaporite sediment wher 

it is exposed to subaerial weathering and meteoric waters (Choquette & Pray, 1970) 

The resulting eogenetic karst ( or "soft-rock karst") is distinguished from telogenetic ("hard 

rock") karst that has developed on hard indurated limestones that have been re-exposec 

after a deep burial stage. 

The terms syngenetic and eogenetic overlap but involve different viewpoints. The 

former is best used for geomorphological studies of modern soft-rock karsts; whereai 

the latter is best retained for diagenetic studies of paleokarst porosities, where the se 
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quence of dissolution and cementation events is much more complex. Some, but not all, 

paleokarst is eogenetic: the separation of eogenetic, mesogenetic (burial), and telogenet

ic features requires a detailed study of cement morphology, mineralogy, chemistry, and 

related dissolutional and brecciation features; at both the microscopic and macroscopic 

scale (Moore, 1989). Recently some authors have applied the term "eogenetic karst" to 

modern syngenetic karst features ( e.g. Mylroie et al, 2001 ). 

FEATURES OF SYNGENETIC KARST 

Syngenetic karst has several distinctive features as well as many that are shared with 

classical ( telogenetic) karst. Quaternary dune calcarenites, or aeolianites, show the most 

distinctive features of syngenetic karst. Examples include those of Australia (Jennings, 

1968, White, 2000), South Africa (Marker, 1995), Bermuda (Mylroie et al, 1995) and 

the Caribbean (e.g. Mylroie et al, 1995, Lyndberg & Taggart, 1995). However, other 

porous calcarenites, such as beach and shallow marine facies, can also develop distinc

tive syngenetic features; in particular solution pipes and calcreted caprocks. Examples 

include the Miocene Gambier and Nullarbor limestones in Australia (Grimes, 1994, 

Grimes et al 1999, Lowry & Jennings, 1974), as well as some of the limestones of the 

Yucatan and Florida. For less porous facies, such as micritic lagoonal limestones of 

oceanic islands, the syngenetic karst tends to show greater joint control and is more akin 

to the classical hard-rock karsts (Mylroie et al 2001, Grimes 2001 ). The Cretaceous 

chalk of Europe is a special case of a moderately consolidated limestone that has both a 

very fine-grained porosity and fractures-forming linear caves (Rodet, 199 I; Gunn et al, 

1998). Other soluble sediments (gypsum, halite) can also develop syngenetic karst when 

exposed to subaerial conditions (e.g. Sando, 1987) but these will not be discussed here. 

In the following discussion Australian dune calcarenites in a "Mediterranean" climate 

are used as an example (Figure I). 

In calcareous dunes, percolating rain water gradually converts the unconsolidated 

sand to limestone by dissolution and redeposition of calcium carbonate. Initial solution 

at the surface forms a terra rossa or similar soil depleted in carbonate but enriched in the 

insoluble grains ( e.g. quartz). At the base of the soil precipitation of carbonate forms a 

cemented and locally brecciated calcrete layer or hard pan. Below this the downward 

SJ-:ai/ow cave beneatt1 
calcrete ce:proc:X 

Subs.,dence 
s�,.ucrures 
& brecc1;]S 

Fiat 10,:;f be'o11' / su\d ,::cr.e cemer;tcd car:d 
Low-roofea ma2e ea.,� a sw:.rnp rr;;;�t:I 

Fig. i. Fealllres of syngenetic karst developed on a calcareous dunefield. 
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percolating water becomes focussed to dissolve characteristic vertical "solution pipes' 

(Figure 2 & 3), and simultaneously cements the surrounding sand. Early cementatior 

tends to be localized about roots to form distinctive rhizomorphs or rhizocretions. Ce 

mentation can progressively occlude the primary inter-granular porosity, but dissolutior 

can generate localized secondary porosity of a moldic, vuggy or cavernous character. 

Solution pipes (or, more strictly, dissolution pipes) are distinctive features of syn 

genetic karst on porous host rocks (Lyndberg & Taggart, 1995). They are vertical cylin 

Fig. 2. S0l111io11 pipes 1ri1h ce111e11red rims exposed by remora/ (!
( 

/ess-ce111e11red hos/ sand (srereopair ). 

Fig. 3. Red pa/eosol wirh soi/filled so/11rio11 pipes descending from ii. 
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drical tubes with or without cemented walls, typically 0.3 to 0.6 m in diameter, which 

can penetrate down from the surface as far as 20 m into the soft limestone. The pipes 

may contain soil and calcified roots (and root growth may have occurred hand-in-hand 

with dissolution of the pipe). They occur as isolated features, or in clusters with spacings 

to less than a metre. In the Bahamas they have been referred to as Pit Caves, but that 

term also includes larger and more complex features (Mylroie & Carew, 2000). 

Mixing corrosion occurs where percolation water meets the water table, which is 

frequently controlled by the level of a nearby swampy plain that also provides acidic 

water. In coastal areas, water levels fluctuate with changing sea levels and further com

plexity results from a fresh-water lens floating above sea water which results in two mix

ing zones, above and below the thin lens (Mylroie & Carew, 2000, Mylroie et al, 2001 ). 

Solution is strongest at the coast where the lens thins so that firstly the two zones over

lap (within the fluctuating zone of the sea level) and secondly the thinning of the lens 

causes stronger flow rates which also promotes solution. The result is a "flank margin 

cave" (Mylroie et al, 2001) that has an irregular form of interconnected "mixing cham

bers" similar to those described below (Figure 4 ). At Yanchep, Western Australia, dune 

limestone overlies a quartz sand aquifer and aggressive water enters from below to dis

solve caves (Bastian, 1991). 

In the early stages of dissolution the loose sand subsides at once into any incipient 

cavities, possibly forming soft-sediment deformation structures. Subsidence dolines may 

form without caves (as described in South Africa by Marker, 1995). Once the rock is 

sufficiently hardened to support a roof, caves can develop. The uniform matrix porosity, 

slow moving groundwater, and lack of joint control means that directed linear conduits 

seldom form. Instead, horizontal cave systems of low, wide, irregular, interconnected 

chambers and passages (Figure 4) form either in the zone of maximum solution at the 

water table, or by subsidence of loose material from beneath stable calcrete layers. Flat 

cave ceilings are common: either marking the limit of solution at the top of the water 

SL-69 

Mt. Burr Cave 
South Australia 

O m 30 
e-----3 F----3 

Cross-section, 
at double scale 

KGG 12-2001 

....>.lL.. 

....>.lL.. 

cross-bedded 
dune limestone 

s 

From CEGSA surveys, 1971.1998 
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table, or where collapse has reached the base of an indurated ( caprock) zone. Where, 

shallow impermeable basement occurs, its topography may concentrate water flow aloni 

buried valleys to form linear stream caves (Figure 5 ). 

Strongs Cave, 6WI-63 
and nearby features 
Western Austrnlia 

From WASG surveys by 
B. & F. Loveday, 1975,76 

1 ....... 1 

WI-720 

100m 

doline 

cave stream 

cross section 

Nm � 0 Wl-130D <:> 

-� 

/.,_
I 

OC\'ils Lair 

, Wl-126 

Long Profile of Strongs Cave 

Profile of Nannup Cave 

·� 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · - · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · ·  

WI-130D 

Fig. 5. Strongs Cave is a linear stream cave that follows the basal comact be/lVeen the dune limestone anG 

impermeable gneiss. By contrast the main, western, part of Nannup Cave is more typical of caves in dum 

limestone; being a series of large collapse domes with Iii/le of the original dissolutional cave remaining. 

Sizable caves can form in less than 100 thousand years (Mylroie & Carew, 2000). 

Surface dissolutional sculpturing is rare, as there is little solid rock for it to act upon. 

However, some sculpturing can occur on exposed calcrete layers. 

The subsidence of partly-consolidated material can form a variety of breccias and 

sag structures; these can be further cemented as diagenesis continues (Figure 6). Man

tling breccias can occur as part of the surface soil (Figure 7). Within the caves break

down of the soft rock is extensive. In many cases the original solutional cave system at 

the water table is largely replaced by rubble-filled collapse domes ( e.g. Nannup cave in 

Figure 5 ). Subsidence may reach to the surface to form dolines; a special type referred 

to as a "banana hole" in the Bahamas results from the collapse of the near surface cal

crete band above a shallow cave to form an overhanging doline. . In paleokarst expo

sures these collapse areas appear as both discordant and concordant (intrastratal) brec

cias. In extreme cases mass subsidence of broad areas can generate a chaotic surface of 

tumbled blocks and fissures (Bastian, 1995). 

Variations can occur in different climates. For example, calcrete is supposedly best 
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::...,, 

/ Fig. 6. 

_,,. 
, 

A--c: ✓- / 
/ 

Fig. 7 

Fig. 6. A subsidence struclllre in syngenetic karst. Thin horizontal beds of a beach calcarenite ll'ere partly 

cemented into individual plates that then subsided as dissolution undermined them. Continuing cementa

/ion stabilized the tilted beds before the present cave formed. 

Fig. 7. A calcreted, multi-generation, mantling breccia in dune calcarenite. The large, 20 011, clasr con

tains at least two earlier generations of smaller c/asrs. 

developed in semi-arid climates, whereas dissolution and brecciation are thought to be 

more abundant in wet climates. 

SUMMARY 

Syngenetic karst shows a number of distinctive forms as a consequence of its formation 

from soft sediments that are being consolidated and cemented at the same time as karst 

cavities are forming within them. It is quite different to classical "hard-rock", telogenetic 

karst. The related term "Eogenetic karst" is best kept for diagenetic studies of pale

okarsts. 
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ARE THE PALAEOKARST SYSTEMS MARINE 

IN ORIGIN? 

CAYMANITES IN GEOLOGICAL PAST 

LASZLO KORPAS 

According to Jones ( 1992) caymanites are ,,laminated, multicoloured ... cavity-filling sed

iments with" ... planar laminations, graded bedding, mound shape lamination, desicca

tion cracks, and geopetal fabrics ... and with ,,depositional dips ranging from O to 60°". 

They are" ... formed of mudstones, wackstones, packstones and grainstones ... " consisting 

of ,, ... foraminifera, red algae, gastropods, bivalves, and grains of microcrystalline dolos

tone". Their ,, ... sedimentation was episodic and the sediment source changed with time ... " 

and they have ,, ... originated from sediments transported by storms onto a highly perme

able karst terrain". 

Caymanites and caymanite-like laminated cavity-filling sediments have been de

scribed in many parts of the world (Table I, Figs. 1-15). Their common feature is that 

they appear both in platform margin and island reef complexes and in carbonate ramp 

sequences or isolated carbonate bank suites. Their occurences represent a wide strati

graphi range from Middle Cambrian to Quaternary. Caymanites are mainly marine in 

origin and represent signals of early palaeokarstification and fossil sea-level records. 

Table I: Ca_rmanites and ca_rmanite-like laminated cai•itr:filling sediments reported.from different parts of 

the ivor/d 

AGE LOCATION AUTHOR 

Middle Cambrian York County, Pennsylvania, de Wet et al. 1999 

USA 

Odovician Ida Bay, Tasmania, Australia Osborne and Cooper 2001 

Ordovician-Silurian Manitoulian Islands, Ontario, Kobluk 1984 

Canada 

East Tennessee, USA Leach and Sangster 1993 

Upper Devonian Transdanubian Range, Korpas 1998 

Hungary 

Canning Basin, Australia Word 1998 

Lower Carboniferous Carnie Alps, Austria and Italy Schonlaub et al. 1991 

Lower Carboniferous Chipping Sodburry, England Korpas 1998 

Upper Permian Guadalupe Mts., New Mexico, Bebout and Kerans 1993 

USA 

Middle Triassic Silesian, Poland Bogacz et al. 197 3 

Silesian, Poland Leach et al. 1996 

Mecsek Mts., Hungary Korpas 1998 
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AGE LOCATION AUTHOR 

Upper Triassic Transdanubian Range, FUiop I 976 
Hungary 
Buda Hills, BUkk Mts., Korpas 1998 
Hungary 
Krn Mts., Slovenia Otonicar, pers. comm. 1996 

Middle Triassic to Lower Silesian, Poland Sass-Gustkiewicz 1996 
Jurassic 
Lower Jurassic Transdanubian Range, FUiop 1976 

Hungary 
Northern Calcaerous Alps, Satterley et al. 1994 
Austria 
Transdanubian Range, Korpas 1998 
Hungary 
Betic Cordillera, Spain Vera et al. 1988, Molina et al. 

1999 
Km Mts., Slovenia Otonicar, pers. comm. 1996 

Middle to Upper Jurassic Betic Cordillera, Spain Vera et al. 1988, Molina et al. 
1999 

Upper Cretaceous Mte. Camposauro, Italy D'Argenio and Mindszenty 
1995 

Gorbea platform, Spain Perez-Gomez et al. 1998 
Sierra de El Abra, Mexico Minero 1988 
Kras Mts., Slovenia Otanicar, pers. comm. 1996 

Upper Eocene Buda Hills, Hungary Korpas et al. 1999 
Lower to Upper Miocene Grand Cayman, Cayman Jones, l 992a,b 

Bracq, Cayman Islands 
Punta Maisi, Cuba Korpas 1998 

Middle Miocene Erd-Di6sd, Pest county, Saint Martin et al. 2000 
Hungary 

Upper Miocene/Lower Mallorca, Spain Pomar 1991 
Pliocene+ A 15 
Quaternary Grand Bahama, Bahama Smart et al. 1988 

Islands 

Frequent occurences of caymanites through geological past have prompted to present 

a proposed model for palaeokarstification: 

I) Submarine-subaquatic stage 

Depositional environment: carbonate shelf margin and upper slope (ramp-fringing reef) 

Level of wave-base 

Main controlling factors: Drop of water-level 
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Tectonism 

Earth tidal pump 

Mixing corrosion (dissolution) 

Submarine bioerosion 

Hydrothermal upwelling 

Products: syngenetic and early diagenetic filling-sediments ( caymanites, neptunian 

dikes), phreatic marine cement, phreatic and/or hydrothermal mineral association. No 

signs of subaerial exposure. 

2) Peri tidal stage 

Depositional environment: reef-lagoon-tidal flat 

Level of wave movement 

Main controlling factors: Drop of water-level 

Tectonism 

Earth tidal pump 

Mixing corrosion (dissolution) 

Marine and continental bioerosion 

Hydrothermal upwelling 

Products: syngenetic and early diagenetic filling-sediments, palaeosols, alternation 

of vadose and phreatic (marine) cement, vadose and phreatic (±hydrothermal) mineral 

precipitations. Alternation of short term subaerial and subaquatic phases. 

3) Continental stage 

Permanent or long term subaerial exposure 

Level of ground (karst) water table 

Main controlling factors: Tectonism 

Mixing corrosion (dissolution) 

Continental bioerosion 

Hydrothermal upwelling 

Products: late, polyphase, mainly continental filling-sediments, palaeosols, vadose 

cement and vadose mineral (±hydrothermal) precipitations. Soleley signs of subaerial 

exposure. 

Products of the palaeokarst phases above can be overprinted by hydrothermal events 

and undergone through multiplied burial and exhumation processes. 
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"ig I. Synsedimentary, laminated stromatolitic in

·ernal sediment (S) and fibrous cement ivith radiax- • 

'al calcite (C) in the cavity of the Middle Cambrian 

nicrobial Ledger Limestone, York County, Pennsyl-

1ania, USA (de Wet et al. 1999). Depositional envi

·onmenr: rimmed shelf margin or distally steepened 

wnp, submarine phrearic zone. 

Synsedimenrary, laminared crinoidal /i111e-

11011e wilh graded bedding as fissure fill in rhe Ordo

vician Gordon limesrone, Ida Ba;: Tasmania, Aus-
1ra/ia (Osborne and Cooper 2001 ). Deposilional 

�nvironmenr: submarine phrearic zone wirh 111rbu

lenr sea-ivarer. 

Fig. 3. Syndepositional laminared grains/one and 

mudstone with radiaxial calcire in rhe cavity of the 

Middle Devonian peritidal Polg<irdi Limes/one, Sza

badbatty<in, Kosz<ir-hegy, Hungary (Korp<is 1998). 

Depositional environment: submarine phrearic zone. 

Fig. 4. Syndeposirional laminared mudstone and 

grains/one in rhe dissol111ional pipe in rite Lon>er Car

boniferous Gully Oolite, Chipping Sodburry, Bristol. 

England (Korp<is 1998). Depos1ional environ111en1: 

marine phreatic zone 
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Fig. 5. Syndepositional lam 

inated intraclastic dolomiu 

rudstone in the cavity of th 

Upper Triassic, Carnian-Nc 

rian Mcitycishegy Dolomi!E 

Buda Hills, Hungary. Depc 

sitional environment: intra 

platform anoxic basin. Uppe 

slope facies of a submarin, 

dolomite ramp. 

Fig. 6. Early marine lamina 

ed micritic-limestone ivith n 

diolarite extraclasts in th 

cavity of the Norian pelag1 

Felsotcirkciny Limestone, Fe 

sotcirkciny, Biikk Mts., Hw 

gary (Korpcis 1998). Depos 

tional environment: subnu 

rine phreatic zone. 

Fig. l Alternance of earl 

marine synsedimentary Ian 

inated micritic and crinoid, 

al limestone with graded be, 

dig in the cavity of the Upp1 

Norian-Rhaetian ,.loferites 

Dachstein Limestom 

Kcilvciria Hill, Tata, Hung, 

ry (Fiilop 1976). Stratigrap! 

ic position:just below the Tr 

assic/Jurassic boundary. Dei 

ositional environment: sub/ 

dal epiphreatic zone. 
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'ig. 8. Synsedimentary early marine laminated mudstone with fibrous radiaxial calcite in the cavity of the 
'Jpper Heuangian-Sinemurian Pisznice Limestone, Kdlvdria Hill, Tata, Hungary (Fiilop 1976). Stratigraphic 
wsition:just above the Triassic/Jurassic boundary. A) Microbioc/astic Pisznice Limestone, BJ Fibrous radi-
1xial calcite, C) Laminated muds/one as cavity fill. Depositional environment: subtidal, phreatic zone. 

;tone with intrac/asts in the fissures of the Upper 
f-/ettangian-Sinemurian Pisznice Limestone, 
r<.dlvdria Hill, Tata, Hungary (Fiilop 1976). Strati
�raphic position: near to the Triassic/Jurassic bound-
1ry. Depositional environment: subtida/, phreatic 
:one. 

Fig. 10. Marine laminated radiolarian siltstonefill 
of the Toarcian Kisgerecse Marl in the cavity of the 
Sinemurian-Pliensbachian Hier/atz Limestone, Csdr
da-hegy, Urk1it, Hungary. 
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Fig. 11. Synsedimenrary early marine laminared 

grains/one and muds/one-fill ivirh radiaxial calcire 

in rhe caviry of rhe Maasrrichrian rudisr-reef Lipica 

limes/one, Kozina, Kras Mrs., Slovenia. 

Fig. 13'. Ear�r marine caymanire represenred by Ian 

inared corallinacea-bryozoa-packsrone and grai1 

srone wirh Nummulires in rhe cavily of rhe Uppi 

Eocene submarine limes/one bank, Szepvolgy Lim, 

srone, Mtirytis-hegy Buda Hills, Hungary (Korptis c 

al. 1999). Disconformable genera/ion. 

Fig. 12. Early marine caymanire represenred by laminared corallinacea-bryozoa-packsrone and grains/01, 

1virh Nummulires in rhe caviry of rhe Upper Eocene submarine limes/one bank, Szepvolgy Limesron, 

Mtirytis-hegy, Buda Hills, Hungary (Korptis er al. 1999). Conformable genera/ion. 
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Fig. 14. Early marine cayman
ite represented by laminated 
siltstone in the Moby Dick cave 
of the Upper Eocene submarine 
limestone bank of the 
Szepvolgy limestone, Mdtyds
heg;; Buda Hills, Hungary (Ko
rpds et al. 1999). Disconform
ab/e generation. 

'rief genetic interpretation of caymanites of Figs. 12-14. These caymanites were generated by tides, wave 
irbulence and storms and deposited in the caves and cavities of a rocky shore at the sea-level. Their diagenet
• and hydrothermalfeatures are the recrystallised obliterated texture with slight dolomitization and s/icifica
on. Signs of subaeria/ exposure are missing. Their bright orange cathodo/uminescence pallern and stable 
:otope compsition and the marine microfacies and cement indicate marine phreatic environment for deposi
on with later high temperature hydrothermal overprints. The Late Eocene age is based on biota, while the 
epositional record may be calculated for some thousand years as stated by magnetostratigraphy. 
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Fig. 15. Synsedimentary /ami-
1wted ,,stromatolitic mound" in 
the cavity of a Middle Miocene 
coral patch reef, Rdkos Lime
stone, Erd-Di6sd, Pest County, 
Hungary (Saint Martin et al. 
2000). 

Fig. 16. Lower Pliocene marine 
laminated calcisiltites in the 
cave of the Upper Miocene bar
rier reef core, Cap Blanc, Mai
/area, Spain (Korpds 1998). 
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THE ROLE OF ENDOGENIC PROCESSES IN 

EVOLUTION OF KARST IN CENTRAL 

EUROPEAN MESOZOIC PLATFORM 

(EXAMPLE OF SOUTH POLISH UPLANDS) 

MARIAN PULINA, ANDRZEJ TYC & JERZY ZABA 

Abstract 

T!te paper deals wit It tlte geological conditions and karst of Cracoiv-Silesia !tomoc/ine, tlte main par 
of tlte Cenlral European Mesozoic pla(form, 11'i1/t reference to 1/te Hamburg-Cracmvfaull zone, occw 
ring in tlte Paleozoic base. In the discussed area !he activity of Cracow-lubliniec faull zone as se5 
men/ of 1/te Hamburg-Cracow transcontinental tectonic line, is manifesling by different phenomen, 
Iii! present-day limes. Specific configuralion of !he base of the complex qf Mesozoic carbonate rockj 
mul!iple occurrence (}f magmatic and hydrothermal phenomena as well as intensified emanation CJ 
ju\'enile CO, are connected with this activity from Paleozoic to Cainozoic. Symptoms qf ifs ac/Ml_ 
and influence on karst evolution can be seen in presence of large morphological depressions of karj 
origin, specific paleokarstic phenomena (with occurrence of Mississippi-Valle)' type of Zn-Pb depm 
ifs) and in conlemporary hydro-geochemical environment. The theses presented in the paper, cancer,; 
ing tlte Cracow-Silesia Upland as well as cited examples related lo the neighbouring regions put i, 
new light the age of karsl development and the contribulion qf endogenic processes in !his develo1 
men/ in relation to the role of climatic conditions. 
Key words: tectonics, kars/ evolution, Cracow-Silesia homoc/ine, hydrothermal karsl, CO, activitJ 
hydro-geochemistry 

INTRODUCTION 

In Central Europe there are karst areas related with Paleozoic and Mesozoic geologi, 

structures. These are, respectively, European Paleozoic platform and homoclinal rocl 
setting of Mesozoic platform in the overburden. The main tectonic element of the Mei 

ozoic rock cover is Cracow-Silesia homocline, forming at the same time the largest Cer 
tral European carbonate karst area - the Cracow-Silesia Upland. In the base of thi 

homocline there is one of the main European tectonic lines - Hamburg-Cracow faul 
zone, which forms, in the study area, Cracow-Lubliniec fault zone in a contact of the tw1 

tectonic blocks, Upper Silesia and Malopolska blocks, (i.a. Zaba, 1995, 1999). This e) 

tremely active tectonic zone exerted a significant influence on the style of Mesozoic to1 
formation structure, on the specific way of Upper Jurassic limestone sedimentation a 

well as on activation and directions of karst processes development. Its activity, man 

festing itself with configuration of the base of the complex of Mesozoic carbonate rocki 
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1ultiple occurrence of magmatic and hydrothermal phenomena as well as intensified 

manation of juvenile CO
2
, can be observed even at present times in the whole Cracow

ilesia region and its vicinity. 

The paper presents the geologic conditions of Cracow-Silesia Upland with refer-

11ce to the Hamburg-Cracow fault zone, occurring in the Paleozoic base, and symptoms 

f its activity and influence on karst evolution that can be seen in morphology, presence 

f paleokarstic phenomena, and in contemporary hydro-geochemical environment. The 

uthors make a thesis that this multiphase tectonic activity is in large measure responsi

le for the present-day karst relief with remnants of large cave systems. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING AND TECTONIC ACTIVITY OF THE 

BORDER ZONE OF UPPER SILESIA AND MALO POLSKA BLOCKS 

1 terms of geology, Cracow-Silesia Upland is part of a large tectonic unit - Cracow

ilesia homocline. It is composed mainly of flat-lying Triassic and Jurassic formations 

11d fragmentarily preserved Cretaceous rocks (Fig. I). These rocks form a Mesozoic 

Jver, lying unconformably on various Paleozoic, and locally also Precambrian, succes

ons. In the geologic profile two complexes of carbonate rocks - Middle Triassic lime

:ones and dolomites and Upper Jurassic limestones, play an important role. 

The complex geologic structure and multiphase tectonic evolution of the discussed 

art of Central Europe is the subject of numerous, often differing from one another, 

pinions (see i.a. Zaba, 1999). As investigations based on deep boreholes and observa

ons in Mesozoic rock cover have been continued, more significant role in evolution of 

1e discussed region is attributed to activity of the large fault zone Cracow-Lubliniec. 

his fault zone seems to be a segment of transcontinental tectonic line Hamburg-Cra

JW (Fig. I). The Cracow-Lubliniec dislocation, striking NW-SE, makes up a direct bor

er between the Upper Silesia and Malopolska blocks (terranes). These blocks are ele-

1ents of the Central European part of the Paleozoic platform, and are located in the 

Juthwestern foreland of East European craton (Fig.IA). They make up components of 

mosaic of crustal blocks, distinguished by different age and origin - the geologic set

ng has the form of a collage. The blocks were dislocated both in lower and upper 

aleozoic, and the symptoms of displacement activity in the border zone of both blocks 
re noted till the present-day times. Upper Silesia and Moravian blocks form together 

1e Bruno-Vistulian terrane. The Upper Silesia and Malopolska blocks are separated 

·om the neighbouring areas with distinct structural deep seated discontinuities. Both 

locks are located at the convergence point of three main European deformation fronts: 

:aledonian, Varsican and Alpine. 
Rock formations that build up the Cracow-Silesia homocline are represented main

' by Mesozoic elastic and carbonate series. The average thickness of the Triassic forma

ons is usually from 100 to 200 m (however maximum of 1400 m may be achieved), 
1hile the average thickness of Jurassic formations is from 150 to 200 m (maximum 400 
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Fig. 1. Geological selling and struclllral position of sllldy area with respect to the border zone of Uppe 

Silesia and Malopolska blocks (based on J. Zaba, 1995, 1999 a11d M. Pulina et al., i11 pri11t). A- structura 

set1i11g of Upper Silesia (USB) and Malopolska (MB) blocks. AF- Alpine Front, MRB - Moravian bloc, 

(Brunnia), BK- Bohemian Karst, MK- Moravian Karst, H- Zbrashov Aragonite Caves and Hra11ice Abys! 

B- structural sketch of Cracmv-Silesian homocli11e in the area of boundary bellVeen Upper Silesia (USB 

a11d Malopolska (MB) blocks. I- Cretaceous, 2- Jurassic (mostly Upper Jurassic limestones), 3- Triassi 

(mostly Middle Triassic limesto11es a11d dolomites), 4- locatio11 of Cracmv-Lub/i11iec fault zo11e (segme11/ c 

Hamburg-Cracow fault zone) underneath the Mesozoic cover. 

m). The complex of Middle Triassic carbonate rocks (limestones and dolomites) is co\ 

erect on a significant area with impermeable Keuper and Lower Jurassic formatiom 

Within these formations karst of the south-western, Silesian part of the discussed regio1 

has developed (Fig. 1B). The complex of Upper Jurassic limestones makes up the mai1 

element of geologic structure of the north-eastern, Cracow part of the homocline. Th 
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1tcrops of the carbonate rocks of this age extend in a wide range striking NW-SE and 
llow the above mentioned Cracow-Lubliniec fault zone (Fig. I B). In the both carbon
e complexes polygenetic and multiphase karst phenomena of Cracow-Silesia Upland 
e formed. 

The Cracow-Lubliniec fault zone has Proterozoic assumptions and its tectonic ac
rity covers the period spanning from the lowest Paleozoic to Cenozoic (Zaba, 1995). 
ong the line of this dislocation ranges the watershed between two important Central 
uopean rivers - Odra and Warta. This suggests that its activity covers also the present
y times (Morawska, 1997). With the deep range of the fault zone one could also con
:ct the presence of ore deposits in the Cracow-Silesia region, including zinc and lead 
es, connected with Mississipi Valey type paleokarstic phenomena within Middle Trias
: carbonates. Close relations with location and activity of Cracow-Lubliniec zone also 
ow symptoms of magmatism. This particularly refers to granitoid pluton ism occurring 
1ly in marginal part of Malopolska block (Fig. 2), which played a significant role both 
origin of the specific Upper Jurassic rock formation - rocky limestones, and their 
bsequent karstification. 

The tectonic activity of Cracow-Lubliniec fault zone determined the formation of 
1merous block-type macrostructures within the Mesozoic cap-rock. Most of the joint 
,mplexes and faults present within the Mesozoic carbonate complexes in the area of 
·acow-Silesia homocline show a relation with the discussed zone. In the southern part 
the homocline the conditions become more complicated by the influences of Alpine 
�tonics coming from the vicinity of Carpathians (see Fig. I). 

SPECIFIC KARST PHENOMENA OF CRACOW-SILESIA HOMO

:LINE RELATED TO TECTONIC ACTMTY OF PALEOZOIC BASE 

mong other symptoms of carbonate karst of Silesia-Cracow Upland (geologically -
racow-Silesia homocline) the ones that deserve special attention are large depressions 
ry similar to poljes (Wilk et al. 1989; Pulina 2001; Pulina et al. in print) and, already 
entioned, effects of hydrothermal activity in the caves (see i.a. Rudnicki 1978; Pulina 
al. in print). The occurrence of basins and numerous large morphologic depressions 
th karst origin both in the top layer of Middle Triassic limestones and dolomites and 
• Upper Jurassic limestones testifies the presence of extraordinary geological condi
ms favouring the development of these forms. The basic factor was certainly the dis
mtinuity lines (fracturing zones, faults, etc.) breaking the Mesozoic carbonate com
ex. Location and shape of large karst forms, referred to as fossil poljes (Wilk et al. 
189; Pulina 2001) is closely related to these zones and tectonic lines (Fig. 2). It should 
: emphasized that these forms occur in the area where karst relief has typical traits of 

sidual ruined stage of development in the case of Upper Jurassic massif and intensive
developed paleokarst in Triassic rocks (Pulina, Tye 1987; Glazek 1989). Although the 
1rst phenomena have been developed in much younger rocks than in karst regions of 
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Bohemia and Moravia in surrounding area, this relief is much more "ruined". The expla 

nation for such an advanced karst development and exceptionality of the discussed zone 

compared to the neighbouring regions can be perceived in the presence of hydrothermal 

and gaseous intrusions connected with Cracow-Lubliniec tectonic line. Detailed investi 

gations in the central, highest part of Cracow-Silesia Upland show that hydrothermal 

phenomena observed in remnants of large cave systems have developed thanks to up• 

ward migration of preheated waters and juvenile CO
2 

connected with magmatic bodie1 

encountered in the boreholes of the Mesozoic rocks base. Waters migrated through the 

discontinuity zones cross-cutting rock profile, to the floor of already mentioned rock for

mation - Oxfordian rocky limestones where the largest number of caves has developed. 

Smashing of rocky limestones and breaking of the cave systems into fragments occurred 

later than forms resulting from the circulation of warm waters (Pulina et al. in print). Alsc 

this process can be explained by occurence of the contact zone tectonic activity of the 

mentioned Upper Silesia and Malopolska blocks and Cracow-Lubliniec line. 

MB 

\._,I 

0 

Olkusz 

D 1 D 2 
� 

3 [S]4 
5 ' WE 6 \._,I 7 • 8 

Fig. 2. Structural selling of granitoid magma/ism, large scale morphological depressions and selectet 

springs at boundary zone of the Upper Silesia and Malopolska blocks. ]. Malopolska Block (MB), 2 

Upper Silesia Block (USB), 3- Upper Silesian Coal Basin, 4- boundary of Cracmv-Lubliniec Fault Zone, 5 

areas of granitoid intrusions and their contact interactions, confirmed by boreholes (after J. Zaba, 1995) 

6- supposed areas of granitoid magmatism, 7- largest paleo-po/jes ll'ithin Middle Triassic and Upper Jurassi, 

carbonates, 8- location of springs ll'ith supposed effects of endogenic processes in water properties. 
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PRESENT-DAY TECTONIC ACTMTY MANIFESTING ITSELF IN 

GROUNDWATER PROPERTIES 

1e present day tectonic activity of the Upper Silesia and Malopolska blocks border 

ne and the whole Cracow-Lubliniec fault zone is registered through observation of 

:tonic movements in the area of Upper Silesia Coal Basin ( Fig. 2 ). Due to the fact that 

)St of the areas discussed are covered with Quaternary sediments, which suppress 

ssible gaseous emanations, it is difficult to relate this activity to the development of 

esent-day karst processes of Cracow-Silesia region. 

The area of Cracow-Silesia Upland belongs to areas significantly transformed by 

man activity (i.a. Tye 1997) which is an additional factor suppressing the effects of 

:tonic activity in karst waters of this region. Correct recognition of the problem of 

tropogenic influence on the course of present-day karst processes (Tye I 997) com-

1ed with more than ten years observation of selected springs in the discussed area 

ye, Opolka-Gc1dek 1999) allow to ascertain that there are some regularities. The ef

:ts of such activity manifest themselves in specific properties of waters flowing out of 

! karst aquifers of this region. These properties include principally water temperature 

well as content of bicarbonates and carbon dioxide dissolved in water. 

Among the examined population of a few dozens of springs of the eastern part of 

acow-Silesia Upland, complexes of springs occurring on the edges of polje-type large 

pressions deserve a special attention (Fig. 2). They are characterized by a higher wa

• temperature (8,8 - 10,6°C), which is distinctly higher than average long-term air 

nperature and higher than static zone temperature in the caves of the whole region 

,5°C). The value of bicarbonates concentration in waters of these springs also differs 

>m those of the springs in the region and amounts from 230 to 300 mg/dm3 (in the 

naining areas of the Upland the values do not exceed 90-160 mg/dm3). The mentioned 

:arbonates concentrations are related to springs where no influences of antropogenic 

purities on the activity and dissolution rate are recorded (see Tye 1997). In the same 

nes of springs, values of CO
2 

dissolved in water higher than in the other parts of the 

�ion, amounting to 12-24 mg/dm3
, were recorded. Considering the climatic conditions 

Central Europe, where the production ofCO
2 
in soil is relatively low, the values achieved 

waters flowing out of carbonate massifs in the zones of occurrence of large karst 

pressions may be the effect or echo of tectonic activity of the base. These zones over

' magmatic intrusions occurring directly in the base of Mesozoic rocks complex (Fig. 

and the largest fracture agglomeration of this complex. 

FINAL REMARKS 

hen referring to the wide background of Cracow-Silesia region presented in the arti

:, it should be emphasized that zones of past and present-day activity of similar tecton

zones occur and influence the karst evolution in the neighbouring areas of Czechia 
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and Moravia (see Fig. IA). A widespread tectonic zone striking S-N in the central part 
of Czechia played the key role in the transport of hydrothermal solutions towards the 
surface and in development of hydrothermal karst phenomena in Bohemian Karst (Ze
man, Suchy 1999). Recently, more and more frequently, the question of contribution o1 
similar processes to the origin of caves and surface forms of Moravian Karst is dis
cussed. It is considered that hydrothermal karst of both mentioned regions occurred 
most likely in Tertiary or even in Quaternary, and therefore karstification in this region 
is much younger than it was previously considered. This testifies the great intensity ot 

karst processes assisted or caused by the activity of heated waters migrating in the up
ward direction and gaseous emanations (mainly COJ The most interesting objects of 
present-day activity of the mentioned endogenic processes in the area of Central Europe 
are Zbrashov Aragonite Caves and Hranice Abyss in Teplice on Becva (Moravia), where 
karstification proceeds with the involvement of warm waters ( 40-50°C) enriched with 
juvenile CO

2
. 

The theses presented in the paper, concerning the Cracow-Silesia Upland as well as 
cited examples related to the neighbouring regions put in new light the age of karst 
development and the contribution of endogenic processes in this development in rela
tion to the role of climatic conditions. The latter have been considered, till the present
day times, a dominating factor, determining the karstification phases distinguished for 
the Cracow-Silesia region. They also cast a new light on the subject, discussed for man::,, 
years, of the lack of ice cover and the functioning of negative nunatak in the eastern part 
of the discussed region during the Pleistocene glaciation. 
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KARST-CONTROLLED RESERVOIRS, 

IDENTIFICATION AND PREDICTION OF 

RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS 

DISTRIBUTION THROUGH SEISMIC, 

WELL DATA AND OUTCROPS 

P. A. LAPOINTE, H-J. SOUDET, B. COURME 

Abstract 

Karst-controlled reservoirs can be economically interesting. Case histories shoiv that production de

pends on the knoivledge of the karst organization. Reservoir description remains difficult because of 

the anisotropy of the karst system which is at field scale, and not characterizable at well scale. Three 

examples of karst-controlledflelds (Rospo Mare -Italy, Al Khaleej-Qatar, Kharyaga -CIS) and one 

example of karst-modified field (Yadana -Myanmar) are illustrated. As core data are only available 

after drilling, seismic and log techniques appear as the first step jiJr a karst reservoir evaluation. Use 

of outcrop analogue is still mandatorJ; then, laboratory seismic modeling calibrated by paleokarst 

outcrop studies allows the identification karstic features. A natural "next step" is the mapping and 

mode ling of the karst characteristics. The first approach is a 3-D sketch showing horizontally-driven 

and vertically-driven cave developments. The ultimate step would be a full 3-D reservoir model of the 

paleokarst. Mapping remains critical in the prediction of the best reservoir zone distribution, and the 

prognosis of future production well locations, particularly for horizontal or highly deviated wells. 

Key words: Karst, Paleokarst, Reservoir, Hydrocarbon, Identification, Seismic, Modeling 

INTRODUCTION 

Subaerial exposure in terrestrial and coastal environments initiates a series of physical, 

chemical, and biological processes that modify carbonate rocks (Cvijic, I 925; Sweeting, 

1972; Ford and Williams, 1989; Esteban and Klappa, 1983; Wright, 1991, amongst oth

ers). The related karstic process is of paramount importance for reservoir enhancement. 

Karst-controlled reservoirs can be economically interesting such as notable exam

ples including Precambrian - Cambrian dolomites of Renqiu (Guangming and Quan

heng I 982, Renda, 1986, Horn, I 990), Yanglin (Guangming and Quanheng, I 982) fields, 

both in China, Ordovician Ellenburger (Kerans 1988, 1990), Arbuckle (Bliefnick, 1992; 

AI-Shaieb and Lynch, 1993), and Knox carbonates (USA), Devonian Kharyaga field 

(Petukhov, 1996a; Petukhov, 1996b; Lapointe, 1997) (CIS), Permian Yates field (Craig, 

1988; Tinker et al, 1995), Mississippian Madison carbonates (Sando, 1988), Maden and 

Garland (Demiralin and Hurley, 1993) fields (USA), Jurassic Amposta (Seemann et al, 
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990) and Casablanca (Watson I 982; Lomando et al., 1993) fields (Spain), Cretaceous 

ospo Mare field (Dussert et al., 1988; Soudet et al., 1990; Andre and Doulcet, 1991) 

taly). A number of other reservoirs have been improved or modified by karstification, 

)me examples include the Carboniferous-Permian Tenghiz field (Harris et al., 1998) 

(azakhstan), Cretaceous Al Khaleej field (Qatar) or Miocene Yadana (Lapointe et al., 

:}96) (Myanmar). 

Case histories of karst-controlled reservoir show that the production of the field 

epends on an understanding of the karst organization. The reservoir description re

tains difficult because of the anisotropy of the karst system. Three examples of karst

)ntrolled fields and one example of a karst-modified field are illustrated. 

KARST RESERVOIR EVALUATION 

.s core data are only available after drilling, seismic and log techniques appear as the 

rst step for a karst reservoir evaluation. Use of outcrop analogue is still mandatory, as 

1e origin and recognition of fractures, breccia, and sediments fills associated with pale

caves are determined through the study of modern karst systems. Later, laboratory 

:ismic modeling calibrated by paleokarst outcrop studies allows the identification of 

arstic features (Handford, 1995; Courme 1999; Lapointe et al., 2001). Based on out

rop description, an impedance model is prepared. A study of the Apache Canyon (West 

exas, Courme, 2001 ), the impedance model was built from sonic velocity measure

tents performed on the outcrop with the help of a hand-held sonic probe. ln this case, 

1e comparison of the seismic response at 60 Hz and at 40 Hz showed that, at a 110-ft 

·ace spacing, large collapse features may be better imaged at the lower frequency. Ob

:cts 40 m high and 90 m long can be identified on this kind of seismic data, at a frequen

Y as low as 40 Hz. Examples ofRospo Mare (Italy) and Al Khaleej (Qatar) fields show 

1e advantage of 3-D seismic in locating important karst features such as large caves, 

nkholes and dolines or in defining the limits of karstified areas. 

A natural "next step" for understanding the karst reservoir is the mapping of the 

arst characteristics (Lapointe, I 997). The map is based on a compilation and integra

on of all the available data: mud loss distributior., bit drop locations, core recovery, 

Jbble zones, core data (geological and petrophysical), fracture analysis, fault distribu

on from seismic, karst seismic patterns, log analysis, well test analysis, and computed 

roductivity index It is also based on outcrop analogues and other known karstic hydro

arbon fields used as guidelines for the mapping. The first derived model is a schematic 

D representation showing horizontally driven cave developments within some litholog

:al units, with probable open conduits and vertically-driven cave developments allowing 

onnection between successive units. 

For the Kharyaga field, the fieldwork done in the Bolshoi Karatau of Kazakhstan 

rovided analogue for a paleokarst network developed in Paleozoic rocks (Lapointe and 

lurst, 1996; Lapointe et al., 1997). Former caves 200 m long and 50 m high, occur. 
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Cave conduits collapsed and early-formed internal breccias were re-brecciated. Follow

ing this, differential compaction of strata around and over the paleocaves developed 

breccias that radiate out from the conduits and which may intersect other collapsed 

passages (Loucks, 1996, 1999). 

The ultimate step would be a 3-D reservoir modeling of the paleokarst (Kharyaga, 

Al Khaleej). 

KARST-CONTROLLED FIELDS 

Rospo Mare (Italy), identification based on seismic and core 

The Lower Cretaceous limestone of Rospo Mare field, in the Adriatic Sea offshore 

Italy, suffered subaerial exposure and karstification process before the deposition of the 

Oligo-Miocene cap rock. The Rospo Mare experience showed the capability of 3D seis

mic to define a karstic landform at the top of a limestone reservoir. This Oligocene 

Mediterranean karst is of tropical type, similar to the modern day Cuba or Vietnam 

karsts. Isobath mapping has confirmed the karstic interpretation of the reservoir, first 

proved by a core study. It shows, clearly, numerous roughly circular depressions with 

depths ranging from 10 to 100 m and diameters from 100 to 600 m, looking like a typical 

sinkhole or doline landscape. The cores were used to set up a succession of criteria for 

karst identification (Lapointe, 1981) and allowed a good characterization of the karst: 

A gravity driven karst, tabular, in the Ford classification, developed under hot & 

humid climate, mature, with extended karst related porosity and hierarchy of the 

system from upstream to downstream, 

A clear organization with the upper infiltration zone (epikarst, 15-20m), the lower 

infiltration zone (vertical transit zone, 35 to 80m), the upper flooded zone (20-30m), 

the lower flooded zone (up to 200m) with slow water movements. 

Reservoir impact: oil is trapped in vugs and fractures enlarged by karstification, the 

karst total porosity is about 1.5%, but permeabilities vary from 8 to SOD. Thus, the risk 

of very early water breakthrough during production was high. 

Horizontal drilling application: to avoid clay and terra rossa filling dolines or sink

holes, horizontal drilling, controlled by 3D seismic model was used to intersect the max

imum number of open caves and fractures, as far as possible above the oil-water contact 

in order to reduce the risk of early water breakthrough. 

Kharyaga Objet 2 (CJS). Reservoir, identification based mainly on core and drilling pa

rameters 

The Kharyaga field, located in the Komi Republic (CIS), is a multi-horizon oil

bearing field. The Upper Devonian carbonates of Object 2 are one of the most interest

ing reservoir targets. While drilling, several wells reported heavy, sometimes total mud 

losses, tool breaks, and falls of several meters. Cores cut in these wells were generally 

poorly recovered and contained large vugs and an abundance of fractures. 
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Detailed examination of these cores reveals the karstic nature of the reservoir 

Lapointe, I 997) and includes the following: conduits passing to large cavities, caves 

rith network distribution, fissures enlarged by leaching, morphologies with an erosional 

,verprint, karstic breccia, local filling of the cavities with green shales, geodic sparite 

ement and true speleothems. All these karstic features are documented from thin-sec

ion study. 

A reference well KH-1019 was cored (170m) and logged, providing valuable infor-

1ation for the karstified reservoir understanding. Unfortunately, in this well KH I O 19, it 

ras not possible to control fluid loss during the drilling of the Object 2. The set of open 

ole logs recorded does not allow formal identification of the secondary porosity type. 

'he seismic lines do not clearly exhibit karstic morphologies, inasmuch as they consist 

fa set of old 2D lines lacking sufficient resolution. Newly acquired 30 seismic with a 

0 feet trace spacing and higher frequency content will improve the karst identification. 

'he main observations on cores are: 

Abundance of macroscopic secondary porosity, with well-developed cavities from a 

millimeter to several centimeters; 

Discontinuous and anisotropic cavity development having selectively affected the 

non-stromatolitic units; 

Relationship with the former sedimentary structures ( e.g., enlargement of fenestrae ); 

Leaching along the sediment heterogeneities, such as microfracture networks (par

tial leaching of the network previously sealed by sparitic cement) or stylolites; 

Occurrence of fracture-related breccia followed by solution of stromatolites; 

General association of large cavities with a set of microvugs (less than I mm); 

Cavity network displaying high connectivity (up to several centimeters width on core); 

Sparite geode cavity infilling. 

Reservoir impact: the karstified zone exhibits a wide vertical and horizontal distri

ution. The karst appears polycyclic, and one of the latest phases remains widely open. 

)verall porosity is increased and permeability is drastically improved by karstification. 

'he tested wells in this zone have a very good productivity index. The reservoir charac

�ristics of the breccias related to paleokarst in some art of the field are also attractive 

rhen compared to the non-karstified zones. The mapping of the karstified reservoir is 

,ased on all the data collected (mud-logging, electrical-logging, cores and production 

ata) with outcrop model control and is a critical factor for reservoir management and 

ield development. 

If Khaleej Field, (Qatar), Epikarst, combined identification 

The Mishrif reservoir of the Al Khaleej located offshore Qatar is characterized by a 

uccession of agrading elementary sequences ( each about 10 m thick), that suffered 

trong diagenesis at the top, leading to epikarst formation (3 to 5 meters). 

This karst is polygenetic and all the epikarstic systems were reactivated during a 

::mg period of emergence (Turonian to Santonian, # 4.5 My) partly induced by the dia-

1iric structure of Rostam (Iran). The main observations on cores are: 
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Pedogenic facies, 

Abundance of secondary vuggy porosity developed in all facies (wackestone to grain

stone) and spectacular in rudist facies, 

Sharp base to the dissolution following an horizontal level, cross-cutting lithological 

variations, 

Strong cementation of the very top (30cm) of each sequence by marine calcite. 

Reservoir impact: the karstified zone is well delimitated and visible on JD seismic. 

The high permeability of the epikarstic drains ( IOOmd to 8 darcies) is correlated with 

sequence stratigraphy: permeability increases in each successive sequence during the 

regressive trend. 

The reservoir quality is also related to the sensitivity to dissolve the sedimentary 

facies. The best are rudistic/bioclastic facies and the best drain (good continuity) are 

tempest levels with abundant caprinid debris (aragonitic rudists). 

Carbonates dissolved in the epikarst are recemented at the border of the karstic 

area inducing a lateral cemented zone and a sharp boundary for the reservoir. 

KARST-MODIFIED FIELD 

Combined karst recognition, Yatlana Field, Offshore Myanmar 

The main gas reservoir at Yadana field, offshore Myanmar, south of the Irrawaddy 

Delta, occurs in Early Miocene shallow marine limestones. Losses of drilling mud were 

recorded in the same intervals as karstic features (subaerial exposure surfaces, breccia 

and large solution cavities filled with drilling mud) which were observed in cores (Lapointe 

et al., 1996 ). The main observations on cores are: 

Pseudo-breccia on top of cemented and cavernous limestone, 

Large scale vugs or en-larged fissures, 

Karstic surface with vertical solution pipes developed for 2-3 m, filled by overlaying 

bioclastic-dominated limestone, 

Sub vertical fissures and network connected caverns, filled by drilling mud. 

Large range for the size of the cavities, 

Discontinuous and anisotropic distribution of the cavities within the sediment, 

Macroscopic secondary porosity. 

Thin section analysis confirms the multiple stages of karstic dissolution and cavity 

filling and it shows a complex network providing information for phases of karstification 

development. The filling of caves and vugs highlight a complex history summarized in 5 

phases. The stable carbon and oxygen compositions ( 8 14C and 8 180) of most bulk 

limestones are typical of normal marine carbonate, however neomorphosed corals in 

some of those intervals have isotopic compositions characteristics of fresh water diagen

esis. Complementary micropaleontological analyses have been used to enhance the in

terpretation. Karst features are also recorded in wireline log responses. Intervals ce

mented during emergence appear dense on sonic log and correspond to strong seismic 
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,ents. Caves appear clearly on the Dipole Shear Sonic log interpretation (Hlaing et al., 

j94 ). In addition, seismic amplitude maps reveal an anisotropic distribution of karst 

:lated events superimposed on an atoll-like deposition model. 

At field scale, similar karstic features have been observed and described on three 

ther ap-praisal wells, allowing correlations based on these karstic events. 20 and 30 

�ismic lines support these where doline-like and sinkhole features are suspected at the 

,p of the formation. 

Reservoir impact: the karstification provide fluid flows within a specific facies strong-

• ce-mented. The remaining "classic" pores are moldic, organic and intergranular types 

ith very poor interconnections. The average porosity is 11 % compared to the average 

5 % of the good reservoir facies. This rock type is not a true permeability barrier since 

te karstification process had provided vertical "pipes" or channels allowing vertical 

uid flows. The very last karstic phase related to the top limestone emersion left an 

nfilled network that provides connecting channels through dense zones. The early ce-

1entation of the carbonates is balanced by the creation of this network. The related 

1terconnected vuggy porosity is developed vertically over 50 m and increase the gas 

OW. 

CONCLUSIONS 

he karst system dramatically improves the permeabilities and the drainage of the host 

,cks. This improvement also affects porosity, albeit with a smaller impact. Mapping 

:mains critical in the forecasting of the best reservoir zone distribution, and the progno

s of future production well locations, particularly for horizontal or highly deviated 

ells, and is the first step in karst modeling as applied to production reservoir modeling. 

Karst-controlled reservoirs have a spatial complexity. Understanding the distribu

on of the heterogeneous reservoir facies resulting from karst-processes is mandatory 

,r the economic production of their hydrocarbons. 
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SPELEOTHEM CHRONOLOGY OF GASSEL 

CAVE, NORTHERN CALCAREOUS ALPS, 

AUSTRIA (PRELIMINARY RESULTS) 

KARL-HEINZ OFFENBECHER & CHRISTOPH SPOTL 

Abstract 

Gassel cave is located in the central part of the Northern Calcareous Alps close to its northern mar

gin. Cut in Triassic dolomite the caves extends over a vertical difference of 105 m with its entrance 

located al 1225 m a.s.l. The inferior air temperature is close 10 +5.4
°

C which corresponds 10 !he 

average annual air temperature at this altitude. Annual precipitalion is high due along the northern 

fringe of !he Alps and a long-term average of 2400 mm was measured at the nearby meteorological 

station Feuerkogel ( 1587 111). 

Gassel cave is among the most highly decorated drips/one caves in the entire Northern Calcareous 

Alps, which is unexpected given the rather high altitudinal selling, the dolomitic host rock and the 

thin soil co11er. Inspection of the speleothem inventory shows that probably more than two thirds of the 

speleothems are currently inactive and potentially fossil. A simple stratigraphy of cave sediments can 

be recognized in most chambers. The oldest deposit are red clays which resembles terra rossa known 

from many high-altitude caves in the Northern Calcareous Alps and traditionally attributed to the 

result of subtropical weathering during Tertiary times. These loamy deposits, which rarely reach up 

more than a meter in thickness, are overlain by calcitic f lo,vstones and stalagmites. U-series dates of 

stalagmites tops yielded Th-U equilibrium ages and hence corroborate the rather high age of the 

underlying clay. This generation of speleothems was subsequent(v affected by erosion due to turbulent 

waters which locally eroded the clay causing collapse and tilting of stalagmites. White and partially 

active f lowstones and stalagmites up to about one meter in height form the last generation in these 

chambers. 

7ivo active looking stalagmites were removed and are currently being investigated to obtain a paleoen

vironmental record for the Holocene in this part of the Eastern Alps. Petrographically, these samples 

are composed of inclusion-poor, coarsely crystalline columnar calcite. One of the samples reveals a 

discontinuity suggesting that the drip source may have changed slightly. Other than that, thin sec

tions show no evidence of post-depositional alteration. 

We are currently establishing age models for these samples based on U-series measurements using 

m11/ricollector lCP-MS methods. Preliminary results suggest that both stalagmites comprise most of 

the Holocene, but growth appears to have ceased some 1000 years before present . 
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ANTIQUITY OF SOME EASTALPINE CAVES 

CONSTRAINTS FROM TH/U DATING 

C. SPOTL', A. MANGINI2, K.H. OFFENBECHER', R. PAVUZA3 

Abstract 

The Eastern Alps of Austria host outstanding examples of mountain karst regions. Numerous caves 

developed in carbonate formations of the Northern Calcareous Alps, the Grazer Bergland, the Kara

wanken and Gailtal Mountains, the Carnie Alps, and locally also in the Northern Graywacke Zone 

and the Central Alpine Zone. The origin and timing of Alpine karst, however, is poorly constrained 

chronologically. Based on circumstantial evidence Frisch and coworkers (2001) recently suggested 

that many of the extensive cave systems in the central part of the Northern Calcareous Alps formed 

during the Oligo-Miocene (under the inf luence of a subtropical climate regime) and were subsequent

ly uplifted. The authors also attempted - though unsuccessfully - to date speleothems and elastic cave 

sediments (Augensteine) using U-Pb isotopes and cosmogenic radionuc!ides, respectively. 

We examined a number of carbonate spe/eothem samples from a variety of easra/pine caves in an 

attempt to locate U-rich samples suitable for high-precision Th/U dating using TJMS and /CP-MS. 

Several samples, predominantly those showing clear signs of erosion, yielded infinite Th/U ages, 

suggesting deposition prior to c. 350-400 ka (the precise age depending primarily on the U content of 

the individual sample). Our data are slightly biased toward cave sites in the western part of the 

Eastern Alps (see Figure). 

Although these data do not provide a precise chronology of cave formation, they do help to place 

constraints on the minimum age of speleogenesis and strongly suggest that the formation of these 

caves was unrelated to g/acia!-interg!acial climate variations during the mid to late Quaternary peri

od. This is consistent with the fact that several of these sites are located above the modern timberline 

and are hydrologically relict systems. 
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Fig. i. Map of Austria shoiving major karst regions and sites ivhich yielded speleothem samples ivith 
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dalm Eishohle, 6 Koppenbriiller Hohle, 7 Dachstein Mammuth6hle, 8 Gassel Tropfsteinh6hle, 9 Obir 

Tropfsteinhohle, JO Blasloch, 11 Giintherhohle. 
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